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Called Shots: Baseball as Modern American Fiction. 

Abstract: 

Since the tum of the century. baseball has k e n  a diable source of inspiration for American 
authors. More recently, however, baseball has emeqed as a dependable product in more 
upscale sections of the literary marketplace. From bestselling novels tumed into strong 

box-office rnovies, from PBS documentaries to oped pieces in The New York Review of 

Books, from anthologies of baseball literature to doctoral dissertations. baseball has laid 
daim to a "literary" identity no other sport and few other products of mass-culture enjoy. 
Within the borders of this outgrowth, the baseball novel in particular has been shaped into a 

uniquely self-sustaining cornpanion to the popular sport. 
At first glance. the baseball novel tends to have a simple function; the game is used 

as a nostalgie locator for simpler times, more coherent passions. and healthy. patnotic fun. 
But on closer examination, baseball fiction. Like the game it depends upon for its appeai, is 
defined by its codicts: the perfect game is played by imperfect people; an imagined 
pastoral game takes shelter under the big-city dome; "America's game" closes its ranks to a 
select few: the idea of a game "for the kids" is pressured by the anxious restructunng of the 

American family. The very idea of "baseball literature" itself is codicted as the cultured 
assurances of its identity as a bona fide literary art are articuiated in and around a 

constituency with strong anti-intellectuai traditions. 
The most common tropes in baseball fiction (baseball as aesthetically and spiritually 

faultless. baseball as pastoral. baseball as mentocracy. baseball as father and son reunion) 
would not appear as often as they do if these daims were self-evidently true. When an 

author chooses to use a baseball setting in some way he or she will end up advancing, 

interrogating and / or condernning these tropes. (Unlike baseball players. baseball- 
novelists are in full control of the outcornes of their "games.") While baseball fiction 
finally eludes a simple. generic classification, taken as a whole it offers a well-contained, 
evocative. metonymic critique of the conflicts inherent in the ideas of Arnerica at play. 

Understood as a cultural product. baseball fiction offers a unique perspective on the 

entertainment industry. literary trends. and the state of the nation in the Reagan 1 Bush era. 
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ONE 

The Great Escape: 
Introducing Baseball Literature 

"A Baseball Player! What could be more American?" 
-from Frank Capra's Meer John Doe 

"Fanaticism? No. Writing is exciting 
and baseball is like writing. 

You can never tell with either 
how it will go 
or what you will do" 

-Marianne Moore BaseDaff and Writing 



What is Baseball Literature? 

That baseball has become a celebrated literary metaphor for America is already old news. 

The efficacy of the metaphor is debatable but the broad base of its appeal is solid. The 

constant attention the sport and its metaphoncai province have received from prominent 

authors has, over the years, helped establish "baseball literature" as a fairly recognizable 

cultural product: baseball literature extendç beyond the collected wntinp about the garne and 

into popular theones and shared musings about the game's social, cultural, political and 

aesthetic significance. When called to imagine something called "baseball literature" one 

may as likely corne up with a composite picture which includes George Will editorials, Ken 

Burns' PBS fundraiser. and Kevin Costner films as well a s  Philip Roth's 73e Greu 
herican Novel. The idea that there acnially is something known as "baseball literature" is 

a testament to the feeling that the popular sport says something impotïam about America 

and Americans. While taken as a whole this cultural product often articulates the political 

conservatism and patriotism of the late 1980s and early 1990s. the meanings of the 

individual texts of baseball literature just as often escape ready identification. Like the 

game it comments upon, baseball literature is defined by its competinp ideologies. 

The establishment of baseball literature as  a dependable product in the l i terary 

marketplace probably has less to do with the elasticity of the metaphor than with the 

commercial appeal of the primary subject. And the assumptions which have been 

successfully targeted to help secure baseball's "literaryn ideniity are now not an 

insignificant element in organized baseball's self-promotions. Following the respected 

tradition of American sports wnting and sports reading, sports books are obviously 

appealing to publishers as they attempt to engage a known, dependable readership. So, it 

happens every spring: publishing houses flood the market with baseball books as the 

alleged lark of "summer readingn bas become one of the book industry's great cash cows. I 

Over the years. as the market for baseball books has become increasingly sophisticated and 

demanding, a wide range of baseball books have separated themselves from typical jock 

bio-pphies and recollections of what it must have k e n  like to be Vince DiMaggio. Sports 

pulp still is a large part of the market, bat baseball books have become increasingly upscale 

and are d e r n ~ ~ p h i c a l l y  targeted for the summer reading dollar of college-educaied 

Arnencans. 

1 In bookselhg there are generally two retail seasons: Fall-Winter, which tends to focus 
on books as gifts; and Spring-Summer, which usually emphasizes light reading. 



A more discemably high brow "literary" appeal is now an element of baseball's 

public image, particularly as the sport attempts to define itself in a cornpetitive market 

where it no longer is the most popular American sport. Casting cornpetiton as  low-brow, 

or  as insubstantial, baseball advertising strategies will sometimes spin on its historically- 

imbued "poetry" to appeal to the all-important book or ticket buyer. This is not a 

boardroom plot, but a marketing consideration based upon the general acceptance that 

baseball can be a "serious" subject and, more importantly, that the aging center of 

baseball's fan base is interested in more than the crossword p d e  in Busebuii Digest. 

While baseball was not always thought of as an appropriate subject for serious 

literature it now enjoys a literary identity unique among products of popular culture. Not 

only are Pulitzer Prize winning authors like Donald Hall and David Haibentarn writing 

poetry and prose on the subject, many literary presses are shorinp up their frontlists with 

basebail titles, while colleges and univedies  are devoting courses to baseball literature and 

awarding degrees based upon a literary pursuit of baseball. (Although one should never 

underestimate traditional resistance to the study of popular culture, in the course of 

completing this manuscript I've never met any real indignation toward the concept of 

basebalf Iiteran«e. The common acceptance that such a thing as baseball literature actuaily 

exists is, 1 think. well established.) It cornes as no surprise then to see something like the 
combined University Press listing The Scholur's Bookshelf Save space for "Baseball 

History and Reference," a distinction which is  not granted to any other sport, or even to 

sport itself. 

Other sports may lay claim to distinctive books and scholarly articles about them 

(boxing, golf and football in particular), but, for a variety of reasons, they have not 

established thernselves as self-sustaining cultural products. Once, boxing was the 
sportswnter's sport. but the violence of the pastime has somewhat discredited its appeal. 

Golf, although shanng many of baseball's beloved physical properties, and the subject of 

countless books, is often cast as too exclusive for the kind of popular philosophy baseball 

enthusiasts like to embrace. Football, arguably the most popular sport in the United States. 

will tirne and tirne again be condemned by the baseball writer for its irnagined vulgar sins.2 

Actually, baseball's literati will often speak of a special relationship the game of baseball 

has to the art of writing. The belief that baseball has a unique literary claim which no other 

* Quite often, accreditiop baseball's perfection is accomplished by discrediting the 
aesthetics of other professional sports, in particular the incredibly popular NFL. Football 
has thus become an important signifier in baseball literature. Where baseball is sanctified 
and tempered, football is baseball's evil cousin: violent, TV-driven, dock-enslaved, and 
muscle bound. 



sport may declare has in some ways problematized the critical project of sports literature as 

the overwhelming interest in baseball often divides the sports-lit field into "baseball" and 

"non-baseball" wrïting. Whatever authentic merits this claim to the literary distinctiveness 

of baseball rnay have, there is no denying the popuiar success of the notion that baseball is, 

as Canadian author George Bowering put it, "the pet's game" ( 1 15). 

Baseball poets and fiction wnten in fact now have several literary journals to 

submit their work about baseball to. What is surprising about publications like The Fan, 

Spilbaii, Dug Out and Eiysian Fields is not that they achially receive submissions but that 

they do a fair job in avoidinp mere fanzine doggerel, celebratory jingles or simple nostalgia. 

These small joumals provide a place where, in the words of Spitbuii's Mike Shannon, "the 

editoa might not disqualify a poem or a story because it was about baseball. but where the 

use of baseball as a subject matter was the first consideration" (13). And it may be in part 

due to the front-line success of journals Iike Spitbull (which is the most successful and 

sop histicated of these journals) that such baseball disqualifications do not now reall y exist 

in the mainstream; both The New Yorker and Hcuper's have published their fair share of 

serious basebail literature. 

Roger Angell's reg ular baseball roundups in The New Yorker, Thomas Boswell's 

articles for The Washington Post and Stephen Jay Gould's pieces for The New York 

Review of Book have dooe much to reify baseball's pre-eminence among literary sports. 

The writerly identity that emerges from this kind of op-ed discoune is perhaps one that is 

best embodied by the narrative authority given to the talking heads of Ken Burns' television 

documentary Bcrrebuli(l994). It is a discourse which is often highly intellectualized. full 

of grand similes, and usually with an affirmative spin; baseball, it is said, is pan of what 

makes Arnerica great. In the course of developing this discourse, with baseball's 

spokespersons' inveterate rnooning over the great tearns of Boston and New York, as 

typified in the public television special, it was perhaps inevitable that basebali literature 

would take on a largely East Coast and academic uniform. And thus dressed, baseball lit 

often casts the West Coast as the television and entertainment obsessed, Dodger-stealing 

villains. 

In Hollywood, however. the baseball movie is also a reliable summer staple. And, 

as is the case in many bookselhg windfalls, the box-office success of any given baseball 

film becomes an important catalyst in fomenting a baseball literature "canon." For 

example, while Stephen King novels did well before films of his novels became box-office 

hits, the Stephen King literary industry -- including his scores of imi taton -- only began 

&ter the product was proven au cinema. The success of movies like Bull Durham, FieM of 

Dreams, and A Leugue of Their Own, has done as much as anything to assert the 



intellectual legitimacy of basebdl as a metaphor. (Certainly one reason why people are not 

surprised by the idea of baseball literature is that practically everybody is familiar with 

popular baseball films like The Natural, Bang the Drum Slowly or, at the very least, The 
Bad News Beurs.) For obvious reasons, the success of baseball movies makes writing 

original material about baseball quite tempting: the possibility of film-nghts big bucks is 

certainly not an insignificant consideration. 

Television is in many ways a more obvious reservoir for baseball literature's 

cultivation than are literary antecedents. Televised broadcasts of baseball Dames are the 

most dependable medium for a contemporary understanding of the sport. While some 

baseball literature has a Luddite-like fear of technology and a hostility to television in 

particular, the "shared history" of basebaii is often rooted in television nostalgia. The 

dramatic images of shared baseball history - Willie Mays' catch, Carlton Rsk's home run, 
- are also television moments, and the survivinp videos of these moments serve as a kind 
of general proof of authenticity. Following the market developments initiated by radio and 

newspapen (media which are still constitutive elernents of baseball's populari ty) television 

helps preserve professional baseball's "national" identity and dramatically extends the 

shared history that is so important to baseball's literary artifacts. It's significant then that 

the eighteen and a half hour Ken Burns docurnentary, finally skewed with a sense that 

television was a source of baseball's spiritual doom, was itself a commercially ambitious 

recognition of television's unique authonty to represent baseball. 

While not nearly as lucrative, the emergence of literary criticism about baseball is 
not as far removed from Hollywood baseball as one might imagine. While the critical 

response to baseball li terature is varied enough to inhi bit a simplistic characterization, the 

fact that the literary metaphor is k i n g  unpacked and discussed in a serious academic way is 

also a sure sign of the depth of the impression the cultural product has left (Le. more 

blockbusters like Field of Dreams, more essays on baseball as an important metaphor). 

The existence of polished acadernic joumals like Aethlon and the more recent Ninr: A 

Journul of Bmeball History and Sochl Policy Perspective, helps studen ts and teache rs 

understand the critical issues of the game, and each is  another log in the fire, adding 

credibility to the very idea of baseball literature. Essays like "Running the Basepaths: 

Baseball and Jane Austen," which get published in lit-crit joumals may have little traffic 

with the ordinary fan, but the same ordinary fan is also assailed by the "high brow" 

marketing techniques which are borne out of the same gestalt, the same era of baseball 

Ii terature. 

The working class roots of the fan base for the game and the popular appeal of 

baseball make it a likely study in the genedities of Amencana, but this reality also causes a 



palpable friction with the more high brow airns of baseball literature. One of the main 

characteristics of the literary study for baseball is its very quest for credibility, its tortured 

apologies and its claim on an audience who may appreciate the metaphor, but do not have a 

taste for the histoncal cornplexities and trivia of its subject. It sometimes seems like every 

good book about baseball has a blurb meant to assure the potential reader that "even if 

you're not a baseball fan, you'll like. . . ." So, in the face of the voluminous trivia of the 

sports fan. baseball literature expresses a considerable anxiety. This anxiety is  

understandable considering the indefatigable argumentations of tnvia, but odd w hen 

measured against more stable objects of literary study. Imagine if every book about 

Melville were prefaced with assurances that there will be no "whding trivia" and entreaties 

that "even if you don t  like sea stories. . . ."3 Ultimately. the production of baseball 

literature is less concemed with the scores of actual baseball games than with how baseball 

tropes engage the reader's sense of what is right and what is wrong with the sport. 

In his essay Bmeball: Our Game, John Thom writes, "Baseball is not a 

conventionai industry. It belongs neither to the players nor management, but to al1 of us. 
It is Our national pastirne, our national symbol, and our national treasure" (52). This is the 

kind of statement that abounds in baseball literature, a testimonial perennially repackaged 

and articuiated as the space demands, whether it be in The Times, on a movie screen or in a 

speech from Washington. Neither completely hokum nor self-evidently tnie, this kind of 
statement energizes baseball literature as having something to talk about besides batting 

averaps  or low and away curves. it da ims basebal1 can be about more than its games and 

that it can wam-up the whole country in its feel-good embrace. Roger Angell, criticizing 

what he calls the "hyperglycemict' readings of the game found in the contemporary cinema, 

asks something that goes to the very heart of baseball literature a s  a cultural product, and 

can be used to interrogate even the "anti-glycemic" readings: 

1 like baseball, the game and the games, but 1 can't understand why it's so 
hard to look at the game with a clear gaze. W e  seem to want to go on 
sweetening it up, frosting the flakes, because we want it to say things about 
ourselves that probably aren't tme. (Once More Around the Park 345) 

1 will try not to make similar apologies or second guess the knowledgability of my 
readers. My basic feeling is that no rnatter what one says some people just will not read a 
book if the genre or subgenre does not appeal to them. Some will just not read a detective 
novel, a science fiction novel, or whatever, even if you assure them it could be the greatest 
book of al1 time. 



It doesn't sound too nutntious, but the meal you are about to receive in this manuscript is 

almost "pure frosting." That is, by definition, baseball literature is not the real thing. 

Literary representations of arts that are not literary, like music, art, or dance, must lose 

something in the translation but may also create their own literary systems and generic 

imperatives in the process of representing the non-literary art. In other words, the frosting 

can taste really good - sometimes it is even better than the flakes. 

Frostinp the flake is what baseball literature must do. What remains in question, 

however, even in the case of AngeII, is the taste of the frosting. And that is still pretty 

much open to interpretation. The metaphor of baseball qm America can mean just about 

anything to anyone, and trying to impose a generic structure or a literary history to baseball 

literature is both premature and suspect to the partisan humors of the enthusiast. What is 

important to ask, however, is why baseball literature and why now? In the course of this 

book I aim to look at the main areas of contestation in baseball literature by paying specific 

attention (and giving proper context) to the dominant tropes in baseball fiction, and in so 

doing amve at a sense of how baseball literature has been able to assert itself as a 

cornpelling cultural product. This is also an opportunity to question baseball literature 

beyond its daim to existence, to take its critical reception to a different stage, to test the 

longevity of baseball's claims to literary specialness and finally, to ask how the concems of 

baseball literature mesh with the concems of average baseball fans like me. 

Here is a brief list of the most common tropes and assertions found in basebail 

li terature: 

- Baseball is perfect and God-given. (But, nonetheless. 
vulnerable to the worst in human beings.) 

-Basebal1 is the best sport and "naturally" amenable to 
Iiterary representation. 

-Baseballls setting is more important ihan its outcornes. 

-Basebafl is America at its best: a non-violent America where 
dl are judged on merit that can be quantified. 

-Itls about the kids. It's about fathers and sons. 

-Modern baseball is a failure. 

These assertions are not unambiguously stated; and they appear repeatedly because they are 

at the contested centre of what baseball as a metaphor might signify. That is to Say. 

baseball fiction, like al1 baseball literature, is defined by conflict. 



What About Baseball Fiction? 

Baseball literature is far  too expansive and vaned to be thoupht of as a single, historical 

unit. And with some deference to the volumes written about the sport, 1 will be limiting my 

analysis, for the most part, to baseball fiction and particularly to baseball novels. But even 

so, baseball fiction is not a unified, comprehensive collection of works. According to the 

R. Plapinger catalogue (the most dependable resource for baseball book orders) there are 

nearly 600 baseball fiction titles, with more to be rediscovered and more on the way. My 

discussion of baseball fiction then is not meant to be comprehensive or even to serve as a 

historical overview of a genre or a subgenre. Rather, Itve selected some of the most 

popular baseball novels of al1 time, a few of the less popular, and few of the more recent 

baseball novels to expose and contextualize the intemal controversies and Limitations of 

their repeated tropes. And in so doing, 1 hope to develop a fuller account of the 

contemporary interest in the baseball novel. 

The baseball novel has also become a dependable product in the literary 

marketplace. Baseball Iiterature's retail products exist in a segmented market, where 

upscale products Iike Northern Sandlots: A Social Hirrory of Maritime Baseball are  

distinguished from (yet sold side-by-side with) traditional products like Felipe Alou . . . 
My Life ancl Buebuil. and baseball fiction has benefited from a successful targeting of the 

upscale segment. Given the intensification of niche-marketing in the bookselling world, 

the success of baseball rnovies, the growth in attendance in professional baseballfs major 

leagues and the aging, largely male demographic target - it is noi surprising baseball 

novels would become a recognizable feature in publisher's front lists. (Looking at the fact 

that baseball fiction and poetry is often sold in the sports rather than the fiction or poetry 

sections of bookstores, the importance of the sport as a marketing strategy becomes 

obvious.) However, rather than develop a recognizable generïc pattern, in the way one 

might think of formula fiction, the baseball novel has remained stylistically diverse. There 

are still very few fiction writers who wnte about baseball more than once; often the very 

good baseball novels are the result of a very good author's single attempt to explore the 

game's metaphorical potential. Furthemore, the definition of a baseball novel is not one 

without vague borders: we can define it a s  any novel that uses baseball as its "contmlling 

metaphor" (Candelaria 14). but the firmness of this "controlt' when the metaphor is 

engaged is always debatable. But, in baseball novels, the use of this particular "controlling 

metaphor" might attract a certain interest that would be missing if the author chose to use a 

less culturally entrenched metaphor. In other words, The Narural could be about a 



preternaturally gifted javelin tosser, but the text would probably not interest as many 

readers. 

The literary history of baseball fiction has its hits and misses, its hot and cold 

streaks. The earliest mentions of baseball in literature - or some variant cailed "base bail" - 

- appear in works by canonicai authon like Jane Austen, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, 

and Walt Whi t rnad  These brief literary engagements of the game, particularly 

Whitman's Iine about "It's our garne - the American garnen (Folsom '73). are repeated over 

and over in recapitulations of the sport's Iiterary pedigree, most often not to examine the 

import of the authors' statements but to demonstrate the intellectual respectability of the 

game. Of course, considering the bunt of popularity the game experienced in the late 

nineteenth century in Arnerica, it's odd that more writers did not write about the summer 

pastirne. Even taking into account Twain's and Whitman's brief comments upon baseball. 

for most of the geat  American authors of the 19th century, baseball did not quite exist 

The list of 20th Century American literature standard bearers who have said 

sornething about the game in prrssim is lengthy. And in the course of this chapter 1 will be 

specifically looking at the significance of statements made by William Faulkner, F. Scott 
Fitzgerald, Robert Frost, Emest Hemingway, Marianne Moore and William Carlos 

Williams as a way of introducing the issues that constitute the defining antagonisms of 

baseball literature. Still, the only author who was writing senous adult fiction about (or 

around) the game before the 1950s was Ring Lardner ( 18851933) - and Lardner is rarely 

considered on the A-list of great Amencan authors. In truth, Lardner's use of baseball as a 

main theme was often cited by his conternporaries (like F. Scott Fitzgerald) as evidence of 

his status as a rnere entertainer on the B-list. 

There are examples of baseball fiction throughout the twentieth century, but the 

baseball novel starts to resembie its current form in the 1970s. m i l e  a discussion of the 

concept of the baseball novel often starts with acknowledging the tradition of juvenile 

sports fiction, there is a danger of overestimating just how much of this tradition can be 

said to survive in a collection of modem books so varied in narrative strategies. (The 

"quest for the pemant" motif, or the diary of the charnpionship season, common in juvenile 

sports fiction, is also a common narrative device for adult baseball fictions, but this stnkes 

me as a common sense strategy that follows the natural shape of the season, more than it 

harkens to the formulas of juvenile sports fiction - books the authon of adult baseball 

fictions may or m y  not have read.) Gil Patten's (Burt L. Standish) Frank Memweli 

Each one of these asides-from-the-Great-Books comments on baseball as participatory 
exercise rather than a spectacle (Goodman and Bauer 226-7). 



novels (1899-1910) about a heroic Yale ballplayer and John R. Tunis's baseball books for 

young men undoubtedly left an impression on the generation of American readers weaned 

on their immensely popular adventures. And, of course. the Frank Memwell figure is 

si,pificantly distilled in the contemporary paradigms of the Arnencan sports hero. The 

literary heritage of these juvenile novels is perhaps more in how they have influenced 

popular sentiments about the kind of "character" it takes to make a great ballplayer. 

Memwell's shadow covers space in mainstream sports fiction, but treating contemporary 

adult literary baseball products as a iate response to the f o m s  of the juvenile sports novel 

asserts a generic continuity that cannot be demonstrated. 

Although a few (now generally unavailabie) adult baseball novels were written 

before the Second World War, modem baseball fiction usually stakes its literary claim with 

Bernard Malamud's The Nuturai (1952) and Mark Hams's Bang the Drum Slow- 

( 1956)~s Interestingly, a contemporary's review of B m g  the D r m  praised the novel as "a 

fine baseball novel" rather than just a "fine novel." which acknowledges that baseball 

novels have a stigma that "fine novels" are thought to overcome. The Nmurak  interest in 

using baseball as a way to recast ancient myths and Bang the Drum's plainspeaking 

mernories of real guys. remain two distinct streams in baseball fiction. And although it 

would be untrue to categorize either The N m r a l  or Bang the Drum as unqualified cntical 

and commercial successes in their time, they began to address the ideals and realities in 

baseball and leave their mark in establishinp baseball as a setting for adult American fiction. 

That the 1960s did not follow these baseball "classics" with an explosion in 

baseball fiction says little about the elasticity of Maiarnud or Hams's use of the metaphor 

and perhaps something about the status of baseball in that decade. Baseball itself was not 

selling that well in the sixties. According to John Thom. "despite the addition of four new 

clubs in 1% 1-62, attendance in 1968 was only 3 million more than it had been in 196û. 

Critics charged that baseball was a geriatric vestige of an America that had vanished, a 

game too slow for a nation that was nishing toward the moonn (42). While the sixties were 

full of popular square entertainment ( B o r n a  was the decade's most successful television 

show) baseball still suffered in a decade of political and social upheaval. The dispersal of 

the Dodgers and Giants from New York to the West Coast in 1957 was in itself probably 

enough to Sour many in the East Coast literary establishment on baseball for at least a 

decade. (Both The Natwul and Brutg the Drum Slowiy are set within the ranks of fictional 

Cordelia Candelaria gives a brief overview of some of these texts (3 If) in her book 
Seeking the Perfct G m :  Basebalf in Americm Lirerature. 



New York teams, and many of the game's laureates are fans of the great New York teams.) 

Perhaps then it is fitting that the decade's standout basebal1 novel is Robert Coover's dark 

and brilliant nie Universal Basebuil Associ~ion Inc.. J. Henry Waugh. Prop. ( 19623). 

which questions the limits of the baseball metaphor as an introduction to fiction. 

Professional baseball's fortunes improved in the LWOS as the garne began to market 

and promote itself in a more aggressive and "modern" fashion. Bigger stadiums, brighter 

uniforms, astroturf, free agency, the mustachioed Oakland A's, all helped revitalize the 

game in the mainstream of a very seventies zeirgeist. The sports novel also broke through 

in the seventies and defined a style of sports fiction that is still imitateci and exploited. And 

it was the publication of a washed-up pitcheh diary of his corneback attempt that changed 

everything. 

By today's standards, Jim Bouton's Ball Four (1970) may not seem so outrageous, 

but in its time it was a scandal: the first real baseball teli-ail to hit the stands. The 

revelations of drunken players, stingy ownen  and bullpens full of men infatuated with 

juvenile antics and sexual conquests, broke a longstanding sports biography code: only the 

on-field accomplishments and disgraces of the playen were open for discussion. Bull 

Four's frankness may have provoked many of the garne's higher-ups to moan. but the 

product sold, remaining on the Times bestseller list throughout the summer of 1970. The 

spirited nature of Bouton's memoir - i t s  congenial comic tone, its fearless unveilings of 

racial and political tensions in the clubhouse. its celebration of the sexual revolution - have 

since become characteristic features of many sports novels and movies. The  Ball Four 

stratepy immediately began to appear in sports fiction: Dan Jenkins' raunchy tell-a11 style 

football novel Semi-Tougfi ( 1972) was perhaps the most influential sports novel of its time. 

The popular styling of Semi-Tough is not only echoed in the publication of seventies 

baseball fictions like Bingo Long and His Travelling Ali-Stcus And Moror Kings ( lm), 
Ali G.O.D. I( Children ( 1973 ,  Pride of the Bimbos ( 19'75). and Breaking Bulis ( 1979) but 

in the more prominent baseball novels from the seventies. like Philip Roth's 73e Great 

American Novel(l973). and from the eighties, like Daniel Carkeet's sharply funny The 

Gremest Slump ofAli Time (1984). The Bail Four I Semi-Tough spirit is particularly acute 

in big and small screen representations: it is felt in the ostensibly juvenile The Bad News 

Bears ( 1976). seen aging in the character of Sam Malone in Cheers (1982-92) and debated 

in the liberal banter of Bull Durham ( 1988). 

From Lardner to Semi-Tough, the popular sports novel established itself pnmarily 
as humorous fiction. It i s  in the 1980s - particularly in the latter half of the decade - that 

the "serious" identity of baseball lit emerges, and the more familiar, reflective and nostaigic 

gloss becomes associated with its dominant style of representation. Eric Roif'e Greenberg's 



finely textured historical novel The Celebrunt (1983), for example, eschews broad humor 

for a strong statement about the potential for virtue and the positive force of American 

integration in the face of capitalism's demands. While the hope that baseball is a metaphor 

for the positive old-fashioned values of the USA is not an invention of the Reagan-Bush 

era (in Frank Capra's rouser Meet John Doe (1941)- John Doe I Gary Cooper 's past as a 

"bush league" ballplayer helps establish him as the perfect object to sell to the ever faithful 

middle America,) it is in the late eighties I early nineties when the production of baseball 

literature weighs in eamestly and most impressively. More than ever now, there is a 

philosophic and poetic interest in the "timeless" essences of the game. The general 

discourse of the fiction begins to gravitate towards more sombre, nostalgie memones; to 

the patriotic themes of corning together at the old bal1 park, to the pastoral idyll, to a non- 

violent world with historical integrity, to racial and ethnic harmony, to uncompiicated hue 

heroes, to the father and son playing a garne of catch. 

As writers like Roger Angell, Stephen J. Gould, George Will, and Thomas 

Boswell have established themselves as reliable sources for non-fiction baseball exegesis, 

W.P. Kinsella has made a similarly dependable career out of baseball fiction. Since the 

publication of the idealistic Shoeless Joe (1982), which was the basis for the movie Field 

of Dreams (1989). baseball has become Kinsella's signature and his regular trip to the 

bank. So far, Kinsella has produced three baseball novels and three collections of short 

baseball fiction, al1 of which have their fans. Though it can be said Kinsella's work with 

baseball has an unacknowledged range, i t is his Iight-hearted sentimentalkm vis-a-vis the 

mythic associations of the game which forms the basis of his works' appeal. Given the 

unabashedly patriotic tone to Fieldof Dreams it's perhaps ironic that Kinsella is a Canadian 

author, but it is also a sign of how the articles of baseball sentiment are there to be 

manipulated and evoked by the literary artist regardless of his or her country of otigin. 

Even with a Kinsella-like fascination with the baseball metaphor, by the eighties 

baseball fiction usuafly invites a critique of contemporary sports in America. The most 

celebratory fictions are often dependent on rebukes of the excesses of professional 

baseball, of its myriad corruptions which pive rneaning to pictures of a sweet time when it 

was all, supposedly, "just a game." Imagining a perfect, unspoiied, essential game, must 

also attend fictional reifications of basebali's expulsion from Eden. Thus, the notonous 

BIack Sox scandal of 1919 has becorne a location for this look back to an American 

paradise and the way the greed associated with American commerce has forever 

cornpromised it. The theme of the 1919 scandal is central to Malamud's The Naturul, 

Kinsella's Shoeless Joe and is the subject of Hamy Stein's historical oovel Hoopla ( 1983). 

Eliot Asinofs seminal history of the big fix, Eight Men Our (1963), was also restructured 



in John Sayles' big screen release of the sarne name in 1988. Renewed interest in the story 

led to the publication of Donald Gropman's Say It Ain't Su. Joe: The True Story of 

Shueiess Joe Jackson - a book written in the seventies but released in 1992. The story of 

"the fall" becomes so central to baseball myth it is not surptising that Brendan Boyd's 

novel Blue Ruin (1991), in a bliltonic gesture, finally tells the story from the fixent point 

of view. 

From 1988-94 there is continued growth in the baseball marketplace. Television 

revenues skyrocket, new ballparks appealing to the public's yeaminp for the past are 

erected, the use of logos in consumer merchandise expands and literary baseball books are 

being published like never before. (Of the books that are discussed in this study about half 

of the titles are h m  this period.) These books lock into the same dialogues that appear in 

earIier baseball novels: Eden versus the Fix, the Pasture versus the Astrodome, "Arnerica's 

gamet' versus the Amencan elite's game, the Kid's game versus the Financier's game etc.. 

but they also branch out with new stylistic adventures as the feasability of the subject matter 

becomes more secure. The buseball detective novei emerges as a recognizable adult 

formula; social theones are tested on the fictional ballyard, while postmodem narratives, 

like Don DeLillo's novella Pafiu at the Wall (1992), test baseball's standard conceits by 

capturing the sense that a baseball game, even a fictional one, is never contained by one 

narrative. 

While baseball books are still being published at a fair enough clip, the time frame 

of this study ends for the most part with the Ken Burns' television series Baebull( 1994) 

and with the players stnke of 1994 which cancelled the World Series of the same year. The 

cotemiinancy of these events (Barebull aired just before the 1994 World Series should have 

started) I think combined to put something of a hold on the rise of baseball's cultural 

capital. The Burns special in partcular may have used up some of the good will of fans 

towards baseball's literuti, as many of our most literate fans were left with the feeling that 

Burns's enthusiasts had oventated their case for the perfections of the gaine. Moreover, 

the taint of the players' strike was felt not only in attendance at Major Leapue parks but 

even more severely in the secondary and tertiary industries built around the game, including 

its cultural ones. While it may sound unflattering to those who, like me, really enjoy 

reading baseball books, baseball literature as a material product is not remarkably different 

from the other souvenir products which the pnmary industry has fostered.6 Though there 

This is not to reduce the efforts to give thoughtful readings of baseball to the most banal 
acts of consumerisrn, but to link patterns of consumption. My persona1 experïences with 
baseball-lit fans have (at least anecdotally) convinced me we're al1 Iikely great consumen of 



are still good new titles every spring, there is every reason to believe baseball literature 

suffered a significant blow when the popular main industry stopped short of the Fall 

classic. 

Critical Response 

Baseball has a long, celebrated history of record keeping, statisticai eaumeration and 

analysis and literary accompaniment for its proceedings. Throughout the 1850's and 60's 

the efforts of sportswriter Henry Chadwick to see to it that league games were documented 

so baseball could establish a sense of its own history (Goldstein 69) have proven to be 

more important to the popularization of the game than the development of the curve ball. 

Baseball's quantified records were used dramatically to demonstrate the pre-eminence of 

the particular sport (and its dominant professional institutions) and were a way of de- 

legitimizing pastimes with less developed book  The creation of baseball statistics was a 

crucial inroad to creating an active fan discourse through the media, as Harold Seymour 

writes in his detailed history BarebalI: 7he Early Y-.: 

A more direct boon to baseball than the railroad was newspaper publicity. 
The interaction between the game and the sporting pages was apparent by 
the 1850's. Baseball news sold newspapers, newspapers sold baseball. 
This mutual relationship was to continue on an ever-widening scale. . . . If 
it were not for the spons page, spectator interest would be only a phantorn 
of what it is, and ballplayen would not receive the fabulous salaries many 
of them pt. (Seymour 33) 

The recording of baseball games has never been limited to mere statistics. Earlier 

newspaper reconstructions of baseball games in particular would often rely on poetry, Song 

lyrics o r  fictional matrixes (Iike Lardner's epistolary columns) to tell the story of what 

happened in the big garne. This literary playfulness -- almost entirely absent from today's 

sports pages -- is in some ways being recaptured by today's baseball poets and novelists. 

Today's baseball fiction rnust often step out of the demands of statistical scholarship -- of 

the "noise" of analytical chatter - and into the more general philosophic o r  spiritual realms 

conceming baseball in Amencan society. 

The  developrnent of baseball in Amencan culture has been studied in sociology 

departments for a long time, but more recently there is an energetic and emerging critical 

- - -- - -- 

professional baseball and I'd probably be ernbanassed to admit how much I've spent on 
tickets, hats, books, concessions etc. in my lifetime. 



reaction to baseball Literature and baseball fiction from literary SC holars. This response, not 

without its own discontents, is still young and opening up the parameters of meaning in 

sports lit. However, caught up in the stniggle to assert its legitimate existence, the critical 

response to baseball fiction has often been Chadwickesque (so to speak) insofar as its most 

charactenstic gambit is to authorize the viability of the subject Hence the innumerable 

proleptic assertions of baseball's special cultural value; it's not just for beer-bellies; it's not 

the same as writing about lacrosse. 

By-passing the numerous oewspaper or magazine articles which have tried to 

shorthand literary ball's expansion, scholarly efforts to account for baseball Iiterature often 

cut and paste the available works so they might resemble a genre or subgenre of Arnerican 

literature. And in the scheme of things, there really isn't much scholarly criticism, rnostly 

essays conceming individual novels or  stories, particularly the ones by authors famous for 

writing books that are not about baseball. There are many essays in sport-centered 

publications like the Sports Literature Association's invaluable publication Aethlon; a few 

essays on the subject in more general fiction journals, several unpublished doctoral 

dissertations on the subject (i.c. "Baseball's Complex Pastoralism," "Baseball Fiction in 

Children's Periodicals," "Bernard Malamud's Thr Natural and Other Oedipal Analogs in 

Baseball Fiction") and more essays and books coming. Leventt T. Smith Jr.'s The 

American D r e m  und the Nt~iumL Game ( 1970) looks at the garne as a symbol for America 

with specific attention to literary works. Robert S. Higgs' Larirel and Thorn: The Athlete in 

American Literuture ( 198 1 ) offers a stable analysis of a wide range of sports literature as it 

relates to the Hellenic archetypes of Adonis and Apollo, while Christian K. Messenger's 

Sport and the Spirit of Play in Americun Fiction ( 198 1 ) looks specifical ly at sport to 

elaborate on the work of canonical Amencan authors. 

The recent publication of Deeanne Westbrook's Groutui Rules: Basebull und M-vfh 
(19%) and Timothy Moms's Making the Teum: The Culturcil Work of Basebail Fktion 
( 1997), both in the Univenty of Illinois' "Sport and Society Series," not only adds to the 

critical apparatus for baseball fiction, but offers further evidence of baseball fiction's 

increased q-factor in the literary world. Westbrook's analysis centers on  what she sees a s  

the "common linguistic enterprise" (9) of baseball fiction, presenting throuph a variety of 

literary forms, a "mythicity" of baseball's place in Amencan language and literature. 

Moms's book strategically traces the genenc relationships between juvenile baseball fiction 

and adult mainstream fiction, and then offers a "resistant" reading of the patterns he  

observes, extending a "critique of the ideologies of patriarchal functionalism" (7). Moms 

finds in baseball fiction's numerous "team play" messages codes of enforcement for 

inequitable Amencan noms: the exclusivity of English as  the country's only possible 



language, the homoerotic sphere of male-only play as a guarantee of he t e rose~ua l i t~ .~  

More is being done, but 1 would like to cal1 specific notice to one particular study, as it 

was, to rny knowledge, the first book-length survey of baseball-lit: Cordelia Candelaria's 

Seeking the Perfct G m :  Buseball in American Lirerature ( 1989). 

Seeking the Perfect Game is a fair primary source for the critical inquiry of baseball 

fiction. It's a focussed text which does not belabor the obvious and makes a coherent 

analysis of the baseball metaphor in American fiction. Candelaria does not attempt to 

finalize the significance of baseball itself and does acknowledge the complex nature of its 

cultural meanings: "Clearly, the multifarïousness of baseball fiction makes it elusive of neat 

conceptual categones. . . . Still, the more elusive the pitch, the more certain must be the 

batter's eye and swing" (2). The aim of her study is to delineate the literary history of 

baseball fiction and to formulate it in more generic terms: 

baseball fiction discloses a movement from the allegory and romanticism of 
its earliest forms to the reaiism and solipsism of its contemporary readings. 
. . . As a subgenre of American literature, baseball fiction has continually 
progressed to increasingly cornplex levels of literary abstraction, a 
progression that itself mirron baseball's metarnorphosis from the primitive 
fact of ritual to the stylized realrn of (meta)fiction. (2) 

Seeing the literary history of baseball in terms of "progression," Candelaria fits it into the 

mold of a popular understanding of the development of sports and garnes, "from dua l  to 

record" (Guttman): the strong belief that contemporary patterns of sports can be traced to 

the patterns of ancient rites. Seeking the Perfect Gume has been an important resource for 

my study, and I agree with much of its research, particularly its assertions that meanings in 

these texts "can only be dialectical" (1) and that an attempt to find in basebail an idealized 

form, the "paradigm of perfection" (1 17) is important throughout the sport's literature. a 

paradigrn I will be discussing a& greater length in the second chapter. Though 1 will not be 

continually settingup Candelaria's text to motivate dissimilar points in my own research. 1 

do think that there are (keeping in the tradition of baseballesr now) enough significant 

overthrows in her approach to necessitate a different look. 

Although both Grormi Rules and M&g the Team offer significant and original claims 
about bsseball fiction, their very recent publication has prevented me from offering a more 
detailed engagement beyond this bnef overview and a few other comments about their place 
in the study of baseball fiction. It's particularly disappointing that 1 did not have more time 
and space to talk of Morris's book, as his book addresses basebail's daim to a 
"mentocracy" (1 1 1- 147) - the concem I aiso address in my fourth chapter. 



Fint of ail, Candelaria's study predates an important rise in popularity of baseball 

Iiterature as a normative cultural product in the late 1980s, and the types of fictions that 

emerge from 1988 to 1994 also pose a serious challenge to Candelaria's notion of generic 

development o r  continuity. The argument that baseball fiction is  marching towards a 

metafictional apotheosis is far-fetched and dependent on a rather narrow definition of 

stylistic change. Particularly for a literary phenornena with such strong roots in the popular 

tradition and populism, the progress of literary history, as  it may occasionally be 

understood in the academy, is not always in evidence in successful baseball fiction. That 

is, when looking at  the popular novel in Amerka the influences of modernism or 
postmodemism etc. are not irrelevant, but they also remain inside-the-beltway arguments as 

the popular tradition continues without concern to the "progress" of literary movements. 

Or, to put it another way, John Grisham's next book wili probably do well, no matter how 

theoretical arguments about the functioo of literary progress are standing. 

In her tracing of a formal evolution for  baseball lit, Candelaria also locates the 

recognizable dichotomies in baseball fiction but chooses to divide this problem as a 

function of different-minded authors who fa11 into separate teams of "ironists" vs. 

"pastoralists." There is a proper emphasis in this cleavage, but it oversimpiifies the 

baseball metaphor and suggests the discords of the metaphor can be controlled. But 

lookinp at the evocations of basebalt fiction, it is not at al1 uncommon to see intense 

moments of cynical irony in pieces that started out as lyrical paeans or to see touching 

moments of pastoral innocence in the most apocalyptic tell-dl. Despite the confidence and 

ski11 of the author, the baseball metaphor still (mis)behaves like a knuckleball. 

As it is unlikely anybody would write baseball books if they were not fans of the 

game, Candelaria gets into the fairly common and precious form of baseball-lit celebration 

by announcing her belief that baseball has a specialness which makes it uniquely suited for 

the wnter's art. Her insight that "(t)he rules and object of the game, coupled with its rich 

social texture, make i t especially servicable as literary subjectn(2), are repeated throughout 

baseball Iiterature's critical appreciations. It is often declared that the gamets leisurely pace. 

its open timing, and its "fecund pauses"(Boswel1 9) have naturally attracted those with 

literary or verbal skills. In many ways this is  the Doubleday myth of baseball lit: - 
something said so  often it has, regardless of its shortcomings in truth, become a 

constitutive element of the mythology and thus part of the real truth. 1 will be deaiing in 

more depth with the specific claim of "literary suitability" in the next chapter, but my point 

is simple: there is nothing about the sport of baseball itself that rnakes it uniquely amenable 

to literary representations. There is nothing to say that a novel about curling or the 

Canadian Football League could not be every bit, or  even more artistically successful. than 



a novel about basebail. There is nothing to say a nightingale is a better subject for an ode 

than a grecian um. Literary representation is  capable of capturing the worlds of fast sports, 

slow sports, stupid sports and spoiled sports with equal accuracy and flair. The literary 

imagjnation is not limited to the leisurely o r  the purely temporal. What baseball literature 

does have, that other sports do not, is the tradition of baseball lirerdzue. My argument here 

may sound frustratiogiy circular, but what I mean is that basebail's longstanding 

popularïty, its constancy on the American scene, its standing as popular culture - and not 

its scxalled inherent poetic properties which can aiways be found in other sports - is the 

source of its literary enrichment Say what you will about the poet's game, after all, there 

probably wonrt be a Kevin Costner movie about curling next summer, but if "the faith of 

fifty million people" were invested in curting you should expect to see Bonrpid of Dreams 
at a theatre near you. Baseball has a g d  market: I suspect Donald Hall's publisher 

wouldnrt be ovejoyed to hear the famous poet has prepared a book of essays on the joys 

of playing jai alai for money. 

Connected to Candelanats faith in the specialness of baseball are her more 

strenuous assertions that baseball literature is connected to the progress of the garne itself 

from its ritual roots. Claiming anthropological imperatives about the connection of bdl- 

and-stick games ro fertility rites (2), Candelaria is scornful of those who would deny this 

ancient connection as "sycophants" of the current professional baseball cartel. And while 

the anthropological insight into the development of sports from ritual has its importance. 

what 1 think is debatable (and overstated in Candelaria's case) is how much of that ritual 

survives in what we know as baseball or any fonn of spectator sport for that matter. The 

discovery of ntual pasts may also tempt back-formations which imagine the curreot 

popularity of sport as part of an essential, prehistoric drama Acting out ancienf rites can be 
claimed as the source of Tim Allen's humor or why one likes backyard barbecues. but the 

real sources for these enteriainments may also be closer at hand and l e s  implicated io the 

paleolithic. Obviously, sport appeals to many authors because sport can be seen as an 

intricate ritual where social and moral dilemmas are brought to a head through mythic 

physical assertions. But this is a proposition rather than an empincal fact, ever assailable 

by equally strong, competing propositions. 

This study will be less interested in the imposition of a genenc, developmental 

pattern on basebdl fiction and more engaged with the confiicts inherent in the literature's 

most often repeated tropes, keeping in mind how these codicts  function in an atmosphere 

where baseball literahue is a material reaiity. (One thing 1 will be particularly interested in 

is how the product of baseball literature exists in a marketplace where entertainment 

industries are more vertically integrated) Of course, basebail literature is a genre as much 



as "science fictionn or  "Chicano fiction" can be said to be a genre, but like science or 

Chicano fiction and, despite its own mercantile dimensions, baseball fiction is not reducible 

to for~tu(laficrion. 

I come to this criticai project because 1 too am a baseball fan and believe baseball is 

a beautiful thing to watch. And I've come to this study typically: reading and collecting 

baseball books has long been a source of real enjoyment. (The significance of book- 

collecting in the study of sports literature should not be minimized: many worthwhile texts 

have not been collected or catalogued by Iibraries and institutions, many are long out of 

print. In fact, every time 1 bave the pleasure of meeting other enthusiasts of sports fiction, 

I have always come away with the names of a few long-gooae titles 1 hadn't heard of 

before.) And, like most fans, what 1 most want to hear is that my sport, my team, is 

actually the most worthy sport and the most worthy team. And this feeling is the bulwark 

of professional sports' commercial success: fm Ioyalty. Most people attend basebail games 

not to meditate on the beauty of the fields of green, but to see their team win. Baseball 

books, like baseball games themselves, are commercial products - and their success relies 

on somebody buying into them. (The authors of baseball books are sornetirnes descdxd  

on bookjackets and contnbutor lists not just by their previous publications, awards and 

place of employment, but by what professional franchise they cheer for.) Of course, good 

books can be successful in terms unrelated to hearty money-making, just as good bal1 

teams can be located in Pittsburgh or Montreal. And the fan-loyalty I like to believe I've 

developed as a reader and critic of baseball fiction looks towards what is good rather than 

what is merely servicable, casually observing the distances between the engagement of the 

literary metaphor and the sales pitch. 

Concemed with the relationship between two commercial products (baseball games 

and baseball books) 1 am not out to Iimit their meanings as points of reference in a 

hermeneutic study of corporate power. In the course of discussing baseball fiction's 

antithetical daims 1 hope to draw attention to the aesthetic delights of the fiction, the 

intentions of the artists and how the critical issues fit into the context of familiar baseball 

issues- And in so doing, I will often introduce the literary issues with the "on-field" issues 

from baseball's history. 

Transcendental Ideal & Escapism 

Un June 25, 1816 the Pittsburgh Alleghenys took 13 innings to beat the St. Louis Reds 5 
4. On June 28, 19 14 Walter "Big Trainn Johnson won a 4 2  decision over the Philadelphia 

Athletics. (Although the Senators' fînt baseman was thrown out of the game for throwing 



the bal1 at the umpire, it was an irnprovement over the June 27 game which was forfeited 

due to fiphts.) On September 1, 1939 it was Ladies' Day at Ebbets Field where the 

Dodgers split a double-header with the Cubs. (Paid attendance: 163 17; ladies, 3,519.) 

On May 4, 1970 Jim Bouton pitched a six-hitter for the Houston Astros, who won 7-2 

over Chicago! 
Encapsulated in these games is a small, quaint history of the United States. 

Players, teams and garnes have always been strong mnemonic devices and narnes like the 

"Pittsburgh Alleghenys" and the "St. Louis Reds" suggests a time of mustachioed playen 

in starched collars, before the establishment of the World Senes, before the Black Sox 

scandal. "Walter Johnson" brings back memories of the first baseball superstars. 

Johnson's legendary fastball, something referred to often in baseball writing, like the 

Bambine's swing, is firmly entrenched in the continuity of baseball's histoncal 

imagination. "Ebbets Field" is a powerful reminder of the aspirations of multiethnic 

Brooklynites and as the site of many noble failures, while an event like "Ladies' Day" is 

equally recognizable as a symbol of the gender differences prevalent within society not so 

long ago. "Jim Boutont' is a signal to the age of the new sports media hero; the author of 

Bull Four had more of a career as a flake author and talk-show guest than he did as a 

pitcher. And the "Houston Astros," finally, puts us in mind of expansion teams, the 

Astrodome and astroturf and the synthetic packaging of baseball for big television 

audiences. 

This list, however, also shows how baseball, or any other sport, with its 

continuous internai history, offers an opportunity to escape or forget the larger framework 

of "real" historical events which have influenced social or political life. The dates of these 

games coincide with the day after Custer's defeat at Little Big Hom, the day Archduke 

Ferdinand was assassinated in Sarajevo, the day Hitler invaded Poland, and the day the 

U.S. National Guard opened fire and killed four students at Kent State University. The 

pattern of simultaneously trying to articulate an ideal America while trying to escape the 

pain of its "real" history is a recurring paradigm for interpreting themes in American 

Iiterature. And this interpretive strategy is an important formulation when considering the 

expressions which frequently occur in baseball fiction. The interest in baseball throughout 

American history makes it one of the few stable cuitural objects to contrast against the more 

dramatic changes in society. The extrication of baseball from the harsher lessons of the 

past can usher in a static image of the game, because, except in the most obvious instances 

Al1 the information about these garnes has been cribbed frorn boxscores and columns in 
the New York Times, 



such as Jackie Robinson's entry into the major leagues, baseball history is rarely 

recognizable as authentic or signifiant American history. 

Whether one is transcending or escaping the pains of American history can sound 

like potato / potàto, but the differentiations are important because they engage the issue of 

quality. Is baseball escapist entertainment or i s  it edifying art? 1s baseball a Li keiy 

manifestation of divinity, o r  is it just the methadone of the masses? As wetll see in baseball 

fiction, the presentation of baseball's history can form an ideal picture of a country at play 

with secure institutions and form a dystopic picture of a compt  industry happy to see the 

public confusing trivia for importance. The issue of quality is also very important to those 

who want to see baseball fiction as a meaningfbi product insofar a s  assertions of  the 

gamets historical integrity and transcendental hopes pre-emptively attempt to quel1 the 

doubts of those who are skeptical of popular culture's ability to produce anythinp of real 

quaiity. 

It is not at al1 unexpected that the trivia of popular entertainment can be dismissed as 

escapist, but what is extraordinas, about baseball is how its specific systems of trivia have 

gained a historical and philosophical respectability which other entertainments are not 

favored with. (For some writers baseball's quantifying shibboleths, like three strikes, nine 
innings. or  nineîy feet, form an almost mystic numerology which attest to the gamets 

spiritual qualities.) Baseballts problernatic historicity, statistically precise and uncertain in 

narrative, relies heavily on anecdotal appeal and partisan determinations to defend its 

authenticity. The pastirne's seemingly endless data and taIl tales document al1 the changes 

and tragedies associated with the sport, but this expanding collection is always evolving as 

patriots present their competing interpretative versions of what the truth is. (Le. Who was 

better -- Cobb or  Ruth? Was it Mays, Mantle o r  Snider? Why did McNamara leave 

Buckner in the defensive line up for the bottom of the ninth in the sixth game of the 1986 

World Series? etc.) Nonethless, the game itself is constant and has survived in its current 

fonn (more or less) for over 150 years - and as  such is deserving of its rounds of trivia. 

The traditional side-taking arguments of sports buffs are critical dialogues which shape an 

understanding of sports history. And no matter what happas  in baseball history, the game 

itself is never a t  fault: the arguments themselves rernain inside the articles of baseball 

hîstory. 

Despite the metap honcal possibilites in baseball . baseball's actual discourse, unli ke 

other f o m s  of popular entertainment, is overwhelmingly self-referential. It is difficult to 

extend baseball matten into non-baseball issues. The detachment of sports news from real 

news is culturally institutionalized and encouraged as necessary in the sporisworld's special 

place in the entertainment industries. When sports-related stories crossover from the self- 



referential into the real news, it is rarely a good day for the image of the sports industry. 

For example. consider the Pete Rose banishment. the escapades of the Dallas Cowboys 

and, above d l ,  the O.J. Simpson trial. A closed, fonnalist reading is the prefemed and 

operating cntical approach to sports history. In the framework of this containment begins 

the picture of the harmonic baseball world. the perfect game set in a perfect America where 

difference of birth is irrelevant and al1 are judged on verifiabte, quantifiable merit. And this 

is not just a component of fiction: people al1 over the world often start communicating past 

their potential differences and embarrassments with conversations about sports.g This 

pattern of conversation, for better or  worse. familiar as part of  the ethos of what has 

become known as male-bonding,  makes the self-referentiality of sports news 

unthreatening. As cntic George Weigel puts it, "1 can happily talk baseball with people 1 
find othenvise obnoxious, and with whorn 1 agree on virtually nothing else" (and) "as long 

there is baseball, millions of Americans will know how to tell a story" (47). 

Baseball talk is strategically placed as bonding in Emest Hemingway's short story 

Three Dcry Blow (1925). where Nick Adams and his fnend Bill are stranded in a cottage 

during a wind storrn. Passing tirne, they have a conversation about sports over the 

newspaper. 

"What did the Cards do?" 
"Dropped a double header to the Giants." 
"That ought to cinch it for them." 
"It's a gift," Bill said. "As long as  McGraw can buy every good 

bal1 player in the league there's nothing to it." 
"He can't buy h e m  ail," Nick said.(4041) 

There's nothing extraordinary about their insights. In fact, one may note how the disgust 

over the rnercenary nature of professional baseball is at the fore of their "Golden Age" 

conversation. Discussing the relative merits of third baseman Heinie Zimrnerrnan. they 

corne to a more crucial realization: 

Two legendary instances of the power of "talking sports" to bring together different 
Amencans use football as a bridge between hippies and conservatives: Hunter S. 
Thompson's alleged conversation with Richard Nixon ("Whatever else might be said about 
Nixon - and there is still serious doubt that he could pass for Human -- he is a goddamn 
stone fanatic on every facet of pro football" (61).) And, of course, Frank Gifford1s 
interview wi th John Lennon - a story told every year on Monday Night Football. 

10 Tellingly, in the "men's movernent" groups inspired in part by the popularity of Robert 
Bly's Iron John, men are often prohibited from talking about sports. 



"There's always more to it than we know about," Nick said. 
"Of coune. But we've got pretty good dope for k i n g  so far 
away." (41) 

How much "dope" they have out in the sticks is not just a sign of their macho insights into 

baseball but into the scope of the populanty of the game as well. (Now, a house in the 

woods can have a satellite dish.) The subtext of the story, and the assumption behind its 

rnood, is the unexpressed story of Nick's failed love affair, furtively referred to a s  the 

"Marge business" (46). This interior story cornes without good "dope," and its details are 

studiously avoided. The evasion of relationship-talk in favor of sports-talk has of course 
become a staple in he said 1 she said sitcoms, but Hemingway doesn't play this distinction 

for laughs or merely to validate his characters' references. 'The Marge business" becomes 

an actively suppressed story as Nick and Bill cornplain about how mamed men become 

"bitchedn(46), but their sports-talk (especially their baseball talk) allows for no real 

transcendence, no ideal space - just a way of killing time during the s t o m  . 
By the end of "Three Day Blow" Nick and Bill tum away from baseball: 

"Fishing," Nick said. "That's what we drink to." 
"Itrs better than basebalI," Bill said. 
"There isn't any cornparison." said Nick. "How did we ever get talking 

about baseball?" 
"It was a mistake," Bill said. "Baseball is a game for louts." (45) 

In Hemingway's world, fisliing has a more obvious appeal. (Literature's most 

recognizable sportsman, Hemingway was more interested in individual sportsmanship than 
in professional team sports.) Where baseball is directly Arnerican and intellectually tied to 

its volumes of "dope," fishing is universal and potently charged with the themes of 

sustenance and religious rebirth. It is ironic then that in T h  OU Man and The Sa, ( 1952) 

Joe Dimaggio becomes a saint-like animus for Hemingway's heroic fishennan. Fishing 
or bullfighting or boxing are more interesting for Hemingway, not only because of their 

pnmalism, but because Hemingway doesn't want to lose the interior ernotion of the 

character to complex jargon. 

The "dope" brings valuable contexts to baseball history but can also arrest the 

affirmative idealism so appealing to the gamets poets. While baseball may offer a chance 

for partisans to sublimate their differences on a cultural plain, annihilation under a mountain 

I I In the course of his struggle, Santiago practically prays to the figure of the great Yankee 
centerfielder: "I must have confidence and 1 must be worthy of the great DiMaggio who 
does al1 things perfectly even with the pain of a bone spur in his heelst' (68). 



of facts is just as likely. Hart Crane's poem, "For the Mamage of Faustus and Helen," 

places the newspaper scores as part of a daily assault of informational noise: 

The mind has shown itself at times 
Too rnuch the baked and labeted dough 
Divided by accepted multitudes. 
Across the partitions of the day - 
Across the memoranda, basebal1 scores,(27) 

The assault of details - or the threat of k i n g  oumbed by details - is still a considerable 

problem for the baseball wnter. While the wnter may assume a certain core knowledge on 

the part of the reader, there is always the possibility of alienating the reader with too much 
trivia. Also, the fictional wodd has an unresolved relationship with baseball history as the 

farnilar playen and reliable statistical imperatives rnay not be playing side-by side with the 

fictional athletes. Hence, baseball fiction (as it often appears by the late 1980s) more often 

than not eschews the prospect of detail to "simplify, simplify" in favor of a more static 
image of the bal1 yard, forever green. Whatever celebration there is of the statistical and 

anecdotal richness of the game, most baseball fiction avoids serious appraisals of the 

"dope." The reliance on "dope' and on the shenanigans of McGraw-types makes baseball 

for "louts," but rernoving the dope in favor of the vision of an everlasting, unchanging 

Americun gume has made baseball as  reliable as Norman Rockwell or Lawrence Welk to 

locate the nostalgic feelings of middle America. 

Of course "Norman Rockwell" and "Lawrence Welk" are also cultural products 

which extend beyond the work of the famous illustrator and the music of the famous 

pol kateer. In tandem Rockwell and Wel k represent a formidable tag-team of rniddle and 

modem Amencan sentimentalism, both providing nostalgic images of a country that never 

quite existed but is profoundly missed nonetheless. Likewise, baseball (a favorite subject 

for Rockwell) is often transformed to validate a nostalgic idealism, and it mmvitates toward 

these transformations, as Welk and Rockwell do, in a relatively unselfconscious way. 

Baseball's nostalgic idealism is similarl y politicdl y conservative and deepl y suspicious of 

contemporary popular culture. And as long as baseball's "dope" increases alonp with its 

dramatic relocations and outrageous salaries chere will be a contingency yeaming for a time 

"when it was still a game" just as The Lawrence Welk Show continues to be in demand, 

long after the death of the maestro. 

Frorn Walden to The Waltons. popularized cultural texts often take on ideologies 

that connotatively outdistance their textual realities. (i.e. when one is talking of The 
Waltons one is usually talking about positive family values, not the episode where Mary 

Ellen gets hooked on drugs.) This is true about baseball fiction as well. The numerous 
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articulations of idealized baseball: baseball is  good; baseball is the p m e  for philosophen; 

baseball is played in the Sun; baseball i s  played by innocent children; baseball is played 

throughout America; baseball is one of the great American creations, are obviously more 

appealing than Harold Seymour's cool declaration that "Baseball in America is many 

things. But. contrary to widespread belief, baseball is not a sport. 1t is a cornmercialized 

amusement business"(Barebali: The Early Years 3). However, the greed associated with 

professional baseball, which has becorne an immutable cornplaint of the modem fan, is 

always part of the most idealized texts. Even in W.P. Kinsellats baseball fictions, which 

are the closest thing baseball fiction has to Norman Rockwell, the restoring meditations on 

immaculate baseball Edens are predicated by recognitions of crass modemities. The faith in 

baseball as a kind of untainted essence must accompany a strong belief in its compted 

form on earth. 

After the Civil War, when basebail really began to take hold in the populace, Walt 

Whitman wrote, 

1 see great things in baseball; it's our game - the Amencan garne. It will 
take Our people out of doors, fi11 them with oxygen, gïve h e m  a larger 
physical stoicism. Tend to relieve us from being a nervous. dyspeptic set, 
repair these losses and be a blessing to us. (Folsom 73) 

The sandlot enthusiasm of Whitman's proclamation is a bonus to scholan of baseball 

literature, but the fact that it was said by Walt Whitman has often meant more to them. 

(The tid-bit has served as  the authenticating prologue to Ken Burns' Buseball and as the 

epilogue to Bull Durhum.) Certainly the ironic contrast between Whitman's participatory 

vision and the realities of spectatorship has never been suffciently highlighted: a modem 

fan is more likely to be filled with stadium nachos than oxygen. Less celebrated as well are 

Whitman's more earth-bound doubts about the game. In his essay "Amerka's 'Hurrah 

Gamet: Baseball and Walt Whitman" Lowe11 Folsom write. of how by the 1870's Whitman 

became distressed over the mle changes that allowed pitchen to throw the ball as they 

wished, not just underhand (74). That is to say, Whitman opposed pitching: "Whitman . . 
. was not irnpressed with this new ski11 and saw the rule change as  endemic of the 

deception and lack of openness he saw creeping everywhere into Amenca" (74). And so, 

Whitman's romantic "1 believe in al1 that - in basebalt, in picnicsn stresses the ludic aspects 

of the garne but denies the agonisric desires of i t s  cornpetitors. Taking baseball to strategy 

and dope, and away from the picnic grounds is, for Whitman, bad news, but the threat 

makes the sunshine on his frolicsome sport just a little brighter. Baseballfs long line of 

histoncal "transgressions": the rabbit ball, nightgames, double-knit polyester uniforms, 



million dollar salaries, lights in Wrigley Field, Astroturf, the designated hitter, the 

SkyDome, etc., continue to demand a soothing, "less fragrnentary, cooln vision to further 

sublimate basebail's transcendental prayers. 

Fields of Green 

In Richard Scheinin's chronicle of baseball's long history of fixes and scandais, Field of 

Screamr, he w d e s  of baseballts greatest lie: 

Baseball was not invented in a cow pasture in Cooperstown in 1839 by 
General Abner Doubleday. Thatts totaliy false. a concoction of Albert G. 
Spalding. one of basebaIlts f i n t  pitching stan and later the founder of the 
famous sporting goods Company. . . . In 1904. he formed a blue ribbon 
cornmittee to inquire into baseball's origins. . . . Working from a clean 
date, the cornmittee issued a report describing the gamets Immaculate 
Conception in Small Town USA. This set the stage for Cooperstown to 
become baseball's Bethelehem and established the proper tone for the 
marketing of the game. (30) 

While the Cooperstown theory has been completely disproved, its hold on the 

consciousness of popular history has been harder to shake. Like the story of Washington 

and the cherry tree, denying it only reintroduces its pleasant details where those who care to 

attack the myth might be seen as pedantic spoilsports and unwittingly reinforces the details 

of the untruth. Baseball historian Warren Goldstein rnakes an interestinp point about this 

impasse: 

No historian is entirely immune to the temptation to correct clear falsehood 
in the name of truth but we do  need to recognize that competing versions of 
baseball history have been part of the way the game has been played. 
watched and thought about ever since ifs earliest yeae.  (1 1 ernphasis 
mine.) 

To a certain extent baseball war  invented by Abner Doubleday as sure as Columbus 

"discovered" America. The corrections of the present, no matter how true, cannot displace 

the nanatives predicated by founding myths. 2 

l2 This is complicated by how baseball's rnyths are protected by its professional leapues' 
business interests. Curt Flood, whose unsuccessful suit against Major League Basebali in 
1970 eventudly established free agency, said in his enlightening a u t o b i ~ ~ p h y  The W q  It 
1s. "To challenge the sanctity of organized baseball was to question one of the primary 
myths of the Amencan culture. . . . The proprietors and publicists of baseball could be 
depended on to revile me in print as a destroyer, a fanatic, a dupe" (5). 



Coopentown, the home of baseball's Hall of Fame, still does not care to emphasize 

baseball's real history and tacitly approves its birthi-ight through the Doubleday story. The 

lasting legacy of the myth is less in the historical particulars (the belief in Doubleday as 

inventor) than in the entrenchment of "SrnaIl Town USA" as baseball's spiritual home. 

Around "Small Town USAn we are led into the pastures and comflelds of Amenca, and 

this idyllic setting continues to frame cultural affirmations of baseball. The Hall of Fame, 
responding to the discredited Doubleday myth. still insists on country roots by officially 

declaring "if baseball was not actually f i a t  played here in Coopentown in 1839, it 

undoubtedly originated about that time in a similar rural setting" (Camll  17). The demand 

for a rural place of origin has brought the conventions of pastoralism to baseball's 

literature. The artificial demands of a pastoral setting complicates some of baseball fiction's 

most notable texts: in Bernard Malamud's The Narural (1952) the central character is 

plagued by the expectations the setting inspires; in Mark Hams's Bang the Drurn Slowiy 

(1956) srna11 town prayen are cruelly unanswered; in Robert Coover's The Universal 

Busebail Associarion Inc. J .  Henry Waugh Prop. (1968) the implications of the fictional 

setting and framework for the game are mythologized into an ovenvhelming ritual. 

Despite its green field and its long summer schedule, baseball is actually an urban 

game whose real ancestral home is in the boroughs of New York City. Moreover, the 

clubs that first formulated the rules of the garne were not comprised of country boys but 

were middle class fraternal organizations whose attentions to order and detail made the 

game's transition into big business quite seamless. Basebail is a social game: it takes at 

least eighteen people to put a game together - something not easily managed around the 

fam. For example, the lonely subject of Robert Frost's poem Birchcs (1916) is simply 

"too far from town to Ieam basebâll" (89). and must take his pleasures in solitary fantasies. 

Yet, lonely farmboys are iconographically pasted throughout baseball's mythology. There 
are obvious intemal reasons for this, as infietder Dick Allen counters "You ever wonder 

why baseball loves big, dumb farm boys? Well, big, dumb farm boys don't say very 

muchn (Kiersh 199). But there are less obvious reasons which connect baseball fiction 

with the Iiterary conventions of the pastoral. 

Of course nobody reads Marvell's pastoral poetry because they want to learn about 

sheep. The pastoral form of baseball fiction is likewise a highly artificial one where 

shepherds I ballplayers can present their sensual poetry of peaceful fields of green to a 

receptive urban audience. Like traditional pastoral poetry, baseball's pastoral / postcard 

settiogs are imbued with et in wcadia ego nostalgia and a faith that the real world (the city) 

is eminently worth retreating from. Furthemore, baseball's attraction to the poetry of its 

seasons (starting with "Spring training" and ending with the "Fall classic") has flowed into 



poetic constructions of the sport as "the Summer Game, played by the Boys of Summer, an 

ongoing celebratory dance in the golden season" (Grella 551). And these evocations of the 

verdant Eysian Fields of baseball become more and more pronounced as the real game is 

played at night and, increasingly, under the lights of the big city dome. 

In the city, fans follow their professional tearn (even in the country fans may be as 

likely to follow the city team on TV as see the locals go at it) and these city teams are 

conscious of appealing to the rural small town nostalgia associated with the game. 

According to sports scholar Richard C. Crepeau, in stressing the game's alleged rural mots 

"baseball tied itself to one of the most historically enduring and powerful myths in 

American culture" and intiated conflicts which "could be a straight forward city versus 

country; otd versus new; East versus West; or as in the case of religion, modernist versus 

fundamentalist" (3 15). Today, images of the idyllic baseball pastoral, consistently 

harkening to peaceful aftemoons of sunshine and green pss, poeticize the reality of night 
games, astroturf and cable TV games and metaphorically brings Small Town USA'S virtue 

to the big city. But the contemporary affection for "olde style" promotional items speaks 

volumes for a contemporary dissatisfaction with current realities, like most forms of 

pastoral nostalgia, offering an inherent critique of the flux of the present. The ballpurk 

plays out as the pastoral settings of Shakespeare's romances do: an idealized green space 

where rustics play and, most importantly, city people go and return to the city feeling 

restored. 

"The Fix" 

As 1 was saying before, most baseball books are wntten by fans of the game. It  is a 

painfully obvious statement but an important consideration when evaluating the celebratory 
assertions and interrogatory disappointments that cornmonly occur in baseball writing. The 

ideal game's transcendental perfections and peaceful green pastures are not spelled out 

because the authon dont have their own dope. Full awareness of the less than idealistic 

facts of baseball inf'onn its wholesome mythology. Evocations of the game's perfection or 

of baseball's Arcady are invariably compromised by revelations of t h e f i .  "The fix" then 

has become one of the most important measures in the study of sports literature and is often 

acknowledged by scholan as a conventional epiphany in sports fiction . 
The litany of baseball's sacraments -- from the distance of the base paths, the 

number of playen, the open time frame of play, its green green fields, its "momentary 

grace of ordern (Hall SI), used to evoke the gamets supposed artistic pre-eminence, also 

has its anterior lists of bedevilments. No matter how much interest is expressed in the 



timeless, metaphorical essences of baseball, it is professional basebail which is almost 

exclusively the favorite subject of baseball literature. It is pro basebail that Arnericans are 

most interested in. The New Yorker's Roger Ange11 has the insight to admit that "It is 

foolish and childish, on the face of it, to affiliate ourselves with anything so insignificant 

and patently contnved and commercially exploitative as a professional sports teamn(Red 

Son Reuder 129). but he is also srnart enough to admit it is Major League baseball which he 

can't help but really love. It is in baseball's history as a money driven big-business where 

the signals of the fa are abundant. That baseball is a commercial business cannot be 

denied. Even in the most Capraesque fantasies about the game the presence of 

monopolistic corruption often provides the spooky background music. Revelations of 

baseball's commercial design, its indefatipble greed and self-promotional bunk, are among 

the most recognizable discovenes in baseball fiction. 

Perhaps the most famous revelation of theJ i  occurs in F. Scott Fitzgerald's The 

Gr& Gmby  (1925). At dinner with Gatsby, Nick meets Meyer Wolfsheim, the man who 

is alleged to have bankrolled the fixing of the 1919 World Series. Leaming of the plot, 
Nick claims, 

The idea staggered me. I remembered, of course, that the World's Series 
had been fixed in 1919, but if I had thought of it at al1 I would have thought 
of it as a thing that merely happened, the end of an inevitable c h a h  It never 
occurred to me that one could start to play with the faith of fifty million 
people - with the single-mindedness of a burglar blowing a d e .  (74) 

Nick's surprise cornes out of no interest in baseball: the phony World Senes is just an 

introduction to the emve duplicities and backstage fixings that charactenze Galsby. But the 

sporting life is important in Gu~sby's Arnerica as  the win / lose proposition of games 

satisfies democratic notions of rewarding meri t, and baseball, because of its popular 

appeal, is a drainatic key to the heart of the country. Baseball is an unlikely ski11 for a 
sociali te but crucial for Gatsby's studied All-Amencaness; in  his ambitious self-improving 

diaries Gatsby even vows to devote a half hour a day to "baseball and sports" ( 174). 

Cheating is unethical, yet it is incrementally tempting (from going faster than the 

speed limit, to fixing America's beloved games) in a culture where the rewards for success 

are so great and where the stigma of failure is absolute. While sports scholan like to speak 

of how the ludie (the playful) and agonistic (cornpetitive) aspects of sports f o m  a kind of 

yin and yang harmony, in an entrepreneurid Amenca the ugonistic is often overwhelming. 

Given the kinds of innocence that Arnerica wants to believe in (playing for the love of the 

game) one might ask whether the fixers then might possess a heightened consciousness 



about the way of the world? Wolfsheim's World Series fixing is not far removed from "the 

incurably dishonest"(58) Jordan Baker's cheating at golf. Both get away with it, and in 

some ways Jordan's "cute" cheating is less excusable as she has no da im  to the limitations 

which ethnicity presents for the Wolfschiem character. 

Abe Rothstein, the real-life "big bankroll" who was the mode1 for Fitzgerald's 

Wolfschiem, was not even indicted in the 1920 conspiracy trial of the ballplayers and 

gamblers who were accused of throwing the series. Crucial to the defense's case was the 

legal argument that there was no law against fixing baseball games just as there were no 

specific laws in the 1950s saying you can't fix television game shows and no law today 

saying you can't fix professional wrestling bouts. 3 The legal argument presents the idea 

that you are a sucker ever to believe othenvise. 

The fixing of the 1919 World Series has becorne one of baseball's most fascinating 

stones: the scandal of the Black Sox fix is played out over and over in baseball fiction. 

often rendered as baseball's original sin or fa11 from grace. As Candelana says, "the Black 

Sox motif recurs throughout baseball fiction as a reminder of the frail, imperfect human 
context that produced the sport" (12). The insistence in baseball literature on the use of this 

specific scandal also romanticizes pre-Black Sox baseball a s  if a11 spectators were as  

innocent as Nick Carraway pretends to be and that before 1919 Americans couldn't 

possibly conceive of wide scale fraud. Using the Black Sox scandal as  a marker for 

baseball's ethical status not only eulogizes a mythically uncomptible past but sets in place 

the moral imperatives which try to restore baseball to its rightful place in society. 

Trying to pinpoint the moment where "America lost its innocence" is itself a favorite 

pastime for American artists: the f int Thanksgiving, the Revolution. the Civil War, the 

Great Depression, Vietnam and Watergate have al1 k e n  seriously cited as the events which 

finally matured or  soured the country. The crestfallen boy's apocryphal lament "Say, it 
ain't so  Joe" condenses the need to recast the scene of America's degeneration within the 

frame of a transparent paradigm. And popular interest in professional baseball has 

increased the need for faith in baseball's more innocent foms; the more athletes are paid the 

more we will hear about how ballplayers should be "positive role models." 

l3 The Black Sox nine were acquitted in criminal court but banished from professional 
baseball by its own corporate authority. In his ciosing arguments, defense attorney Ben 
Short offered, "There may have been an agreement entered by the defendants to take the 
gamblers' money, but it has not been shown that the playen had any intention of 
defrauding the public or of bringing the game into il1 repute. They believed any 
arrangement they rnay have made was a secret one and would, therefore, reflect no 
discredit on the national pastime or injure the business of their employer as it would never 
be detected" (Asinof 268-9). 



If representations of baseball embody the conflicts between its transcendental and 

pastoral ideals versus the machinations of thefi ,  it is not really a question of one side or  

the other winning out for the ultimate prize: this conflict can never be resolved in baseball 

as  one extreme invanably defines the other. So when New England poet Baron Wormser 

claims. in an idealisiic poem "In Baseball, . . . there is no such thing a s  a beggared day I 

Achievement can be neit her created nor feignedW( 14) we can hear the Nick Carraway voice, 

indulging in a naive fantasy in the face of the staggering shocks this kind of faith will 

i nevitably suffer. 

Talking Baseball 

Lisa: 
I can't think of a better place to spend a balmy summer's night than the old 
ballyard. There's just the green grass of the outfield. the crushed brick of 
the infield and the white chdk lines that separate the man from the little boy. 

Homer: 
Lisa, honey. you're forgetting the beer! It  cornes in 72 ounce tubs. 

from The Simpsons 

Baseball games are not representations of contests, they are actual contests. The 

unpredictability of games and the evanescent nature of one-at-a-time performances is what 

the thrill is al1 about. The live performance of the garne brings into question the reliability 

of al1 its artistic representations. (Video records with their instant replays have naturally 

become the most dependable form of baseball representation.) Marianne Moore makes the 

poetic equation "baseball is like is writing I You can never tell with either I how it wiii go I 

or what you will do" (221) which has become a satisfying cornparison for those looking to 

establish baseball's literary pre-eminence; however, the statement itself is problematic. 

Baseball is absolutely not like writing because the author has a definite control over his or 

her text (the option of re-writing) w hich is most unlike the nature of athletic or paming 

performances. 4 Baseball writing is al1 called shots. And as  the author can tell how the 

game is going to turn out, how he or she decides to mlk basebail becomes more important. 

Moore's obsessive re-working of her own poetry is perhaps more craft than 
performance driven. But Moore also was an ardent admirer of the garne and her poem 
"Hometown Piece for Messrs. AIston and Reesen is notable for its hometown boosterism, 
"Zest: they've zest." " 'Hope springs eternal in the Brooklyn Breast' " (182). (Note the 
double reference to Alexander Pope and "Casey a t  the Bat.) Marianne Moore is not. after 
ail, interested in the thrill of the grass, or  the rapacity of the crowd - she is, like most of 
us, interested in the success of her team. But this does not make her poetry easy to 
understand. Moore's poetic appreciation of baseball is not likely to be reproduced on the 



Further complicated by traditional anti-intellectualisrn arnong fans as well as 

participants, the status of the literary representation is beset with anxieties about who the 

literary audience is. On one hand, the populist tradition of devaluing and mocking the 

lanpuage of the elite is particuiarly strong in sports wnting. As the authon search to 

authenticate voices of rnodestly educated ballplayers, they begin to denve authority from 

replicating working-class diction and behaviours. On the other hand, the edifying tradition 

of finding timeless philosophicd value in America's common metaphon is also strong in 

sports writing. In this case contemporary baseball books may appeal to an advanced 

readenhip who want more sophisticated analysis and who studiously avoid the timbres of 

dumbing-down. 

The diction of baseball's literature is a prominent signifier of its relationship to the 

actual game and its audience. From Whitman's effusiveness to Hemingway's evasive 

reconstructions of the dope; from oped patter to locker-room vulgarity; from Vin Scully's 

detailed play-by-play details to a rookie's inappropriate clichés -- how baseball is 

linguistically repmduced is often more important and revealing than the details of the 

stones. 

Robert Penn Warren's poem "He was Formidable" begins, 

He was formidable, he was, the little booger 
As he spat in his hands and picked up the Louisville SIugger 
And at that bat-crack 
Around those bases he could sure bal1 the jack 
And Xfrom the outfield the peg had k a t  hirn home 
He would slide in slick, like a knife in a nipger. (47) 

"Little booger," "ball the jack," "peg" and the racist sobriquet are meant to idomatically 

approximate the linguistic-field of this "formidable" player and the fans who acknowledge 

him as such. The diction is narrowed toward a poetic-type familiar in baseball fiction. The 

bumpkin "other" becomes the site where the unusual, indelicate words can be accessed by 

the refined author. But despite the initiation of a local color vrritk, Penn Warren's poem is 

quite formal, careful in both rhyme and alliteration. The conflation of diction in the piece 

makes it interesting; it acknowledges the unresolved tension between sophisticated analysis 

and the occasionally vulgar logos of ballplayen. This tension is present throughout 

Jumbotron where we can follow the bouncino ball and sing along: "Mickey Mantle. 
(Grazed a Yankee! i My baby pitcher, ~ontejoh With some pedagogy J you'll be tough, 
premature prodigy " (222).) 



baseball fiction as the author may discover the literary mind is not always welcome in a 

locker-room which may pnde itself on a macho, working class disdain for bookishness. 

Locker-room vulgari ty is not the corn plete discourse of professional bal1 players, but 

its strong presence is unsettled in the course of replicating baseball language, particularly as 

censoring profanity in cultural products has been a standard procedure for a long time. 

Radio and television's ban on profanity and the Major League's legal conbol over its taped 

reproductions helps make the real chatter on the field remain something of a mystery. A 

recast version of Tommy Lasorda's chatter (with pitcher Doug Rau) reads, "1 dont  give a 

bleep, Doug. I'm the bleepin' manager of this bleepin' team and I'll make the bleepin' 

decisions" (Johnstone a), gives us enough room to pet beyond the written "bleeps," but is 

also a reminder that honestly replicated on-field language rnay irk the guardians of 

baseball's family-friendly image. The narrator of Mark Twain's A Connec~icut Ymkee in 
King Arthur's Court ( 1889), sees baseball pnrnarily as a way to make money. noting that 

"the first public game would certainly draw fifty thousand people" (371), but also 

acknowledges a problem of representation when he cornplains of the fou1 language of the 

"first Ladies and gentlemen of England," ironically noting, "Suppose Sir Walter, instead of 

putting the conversations into the mouths of his characters, had allowed the characters to 

speak for themselves?" (62). 
The refining sensibilities of its chroniclers have made the language of baseball less 

hanh than it might be if the playen were allowed to speak for themselves. While the 

novels of the 1970s began to comedically test the boundaries of decency with newfound 

freedoms of expression, the repopularization of baseball literature in the late eiphties 

becomes more stablized in "family" fonns and finds a sanctuary for the baseball metaphor 

as a "classy" literary project for literary people who might want to steer clear of a more 

threatening jock talk. As Dan Jenkins indelicately puts it, 

As ironies go. . . none is more baffling to the pnzzled sportswriter than the 
alarming number of Literary People who think of baseball as not just a garne 
but an intellectual pursuit. This seems to be so even though a majority of 
Literary People do not pnerally use the word cunt in polite conversation, 
which is something baseball playen do as regularly as they fondle their nuts 
in public. ("Literary Ball" 40) 

Of course, the literary person might be as likely as anyone to be attracted to people who say 

things that aren't said in polite society, as sure as they were / are attracted to Yogi Berra or 

Dizzy Dean. But, to a certain extent, the vulgarians of the seventies have gone 

underground as a certain kind of men's writing has been less favored in the contemporary 

literary marketplace. The potential for sexist commentary and racist words (even in works 



that aren't sexist or racist) is certainly threateninp to a more fashionable image of baseball 

as a hamionic spectacle of America "coming together." 5 A good deal of modem baseball 

Iiterature then takes seriously the identity of the sport as essentially pacifist and clean, with 

equal determination, asserts that the real vulgar traditions belong to other American 

pastirnes; with NFL football, which has usurped baseball as the country's most popular 

professional sport, being singled out for specific abuse. The "booger" type created, in 

part, to replicate the uneducated discourse of the ballfield, is finely distilled in baseball's 

fictionai characters. The reliable bumpkin whose malapropisms rarely include scandalously 

profane remarks and whose loveable simpleness invites affection is a stock voice- 

characterization when talkinp basebail. 

Some of baseball's most beloved literary creations are the refined portraits of the 

actual people who have been involved in the game. The penonalities of Babe Ruth, Ty 
Cobb, Christy Matthewson, Sandy Koufax, Leo Durocher and Jackie Robinson, to name a 

few, are dependable exits frorn a purely format critique of a baseball game. In the heroic 
tradition, victory can often be spelled as evidence of the power of penonality. Particularly 

beloved as literary devices are baseball's "characters" who are always rewarding 

sportswriters with good copy. The "characters" are usually played as innocent 

quipmeisten who are just this side of being dumb but who are, at heart. baseball-loving 

good guys. (Former Philadelphia Phillie John Knik recently became a talk show staple and 

the basis of how he projected the loveable image of the softballer within the ranks of the 

overpaid major leaguers was defined by his quip to a sportswriter, "1 aintt an athlete, Lady. 

I'm a ballplayer.") The pre-eminent "character* in baseball's literary history is, of course, 

Yankees catcher Yogi Berra, who is alleged to have coined such irnmortal phrases as "it 

ain't over till it's over," "90% of this game is half mental" and "nobody goes there because 

it's too crowded." Yogism have become chapter and verse in baseball writing, and as 

David Halberstam writes, are "frequently quoted by important fellow Arnericans, including 

those running for hesident of the United Statesn (3 10). Even Berra's protests against the 

apocryphal cataloguing of his malapropisms becomes the classic: "1 didn't Say al1 the things 

1 said." Even in Berra's pulp biography his fictional characteristics are gleefully exposed 

as the former catcher is introduced as "the kid Ring Lardner missed" (Trimble 14). 

Another influentid "character" and master of the malapropism was Cardinals right- 

hander Diay Dean. A gifted hot dog of a player, Dean was no less flamboyant later on in 

his career as a radio announcer. Dean's grammatical adventurism - saying things like 

l5 The pointedly anti-racist Ail in the Family's representations of the bigot might seem 
harsh and racist to a contemporary TV-audience weaned on "positive messages." 



"slud into thirdtt - his Arkansan rnannerisms, and his "voice marinated in chicken fried 

gravy "(Gregory 387) helped define color-comrnentary in a way which still resonates in 

contemporary radio and television sports broadcasts. The more Dean talked, the more 

loved he was by the sportsworld, the more attractive he is to writers. It was a complete 

character package: as  the woeful main character in Paul Auster's short story "Dizzy "( 1994) 

says. "People loved him for his brashness and talent, his crazy manglings of the English 

language, his brawling, boyish antics and fuck-you pizzazz, and 1 loved him too, loved 

him as much as anyone in the world" (220). In Dean's Hollywood biopic The Pride of St. 

Lorris ( 1952)- the conflict between big-child Dean and the severe old-lady-protectors-of- 

the-English-Language is the defining moment in the movie's affi~rmative characterization of 

Dean. Low brow talk is further established as real, American talk as grammanans bemme 

marginalized as  Ladies Auxiliary storrntroopen. The vemacular tradition of Hucklebers, 
Finn. which keeps the innocent enthusiasm of play alive with idiomatic innocence, thrives 

in baseball's rnany quotable, country, god-guy "characters." 

Syndicated columnist and television cornmentator George Will, a self-pmclaimed 

"serious baseball fan," protests the establishment of a character like Dizzy Dean at the 

centre of baseball's discourse. In Men ut Work he says; 

Dean was one of baseball's cartoon characters, a caricature sent up from 
central casting, a Ring Lardner creation corne to life. And certainly Dean 
bore no resemblance to most of the men who nse to the top of today's 
baseball and stay there for awhile.(3) 6 

While Will is sincere in his desire to relieve baseball of hick rornanticism, he supplants it 

with another representational discourse; the sophisticated language of the op-ed. (And in 

the process, Will has become a less-loveable figure from central casting hirnself.) Arguing 

for a serious consideration of the professionalism of ballplayers and the "Cartesian" 

process of the National League, Will's detailed analysis of the game c m  be as cartoonish as 

anything corning out of Yogi Berra's mouth. And Will invites mocking by studiously 

insisting on the high seriousness of the game's enterprise, making dubious daims like "a 

baseball game is an orderly experience - perhaps too orderly for the episodic rnentalities of 

television babies" (324). 

Episodic television babies skewered George Will's discourse in a skit on Saturdqy 

Night Live. The skit featured impressionist Dana Carvey as  Will, serving as host of a 

16 The cornparison is itself a cliché. Sportswnter Heywood Broun is also credited with 
the line "Dizzy wasn't bom, Ring Lardner invented him" (Higgs 23). 



pame show called The George WiLL Sports' Machine, where "as always, the questions 

focus on baseball: the only game that transcends the boundary between fury and repose." 

The game's contestants are Tommy LaSorda (played by Jon Lovitz) and Mike Schmidt (as 

hirnself.) Will l Carvey asks them "The precanous balance between infield and oud;,eld 

suggests a perfect symmetry, for fifty dollars, identify that syrnmetry . . ." The bailplayers 

are, of course, dumbfounded and do not respond. A buzzer finally sounds and Will I 

Carvey says "Sorry, the answer is "the exhiiarating tension between being and becoming. 

Being and Becoming!" 
The joke is on Will but it is achieved by highlighting the chasm between baseball 

players and baseball writers. The WiIl character's verbal pomposity serves for punchlines, 

but the LaSorda and Schmidt characten' failure to understand makes it funny. The 

distance between the "normal American" ballplayer and the overeducated wnter is part of 

baseball's Iiterary world. Naturally, many fans want and Iike a level of analysis that the 

players canriot provide themselves, (certainly not a bizarre phenornena for any student of 

literary criticism who is faced with shotcomings in interviews with the author). Will's 

vulnerability to parody fictionalizes him as well - to a certain extent the legend of Will's 

verbal effluviurn is as apocryphal as Berrats zen spoonerisms. The irony is, in Lardner's 

work it is the cube who is mocked and lampooned, but now it is the rube who is the 

measure against which the mocking of the eggheaded Will starts. 

To propose the emergence of a literary synthesis of the dictions of George Will and 

Dizzy Dean would be a likely claim, but there isn't much evidence to suggest such a thing 

is happening. There is not so much synthesis in baseball's dialectical structures: its 

conflicts retain their combative hostility to each other and do not resolve themselves to 

alterior visions or to harmonic convergences. 

Hi-Lo 

Henry David Thoreau said "a stereotypical but unconscious despair is concealed even under 

what are called the games and amusements of mankind" ( 1 1). The amusement of baseball. 

after ail, has not always been celebrated by prominent American intellectuals and continues 

to be suspect to those who believe such entertainments are agents of social enthrallment. 

The working-class base of fan support, what Sylvia Plath fearfully called the "peanut 

crunching crowd" (245), can be a force of terror to those who want to go against the 

crowd. And to the traditional fan base, the intellectual can be a force of humiliation, an 

authority which points out the shortcorninp of the cornrnon man or woman. 
Part of William Carlos Williams's poem "Spnng and All" starts 



The crowd at the bail game 
is moved uniformly 

by a spirit of uselessness 
which delights them (39) 

While the description is, 1 think, inaccurate (crowds at  bal1 games are moved "unifomlyw 

only from a far distance), Williams is at least interested in the delight of the crowd, and the 

"uselessnesst' is a potentially calming spirit: possibly wresting away the crowd from the 

beehive of the "usefulness" of capitalism and advancement. Yet the words themselves are 

unflattering: the viewers are recognized as "fed" consumers: their uneducated aesthetic 

response is not challenged and, through sensational patterns of repetition, are compelled to 

consume the same product again and again. The crowd is ultimately, 

to be wamed against 

saluted and defied - 
it is alive, venornous 

it srniles grirnly 
its words cut -- 

The flashy female with her 
mother, gets it - 

The Jew gets it straight -- it 
is deadly, terrifying -- 

If is the Inquisition. (39) 

The connection between sports and mob mentality is certainly not an outrageous or anti- 

democratic one to make. Considering al1 the paeans to the gentleness of a day at the 

ballpark, Williams' poem stands out for its insight into the dark potential within large 

gathenngs. (And Williams brings a sharp histoncal perspective to the many notes in 

baseball fiction where "the fans" corne out as an undifferentiated, ignorant, alcoholic group 

notable mostly for their unfairjeering and desire to "kill the urnpire!") 

In the course of naturalist novels, the tawdryness of American popular culture often 

is an inherent factor in the misery that besets average Americans and helps render ihem 

powerless. For example, in Dreiser's SLrter Carrie (1900) vaudeville success is not worthy 

of reward, and in Nathaniel West's Day of the Lonrst (1939) Hollywood becomes the  

center of corruption, the fault line for an eventual cultural destruction. American popular 



culture has tended to be read materially, emphasizing the art's integration with commercial 

interests and within a concentration of power. In Sinclair Lewis's Babbitt (1x2) the 

middle American is transformed into a stand-up vulgarian -- a prototype for Archie Bunker 

-- whose expressions of power speak of the mediocrity of his popular culture. In Babbitt, 

the celebration of baseball is not at al1 admirable and is used to illustrate the ignorance of 

Babbitt and his cronies: "they were of etemal importance, like baseball o r  the Republican 

partyn (1 1) o r  in the announcement "that Babe Ruth the eminent player of baseball was a 

noble mann (48). The failure of AmerÎca to produce a genuine nobility of the classically- 

educated leaders Jefferson imagined, allows not only the success of Babbitt but the 

ascension of a man like Herbert Hoover to the presidency and a galoot like Ruth to 

America's "nobility." l For Babbitt, the populist language of baseball is part of a 

culturally validated anti-intellectual squelch, where ignorance can be articulated as national 

pnde. When a Yale graduate claims he speaks three languages, Babbitt responds "So do I - 
- Amencan, baseball and poker" (87). The linguafiancc~ of professional sports has become 

entrenched within in the seemingly "honest" discoune of a just-folks Amerka. Or put 

another way, if you wanted to run fo r  hiph office today, you won't being quoiing 

Thoreau's thoughts on games. 

Written in 1888. Emest Thayer's poem "Casey a t  the Bat" is one of the most 

popular American poerns ever written, yet it is rarely included in the kinds of literary 

anthologies (li ke the Norton Anthology of American Liîeruture) which are usually 

prescribed to college freshmen to detail the literary history of the United States. That the 

poem is any worse than Longfellow's perennially anthologized "Seaweed" is debatable. but 

it is undeniable that the fame Casey has accrued over the yean  has pushed the poem into 

the tee tory  of Disney-like kitsch. The exclusion of Casgv from literary anthologies is no 

aesthetic crime, but it is also not a mere oversight. To include the poem would somehow 

challenge the loose but operative definitions between Hi and Lo culture. Casey's junior- 

high lit class familiarity may also be an embarrassrnent to the purveyors of baseball 

literature who want their passion to look more "respectable." So when George Grella, in 

his essay "Baseball and the American Dream," writes "Baseball is a parne for poets and 

pnests, philosophen and scholars, worthy of contemplation and rich in wonder" (550) he 

- 

l7 Baseball's cherished anecdote of how Babe Ruth, when questioned about the fact that 
he made more mooey than Resident Hoover spouted "Why not? I had a better year than he 
did!"(Creamer 351) is perhaps enough evidence of Amenca's need to believe there isn't a 
national aristocracy and in professional sports as the most likely exit from the lower 
classes. 



is making a case for baseball to be relieved of lowbrow connotations, distancing baseball 

Iiterature from the memorable phrase "there was no joy in Mudville." 

There can be no comprehensive definition of what popular culture is o r  what high 

culture is in contrast, no reliable boundary to tell us where Hi ends and where Lu begins. 

Yet the distinction is a normative device in any study of Arnerican literature. Distinguishiq 

between art and m h  can be half the fun, but developing a certain systern of descrimination 

is impossible. The persistence of a current sense of a schism between elite cultural 

pmducts and popular culture products is rooted in deeply-felt class divisions and how these 

divisions are tested in the social projects of cultural "bettement." Certainly Melville's 

Moby Dick has, by now, reached a larger audience than, say, the latest album by Porno for 

Pyros; yet, the modestly successful album is more securely recognized a s  "popular 

culture." Al1 cultural institutions -- city orchestras, ballteams, universities, record 

companies, network affiliates - have financial bottom lines to consider. and Hi and Lo 

products are working in the same consumer industry. (They still aren't giving away copies 

of Moby Dick.) Differentiating between a mars culture as opposed to popular  cul^ has 

gained some currency, but the distinction is  still prirnarily class-based (like the assertions 

which separate "quality TV" from "TV") and aesthetically reassuring in a superficial way. 

(1 like popular culture; you like mass culture.) 

Hostile resistance to the study of popular culture certainly exists, but it seems to me 

that often the greatest hann io this on-going study cornes from the overly earnest and 

defensive apologies from students of popular culture. The constant efforts to systematize 

the generic functions of pop forms unfortunately ends up reasserting the idea that "one is 
pretty much like the next" and avoids making individuated aesthetic judgements about the 

complex and inconsistent objects which popular culture creates. Baseball fiction exists as 

surely as gangsta rap does, but it is premature to defend either in whole as having closed 

generic functions. And obviously, baseball literature conceptually works both ends of a 
highly politicized Hi-Lo cultural debate. Like "rock opera" or "cowboy poetry" it 

norninally marries a Iow-brow, macho vigoor to what may be described as an intellectual and 

effeminate art form. Baseball fiction is excitably caught-up in this conflict, letting George 

Will and Dizzy Dean fight to cal1 the game in intervals. 

Anyone Can Play. (Except You) 

David Halberstam wrote that baseball is "the sport that a foreigner is least likely to take ton 

(Basebail: Wit and Wisdom 52). And while Canadians, Mexicans, Nicaraguans, 

Guatamalans, Salvadorans, Hondurans, Costa Ricans, Panamanians, Cubans, 



Dorninicans, Venezuelans, Philipinos, Taiwanese, Koreans and Japanese may react with 

hostility to the obvious Amerocentrism of such a remark, we still know what Halberstarn 

rneans. Baseball is American. Despite the game's mots in the English game of rounden, 

despite the impassioned flag-waving of the fans of the Toronto Blue lays, most 

representations of the game do not stray far from the a priori mythopoeic Americaness of 

the game. Whether it serves as a ring-a-ding fiag-waver or a rnorality tale about greed, 

basebail meankg for American baseball writers is usually limited within the bouridaries of 

their own country. 

Despite the efforts of A.G. Spalding and baseball's early enthusiasts, baseball 

never did catch on in Europe and only recently was accepted as a medal sport in the 

Olympics. While American professional baseball's championship showcase is oddly 

referred to as the World Series, baseball is a very American product, not unlike Coca Cola. 

and its presence in other countries is often associated with American colonial 

domination. l a Just as cricket can be a metonymic device to identify a certain kind of 

English colonial presence in Commonwealth countnes like Jamaica or  Pakistan, baseball 

too has become identified with distinctly national values. Since it became a noticeable 

pastirne, the "Amencaness" of basebail has been advocated as an essential element of the 

gamets play. Continually, intel!ectuals and poli ticians have followed Walt Whitman's 

patriotic cheerieading, askinp crowds to applaud how "our garnen embodies American 

virtue. 

That baseball would be said to embody national character is not surprising. 

Particular sports are often adopted by nation states to announce the pride of their citizens. 

The creators of the modern Olympic movement hoped the international games would, in 

part, channel the threatening nationalism of nineteenth century Europe into the sublimated 

sporting event and help contribute to a more peaceful world. Of' course, the rhetonc of 

international world peace is still part of the Olympic package but the competitions 

themselves invariably exacerbate national differences and bring in huge TV audiences 

because of the promise of an us vs. them match-up. Locating the ancient Greek games as 

the spintual home of civilized cornpetition has brought cornpetitive sports into the fold of 

l8 In his essay "The Toronto Blue Jays: Colonialism, Civility. and the Idea of a National 
Team" Mark Engwell imagines the CO&-tecoast Canadian cdebration of the World Series 
victory by ~ o r o n t o  in 1 s 2  was partly motivated by a national desire to "shame the 
colonizers, to show them the precise shape and limits of their acts of imperial dominationn 
(224). 



Classic Hellenic authorization. Spectator sports were. in effect. brought to the modem 

leisure classes along with approval (so to speak) from Plato and Aristotle. While the 

ancisnt Greek games may have advanced the place of sports in civilized societies it is 

important to recognize the classical contribution is mostly a re-interpreted history rneant to 

favor the reinvention of the Oiympics.20 Organized sport has no birthplace. Sport, Like 
basebal 1, is vague1 y delineated in its genesis and the resulting foundation theories are 

notorïously suspect to back-formations as vanous national interests become embodied in 

theones of play. 

Baseball's absence from an Olympic or world stage has, in part, retained it for 

America where it need not senously face the claims of other countnes. In lapan, for 

example, baseball or besuboru is said to be "as clear an expression of the Japanese 

character as one could find" (Whiting Wuh 49), and the style of American athletes 

("Gaijin") is often seen as an affront to the "inherentn properties of the game. But this 

claim is never taken senously in the U.S. and makes no impression on the American 

identity of baseball. Amencan exceptionalism explains much of how baseball's closed 

borden are erected even in the face of significant international interest. Historical 

narcissism in America has created a discourse about sport where only the American version 

of baseball seems important. Momentarily Europe disappears and other venions of the 

pastirne, while sociologically interesting insofar as they comment on Americm basebail, 

patronizingly reconfirm Amencan pre-eminence. Put more simply, there is no evidence to 

suggest that Americans are interested in games where they are not the k t .  

That baseball wntinp abounds with meretricious clichés about Arnerica is not 

exactly news. (You can give it 1 IO%, but if you are talking about baseball you will 

eventually utter a cliché.)* The heart-tugging James Earl Jones voice-over sermon from 

19 While there is still not that much known about the nature of the ancient games they c m  
be dated back to c.776 BC. "The Olyrnpic peace or ekecheria was proclaimed to last for 
about three months before the Games (which themselves lasted for five days) and lono 
enough after them for the cornpetitors to enjoy a safe passage back to their home; 
(McWhittier 9). 

20 The neo-classical woahip of sports was adopted by the Nazis, and the new nationalism 
of the "ancient games" informed the theones of racial supenority the Berlin Olympics of 
1936 were meant to showcase. Though these perverse theoties were heroically defied by 
Jessie Owens, the infoming nationalism of the games is still intact (cf. Hobecman 164). 

21 While i t is easy to be dismissive of clichés (and acknowledging sports clichés is itself a 
stock cliché of American humor) they are inseparable from the dialectics of baseball's 
history. Getting away for a moment from the particular cliché Basebail as America. the 
abundance of baseball clichés in popular speech ("thrown a curve," "ptting to first base," 
etc.) and baseball analysis ("a behind-in-the-count hitter") indicate how popular the 



Field of Dreams (1988) which boldly announces "Baseball -- everything that once was 

good about this country" never sounds as unexpected as it should Somewhere with apple 

pie and rugged individualism, baseball has sponsored its own distinctive series of patriotic 

hooks which undenvrites the FieId of Dreum project. The idea is that basebail is Amenca, 

however compromised or oscillating, and the game is always working toward its essential 

goodness. On the good field therell be a "coming together" which perfectly demonstrates 

the wisdom of the Amencan political and social experience. 

In the Ken Burns TV-series, former New York Governor Mano Cuomo said 

"whenever we learned to cooperate with one another and did the nght thing, we won - 
that's what baseball is "(Basebail, Pt.9). Cuomo wasn't talking about the 1977 New York 

Yankees as much as he was trying to capture the political hope that baseball says something 

good about Arnerica, and that its goodnesses are compatible with the aims of the 

Democratic Party. "Coming together" is baseball's coherent political dream: a group of 

Americans who are judged on performance rather than birthright, where the ment in the 

performance is quantifiable. Baseball's mentocracy is not a disembodied spiel; the idea and 

pactise of this paradigm has been inspirational to American minority groups who have 

played the game or have seen their integration in American society dramatized by a group 

mernber's performance on the field. In the context of more recent discussions about multi- 
culturalism as social policy, baseball's history has become a reliable rneasure of the 

progress (or lack of progress) in the establishment of a melting pot society. 

Baseball games are not usually played as explicit contests between identifiable 

minority groups. Within the boundaries of the United States professional baseball games 

are contested by mercenanes under civic / regional banners. This system is the most 

commercially versatile way to encourage fan loyalty to particular teams and f o m  the 

foundation of the gamets longstanding success. The rivalry between American cities is 

often felt and can of course be sublimated in the ballgames; in baseball lit, civic or regional 

difference may be expressed as "wamng Greeks" (Wormser 14) met on the non-violent 

Olympic field. The social cohesion of the bailyard is limited to the team as opposed to the 

sport as a whole: we corn together, we defear titem. 

language of baseball is. Sports cornmentary depends upon explaining predictabilities, so 
while it's not original to be "looking for a fastballn on a 3-2 count it is still wise. Clichés 
are often matten of expression rather than content: George Will's dedaration that "the best 
baseball people are [...] Cartesians* (324) is a stylish reworking of the classic "it's a game 
of inches." Noted baseball essayist Thomas Boswell's line that "Basebail's true secret is 
that, for those who appreciate and value it, it has no secrets" (78) is another way of saying 
"you could look it up." What continues to be interesting in baseball are the expressive 
possibilities within the expanse of i ts tested maxims. 



In William Faulkner's The Sound and the Fus, ( 1929) Jason Compson's sense of 

place is sublimated in his assessrnent of the 1928 baseball season: 

"i reckon you've got your rnoney on the Yankees this year." 
"What for?" 1 says. 
"The Pennant." he says. "Not anything in the league can beat 

them. " 
"Like hell therets not," 1 says. "Theylre shot," 1 says. "You think a 

team can be that lucky forever?" 
"1 dont cal1 it luck," Mac says. 
"1 wouldn't bet on any team that feliow Ruth played on," 1 says. 

"Even if I knew it was going to win." 
"Yes?" Mac says. 
"1 can name you a dozen men in either league who're more valuable 

than he is," i says. 
"What have you got against Ruth?" Mac says. 
"Nothing," 1 says. "1 havent got anything against him. I dont  

even Iike to look at his picture." (3 14) 

Faulkner works Jason's despair of the Yankees and Ruth into an obvious 

commentary about The Yankees - the "lucky" team once compared to U.S. Stee1.22 In 
refusing to acknowledge the power of the baseball Yankees, Jason stubbornly attempts to 

deny the tnumph of those other Yankees to maintain the illusion of place in the postbellum 

South.23 For Jason, baseball chit-chat is not a cornmon language that transcends regional 

or social difference, it annoyingly reasserts the outcome of the Civil War. His recusancy is 

passionately rebellious, but apainst The Sound and the Fury's backdrop of decay it is also 

foolishly doomed. 

Regional hostilities in professional baseball's fan base have been greatly diminished 

by the use of mercenaries. As teams are comprised of playen who don? necessarily come 

from the city they play in, fan loyalty is less aggravated than it might be othenvise. 

(Considering the civic-pride subtext in the rise of hooliganism in England, or  the riots 

* The '28 the Yankees would dominate baseball as few tearns have. Interesting in light 
of Jason's predictions, the '28 Yankees would eventually sweep the St. Louis Cardinals in 
the World Series. The Cardinals were the Major League team most Southenen and 
Westerners would have supported in 1928. 

23 Jason's distaste for Ruth rnay also be a sign of his vituperative racism. According to 
Robert Creamer "Ruth was called nigger so often that rnany people assurned he was indeed 
partly black and that at some point in time he, or  an immediate ancestor, had managed to 
cross the color line" (Creamer 185). The irony of Ruth going on to hit .625 in the 1928 
World Series is further proof that Faulkner gave this exchange particularly detailed 
attention. 



associated in big cities after pro sports championships, it is probably not a bad thing the 

mercenary system is in place.) But the mercenary system is incomplete and teams 

invanably try to appeal to the characteristics of their fan base. The Montreal Expos will 

always covet French Canadian players more than the Seattle Mariners, and the Texas 

Rangers will more likely stock their team with Hispanic players than, say, the Milwaukee 

Brewers. The process of inclusion within the mercenary system follows more than an 

unconscious acceptance of the idea of the melting pot. Fan identification with tearns is a 

complex process and many baseball teams have courted interest from minonty groups by 

signing a same-group star. Many African-Americans were (and still are) devoted to the 

Brooklyn I Los Angeles Dodgers franchise as a legacy of Jackie Robinson's break of 

baseball's color Iine; today, many Japanese-Americans are being drawn to the ballpark to 

see LA. Dodgers pitcher Hideo Nomo. 

However, does baseball actually deserve its conferred reputation as a positive agent 

of integration? In baseball fiction, the relationship between baseball and minorities is a hot 

topic because baseball and sport is often cast as the normative agent of American 

assimilation. The ability to see what basebail should be, the willingness to believe it  

doesn't matter what your background is, makes the sport-setting a likely place to test the 

limits of the outsider. While everyone wants to participate, the institutionalized system of 

play as we know it may also enforce its attendant compting values. Integration itself may 

be a pyrrhic victory and the work of American professional sports a stultifyingly closed 

endeavour. Though baseball's lit often celebrates the game's iaclusiveness, for many on 

the outside, the Major bagues '  system of male exclusivity, which is still in place, is based 

on a harmful locker-room mystique that may be teminally misogynist and stalled in an 
adolescent homosexual panic. 

In contras& to the NFL, professional baseball's promoten use its non-violent, less 

macho image as a strategy to draw more female spectaton. For poet Mary Leary baseball 

is "not like football, where theytd eat you for breakfast and really I mean it, or work awful 

hard to, I that's a sport for menn (128-9). The issue of male heterosexual exclusivity for 

basebatl is more of a "Iive" issue than its historicized tests of ethnic and racial inclusion. 

As the notion of appreciable differences in gender perceptions of baseball is undoubtedly 

based on problematic generalizations and stereotypes, thematic differences in men's and 

women's baseball wnting nonetheless do occur. While the incredible populanty of the 

movie A Leagur of Their Own (1992) may have revived the idea among some beer 

companies in starting women's teams, and despite Mary Leary's poem, there are still no 

more women playing Major League baseball than there are women in the NFL. Baseball 

literature, like baseball itself, is predominantly male. And this connects baseball to the 



significant discoune which poses, as  feminist cri tic Judith Fetterley puts i t, "Amencan 

Literature is male. . . . Though exceptions may be found here and there -- a Dickinson 

poem, a Wharton novel - these exceptions usually function to obscure and confuse the 

issue: American Literature is  male" (xii). Similarly, there is no resolute correction of, or 

alibi for, the gender irnbalance in baseball literature's reality. Suffice to say, whiie baseball 

writing is full of apologies, the women who do wnte about baseball are often found 

apologizing twice. 

Baseball novels are usually written by dedicated spectators rather than participants 

of the game, and this is just as tme in women's baseball texts. Female writen on baseball 

are often saying the same things the men are; taken as  a whole there are the same points 

about literary suitability, transcendence. summer rituals, pastoral idealism, rneritocracy and 

the threatened joys of childhood. Baseball becomes more of a political issue when sex 

difference is  directly engaped vis-a-vis baseball's reputation for rnainstreaming the 

identities of minorities in America. In chapter four of this manuscript I will be looking 

closely at this particular issue in the context of the success of the fiction A Leugue of Their 
Own: giving particular focus to the difficulties of expressing difference given the myriad of 

sexist, macho, boyish, and gentlemanly postures that inform the popular identities for 

baseball. As assimilation into baseball-superstardom is unlikely for women, alternative, 

nonconformist perspectives in representing baseball becorne more sharply realized. 

Even though most of women's writing on baseball is celebratory, it is interesting to 

realize how the American woman's easier access to an "1 hate sports" rap - something 

which could be seen as  Sour grapes when coming from a male author -- often brings a 

tighter sarcasm and cynicism to women's sports writinp and has fomed  a beachhead in a 

popular, stand-up commentary about the emotional deficiencies of the American male. 

Further. the epistemological significance of the male locker-room is more significantly 

adjudicated in pnder-conscious baseball texts as a considerable source for male authonty 

and exclusivity, and this source in women's baseball writing is altemately petitioned, 

replicated, ignored and feared. 

Some women's tex& also significantly introduce the erotic identity and sex appeal 

of male ballplayen as a part of the fan's dialogue.Z4 Even slight indications like "Jim 
Palmer is cute" momentanly relieves baseball writing of the ethereal sexlessness of its 

idealized and formal presentations. Sure, the gross / funny spectacle of Philip Roth's 

24 In Kate Chopin's The Awakening ( 1899) there's the erotic pathos of Robert LeBrun's 
" M e  finger which he can't straighten from haviog played baseball too energetically in his 
youth" (135) - cailing Edna Pointillier to, uh, straighten the failen symbol of his youthful 
vigor. 



Portnoy masturbating in a baseball giove may not be readily collected in patnotic baseball 

wntings, but this outrageous conflation of images reminds us that even the -pat game can't 

transcend desire. Acknow ledging the erotic also helps push baseball rhetoric beyond the 

traditional taboos of a straight male audience. Particularly as the appeal of the human body 

foms such a large measure of appreciation of athletics, the a c k n o ~ l e d ~ e n t  of looks and 

of sexual desire is not insignificant. The restrictions on erotic commentary (however 

slight) often leaves baseball wnting with the stamp of male basebail talk - "inside dope" as 

a retreat from the pressures of reai talk 

When baseball is used as a formal device of avoidance, as it is in Hemingway's 

"Three Day Blow," it is usually a male heterosexual gesture. Given the Rip Van Winkle 

paradigm - theflighf f rom women as a standard tool for interpreting the maleness of 

Amencan fiction - baseball fictions often can't help but be very Rip Van Winklesque and. 

by their omissions, be expressive of a deep conflict behveeen American men and women. 

Finding respite from the Company of women on an all-male team who goes oui on a 

seasonal trip with strange characters is dready farniliar to readers of Moby Dick and 

Hucklebeny Fim. Delineatin p this paradigin Leslie Ftedler writes. 

There is finally no heterosexual solution which the Amencan psyche finds 
completely satisfactory, no irnagined or r d  consumation between man and 
woman fouad worthy of standing in our fiction for the healing of the breach 
betweea consciousness and unconsciousness, reason and impulse, society 
and nature. Yet in no nation in the world are those cleavages more deeply 
felt, declared, indeed in the very pattern of historical Ise, visibly represented 
by the frontier. And in no nation is the need to heal such divisions more 
passionately reco,g.ized. (Love and De& 339) 

If "innocent homosexual relationshipsn are reproduced as  the most worthwhile 

relationships in American literature - to Say nothing of the even more discernably male 

baseball Iiterature -- articulations of real homosexual feelings, calls into question how 

"innocent" this paradigm really is. 

The role of homophobia in the dynamics of the Iocker-room has a complex 

socializing authority, but it is a phenornenon that also has a popular undentanding (as 

opposed to popular approval.) In women's sports, the spectre of lesbianism has become a 

notonous way of dissuading fernale participation in athletics. In men's sports the presence 

of homosexuals on a team is often irnagined as a kind of apocalypse as  ballplayers 

drarnatically locate themselves "in the shower." While there have undoubtedly been several 

gay ballplayers, to my knowledge there has not been one to publically corne out as his 
career was in progress. However, fictional stories about the f i n t  outed players have 



become a common trope in literary-ball. These stories are not just rants against 

homophobic rednecks at the garne; the baseball mtting not only brings the easy-to-irnagine 

intensity of fan reactions but the All-Amencan normafcy-test of the old ballgame. The Guy 

Jackie Robinson looks for acceptance: to play, as well as to sing America, but such a 

proposition is undentood to be a volatile one as the assumptions behind the locker-mm 

are brought to light. 

Greedy Little Bastards 

The Ken Burns TV-special is a reasonable historical terminus for rny inquiry into baseball 

literature; the series aired just before Major League basebail cancelled the 1994 World 

Series because of the lockout-stnke-whatever. The coterminancy of these events makes a 

nice contrast between the contempomy artistic representations of baseball and the dominant 

structures of the business of what we often think of as baseball itself. The after effects of 

the stnke on the fan base rnay have also had a somewhat chiliing effect on baseball 

publishing. The strike's legacy to the financial health of basebdl rnay be shortlived but the 
secondary and tertiary industries around baseball were more seriousl y wounded (Le. ticket 

sales are down, but cap and t-shirt sales are way down.) Of course, authors will still be 

interested in exploring the baseball metaphor, and discontent over today's lot of 

millionaires increases the lustre of its nostalgic figures. but it will probably be difficult to 

establish wider audiences if most people dont even want h e m  about baseball. Where so 

much of baseball literature practically glides on the power of its positive word-associations, 

pst-strike, the mention of "baseball" may as likely connote greed. 

In the wake of the 1994 strike, there were quixotic discussions about the notion of 

fans-righis to combat the increased nausea over greedy baseball playen and baseball 

ownen. The fans, of course. already have ail the nghts in the world in this matter. To  

resort to another Yogiism: "If the people dont want to corne to the park nobody's going to 

stop them" (Voices of Basebali 62). Undentanding the commercial nature of the game, 

however, does not (nor should it) bnng a dispassionate accep taxe  of a perceived 

commercial abasement. A business doesn't have to be a bad business. Because its 

appreciative fans consider this commercial product a "national heirloom," it is not just 

anotber flavor of Diet Squirt. The good-will or  positive feelings the fans have about the 

game are honestly felt and, I believe, eamed The perception of inconsiderate greed at the 

top, however, reinforces the consumer's sense of powerlessness; professional baseball is a 

constitutionally protected monopoly, and if you don? like it there is nowhere else to go. 



The tried md tme metaphorid remedy for the discovery of rank greed is to make a 

claim that what we have to do is retum the game to "the kids." Even in the course of the 

1994 strike, it wasn't uncommon to read in the press owners asking their playen to 

consider what they will say to the disappointed kids who used to want their autographs or 
to read of players claiming they were on strike to preserve their liberty for their kids and al1 

the kids of America Oficially, baseball is for the kids. (The image of kids playing the 

game is the final image in Burns's Basebail.) In baseball's literary domain the kid. from 

the perceptive bnit who allegedly said "say it ain't so Joe," to the sick kid Babe Ruth cured 

with a timely dinger, is a baseball staple whose brash innocence, atîending on heroism, 

usually represents the desires of the adult fans. 

In 1915 an issue of The Sporring News printed the following poem: 

1 asked a magnate great 
In wealth and power and ease 

He said "in bnef 1'11 state 
The pme is mainly these - 

My tumstile clicking around 
My bankm11 gaining heft 

W l e  thousands leave my =ounds 
With not a nickel left. 

I asked a big league star 
Of fame and great reknown 

He stopped his motor car 
And looked benignly down. 

"Ill take it that the p n e w  
He said with some hauteur 

"1s s i p i n g  up your name 
For thirty thousand per." 

1 asked a ragged kid 
He stared in blank surprise 

The wonder that he had 
Shown in conternptuous eyes; 

"De game? A big lot - see? 
A gluv, a bat, a ball; 

Yer gang, my gang and me 
An den - some scrap - dat's all." 

(Seymour Golden Age 20) 

The poem's caricatures set up a clearly delineated chah of command for blame in the 

cornmodification of baseball. (The players may have moved up the ranks in recent years.) 

From the kid's perspective, the greed of the ownen and playen constituies an ethical 



breach from the "dat's alln purity of the basebail contest. The stylized language of the kid, 

rerniniscent of al1 honest-speaking Hucks, is the ethical voice of the fan; demanding the 

essence of the game, playing to win and not for the money. The poem itself is quite 

articulate about the structure of baseball as an industry, and that structure - with the moral 

authority of the kid as well - is still intact. Naturaily, for every Huck there must be a Pap. 

and the kid's assertion of the essential punty of the game couid not exist without its 

companionate visions of "the fix." 
The  kid's vision of baseball is itself a fix. fated to be disappointed by the 

accommodations of adult lies. This fixing of the kid's authontative innocence is manifest 

in an episode frorn Salinger's The Catcher in the Rye ( 1951) where Holden writes an essay 

about his kid brother Allie's baseball mitt. Allie -- the ultimate object of Holden's 

protective narcissism -- is described as having nritten poems al1 over his baseball mitt "In 

green ink . . . so that he'd have have something to read when he was in the field and 

nobody was up at bat" (38). It's a striking image that mames literature and baseball within 

the pathos of doomed youth. Though it is possible Holden is making up the image, he is 

expressing his own faith in an essentiai innocence. That the subject of Holden's essay ("a 

goddam bareball glove"[41]) is ndiculed by a "phony" prep suggests the game is always a 

credible link to a world uncomplicated by adults. 

The association of baseball with youth is deeply felt in many aspects of the sport's 

acculturation. Childlike expressions from the fans themselves are understandably welcome 

releases in the midst of serious and difficult workdays. What Roger Angell calls "Naivete - 
- the infantile and ignoble joy that sends a grown man or woman to dancing and shoutinp 

with joy in the middle of the night over the haphazardous flight of a distant ballW(Once 

More 83) is a critical paradigm for the enthusiast. (Or, to put it another way. this seems 

iike a reasonable explanation as  to why I'd Wear an old tri-colored Montreal Expos hat in 

public.) But the game of the grown man or woman is hardly for children any more: high 

ticket prices admit few "dirty-faced" kids, late night games make al1 but the Sunday 

afternoon game unapproachable for youngsters, and baseball games have simply become 

too long. There's an honest but less poetic reaction from actual fans: children at baseball 

games, like children sitting beside you on a long flight, can become a nuisance. 

However. one of the strongest images entrenched in recent baseball fiction - 
through the gamets association with youth -- is the reconciliation of father and son in a 

prima1 "garne of catch." One may immediately think of the resolving images of the films 

The Naturai and Field of Dreams, which both show a peaceful, patrilioear game of catch. 

Poet Donald Hall in his book of essays titled Fathers Playing Catch wirh Som writes, 

"Baseball is fathers and sons. Football is brothers beating each other up in the backyard, 



violent and supeficial. Baseball is the pnerations" (30). The insistence on the "game of 

catch" image does speak of a real and pleasant expenence for many American men and is 
worthy of recognition. But i t  is also an anxious image as most fathers and sons have 

complex relationships which outdistance iheir pleasant harmonies. Poetic versions of this 

"game of catch" n a y  then prelude many a John Bradshaw moment, where the "adult child" 

actively resents the absence of this image in real Me. What 1 will be arguing in the fifth 

chapter of this study is that the recent insistence on father-son restorations probably has 

less to do with the so-called "generations" of baseball and more to do with an increased 

anxiety about the state of contemporary father and son relationships. What is at stake now 

is  the image's legi timacy. Where the old pulp bio Joe DiMaggio: His Golden Year closes 

with, "What he did as  well as what he was -- the noble American folk hero -- wilI be 

remembered and talked about and passed on from father to son for as long as they play this 

game of ours called baseballn(2 16) we are left with a feeling that today. junior is more 

interested in Nintendo than the legacy of Joltin' Joe. The nostalgie image of an Amencan 

past where father allegedly knew best is increasingly Iamented and used to illustrate the 

failures of liberalism and the MTV generation. 

The conservative sentiments of baseball often connect the changes of the sixties and 

the seventies with the particular sin of wedging fathen from sons. The neo-conservatism 

of the late eighties, broadly characterized by rapid corporate expansion and nostalgia for old 

fashioned values, often expresses its hopes in looking backward to the supposedly 

"uncomplicated" 1 9 9 s .  And baseball in particular can be a compellingly detailed fictive 

leap over al1 the divisiveness associated with Vietnam, Watergate, Women's Lib, Marijuana 

and urban flight, back into the bosom of the old ballparks and the great. long gone New 

York teams. 

Don Delille's ambitious novella P a m  ai ihe Woli(1993) retreats to the fifties to 

what may be the most dissected moment in baseball history (the "Miracle of Coopn ' s  

Bluff") to set up a complex statement about the power of this sport to hold generations of 

AmerÏcans together. Set in the Polo Grounds in 1951, PaFo ai the Wall ties Russ Hodges, 

the radio announcer behind the tag, "The Giants win the pennant! The Giants win the 

pennant!" to this embracing conceit: 

Russ thinks this is  another kind of history. He thinks they will carry 
something out of here that joins them al1 in a rare way that binds them to a 
memory with protective power. . . . Isnrt it possible that this midcentury 
moment enters the skin more lastingly than the fast shaping strateg!es of 
eminent leaders, generals steely in their sunglasses -- the mapped visions 
that pierce our dreams? Russ wants to believe a thing Iike this keeps us safe 



in some determined way. . . . This is the people's history and it h a .  flesh 
and breath that quicken to the force of this old safe game of ours. (70) 

This careful articulation of a shared, comforting popular history is not without its obvious 

tmths and acknowledged variables, but looking a t  the particular conceit (the Thompson 

home run), it is typical that the object of this insight would come in the early nineties about 

a Iegendary baseball moment from the "old, safe" fifties. Far more people actually saw the 

1994 Super Bowl between the San Francisco 49ers and San Diego Chargers than the 

legendary "Miracle on Coogan's Bluff," but one hopes that that particular football game 

will never metastasim as a literary conceit for shared history. It takes a long time before 

everybody has seen the games that bind us topther. (And even in the end. not everybody 

does. Not everybody likes baseball, and there is  nothing wmng with this: millions of 

Americans happily do without.) While technology and television are often cast as the 

mustache-twirling villains in baseball texts -- turning the kid's game into a lazy 

millionaire's industry - it is through technology and television that we have been able to 

"read" and "re-readn anthologies of baseball's canonical moments collectively, and this 

textual resource reconfirrns the defining moments and recontextualizes the palpable dramas. 

Or, because we've shared the video clips, it's easier to believe in DeLillofs Hodges' 

insight. 

To a certain extent, baseball literature is a h  a baby boomer thing. Children of the 

fifties have found a stability in a cultural product that has survived, relatively unchanged, 

through the dramatic cultural changes of the last three decades. (Alas, to some, the whole 

idea of literary bal1 sounds more like a discoune for post-feminist boomer guys who don't 

want to offend and who need to assure us they did indeed go to college.) The hem of the 

contemporary baseball novel may not be the Ruthian slugger, but the son who was 

distanced from his father in adolescence, who went on to live in the greedy world just the 

same, and who expresses his mea cdpa in an figurative game of catch. This is the exact 

plot of Field ofDreams (whose mantra "build it and they will comen is the baseball version 

of the fricMe-down theory) and it is the spiritual plot for many baseball texts. The issues of 

resolution between father and son are cornplex and drawn-out in the baseball novels 1 will 

be discussing in chapter five, but they are grounded in the cultural expansions of baseball 

and official nostalgia of the Reagan / Bush years. 

Called Shots 

Trying to explain a random sample of baseball books, professor Stephen Jay Gould wntes 

"how could the game mean such radically different things at the same time?" (44) This 



study attempts to answer this question but does so without knowing any simple answer. 

Given the overly bold headline temptations in sports writing, trying to contain al1 the 

various strains of conflict and dialogue within a slogan 1 think should be suspect. For 

example, suggesting Green I Greed as the totalizing yin-yang of baseball, while properly 

suggestive, is too entrenched in a genre-formula reading of the literature. With analysis of 

the best and most popular baseball novels, and maintaining an interest in the cultural issues 

they entertain, 1 have structured my discussion around the four conflicted tropes which are 

most common in baseball fiction: 

-The dedaration of spiritual perfection vs. discoveries of them 

-The vision of a pastoral settinp as a strategy for baseball's narrative escapes 
from its city home. 

-The pure rneritocracy of baseball vis-cl-vis the texts by and about people 
from identifiable minority groups who also want to "play Amenca." 

-Reconciling the image of father and son with the divisive realities of the late 
1980s f early 1990s. 

Conceiving the debates thematically is slightly problematic insofar as the themes intertwine 

in several books (e.g. Shoeiess Joe / Field of Dreumr could be a reasonable i I l  ustration for 

al1 these points) but the thematic organization is, 1 think, useful in articulating what is 

characteristic about baseball fiction. It is also impossible to attempt a comprehensive 

overview of the complete body of baseball fiction, as it seems that every other week I'm 

made aware of the title of another book, long out of print, that may have sorne worthwhile 

baseball angle in it. Nonetheless, my analysis is representative of the established canonical 

baseball texts and is still, 1 beiieve. fairly comprehensive with regard to what's been 

happening in the contemporary fiction. 

Speculating on the cultural production of baseball-lit, my analysis will also bnng 

the literary-themes in line with baseball's place in the entertainment industry. Considering 

that members of the New York Mets are credited with writing more books than the 

Bloomsbury circle, some negative assumptions about popular taste may be confirmed, but 

it is wrong I think to provide an alibi for baseball literature by imagining "serious" baseball 

lit has nothing to do with the sales of Lenny Dykstra's memoirs or with the recent efforts of 

TV networks to attract younger viewers to the game. 

The production of literary baseball takes place within the cultural production of 

Arnencan professional baseball rather than safely outside. The literary representations of 

the game, because they are al1 called shots (absent of the crucial unpredictability of the 



garne), hit their marks with a Iirnited senes of tropes that are nonetheless unfinished and 
vigorously contested. The conflict in baseball Iiterature is not a Manichean rift between two 

teams of authors but is a coofiict inherent in the very idea of basebuii lirerire. 



In the Big Inning: 
Baseball's Spiritual Fix. 

"It isnt wheiher you win or lose, 
but how you 

play the game." 
In baseball 

this is how you Say 
the meek shall inherit 

the earth. 

-fmm Barebull, a poem Ni the magie number 9 by George Bowering 

"1 can't tell you how grateful 1 am," said the boy irnpetuously. " I t i l  make good for you. 
I've failed trying to make a living. Basebail is the only thing they taught me at cotlege that 
I'm good at, and when 1 read that you needed a third baseman I -" 

"College man. eh?" asked Clancy quickly. Well. 1 won? hold that against you or 
tip it off." 

-from J - y  K i r k l d  and the Plotfor a Peruiant by Hugh S. Fullerton. 



The Rose / Giamatti Metaphor and The Perfect Gamets Troables 

Of al1 the literary prophets of baseball's philosophical and spiritual beauty, few have k e n  

better equipped than A. Bartlett Giamatti. While Giamatti is remembered by casual fans of 

the game as the eloquent League commissioner who banned superstar Pete Rose fmm the 

game, he was also weil known in the academy as a respected Renaissance scbolar and to a 

lesser entent, as the former president of Yale University. His run-in with the legeodary and 

inelegant Charlie Hustle over allegations of cheating not only hiphlights the metaphoncal 

conflict between an idealized baseball game and a compted fixed game, it also speaks to 

the contradictions inherent in representing baseball. The question of who was right in the 

Rose-Giamatti case was not only a hot-button issue for sports call-in shows of its day it 

remains a strong introduction to the dialectics of baseball idealism. 

Giamatti's pedigree as an East Coast I Ivy League intellectual and woebegotten 

Boston Red Sox fan made him something of a role mode1 to baseball's philosophical and 

literary contingent. And while this pedigree left hirn vulnerable to an anti-intellectual 

backlash Giamatti is not a clichéd academic figure who is just compulsively reading t w  

much into the game. Giamatti's insights into the game are serious. contemplative, 

conscious of limitations, based on goodwill and (sometirnes) fun. 

When asked if he was an idealist Giamatti's studied response was always to say "1 

hope so." In his baseball writings. Giamatti brings his hopefuiness to the foregrounding of 

what is good about baseball, and his detailed partisanship for the BoSox is moved into the 

less-threatening background. Giamatti's only real baseball book. a pamphlet published 

posthumously called Take Time for Paradire: Arnericans ancl Th& Gantes ( 1 gag), is the 

closest thing there is to a primer for baseball Iiterature's idealistic discourse. Although 

Giamatti's cultured way of speaking gives his pamphlet an aristocratic authority - Take 

Time reads more Iike a lecture for the Young Aristoteleans Society than an address to 

ballplayers - the points he makes are few and certain. Giamatti hits his marks: he 

articulates the vision of the Edenic wonders of the ballyard with conviction and grace. He 

is a traditionalist, stridently anti-television and he claims the designated hitter "violates a 

fundamental principle of a liberal educationw (Valerio 85). In baseball he sees the perfect 

meritocratic form where essentially virtuous Arnericans can assert their freedom in an 

irreplacable expression of e pluribus unwn: 

Baseball fulfills the promise America made itself to cherish the individual 
while recogizing ciaims of the group. It sends its playen out in order to 
return again. allowing al1 the freedom to accomplish great thinps in a 
dangerous world. So baseball restates a vision of America's promise every 



time it is played. The playing of the game is a reinstatement of the promises 
that we cari al1 be free, that we can al1 succeed. (Take Time 103-4) 

Cimani 's  faith in baseball's "promise" was not just color<ommentary; it would guide him 
through his dificult decision in the Rose case with his belief that "no individual is superior 

to the pame" (Valeno 83). His decision to ban Rose came from an idealism that. rather 

than being mere pie-in-the-sky, was carefully deiineated and poetically attuned to a 

passionate faith in baseball: 

however vestigal the remnants of our best hopes, we can still find, if we 
wish to, a moment called a game, when those best hopes, those mernories 
for the future, have life; when each of us, those who are in and those who 
are out, has a chance to gather, in a green place amund home. (Valerio 29) 

"Green" and "Home" have become the most dependable words in baseball's literary 
products. They are repeated in Giamatti's work - and in the work of other baseball 

idealists - in the way "change" is repeated in a Bill Clinton speech or "smoothn is repeated 

in a cigarette ad. M i l e  Giamatti is not cynically trying to calculate sell-words for ticket 

holders, he is placing baseball, and not any other Amencan sport, for its own level in the 

Platonic forms.' Invoking Eden as a metaphoncal source for the game enmeshes the 

lanpuage of its representations in high style and also engages a moral responsibility to 

God's great creation. Giamatti says "This is a special world, baseball, and it certainly has 

its snakes in the gardenn (Vaieno 84). which acknowledges the fallen state of baseball and 

look for a languap of faith to help keep the sinners at bay. 

Surnrning up Giamatti's idealisrn. sportswriter Frank DeFord enurnerates 
Giarnatti's lexicon of faith by pnnting up this dream line-up card. 

Green, CF 
History. IB 
Park. RF 
Civility, 3B  
Individual. 2B 
Group, SS 
Law, LF 
Offense, C 
Law, P 

(qtd Valerio 84) 

1 Giamatti d i s a p s  with the rituaVsports definition of Candelaria et al in favor of a more 
classically onentated genesis theory. He daims sports were bom of "Aristotelian leisure, 
not as a remnant of primitive religion'' ( T h  TNM 47). 



It is a reasonable symbolic guide and longtirne fans of baseball would be hard pressed to 

take issue with the importance of these words. Of course, the power of these words is 

dependent upon the perceptible abundance of altemate line-ups. A less nostalgically-correct 

but equally formidable squad might look like: 

Astroturf, CF 
Stadium, RF 
In-Your-Face, 3 B 
Mob, 2B 
Rima Donna, SS 
Code, LF 
Brutishness, C 
Cabal, 1B 
Gimmick, DH (hitting for Profit, P) 

And this kind of tearn may often be the squad the faithful, fictional ballplayer is dismayed 

to find him or herseff on. 

When Giamatti banned Pete Rose from the game because Rose had bet on baseball 

games while he was manager of the Cincinnati Reds, it was a fully legal exercise of his 

moral authority as League Commissioner to act in "the best interest of baseball." (The 

Commissioner's office. after all, was established by Major League team owners in 

response to basebalt's "original sin" - the Black Sox scandal of 1919. The Comissionefs 

office was designed to give the public the secure feeling that any whiff of scandal would be 

dealt with swiftly and severely.) But it was a dramatic decision, one where the ideals of the 

office and the game came into direct conflict with the way of the worid as defined by one of 

the garne's greatest stars. It represented a collision between mythic versions of the essence 

of baseball. 

Pete Rose was a determined, hard-nosed player whose characteristic gesture was 

ninning-out a walk. Rose was so intensely cornpetitive, he broke catcher Ray Fosse's 

collarbone in an Ail-Star Garne. "I'd walk through hell in a pasoline suit just  to keep 

playing baseball," Rose is often quoted as saying. He was also a rarity for a player he was 

an informed student of the game.2 He knew the statistics of his predecessors and used 

thern as mesures for his own performance. His most acknowledged record -- the most all- 

time hits in Major League baseball - is of course due to his skills and longevity but also 

I'm sure to his early intellectual recognition that the once "unbreakable" record of Ty Cobb 

2 Whenever sports writen are feeling cruel - and this is freguent enough - they go to the 
clubhouse and ask the players who Jackie Robinson or Curt Rood was and publish the 
inevitabl y embarrassing results. 



could be reached. While he may not have ever been confused with Joe DiMaggio, Rose 

was a quintessential baseball man. 

Allegations that Rose bet on baseball games while he was manager of the Cincinnati 

Reds brought about his expulsion from the game and made him ineligible for election to 

professional basebdl's Hall of Fame. The collision of the moral imperatives against betting 

and Rose's on-field accomplishrnents could not have been more severe. A less idealistic 

Commissioner may have let the case drap out in the courts until a compromise was reached, 

but Giamatti had his ethical line worked out Before he even needed its practical application 

Giamatti had spelled it out as clearly as a plagiarism waming in Univenity handbooks: 

Cheating - a covert act to acquire a covert advantage - strikes at the heart of 
this basic convention of openness and equality and the agreement that they 
are essential. If the other interna1 agreements of the sport on its rule makers 
do not defend the sport, if cheating is not dealt with swiftly and severely, 
the game will have no integrity. . . . Cheating is a constant ternptation to 
those who have honed so keenly the cornpetitive edge, who stnve for 
bettement through sport, and it has been ever since Odysseus cheated at the 
end of the Funeral Games near the end of the Iiiad. (Take T h e  for Paradie 
62-3) 

Given the tightness of this logic, Giamatti's decision on the Rose case was probably 

inevi table. 

The Commissioner's decision to ban Rose was often supported in terms of how the 

gamets alleged need for "positive role models" were paramount, and, like al1 failed ball- 

players. Rose had let down the children of America. The counter-argument has its own 

constituency which argues Rose's on-field achievements need to be recognized in 

Baseball's Hall of Fame whether or not he was a nice guy. What is the Hall of Fame for? 

The arguments for recognizing the achievements of the "fallen" ballplayers then become 

complexly intertwined in an argument about baseball's da im  to possessing a special virtue 

in need of protection. 

If professional baseball can be seen as  inherently corrupt, "cheating" becomes more 

abstract and refracted within its compromises, just a s  we can be cynically unmoved by the 

ethical breaches of politicians. And if the peculiar industry Giamatti acted on behalf of is in 

fact unfairly controlled, and the fix is indeed on, what integrity do its niles really have? 

What obligations does the hero (like Odysseus) have to these niles? Ruies are also 

chenshed by cheats and the baseball cheat can ultimately be a credible anti-hero. whose 



expanded consciousness is not defined by "the saps" who believe eveiything is on the up 

and up.3 

Professional baseball is one of the few consti tut ional 1 y protected business 

monopolies in the United States. It has been able to maintain its exemption from anti-trust 

laws, in part, through its ability to project itself as a wholesome entertainment linked to the 

health of the entire Republic. And the Commissioner's authonty to issue moral indictments 

"in the best interests of baseball," may also be seen as a euphernism for "the best interests 

of baseball's ownen."4 However academicaily sound Giamatti's faith in the game was, 

his decisions as Commissioner can always be put in the perspective of the upper-level 

management of baseball's greatest fix. In a notebook written by Theresa Morgenstern 

Miller - wife of Marvin Miller, the lawyer who helped insti tute free agency in baseball - 
Giamatti's actions are satirkaIl y cast in just such a perspective: 

giamatti was like a biblical character as he announced his punishment of 
rose. he was angry, cold, severe, flag-waving, pennant-waving. he was 
the saviour of the national pastime, of the nation itself . . . he died a hero. 
driving the money change6 from the temple. employed by bipger money 
changers he was looked upon as the great hope for the future of the garne. 
not, mind you, to nstore its integrity, but rather to rebuild its appearancr of 
integrity. appemnce is ail. Who better than a renaissance scholar to shield 
the lords of baseball from exposure to the light of honesty and fair play. . . 
- his death is a big blow to twenty-six owners and ten times that many 
reporters and commentaton who will no longer have their biased 
propaganda sugar coated for them. (Miller 3934) 

While the Millers' own (small case and ail) propaganda is perhaps best undentood within 

the arcane poli tics of baseball 's labor disputes. the claims that baseball's spintual 

perfections are mere sugar coatings is more than knee-jerk an ti-intel lec tualism. It is the 

inevitable (and reasonable) counter to claims of baseball's metaphysical purity. 

Giamattits nemesis, Pete Rose, would c l a h  he was being prejudged by an Ivy 

Leaguer who probably didn't understand how things really were. Rose's defense of 

himself is found within the language of quantified achievement. (One may protest the 

vulgar expression but the bottom-line value in quantity, whether it be a baseball stat, salary, 

3 For example, the Abe Rosenthal character of Casino bases his life's work on his 
sophisticated understandings of rules and possibilities. 

The league's f in t  Commissioner, Kenesaw Mountain Landis, often used this autbority 
to squelch ideas about the racial integration of baseball. When Giamatti's successor Faye 
Vincent made some of his pro-union feelings known he was promptly fired by his 
employers -- the ownen of the Major League franchises. 



o r  school grade, is fairly obvious.) Rose's crime rests partly in his personality. As 

George WilI puts it, 

There is a fine and fuzzy line between admirable intensity and disfigunng 
obsession. Once when the Cincinnati Re& plane hit severe turbulence Pete 
Rose turned to a teammate and said "Wetre going down. We're goiog 
down and 1 have a .300 lifetime average to take with me. Do you?" No 
jury would have convicted the teammate if he had strangled Rose, but if he 
had, the world would have lost a scriking specimen of a man utterly defined 
by his vocation - perhaps t w  much so. The melancholy exarnple of Rose 
shows that people with particulariy narrow tunnel vision have no penpheral 
vision for adult responsibilities. (228-9) 

Rose, after all, is just one in a long line of athletes whose success rests partly in their "bad 

boy" testing of the parameters of gentlemanly play who did what they had to to survive in a 

very competitive profession. Legendary Giants manager John McGraw allegedly pulled a 

knife on a fan, Superstar "Prince" Hal Chase was known throughout the National League 

for his income-enhancing little fixes. and T y  Cobb, the man Rose pursued in the record 

books and named a son after, once leapt into the stands to beat up a disabled man because 

h e  allegedly called Cobb a "half-nigper." Cobb. who was also snared in a game fixing 

scanda1 in his day, was nonetheless arnong the first group of inductees to baseball's Hall of 

Fame. 

The Rose I Giarnatti feud occurs along fault lines where baseball's properties can be 

claimed by opposing myths. Leaving the particulars of the legal case, the dispute 
allegorizes a conflict within baseball's literary representations. The Giamatti myth, if you 

will, begins with a da im  for baseball's essential goodness and its superiority to other 

games. This baseball spiritualism often longs to transcend the competitive regularities of 

the game and pass into its "timeless" essences. It also is the start of a faith which precedes 

a moral confidence in the correctness of baseball and informs actions on behalf of 

preserving and reclaiming its virtue. The Rose myth on the other hand insists that the game 

is a compromised thing, and its human players are corruptible agents of the fix. This myth 

finds authonty in revelations of the phony structures which profit on daims to virtue and 

expresses an individuated freedom by distancing one from the innocents who still believe. 

Like the Gatsby paradigm, w here the appealing veneer of ultimate success is always 

threatened by unsavory revelations of backstage fixings. baseball fiction often finds its 

idealistic assertions underscored by its myriad hypocrisies. W.P. Kinsella's warm 

celebrations of the sport's qualities and Ring Lardner's almost apocalyptic cynicism in the 

face of the gamets commerce, constitute a wide divergence in appreciation of its myths. 

However, I hope to demonstrate that it is not a competition between these two views. 



Lardner's cynicism is an element in work like Kinsella's, and a Kinsella-like idealism is the 

foreground that makes a vision like Lardner's possible. 

It is not surprisinp then that one of baseball fiction's most successful plotlines has 
been what might be called the sport's "fall from grace" -- the game-fixing scandal of 

1919.5 While 1 think it would be wrong to believe the 1919 World Series games were the 

first and last professional baseball games to be fixed, this particular scandai remains 

cornpellinp as it becomes structured as the single moment when basebail dealt with its 

corruptibility . The Black Sox novels cleave the issues of baseball's spin tual affirmations 

and commercial fixes, but they also link conflicting visions of baseball's properties into the 

drarnatic stories of how the fix was made. And the Rose / Giamatti myths merely follow 

the sport's conflicting patterns of representation. 

Good Game / Bad Game 

The appraisal of baseball's li terature often begins wi th declarations of the pastime's 

worthiness of intellectual reflection. The sense of the sport's "goodness" is transiated into 

a rhetoric about its suitablity for literary representation. While there is a kind of historical 

tmth in stating "baseball is the foremost game among acute thinken, intellectuals and, 

above all, storytellers and poets" (Bjarkman xvii), asking how this became true is rarely 

done in terms of baseball's history as popular culture, and more in listing the on-field 

properties of the game. What has emerged then in baseball's literary culture is a kind of 

catechism concerning baseball's unique, positive qualities which often precede the 

testimonials. Claims of baseball's singular difficulty, its historical integrity, its exotic 

parks, its chance theories, its release from time-docks, its green fields, its defense-with- 

the-ball, its managenal strategy, its mirror of democracy, its ratios of failure, are 

sublimated in the languap of its exclusive celebrants. 

The estimation of baseball as a quasi-religious symbol of American pood often 

begins in the enurneration of its "miracles." Lines like Red Smith's "ninety feet between 

the bases is the closest thing to perfection that man has yet achieved"(BarebuLl Wir 12) 

abound like toasts to the grand old gamets forma1 integrity. ln the affirmations found in 

W.P. Kinsella's fiction we will see a broader, more humorous application of the kinds of 

hopes found in the baseball dialogues of Bart Giamatti. However, the belief in the game as 

There are many novels about the scandal; Kinsella's Shoeiess Joe ( 1982). Harry Stein's 
HoopCa (1983). Eric Rolfe Greenberg's 7he Celebrant (1983) and Brendan Boyd's Blue 
Ruin (1991) 



the place of the possibility of transcending conditions of birth. is similariy strong and 

reliant on a whole culture of celebration. As we will see in Kinsetia, the tiniest 

idiosyncracy in baseball can quickly be tumed into the pretext for a mystical episode or 

divine intervention, 

Before turning specifically to Kinsella's version of baseball's munificence, 

however, I think it is important to consider how, in effect, baseball-lit gets away with it. 

The Pete Rose and Ty Cobb experience offers a chance to counter the affirmative vision, 

but the texts which choose to take this kind of passion first are much l e s  numerous than 
the texts which laud the iniegrity of the game. As 1 was saying in the previous chapter, the 

predominance of baseball in the field of sports Iiterature is both unchallenged and 

problematic. The belief that baseball has something over other sports is its own 

motivational rhetoric. Basebali is good because it is baseball. And this is, I believe. 

fundamen tally important for considering why baseball li terature found its measure of 

respectability by the early 19%. In articulating the k u t y  of baseball, it is other sports, 

particularly football, which are usualiy scapegoated as the bad sports. 

Poet Donald Hall's baseball writinp is less grandly philosophical and more casually 

observational than one may expect. (One gets the feeling Hall's pet reference to the 

"country of basebalIn is appropriately differentiated from Giamatti's cherished "kingdom of 

baseball.") While he too values baseball above all, Hall writes provocatively about other 

sports, including football. Looking back to football's roots, Hall offers this important 

reminder: 

It was al1 very collegiate. It is not much remembered that in this country 
football originated as the gentleman's sport; baseball belonged to the 
working classes. Football was like tennis, not bowling: it was Iike rugby. 
not soccer. ( 179) 

But somewhere alonp the way professionai baseball was no longer the most popular 

American sport. While tearn owners and players will not be missing many meals, and 

"popularityn is a term that can be quantified in other ways besides TV ratings and magazine 

covers, there is little doubt that baseball does not enjoy as exclusive a reiationship with the 

American audience as it did up until the television era6 

On TV, football's pre-eminence is unrivaied: the Super Bowl is invariably the highest 
rated single program of the year and ABCs Mon@ Nighr Fbotbccll is the only regdar 
sportscast to break the Top 50 of the Neilson ratings - finishing in 1995 at di5 with an 
average audience of 17.8 million viewers. Source: The World Aimanac and Book of F m s  
1996. 



The arriva1 of a cultured, literary identity for baseball cornes on the heels of the 

popularization of televised football. The strong tones of nostalgia and exclusivity in 

baseball literature often come at the expense of football, and football and basebail fans are 

placed in a never ending series of comparisons, finding strong high-cultural assurances in 

Thomas Boswell's essay "99 Reasons Why Baseball is Better Than Football," but never 

surpassing George Carlin's famous cornedy bit about the differences between the two 

sports. Adjoining football with technology and television is a revenal of the adjoining of 

baseball with tradition and books, and these reverse images of the sports resonate 

throughout baseball literature. Giamatti Miltonically dubbing television as "dl-fdsifyinp" 

(Valerio 1). George WlIl complaining of baseball clubhouses as "having k e n  swallowed 

by MTVn(224), or Boswell's cool declaration that while "baseball is vastly better in p e m n  

than on TV. . . . Football is better on TVn(37) are just a few of the persistent suggestions 

that baseball is somehow uncornfortable in the modern world and, therefore. less forgivinp 

of its modern trans,mssions. (Hence the morality of basebdl players is scrutinized with a 

more general disapproval than are the athletes in other sports.) 

While it is unlikely a great football fan would have n o  appreciation for baseball. or 

that a great baseball fan would be oblivious to the drama of a football game, amongst 

baseball's li terary enthusiasts there is sornetimes a demonstrable insecurity in the face of the 

working class's preference for football and television instead of baseball and books. 

Sportswriter Peter Golenbock may see a paradigrnatic Fenway Park where "Harvard 

professors sit and talk the same laquage with the fans with blue collan" (6). but the 

seating arrangements in the real Fenway Park are organized according to class 

consideration (more $ = better seat), and the heavy book buyers (to say nothing of full 

professors) rnay not exactly be spilling their beer in the bleachers. 

What basebdl has created out of its own nostalgia is an interna1 division amongst 

fans where the pood game's pun'sts are in opposition to those who will allow baseball a 

more TV-era g1it.z like the NFL. Baseball's premier essayist Roger Angell wntes about 

going to see a Mets game with Giamatti. In the course of the game Giarnatti launches into a 

kind of hallelujah for authentic baseball fans and blames the technolopical era for the 

failures of less gifted fans. Rather than daim baseball as a iinguafranca as he might in a 

more composed setting, Giamatti fractiously evokes an unpleasantly elitist differentiation 

between us and them: 

"You and I are traditional fans. We come here in a ceremonid fashion. We 
don't exactly kneel, but we're interested only in that stuff" - he gestured at 
the diarnond and the outspread field before us - "for Our basic information 
we corne to testify. We're not participatory fans. For them, that objecta - 



he pointed to the towering Diarnond vision board in left center - "is more 
important than anything that happens on the field. For them, it's the videos 
and the dot races and the commercials, which are probably al1 connected to 
rock music anyway." (322) 

Apparently, it wasn't enough that they paid to see the Mets. 

If baseball can serve as "a daily reminder of Our rapidly disappearing past" (Grella 

555) it also serves as an antidote to the suddenly apparent future. The Iiterary nostalgia for 

baseball is not without its vitriol and. like some movements of nostalgia, attends on strong 

conservative reactions to conternporary developments. Donald Hall's baseball insights then 

are underwntten with a cruel caricature of footbali, whose fans' faces are invariably " rneaty 

with liquor" ( LW). His calculated dispst  over the importation of football ntuals like "tail- 

gating" or shouting "Go!" to baseball games spirals into a kind of associative nightmare 

where football's popularity is entwined with an image of the "fury (of the) underclassn 

( 193) and a paranoid vision about violence in American culture. Looking at the image of 

the football player on the transformed logo of the NETS New England Patriots. Hall 

recoils with horror: 

thick-necked, leenng with rnayhern, gigging with sadism, brow furrowed 
not by thoughts of his tiny dinosaur-brain but by anabotic steroids - an 
image of the decline of the republic's hero from enlig-enment ectomorph, 
spintual with endeavour and guift, to sadistic. hulking mesomorph, and 
apelike Homo Footballus, the object of Our weekend attention and 
obsession, squatting before the goaiposîs of a diminished life. (198) 

What is interesting is how Hall's vivid allepations against football were at one time levied 

against baseball. Football becornes an important part of baseball's cultural dialectic. always 

there to offer a vision of the bad sport. The founder of the modem Olympic movement, 

Pierre de Coubertin, articulated the metaphorical difference between the noble Greek 
Ofympiun and the ignoble Roman Gludiator, (Guttmann "Roman Sports" 7) and it is 

precisely this poetic difference found in the baseball vs. football dialogues which has 

helped baseball enthusiasts make their declarations for their gamets moral and social virtue. 

Defining the aesthetic differences between sports is a free, honest enterprise. And 

there is nothing wrong with fans of one sport or another making their daim for their sport. 

However similar the organizational structures of professional football and baseball, these 

sports are, of course, quite different to see. The argument which claims specific moral 

virtue of one sport over the other is something else; it seems to me that the concentrated 

attack on football is a vestigal reminder of the case against baseball and its own "hulking 

mesomorphs." Football, along with television, rock music, jumbotrons and designated 



hitters becorne metaphors of cultural abasement -- just as baseball itself is in Sinclair 

Lewis's Babbitt. 

The proposition that baseball is peculiarly amenable to the literary imagination is 

also a frequent declaration of the virtues of the game. Even the gamets most frustrating 

annoyances c m  be turned into wnterly shibboleths. The slow, leisurely Pace of baseball 

(its reputation for stretches of boredom) has become in fact the most often repeated example 

of how the writer fits in to offer narrative and anecdote to those long stretches. Canadian 

poet George Bowennp clairns "Have you ever heard a writer cornplain that basebail is too 

slow? Not a chance" (Taking the FField 7). While many students suspect it to be true, it is 

still erroneus to assume that the "literary" experience is naturally g a r e d  to the slow and to 

the peaceful, without room for its own mesomorphs. But the temptation to link the good 

sport with the good intentions of authon bnngs the most spurious kind of speculations, 

like Hall's theory that football and basketball "encourage penis-envy prose: in football, 

envy of meat violence, splintered bone, and cleat marks on the eyeball; in basketball, gray- 

boy envy of black cool" ( 1 12). 

1 hestitate to make warnings of divisive isms in our midst, but there is a possibility 

something which could be called "sportism" (the biased attribution of positive moral 

qualities to one sport at  the expense of othen) is part of the cultural formation of baseball 

literature. There are reasonable grounds on which one can compare the moral universes of 

two sports, Say, cockfighting and badminton, but these cornparisons may also revolve 

around inferred stereotypes of class. It would be hard to imagine a better sports novel than 

Charles W~lleford's instructive thriller Cockfighier ( 1972), where the protagonist da ims  an 

integrity for c o ~ ~ g h t i n g  that is often larnented in baseball fiction: "Cocldightinp is the only 

sport that can'i be fixed, perhaps the only fair contest left in Arnerica. A cock wouldn't 

throw a fight and couldn't if he knew how" (51). As we begin examining the moral 

controversy detailed in the fiction of Kinsella, Lardner, and the Black Sox novels it is 

important to give thought a s  to how philosophical idealism expressed in much baseball 

literature expresses a shift of the sport away from its working class base. When Iooking at 

"sportist" utterances in baseball literature, it is reasonable to imagine that what is being 

criticized about football, or  any other sport, is standing-in for baseball's known 

compromises. 

Kinsella 

W.P. Kinsella is certainly the most prolific and perhaps the most idealistic author of 

baseball fiction. Best known for his novel Shoeless Joe, which was tumed into the film 



Field of Dreams, baseball has become for Kinsella a regular trip to the bank. Not at al1 

afraid of the limitations which may be associated with being called a "baseball wnterw (a 

category with which Mark Harris felt uncornfortable) Kinsella admits that "Being accepted 

as a baseball novelist is like striking a vein of gold; one stnkes a vein of gold, one does not 

abandon it until every last nugget is mioedn (Horvath & Palmer 194). While Kinsella is not 

exactly perched in the ranks of the mega-famous fiction celebs (like John Grisham, Tom 

Clancy, Anne Rice et a[) he has found a secure niche. 

Kinsella also has become a likely target for those who are displeased with the f o m s  

(and popularity) of Field of D r e m .  His work is accused of the most obvious kinds of 

sentimental conservatism and nostalgie exploitation. (Newt Gingrich's recommendation of 

a viewing of Field of Dreams as a way out of the 1994 baseball strike was exactly the kind 

of endonement Kinsella's detractors thrive on.) However, Kinsella has tapped into 

something and has developed an insistent senes of gestures or beliefs which focus on 

baseball's ideal properties. Since the success of Fieid of Dreum, others may have hoped 

to cash-in on the Kinsella-formula and none (so far) has managed it. Even if Kinsella's 

prose were the absolute middle-Amencan lit-equivalent of Norman Rockwell or  Lawrence 

Welk (it isn't), like these two populist masters he would deserve some credit for illustratinp 

his paradi,- and for doing more than just reflecting typical cultural prejudices. 

Despite the rnatrix of "Amencana" in his baseball fiction, W.P. Kinsella is actually 

a Canadian author, born in Alberta in 1935. Before he found his stride with baseball 

fiction, Kinsella was known in the Canadian literary marketplace for his short fiction about 

Native communities. The use of Native folklore and legends is present in some of his 

baseball fiction, and his interest in using native themes continues unabated. His early 

collection of Indian stories Dance Me Outside (1977) became a critically acclaimed 

Canadian movie of the same name. eventually metamorphoshg into a Canadian television 

se ries called The Re:. At Canadian universi ties, Kinsella's work has been continually 

linked to ongoing campus debates about authorship and appropriation vis-a-vis stories 

about minonties wntten by someone from the dominant society. What right, the debate has 
asked, did Kinsella - a white male Albertan -- have to use Native stories for his work? 

Govemor-General award winning author Rudy Wiebe, for example, called Kinsella's work 

"demeaning" ("Petrie in Prime," CBC Newsworld, Sept 16 1994) in its humorous 

portraya1 of Native Me. For his part, Kinsella ignores these opinions, or  shrugs them off 

as  expressions of the "Trendinistas." Maintaining an intractable cynicism toward the 
academy, Kinsella considen himself a "pro" who answers only to his fans. 

Kinsella's baseball fiction is less accompanied by controversy (but no less 
problematic), and he has brought his work to Amencan literature's frontlists. Starting with 



the franchise book Shoeiess Joe (1982). Kinsella followed with a strong collection of 

baseball st0t-k~ called The Thriii of the Grass (1984). A more arnbitious but less acclaimed 

novel, The Iowa Bavebail Confederacy (1986), preceded another collection of stories, The 

Further Advenfures of Shgger McBntt ( 1988), w hich was followed by a short novel Box 
Socials (1992). His most recent collection of baseball fiction is the collection of short 

stories, The Dkon Cornbelt Leugue (1993). 

Like many authon who have been writing sports fiction, Kinsella claims "the best 

sports literature isn't about sports" (Horvath and Palmer 186). The familiar textures of 

baseball are not used to illustrate historical knowledge of the game but as a framework for 

strange stories about average Arnericans. in his essay "The Magic Cocktail: The Enduring 

Appeal of the Field of Drearns" Bobby Fong, defending Kinsella from the criticism that his 

fiction is too rnuch of an artificiai look at the game, wntes that Kinsella does not look "ut 

baseball but rather fhrough baseball" (35). 

Baseball oddi ties and extraordinary "characters" are a cherished part of baseball 

lore. (The first baseball book I ever read was Strange Bui True Busebail Sfories, a 
grarnmar school level collection of professional baseball's greatest comebacks, one-armed 

players, midgets. and imperfect perfect games.) Kinsella's work functions on a sirnilar 

prïnciple: baseball's beloved placid historicity i s  always intempted yet distinguished by 

some strange event. Kinsellals baseball fiction charactensticaily details stranp phenornena 

that unfold within the well-known earth-bound realities of baseball. These mysterious 

events afirm the essential correctness of baseball. For example, in the story "The Thrill of 

the Grasst" a group of men conduct a "pilgrimage" to a strike-emptied stadium and replace 

the artificial turf with real sod and grass; in the story "The Last Pennant Before 

Armageddon" a long-suffering fan of the Chicago Cubs stniggles with the psychic 

knowledge that the victory of his team will accompany certain nuclear holocaust: in 

"Diehardn a widow places the ashes of her husband in the Metrodome; in "The Baseball 

Wolf" an exiled outfielder turns into a wolf; in "Fadeawayt' a struggling manager's career 

cornes to a crossroads when he is visited by the long-dead Chnsty Matthewson. The weird 

events just don? happen in baseball settings, ihey confirm the [ore of baseball: real g r a s  is 

better, the Cubs will never win, Twins fans don't deserve a decent funeral etc. 

Throuphout his work there is an abiding faith in the qualities and possibilities 

inherent in baseball. There is a particularly strong insistence on the sensual details of 

baseball's setting. The importance of real grass and real sunshine to the game are the most 

melodic of Kinsella's lietmorifs . However, though it is true Kinsella offers a strongly 

sensual vision of baseball's positive essences, his work is not as pious as the average Fieid 
of Dreums reviewer might believe. As the scenanos of his short fiction might indicate, 



Kinsella's impulses are strongly comedic. The faith in baseball often cornes out as an 

ironic deadpan reminiscent of a radio broadcaster's cool in the face of the hilariously odd.7 

In "The Baseball Wolf," for example, a player's unexpected transformation into el h b n  is 

calmly accepted by his roornmate, whose main concems are expressed in a kind of Odd 

Couple schtick, "You realize it's going to smell like wolf piss in here" (Dkon Cornbeit 

12). 

Kinsella is, of course, a purist. Most people who care enough about baseball to 

focus their wnting career on it could probably be described as "punstsn -- people happy 

with the dimensions of the game as they were and suspicious of innovations designed to 

please a new era of less-inforrned fans. Author Luke Salisbury, in a fire-and-bnmstone 

speech titled "Baseball Purists Purify," daims the purist is out to preserve the essence of 

form itself, the "crucial" thing which not only maintains the sport's integrity but makes 

"Madame B o v q  a better novel than Valley of the Dolls" (236). And to the influence of 

"the mindless, commercial credo of the NRI the purist must be morally resolute: "If we all 

stood up like Christ facing the money lenders, Major League Baseball would be as 

receptive to our message as humanity has been to HIS" (242). While Kinsella may not be 

as evangelical as Salisbury, in his fiction night baseball, artificial turf, the desi gnated hitter, 

the wild-card playoff system, etc., are al1 seen as impunties . A strong believer that other 

popular sports are "not condusive to quality fiction" (Horvath and Palmer 188), Kinsella 

keeps returning to the imaginative possibilities inherent in baseball's alleged wrïterly 

qualities: the absence of a clock in regulating the duration of the game and its diverging foul 

The other sports, football, basketball, hockey are twice enclosed, first by 
time and second by ngid playingfields. There is no time limit on a baseball 
pme. On the true baseball field the foul lines diverge forever, the field 
eventually encompassing a goodly portion of the world, and there is 
theoretically no distance that a great hitter couldn't hit the bafl. (Horvath 
and Palmer 188) 

Kinsella's theory ignores the theones by which physics are usually understood.6 As fans 

of the real game may have a long wait to see 700 foot home runs or 4û-day games, just as 

Like Bob Uecker's talk-show routine about the radio announcer who calmly renders the 
play-by-play, cornplete with the advertisements and out-of-tow n updates, just as the atornic 
bomb is dropped on Chicago. 

* Baseball's Iack of "dock-time" is also not unique. Golf, tennis and cricket al1 share this 
quality -- and more than their share of the "aftemoon sun." The infinitely diverging line is 



they might be waiting on any number of unlikely miracles, they are in the highlight-reel of 

Kinsella's fictionalized game as gestures of fai th in the world beyond scientific reason. By 

extending the boundaries of baseball's qualities, Kinsella tums them into myths of spirit 

and further emphasizes the rightness of their more quotidian equivalencies. By believing in 

the pure essences of baseball, the fan may be brought to more imaginative possibilities. 

"There are no limitations," KinseHa has said, "at least in basebali fiction" (Horvatb and 

Palmer 188). 

Kinsella defines the protagonists of his baseball fiction as "usually good-natured, 

cornpassionate, [and] somewhat befuddled by the curves life has thrown at thernw (Murray 
41). We need not take him at his word, but "befuddlementn is typically a less threatening 

state than alienation and one of Kinsella's great skills is his ability to convince his readers 

that strange occurrences are not traumas. His protagonists often display a kind of heroic 

lonerism, not unlike the image of ballplayers whose obsession with the rituals of baseball 

border on mental instability. The soft decency of the Kinsella hero grounds the figures of 

the mythic narratives; without the down-beat, cornic sweetness of the real guy, Kinsella's 

baseball fiction would resemble the full burlesque of baseball books like Philip Roth's The 

Great Americm ~ o v e l . 9  Neither preacher nor heretic, the Kinsella protagonist then 

becomes a friendly witness to the "miracles" which attend the pure essences of ideal 

baseball. 

The befuddled Kinsella character is rarely an unarnbiguously successful Major 

League basebaii player. The Dixon Cornhelt League's line-up features an exiled 

journeyman, a struggling coach, a pitcher whose "fastball is gone," a manic old timer, a 

chunky AAA prospect, and a "choker." The less than spectacular talents of these characters 

probably work better as a source of identification for the reader or the fan. A successful 

modem ballplayer can no longer be "just like us": their celebtity and wealth makes them 

unlikely recipients of empathetic response, unless the successful ballplayer is somehow 

punished for enjoying his riches. Kinsella is more interested in characters who express a 

also shared by "the plane" of the football's goal line - theoretically, if Emmitt Smith 
jumped a mile high and broke "the plane," it's still a touchdown. 

In Philip Roth's The Greot Antericon Novel. the limitless baseball transcendentalist is 
mocked through the character of Mike "the Ghost" Rama, a left fielder who is constantly 
crashing into the walls he'd prefer not to believe in, 

it wasnft as though he misjudged the proximity of the wall in his effort to 
catch the ball, but rather he seemed completely to forget that such thin? as 
walls even existed. He just could not seem to bring the idea of a barrier into 
his head, even after brin& the two into forceful conjunction. (124) 



kind of populist pce, as the "choker" of the title story, "The Dixon Cornbelt League," 

adrnits he does not want to be a god: "1 want to becorne invisible. I dont  want to play 

professionally - 1 only want to play for fun" (Diron 173). Kinsella Nrns from Bubblegum 

Card hero legends to emphasize the properties of the game: "It seems to me that baseball is 

the hero that we wonhip rather than the individual players who make up the pame" 

(Murray 48). 

The success of Shoeless Joe / Field of Dreams is in its insistence on the spititual 

affirmations found through the worship of baseball. The appeal of the text's main image - 
the baseball field carved out of an Iowa cornfield - is so stronp with its fans that the movie 

set has become one of Iowa's top tounst attractions. In expressing the idedistic 

possibilities in baseball, Shoeless Joe is without peer. Actually, among the tropes which 

are most often used in baseball fiction (baseball as metaphysical sublime, baseball as 

pastoral retreat, baseball as equal-opportunity meritocracy and baseball as reparation for the 

"generation gap"), Shoeless Joe explores each with insightful confidence. 

The religïous overtones of Kinsella's novel are particulariy striking. The story of 

Ray Kinsella . an unsuccessful f m e r  who faithfulty builds a "shrine" on the instruction of 

a disembodied voice and who begins entertaining the play of the ghost of "Shoeless" Joe 

Jackson, the Chicago White Sox outfielder who was disgraced in the 1919 game-fixing 

scandal, is a story of restitution through faith. In his essay "Hegel. Marx, and Shoeless 

Joe: Religious Ideology in Kinseila's Baseball Fantasy" Timothy Lord calls Ray "a 

modem Noahn(44) who is  creatinp a "secular churchn(46) in an effort to overcome his 

alienation (49). While Lord's M m i s t  essay is predictable in its ultimate condemnation of 

Ray for replacing "one opium with another l e s  obvious one" (49), it does draw out 

Kinsella's use of such parallels without being ovenvhelrned by the mere use of baseball. 

In cornpanson, Russell Hollander's essay, "The Religion of Baseball: Psychological 

Perspectives," offers a wider context in which the religious metaphors of Shoeless Joe c m  

be understood but with some faith in the transcendental possibilities of sports. (Hollander 

stops short of challenging baseball's religious hegemony on this metaphor and offen no 

commentary on golfs or football's "Sunday aftemoon services.") 

Ironically, the ballfield created by MCA-Universal near Davenport, Iowa may have 
recently been topped in the tourist trade by inspiration from another fictionai text. Robert 
Waller's wildly popular Bridges of MQdison County has brought thousands to the area 
southwest of Des Moines looking to recapture the version of Iowa the best-selling novel 
indulges in. In Durham, NC a minor league balfield was repainted and restructured by 
Orion Pictures so it would look more minor leugue for their feature Bull Dwham. Now, 
tourists lcoking for the "authentic" minor league vision corne to Durham's refashioned 
park Indeed, if you build it so they can make a movie of if they will corne. 



It would be inncorrect, 1 think, to assume Kinsella himself actually believes 

baseball is a latter-day replacement for religion. He is himself a mercenary pro. and what 

interests him is the vitality of the metaphor. its entertaining resiliency and the cornmon 

currency of its application. Like Bart Giamatti, he is aware of the extraordinary associative 

powers of the words and images of the game, and like a wily teller of ta11 tales he thinks of 

what readers mipht want to hear. Consider a passage from Shoeiess Joe where Ray 

distinguishes the pastoral nostalgia of his Iowa cornfield with a trip to Chicago's Comiskey 

Park, located on the notorious South Side: 

It is unwise for a white peson to walk through South Chicago, but I do 
anyway. The projects are chilI, sand-colored apartments, twelve to fifteen 
stories high. looking like giant bricks stabbed into the pround. 1 am totally 
out of place. 1 glow like a piece of phosphorous on a pitch-black night. 
Pedestrians' heads turn after me. I feel the solid stares of driven as large 
cars zipper past. A beer can rolls ominously down the gutter, its source of 
locomotion invisible. The skeletai rernains of automobiles litter the parking 
lots behind the apartments. (38) 

And before the skeptical reader asks if the d r ives  of the large cars were wearing Superf- 
hats, Ray himself imagines, "I picture young black men in felt fedoras going on a lavish 

spending spree with rny very white Iowa credit cards" (39). Even though Ray should not 

be applauded for his cowardly, racialized fean. he expresses a r d  fear - justified or  not - 
that white American voters express in election after election. The diction of the passage 

(stubbed, pitch-black, gutter, beer-cm, litter etc.) works in the same broadly suggestive, 

populist way the catechismic words of baseball (sunshine, green. gume of carch etc.) 

express a real longing - corny o r  not - for Kinsella's Iowa or Dorothy's Kansas. Now, I 

have no idea how Bill Kinsella really feels when he's walking through the inner city, just 

as 1 dont  h o w  how he really feels about the "church of baseball," l but considering that 

the conceit of Shoeiess Joe is a mgicul cornfield, it's safe to imagine part of his success 

cornes from his willingness to propose understandable binanes which make the choice of 

baseball seem more sublime. 2 

In some ways Shoefess JoPs  baseball-as-religion cornparisons ovenvhelm the text 

with their aggressive repetitions. The novel's denouement hinges on a long passage that 

1 1 The tenn the Susan Sarandon character in Bull Durham uses to describe her faith. 

12 Kinsella retains a kind of populist security in his methods and angrily dismisses his 
detractors as "creepy M e  academic critics who refuse to praise anything unless it's 
unintelligible" (W.P. Kinsella Contemporq Aufhors 22 1 ). 



Spitball editor Mike Shannon calls "The Sermon in the Bleachen" (62)- where the game's 

most insignificant de-player talks of the raprwe: 

The word of salvation is baseball. It gets inside you. lnside me. And the 
words that 1 speak are spirit and are baseball. ( 192) 

The movie's version of the sermon is more secularized and l e s  threateningly odd, but it 

rernains bold. Enhanced by the authoritative voice of James Earl "This is CNN" Jones,the 

movie's creed derives its authonty from baseball's historical mots: 

This field, this game is part of our past. It reminds us of al1 that once was 
gwd and could be again. 

It's possible to see this transformation of Shoeless Joe's bold cornpansions and strong use 

of understood images as a CO-opting by a conservative political philosophy, but the 

nostalgic sentiment was already unam biguously present in the novel. l z  
Kinsella's use of the ideal possibilities of baseball in Shoeless Joe are not just 

idiosyncratic expressions found in one quirky book of magic realism. Though the possible 

sweetness may have never been as thick, particularly with the film version and what Angell 

called its "go0 of podnessw(344), the idealized baseball trope is abundant in baseball 

fiction and always a significant part of Kinsella's fabulations. Kinsella's concem with 

mystical experiences found in prosaic settings (magic in Iowa?), with testing the lirnits of 

reaiity within sturdy foms, with the offering of moral visions to simple men through the 

cornforts of baseball, are his signature expressions and form the most coherent paradigms 

of idealistic basebal1 fiction. 

l3 The main al teration in Field of Dreams is the replacement of the novel's kidnapped J.D. 
Salinger with a fictional African American author called "Terence Mannn played by Jones. 
The presence of the cbaracter helps diffuse the legitimate criticisrn that baseball noçtalgia - 
particularly as expressed in Shoeless Joe - might also express a latent nostalgia for the all- 
white Major Leagues. This particular criticism is articulated in Bryan K. Garman's essay 
"My& Building and Cultural Politics in W.P. Kinsella's Shoeless Joe." According to 
Garman, "the world [Kinsella) envisions, the culture in which it is embedded, and the 
baseball fratemity al1 have racist underpinnings" (56). 1 find this understanding 
umecessarîly accusatory; anybody may be susceptible to a moment of nostalgic affection 
for something that may never have been, and it seems easy to blame this affection on a 
lapse in political consciousness. Challenging nostalgic expressions on their hidden 
endorsements of racism or sexism is often valuable and needed, but ovemhelming these 
expressions with -uilt, which implicates every gesture to the past with Amenca's social 
evils, is also reactionary. It is perfectly OK to hate Shoeless Joe, but this is different than 
using baseball's racist past as a way of delegitirnizing al1 affectionate recollections of play 
before 1947. 



Kinsella's follow-up novel The Iowa Baseball Confederucy (1986) is a more 

ambitious novel than Shoelrss Joe. Although it was not as obviously successful in the 

popular arena (no movie this time), The IBC still works the familiar, idealized grounds. 

Again set in a postcard Iowa full of fresh baked pies and magical possibilities, baseball's 

inherent spirituai harmonies emerge to repair psychic wounds in gwd  characters, returning 

ballplayers to the old days when the goodness of the game was easier to see, returning 

fathen to sons, and returning the game to the essences of its pertect fonns. 

The Iowa Baseball Confederacy is about a thirtysomeîhing man, generously named 

Gideon Clarke, whose father was an Iowa City eccentric who spent his life hectoring the 

Chicago Cubs, searching for details about an alleged 1908 visit of the Cubs team to the 

town of "Big-Inning" Iowa1 to play the "Iowa Baseball Confederacy All-Stars." The 

Cubs organization, the townspeople in Iowa, and family members al1 believe Gideon's 

father's obsession to be a f o m  of rnadness, especially in the absence of any concrete 

evidence such a game took place. Suddedy, the present day Gideon unexpectedly receives 

faith and is assured of the veracity of his father's claim and continues his dead father's 

quest to prove the IBC really existed. With his friend Stan, a failing but determined 

ballplayer, Gideon steps through a crack in tirne (reversing Rip Van Winkle's time leap) 

and into Big Inning, Iowa, 1908. There, Gideon becomes acquainted with the rnysterious 

Indian spirit Drifting Away and witnesses a baseball game whose extra innings play 

through forty days and forty nights of flooding. Of course Gideon must make a choice 

about how he and Stan should exit this past (vis-cl-vis considerations of how their actions 

in the past may influence history) to where his eventual retum trumpets his reintegration 

into conternporary American society. 
In The lowu Barebcrll Confederay, baseball and images of the past are united to 

fom a critique of the garne's rnyriad conternporary fixes. (If magic is needed. isn't reality, 

by definition, hopeless?) Gideon's quest to prove the veracity of his father's claim starts 

with a confrontation of the MLB1s corporate monopoly and the hegemonic contol of tearn 

ownen over their product. In his dealings with the uncooperative Cubs organization, 

Gideon laments "It was sad to see that, to the Cubs, baseball was not the least magical; it 

was strictly business" (6). This fint  disappointment, the discovery that the guardians of 

the tmth (baseball) are not interested in the truth, becomes a motivation for the purist to 

blow the trumpet or tum the tables. The slip in time in the novel allows Gideon and his 

l4 Alluding to the old baseball joke -- Q: Where in the Bible is there a reference to 
baseball? A: In Genesis, "In the big inning ..." 



frïend (who plays in the determined style which is often applauded as that of a 

"throwback") to find an idealized game which can change lives. As Stan says, 

1908 was when baseball really meant something. It really was America. 
Saturday and Sunday aftemoons, and weekday games starting at six p.m. in 
order to get through by dark. (251) 

True, 19û8 was the last year the Cubs won the World Series, and by this date, baseball had 

established itself at the center of American popular culture. But Stan's nostalgie indulgence 

is an  obvious overstatement which also expresses his present-day impotence as a 

ballpiayer. Unfortunately for Stan, whose physical limitations deem him to be little more 

than a n  excellent softball player playing for pizza (83), baseball in Arnetica is ruthlessly 

Darwinian. Stan's ovemding dream to make it as  a marginal player in "The Bigs" is his 

heroic stamp, and the magic tirne-slip to a place where baseball "means something" is 

meant to make his passion seem less pathetically adolescent and more in tune with the 

virtues of "throwbacks" and the perfect state of the perfect game. Yet, somehow, 

throughout the time-slip Major League Baseball has to retain its authonty and remain, as the 

novel's Joe Tinker daims, "as close to heaven as any of us will ever get" (228). The irony 

rernains that in discovering the limitations and humiliations of the MLB entertainment 

industry, Stan also understands that it is only playing in this league that i s  real playing; 

essences of play are celebrated, but only "the Bigs" count as a full realization. 

Extrapolating on the well-wom understandings of baseball's essences, Kinsella 

again tums to religious comparisons. Gideon recollects his education in Revelations: 

Neither my father nor 1 ever played anythinp but sandlot baseball. I was on 
the Onamata High School team, but only because there were just ten boys in 
our high school and one of them was in a wheelchair, making his handicap 
only slightly worse than mine, which was lack of ability. 

"Why not baseball?" my father would Say. "Narne me a more 
perfect game! Name me a game with more possibilities for magic, 
wizardry, voodoo, hoodoo. enchantment, obsession, possession. There's 
always time for daydreaming, tirne to create your own illusions at  the 
ballpark. I bet there isn't a magician anywhere who doesn't love baseball. 
Take the Iay-out. No mere mortai could have dreamed up the dimensions of 
a baseball field. No man could be that perfect. Abner Doubleday, if he did 
indeed invent the game, must have received divine guidance." (44) 

While the senior Clarke is conscious enough of baseball history to add "if he indeed 

invented it," the appeal of the Doubleday myth remains the sarne. In this mini-replication 

of the creaîion vs. evolution debate, a created game is not about Doubleday but about a 

sense of purpose and intent; whereas, an evolved game must accept accidents, 



bastardizations and the potential for meaninglessness. The created game is also inextcicably 

American (A.G. Spalding sponsored the Doubleday hoax in part to establish this patriotic 

"factw): whereas, the evolved game is European in origin and limited in its developrnent. 

The game of eodless possibilities, of magic, of divine inspiration - the institution Giamatti 

claimed "best mirrors the condition of freedom for Arnericans that Arnencans ever guard 
and aspire toW(Take Time 83) even without Doubleday. rhetorically rests on the patriotic 

Doubleday myth of inspired creation. Kinsella's baseball is so supremely Amencan i t even 

receives belated aboriginal approval from the embittered Native-American Dnfing Away 

who, while scornful that "the white man's world is full of squares" (47). ultimately adrnits 

"Baseball is the one single thing the white man has done right" ( 177). 
Gideon himself is initiaily alienated from his father's enchanting postulates. He 

starts out as an uneducated fan whose open receptivity to the miracles of baseball rnakes his 

eventual "conversionn less nutty. It is Gideon's father whose appreciations of the grand 

old game most strongly resemble the kinds of testimony Kinsella himself offers in personal 

interviews. One of Gid's father's monologues is a favorite Kinsella thought: 

"And the field mns to infinity. . . . You ever think of that, Cid? There's no 
limit to how far a man might possibly hit a ball, and there's no Iirnit to how 
far a fleet outfielder might run to retneve it. The foul lines mn on forever, 
forever diverging. There's no place in America that's not part of a major 
league ballfield: the meanest ghetto, the highest point of land, the Great 
Lûkes, the Colorado River. Hell, there's no place in the world that's not 
part of a baseball field." (4445) 

T o  the world of baseball, the Gideon character is Iess an oracle and more of a witness. His 

relationship to the biblical Gideon, who is enlisted by God to lead an army of believers, is 

ironically drawn-out in the narrative but falls away from a programatic reworking of the 

biblical story. When the spirit of God finally possesses Kinsella's Gideon, he will blow 

his proverbial hom, but he will remain too passive and dornestic to lead amies  of men. 

The emphatic Kinsellian image of basebal 1 embracing or cross-hatching the physical limits 

is Whitmanesque in its all-encompassing embrace of America, basebali acting as a 

geometric agent of manifest destiny, eventually claiming everythinp along the limitless 

frontier. (Even considenng the "never ending foul line" proviso, either many spots in 

America are not covered, or, if the curvature of the earth is accounted for, everything is 

covered by one ballpark.) And the power of rhe word to hold the wild country together is 

the best Gideon can hang on to when he returns to the contemporary world, assured of the 

perfections of basebail in the "Big Inning." 

The lowu Baseball Confederucy does much more than Shoeless Joe to mythologize 

baseball's celebrated lack of adherence to clock time. Yogi Berra's immortal line "it ain't 



over till itts over" is not on1 y Amencan motivational blather, it is, in terms of the game, still 

true. Unlike other popular professional team sports, a baseball game can only be 

completed when one team has finally won. (The more upper-class pastimes of golf and 

tennis share this open time structure, and in Japan baseball games can be played to a tie.) 

The fictional match between the Iowa Baseball Confederacy All-Stars and the Chicago 

Cubs, which stretches into the longest game of al1 time, says Iittle about the wrath 

associated with the Great Flood and more about the resilience of baseball's forms. Of 
course, anybody who has watched the San Diego Padres and Houston Astros go into the 

10th inning has felt that a baseball game could go on forever, but few have actually reached 

anything close to biblical proportions. Taking the pame to such a preposterous length 

dramatizes a specific, everyday quality that baseball exclusivists tike to invoke as a supenor 

quality of the sport. 

The open-ended, leisurely Pace of baseball may be claimed by Kinsella et al as  an 

example of the "writerly" qualities of the national pastirne, but baseball fiction has a 

distinctly problematic relationship with the myrïad details and stories-within-stones of 

individual games. Not only are the results of fictional games of no real gaming interest. the 

details thernselves are often too complex and finely enrneshed in the idioms of real baseball 

history to be captured in a novel which hopes to be entertaining. Certainly not much could 

be as dull and pointless as a complete play-by-play analysis of a fictional forty-day baseball 

garne. 5 

Fictional reconstructions of baseball garnes tend to bring the reader to the naturally 

dramatic moments of the Dame - the third stnke pitch, the bottom of the ninth inning of the 

seventh game of the World Senes, the play at the plate, the big homerun, the big whiff. 

The anal ytical perspectives associated wi th amchair  managers can threaten to mini malize 

the appeal of the literary product. (What if Cawy ut the Bar was full of analytical chatter? 

How would the poem change if we knew what Casey's battinp average was? What was 

his slugging percentage in ninth inning situations? Was he often naturally inclined to go 

deep in the count? Was he better at home in Mudville or  away?) Kinsella actually uses a 

very limited senes of image-patterns to express baseball's ideals and studiously avoids 

most of the "boring" details of the actual deluge-match. The metaphysical game is less 

bothered by the usual moments and will rarely refer to just another routine groundball. By 

focussing on overarching paradigrnatic aspects of the game Kinsella ironically picks up the 

Pace in the retelling of the non-clock bound garne. 

l5 In fact the only baseball book which seriously tries to address the occurrences of one 
game within a complete narrative is Daniel Okrent's non-fiction classic N i w  hnings. 



Baseball as a slow garne is a relatively recent invention. Chances are, fans in 1908 

saw baseball as a lively and fast-paced spectacle and felt a day at the park may have been 

less the family picnic and more of a raucous day out with chances to sing, cheer, jeer, -- 
even to gamble and drink. Gideon's amval in Big Inning, however, starts out as an 

uncomplicated pastoral escape from the hustle and bustle of today. When Gid arrives in 
1908 he experiences a blissful reduction in noise: "There is the sound of hamess bells, the 

nervous fumbling of horses, a creak of wagon wheels in the dark. The only other sounds 

are a few voices mixed with the cheeping of early moming birds. No motors. No homs" 

(135). The fantasy of the quieter past brings baseball along as part of the remedy for a 
contemporary world beset wi th noise. ' 6  

Television and technology have not speeded-up baseball with Hollywood razzarnatazz: 
if anytbing, the effect of electronic broadcast systems (Radio and TV) to help promote the 
commercial product (Major League Baseball) has been to slow down the game. On average 
a game takes about one hour longer to play today than it did in Ty Cobb's day. While not 
enhrely scientific, this following cornparision between the time it took to complete garnes 
then vs. now still illustrates an elongation of garne time. 

Times Of World Senes Clinching Garnes 
(1939. Chi-Cubs v.Phi A's - 2:21) 
(1957. Mil Braves v. NY Yankees - 2:34)) 
(1%5. LA Dodgen v. Minn. Twins - 227) 
(197'7. NY Yankees v. LA Dodgers - 2:19) 

Times Of 1993 World Series Garnes 
(Garne 1: 3:27) 
(Game 2: 3 : 14) 
(Game3: 3:16) 
(Game 4 4: 14) 
(Garne 5: 253) 
(Gamc 6: 3:27) 

While there are on-field explanations for the extension of game times (more relief pitching, 
more batters stepping in and out of the batter's box etc.) the dernands of broadcast 
advertisers are not insi pifiant. Fortunatel y for advertisers, the leisurel y Pace of baseball 
also gives plenty of time for broadcasters to sel1 tirne for "important messages." 
Advertising has also, in a way, brought dock tirne to ML baseball: umpires look at their 
special watches between innings to make sure play resumes when the ad time has run out. 
Ironically, the celebration of baseball's lazy, non-dock time is more a function of pastoral 
nostalgia than of the gamets intnnsic beauty. Lost in the reverie of soft summer afternoons 
at the ballpark is the abiding sense of how eariy baseball was admired for its "hurly-burly" 
speed. Rememberiog the non-existent olden days when baseball was played for the "love 
of the game" has always been a part of the vocabdary of the professional sports (Goldstein 
132-3) but the particular romanticizations of baseball's open time probably finds its source 
with wnters and commentaton who have discovered the game well into the postwar 
television era. 

To Say the paradigm is infhenced by television is, of course, not to say it is phony 
or relegated positionally beneath other sources of cultural transmission. Our television- 



Kinsella's mmanticized Iowa, with its "heaping dishes of vanilla ice cream" (IBC 
166)- is not the only setting o r  gesture in his baseball fiction. Both Shoeless Joe and The 

Iowa BasebaLi Confederacy work on the premise of appealing to a certain kind of faith in 

popular baseball images and axioms to speak for strong metaphysical yeamings. Less 

prominent in the noïels and more obvious in Kinsella's short fiction, is a comedic 

irreverance which allows Kinsella to play with the limitations of baseball-asreligion tropes. 

(The layers of strange plot twists, red hemngs and preposterous cameos tilts the magic 

realism of The Iowa Basebail Confederacy toward farce.) Kinsella's novels rnay be the 

most popular Iiterary fiction to  authonze baseball as a quasi-religious experience. but they 

are not the first. In Philip Roth's satire The Grem American Novel(1973), an idealistic 

manager preaches in the same high tone which sounds like a characteristic Kinsella 

moment: 

Daytime baseball is nothing less than a reminder of M e n  in the time of 
innocence and joy; and too, an intimation of that which is yet to corne. For 
what is a ballpark, but that place where Amencans may gather to worship 
the beauty of God's earth, the ski11 and strength of His children, and the 
holiness of His commandment to order and obedience* (95) 

While Roth's novel will go on to mock any and al1 daims of baseball and American 

literature to mean much. the language of this sermon hits squarely to the field Giarnatti and 

Kinsella are playing in. 

A visual design by Michael Langenstein called Play Bali (1982) is one of the most 

famous conflations of religious and pop cuit iconography: a version of Michelangelo's 

Creation of A h n  where God i s  handing Adam a baseball. The  image is humorous and it 

works. The mix of the well-known icons is direct (I've seen it replicated in an 

advertisement with car keys in a similarl y effective way) and encourages the viewer to re- 

think each icon in the wake of their reconfigurations. The rnix isn't perceptibly sacn'ligious 

influenced paradigms can be as fruitful or as hopeless as our  pre-television ones. 
Regardles of the source, the faith in metaphysical qualities for baseball (endless summers, 
perfect construction, the yin and yang of balls and strikes, the connection to the past, the 
open-ended time frame) is authentically felt in a way that can't be summarily dismissed 
because of a suspicion that Giamatti, Kinsella and Ken Burns are kitsch. Russell 
Hollander writes of the so-called "peak experiences" (7-9) of religious faith in connection 
with similarly powerful experiences in the consciousness of athletes and fans. Similady, in 
John Strausbeq's fascinating book Refeciions on rhe BVrh of rhe Elvis Faith, the authentic 
belief in Elvis Resley's divinity, a phenomena which could have easily k e n  dismissed as a 
trailer-park cult, may also reflect a profound need and an unlikely willingness to locate 
spintual values in American popular culture. 



as it might be in certain constituencies if God was handing Adam a needle or a condom - 
although these are not bad ideas for public service ads. The image has its audience and is a 

End of shorthand for Giamatti's philosophy or Kinsella's fiction; quickly linking a creative 

God exclusively to Amenca and to the ironic stylings of its popular culture. The spirit of 

jouissonce in the style of incon,guous representation in Phy  Ml is echoed in Kinsella's 

fiction and in ail fictional representations of an idealized baseball world. (In the next 

chapter, 1 will be payiog more attention to an ironic style of baseball fiction by looking at 

the use of pastoral artifice in Bernard Malamud's The Norural [ 19521 and Mark Harris's 

Bang the Drum Slowly [1956]) Kinsella's fantasy of a Super-Iowa is also an artificial 

pastoral constnict, but it is making a stronger claim for baseball itself than either of the two 

farnous novels frorn the fifties. 
God is important to al1 garnesfolk. In basebal1 fiction, where al1 the garnes are fixed 

in outcornes, God's absolute decisions (who wins or loses - the real thdl of the game) are 

replicated. revered and moc ked. In Nancy Willard's baseball fantasy Thingr Invisible to 

See (1 934) allmighty power is summoned in a sporting metaphor, 

In Paradise, on the banks of the River of Tirne, the Lord of the Universe is 
playing ball with His archangels. Hundreds of spheres rest like white 
stones on the bottom of the river and hundreds rise like bubbles from the 
water and fly to Kis hand that alone brings things to pass and gives them 
their tme colors. What a show! He tosses a white ball which breaks into a 
red bail, and in the north east corner of the Sahara Desert the sand shifts and 
bunes eight carnels. ( 1 ) 

This is a more tragic working of the conflation in Pfuy Ball and less limited to the syllogisrn 

which finds out God is American: however, God's whim and cruelty is ultimately what 

Willard tries to find remedy for. (The tragic ballgame of the firsi part or her novel is 

redeemed by a rnagic game at the end.) No matter how unpredictable the bounce of the 

ball, the fiction writer works with the God-like knowledge of how the game will turn out. 

Predictably some of the most dynamic basebalt fictions find the narrator in the midst of 

compromised histoncal realities where the writer locates his or her authority in the 

consciousness of the fixer, 

BoU Four. The Irreverent Audience. 

Jim Bouton's Bali Four (1970) is the edited diary of a once-hot New York Yankees pitcher 

who, at the end of his career. tries to hook ont0 a spot with an expansion tearn. The 

premise of the book is obviously interesting, but the premise doesn't explain why Bull 



Four became such a runaway bestseller and how it made Bouton a veritable literary 

celebrity. T o  a certain extent, Bal1 Four's incredible populanty changed the nature of 

sports literature and brought its marketplace in line with more adult demographics. Ball 

Four also stands as one of the sharpest critiques of the controls buned within baseball's 

Mom and apple pie reputation. 

By today's standards Bal1 Fow may seem unexceptional and tame, but it was, in 

many ways, the first real "tell all" book by a professional athlete. Not only is it full of 

surpnsing disclosures about ballplayers' regular use of amphetemines and their seemingly 

de rigeur marital infi~delities on road trips, it narnes names and is told with the sympathetic 

voice of the fading ballplayer who, even by the meagre scales of yesteryear, was 

underpaid. Bouton's is an active and enthusiastic voice whose plainspeaking amuses 

sympathy and brings in the laughs. From the preface of Ball Four Bouton balances his 

boyishness with a refreshing sacreligiousness: 

Right now, the fact is that 1 love the game, love to play it, I mean. Actually, 
with the thousands of games I've seen, baseball bores me. 1 have no 
trouble falling asleep in the bullpen and 1 don't think I'd ever pay my way 
into a ballpark to watch a game. (iü) 

By challenging baseball on the grounds that it i s  "boring" (which is the dark side of its 

cherished "leisurely pacen) Bouton establishes his voice as authoritative and rebellious. l 

A daim that baseball is "boring" is something that wouldn't regularly be announced in the 

purist's discemments. The professional authority of somebody who actually played the 

game is suddenly endorsing baseball's peskiest cnticism and Bouton doem't stop there. 

At the time, most jock biographies were fairly innocuous recollections of the on- 

field accomplishments of ballplayen and ballteams which sold the clean image of the game 

and were generally marketed toward adolescents. Bouton's Bull Forrr is not so much a 

radical departure from baseball's publishing schedules as an ante-up tum toward a less 

flattering, less promotional disccune. So  in Bali Four you get replications of jerky locker 

room stuff: "Some guy farted and everybody laughed, and about five minutes later, in a 

sudden burst of quiet, he farted again and somebody hollered, 'Will somebody answer the 

phone! Some ass keeps caliing!'"(26). You get rnemorably discouraginp words about 

Yankee legend Mickey Mantle: "there were a11 those times when hetd push little kids aside 

when they wanted his autoagaph . . . Itve seen him close a bus window on kids trying to 
--- - 

l 7  This authonty is rnernorably described in Saul Bellow's The Adventures of Augie 
Mwch (1953): "Boredom is strength (...)The bored man gets his way sooner than the next 
guy. When you're bored you're respected" (41 1). 



get his autograph" (29). You get revelations that the boys in the bullpen are more interested 

in "beaver-shooting," (looking up the skirts of female fans) than in training for their big 

moment. You even get forceful expressions of atheism, and a studied disdain for the 

encroachments of Christianity on American sport: "Since no one has an article sayinp, 

'God didn't help me' or 'It's rny muscles, not Jesus,' kids pretty much pet the idea that 

Jesus helps all athletes" ( 157). 

Despite its aberrations from more circumscribed ballplayer mernoires, Bali Four 

does not read like a wild party. The format is a longstanding newspaper device: Jim 

Brosnan's journal-book The Long Season (196û) was also quite successful, and while it 

has Iittle of Bull Four's bitchiness it is an equally honest and well-written diary of a season 

in the majors by an average piayer. (The Long Season is properly regarded as a baseball 

classic and as the obvious precursor to Bull Four. While Brosnan's books are more inside- 

stuff and much less humorously irreverent than Bouton's, The Long Season was, in its 

day, similarly criticized for its "treachery.") Bal1 Four remains a "classic" not merely on 

the basis of its reputation for scandal, but for its attempts to "tell it like it is." l a Bail Four 

is a remarkably sensitive introduction to the complex issues invohed in professional 

baseball: life on the road, the sornetimes difficult relationships with teammates and 

coaches, how contract negotiations work, how racial tensions are expressed, and just how 

unlikely success is. Unlike the idealistic texts, Bull Four is less interested in a hamonious 

philosophy which can contain myth and metaphor and more interested in the messy details. 

Irnrnediately after its publication. however, Ball Four was indeed a scandal. 

Particularly critical were the voices from the professional baseball establishment who were 

not too keen to have the code of locker-room silence lifted by a smartass wash-out like 

Bouton. In Ball Four's fascinating sequel, I'rn Glad You Didn't Take It Persondly 

(1971). Bouton chronicles the debate surrounding Ball Four and takes the reader through 

the steps of his unlikely new career as a literary celeb and talk show item. Particularly 

mernorable in the sequel is the collection of comments made at Bclll Foufs  expense: Pitcher 

Jirn Bunning, then of the Philadelphia Phillies but now of the House of Representatives (R- 
KY), said "The thing that's wrong with that book is the thing that's wrong with the 

country" (1 12). Pitching coach Jirn Turner said "That book would go over great in 

Russia" (1 12). and Yankees stalwart Billy Martin proclaimed: ''1 didn't read it, but 1 know 

it's horseshit" ( 1 14). The aggressiveness of the response was great publicity, but it was 

l8 "Tell it like it is" being the motto of Howard Cosell, the true icon of 1970s sports 
reporting. 



also felr. MLB Commissioner Bowie Kuhn penonally took Bouton to task for the 

"disservice" he had done to the game. 

T o  their credit, David Halberstam and Roger Angell, who would both go on to be 

standard-bearers in a more upscale baseball-literature market. saw the virtue in Bali Four. 

Halberstam, an  avowed Yankee fan, was particularly scomful of the sports media's 

condernnation of Bail Four "Bouton has become a social leper to many sportswnters and 

thus Sy Hersh, when he broke the My Lai story, became a "peddlar" to some of 

Washington's most famous journalists" (159). Angell praised Ball Four's detailed content, 

saying the book was "a rare view of a highly complex public profession seen from the 

innermost side, along with an ironic and courageous mind" (163). 

If Bali Four did alter the baseball book market, it is important not to exaggerate the 

innocence of baseball fans or readen of baseball literature before Bail Four. It certainly 

wasn't that the pre-television public was incapable of imagining scandal o r  of believinp 

ballplayers could act like jerks. The public ioved Bali Four, and in the summer of 1970 it 

sold over a quarter of a million copies. 19 A taste for scandal sheet revelation and inside 

stones was already developed in the literary marketplace: Hollywood biographies of a Mary 

Astor or a Hedy Larnar -- which contained the details of their love affairs -- were quite 

popular, and there was Iittle reason to doubt people would not be similarly interested in the 

tme off field life of ballplayers. Also, the determination of MLB to draw the curtain on 

what's really going on, makes attempts to reveal the sordid details more drarnatic than they 

might otherwise be. Of course, the self-sustaining mythology of professional baseball as 

All-American "farnily" fare whose heroes need to remain loveable in the eyes of the "dirty- 

faced kids" is SM quite strong and has not been dismantled by the success of one book. 

(In the fifth chapter 1'11 be discussing at greater length how the representations of children 

in baseball's mythology have influenced its aesthetics.) Since Bali Four, hagi ographic 

b i~~gaph i e s  are still staples on the marketplace - particularly the quickie bioepphies of the 

summer baseball story (Cal Ripken, Hideo Nomo, etc.) prepared for the Christmas rush -- 
but publishers now may likely demand more dirr from their subjects. Now, a biography 

like Kei th Hernandez's Life Ar First (prepared after the Mets win in the 1986 World Series) 

chronicles more unpleasant behaviour than Bull Four does, but it  wasn't exactly news. 

And now that a more uncensored kind of biography has potential for success, even 

legendary ballplayers from the past are occasionally re-exarnined without the celebratory 

gloss. For example, Ty Cobb's vituperative racism was never discussed in p rh t  much in 

l9 My source for the figures and patterns concerning Bali Four's market performance is 
Publishers Wee kiy . 



his time. but now it has become the dominate theme of popular texts about the legendary 

Tiger, as seen, for example, in Ken Burns' Basebail or the Tomrny Lee Jones biopic Cobb. 

And the proposition that Cobb was a bad guy not fit for the goodness of baseball has 

filtered through: in the Field of Dreams' ghost game, and in a similar ghost game that 

occurs in Nancy Willard's Things Invisible To See, Cobb is  specifically excluded from 

participating in the idealistic magic. 

The summer Baii Four hit the racks20 sex was selling. Joining Bouton's tell-ail on 

the non-fiction bestseller lists of the year were the under-the-mattress classics Everything 

You Alwuys Wanted to Know About S a  (But Were Afraid To Ask) and The Sensuous 

Womatz by Y" These might be signs of an increasingly salacious audience, but they are 

also signs of a more adult, less prudish audience (who may not al1 be buying the same 

books anyway) who might be learning that sports literature wasn't necessarily a celebration 

of heroic statistics. The l e s  censored, more comic seventies style of Bali Four still lasts in 

baseball fiction and is conspicuous in popular movies like Bull Durham and Major League. 

Bouton's good fortune gave him a literary career. he went on to edit the anthology I 
Munaged Good, But Boy Did They Play Bad (1973) and to CO-author a murder mystery 

with Eliot Asinof called Strike Zone (1995). (Even his ex-wife Bobbie Bouton got into the 

game, CO-authoring a tell-al1 with Nancy Marshall, wife of relief pitcher Mike Marshall. 

called Home Games: Two Wives Speak Out. (1983) ) In the course of becorning a 

cele bri ty author, Bouton even learns of unsavory backroom "fixesn in the book-industry : 

he realizes the venerable Red Smith's condemnation of Bail Four was pay-back to 

Bouton's editor who once dared to publically criticize Smith's great friend Vince Lombardi 

(I'rn G l d  You Di& 't Tuke It Personal{y 10 1 ). 

The success of Bull Four calls into question many assumptions about the current 

nature of baseball literature's popularity. M i l e  some of the defining characteristics of 

literary baseball are often spelled in idealistic ternis, the companionate ternis of baseball as a 

fixed, limited enterprise has always had a constituency. Bail Four is a start to 

understanding a less reverent sensibili ty for interpreting baseball history (and a w ake-up to 
the possibility of making big dough by writing about it), but it is capturing a sense that has 
always been out there, expressed or  subdued in different ways, but still present. The 

proposition that official baseball is terminally c o m p t  and its ballplayers are something l e s  

20 Following a publishing scheduie rnost Literary baseball projects still take: publish in the 
Summer when interest in the game is high and if it's a hit, sales will last until the New Year 
and then go paper in the Spt-ing. 



than Adonises, after all, had been even more serïously tested in baseball fiction fifty yean 

eariier by Ring Lardner. 

Ring Lardner. 

While the earliest examples of baseball fiction were youth market books like Gil Patten's 

Frank Merriwell series, Ring Lardner's work helped bring the idea of baseball fiction to a 

wider audience.Z1 But Lardner's work still pre-dates a time where the term "baseball 

fictionn was not automatically thought to be adolescent and unsubstantial. Despite Viginia 

Woolfs declaration that Lardner "wntes the best prose that has corne our wayw (qtd 

Bowman and Zoss 254), Lardner's critical reputation has often been assessed in t e m s  of 

the "worthiness" of his favorite setting. F. Scott Fitzgerald wrote of Lardner that, 

Ring moved in the Company of a few dozen illiterates playing a boy's game. 
A boy's garne, with no more possibilities in it than a boy could master, a 
game bounded by walis which kept out  novelty or danger. change or 
adventure. (qtd Yardley 5) 

It is a strong dismissal of the sport's literary possibilties (and one which interestingly cues 

Giamattits "condition of freedomw or Kinsella's fascination with superceding walls and 

pretematural occurrences to illustrate the spiritual properties of the sport). and an even 

stronger indication of how elusive it might be even for a writer working through 

profesional baseball's so-called golden age to find acceptance as a serious author. 

Lardner's career as a baseball writer is chronicled in Jonathan Yardley's concise 

biography, Ring - 

For more than five yean -- from March. 1908, to June, 1913 -- Ring 
Lardner reported the daily events of major league professional baseball. For 
many more years than that, baseball was at or very near the core of his 
existence. As a boy in Niles, Michigan. he played the game with his 
fnends, cheered the local heroes in their contests with neighbonng towns, 
and counted down the days to the baseball excursions he would make once 

21 Candelaria writes that Lardner "singlehandedly transfonned the sport frorn a casual 
motif in juvenile stories to a forma1 nuanced metaphor servicable to senous literature" (25). 
which captures the difference between Lardner and his predecessors but unneccessarily 
casts this difference in tems of cultural improvement, as if Lardner had heroically "won" a 
modal battle in baseball fiction. In Robert J. Higgs' study The Laurel and the Thorn: 72e 
Athlete in Americun Literuture a similar claim about Lardner's shift from the Frank 
Memwell paradigrn is made but put more in terms of the newspaper-reading audience 
looking away from the east-coast college man Merriwell to the relatively uneducated 
midwestem or southem ballplayes of Lardner (23). 



or  twice a year with his father and his brother, Rex, to Chicago, ninety 
miles to the west. As a beginning reporter in South Bend, Indiana, he 
heightened his understanding of the g T e  by covering the Central League, a 
minor league in which many outstanding playen refined their skills to major 
league levels. Though he stopped covering baseball regularly in the 
summer of 1913, it was one of the subjects most frequently discussed in the 
daily column he wrote for the Chicago Tribune until 1919, and he covered 
almost every World Series until the mid-twenties. His first fiction. 
published in 19 14, had a baseball setting, and he became a national celebrity 
because of the baseball stories collected under the title You Know Me Al. 
Eventually he wearied of the stupidity of so many of the game's fans, and 
after the integrity of the garne was so conclusively undemiined by the Black 
Sox scandai of 1919 he tumed, in disgust and sorrow, to other subjects. 
Yet he never lost his love for basebal1 as he had once known it, and in the 
last years of his Iife he remembered it with deep nostalgie longing. (5) 

Lardnerts irnpressive outflow of baseball-related maienal, both fiction and non-fiction, has 

never been equalled. And while the initial and residual levels of affection Lardner had for 

the game were, 1 believe, genuine, his baseball fiction is rarely susceptible to moments of 

poetic lonping for the fields of green. The bittemess Lardner felt as a result of the 1919 

game-fixing scandal was also genuine, but it was felt not so much as an unexpected shock 

as a 1 s t  straw (cf. Yardley 216).2* Lardner's bittemess was a work-in-progress, and the 

mark of his baseball fiction is its unparallelled cynicism. As Candelaria memorably pub it, 
Lardner was "Blessed with the incisive eye of an artist, he was able to transforrn into 

fiction much of what he saw around him, but burdened by a pessimism rivaling Ahabts, 

Lardner frequently tumed much of what he saw into unbridled invectivet' (30). 

The invective which abounds in Lardner is also a function of style. Lardner is a 

satirist whose fiction is usually a kind of monologue about a self-deceivinp character, and 

the laughs must be at this characterls expense, usually a semi-literate "ruben or "busher" 

from the sticks whose talent as a ballpleyer is no remedy for his human shortcomings. I n  

Lardner's fiction, "The Busher" is corrosively derided for his selfishness, his belief in his 

own celebrity, his lying, his cowardice and his stupidity. Though enormously popular in 

its day, over the years Lardner's baseball fiction has been cnticized as cruel - on the 

grounds that the butt of his misanthropie sense of humor is a powerless guy from the 

country. No matter what truth there is in seeing the busher as the ultimate victim of "the 

fix," there is  no hiding the fact that the joke is on him -- and Lardner's hurnor hinges on 

this "cruel ty." 

22 Just as many fans have genuinely walked away from following ML6 after the 1994 
strike - expressing disgust in the work-stoppage as the ultimate expression of the greed 
thay have long felt was hurting the game. 



Lardner's baseball stones, "Alibi Ike," "My Roomy," "Hurry Kane," "Harmony ," 

and his epistolary novel You Kmw Me Al (1914) al1 have an extraordinary insight into the 

daily lives of ballplayers. Just a s  Bouton's Bal1 Four would rest its disclosures in a 

sophisticated understanding of how the operation really works, Lardner's invective is never 

without its sense of authority about how ballplayen interact. The competitive tensions and 

social inequalities of ballplayen, which are the bases of Lardner's comedy, are played out 

on a credibly fluent stage. If the Lardner character is a "type," it is one Lardner has 

uniquely typified with his studied ear for the language of baseball playen. 

"Alibi Ike," perhaps Lardner's most famous short story, works the typical angle by 

pitting a more sophisticated narrator against an amusingly self-deluded busher subject. The 

busher, who "never pulled a play, good or bad, on o r  off the field, without apologizin' for 

it" (The Best Short Stories of Ring Lardner 35)- is a running anecdote for the narrator, 

whose less than irnpressive skills a s  a ballplayer allows him a vantage to mock the career of 

the more talented, dumber "Ike." The namator's motives never announce themselves as 

anything stronger than the usual yarn-spinning of  a ballplayer, but the sharpness of his 

focus cuts quickly: right away he recalls the busher saying "Why do  you al1 cal1 me Ike for? 

1 ain't no Yid" (35), relegating him immediately to an unpleasant ignorance rather than a 

sweet unworldliness.*3 Ike's alibis, however, are part of the intensely competitive 

atmosphere in a society that also values baseball. If baseball is measured in on-field 

accomplishments, Ike embodies the poetic injustice that sees on-field achievers tuminp out 

to be Pete Rose o r  Ty Cobb. Ike's alibis -- making excuses for the good ruul the bad - are 

cmdely arguing that "al1 men are created equaln since he does not want to draw undue 

attention to his talent. The fascinated and less-gifted namtor does not want to hear the 

alibis and reacts bitterly to how sports obviates these claims to equality. The narrator is 

embarrassed for ike, and he imperiously claims the busher's "play was to shut up and he 

didn't know how to make it" (43). 

One of Ike's alibis follows what has becorne a clichéd dramatic moment in baseball 

fictions: the heavy-hitter is told by his manager to bunt, so what does he do? Passing on 

the instruction to bunt and (natch) coming up with the big hit, "Ike" tells the coach ("Cap") 
he swung (and hit) rather than foilow orden because the pitcher came in with "the hook" 

(curvebail) and, after all, Cap was just teaching the team the values of patience in "waiting 

for the curve." The  explanation earns his manager's forgiveness, but when pressed further 

23 Imagine for a second the qualitative differences in Forest Gump (1995) if le Gump's 
"simpleness" found hirn at a Georgia busstop "innocently" spouting racial epithets. 



on the incident by the curious narrator Ike unwittingly reveals an instinctive command of 

the game and an impressive selfconfidence: 

"That bal1 he threwed me looked just like the one 1 struck out on in 
the 1st ionin' and 1 wanted to show Cap what 1 could of done to that other 
one if I'd knew it were a 3rd strike." 

"But." 1 says, "the one you scnick out on in the 1 st innin' was a fast 
balLw 

"So was the one I cracked in the 9th." (44) 

Ike's alibis are not a reflexive dismissal of his surroundinps but an inelegant (but still 

Gatsbian) attempt to contain his extraordinary riches within the ideology of teamwork. The 

namtor, however, is Ieft on the sidelines, and the only resource he has is to arrange for a 

particularly cruel stunt to be played on "Ike" - a witty, but real attempt to cut the rube 

down to size- 

In Lardner's less funny baseball story "Hamony," a young phenorne's rise is 

revealed to be the equivalent of an industry insider's lucky break. The ballplayers in the 

story care little for the grune, except as a prelude to their off-field camaraderie which has 

brought them together in an amateur singing quartet. The failures and trades of their 

profession threaten the vitality of their amateur venture as mercenaries corne and go with no 

regard for authentic h m o n y .  The crass commercialism of baseball has almost erased the 

concept of fun, as the boys gripe - 

"1 don't care if they have to pitch the bat-boy. But when Mike poes, 
where'll our quartette be?" 

"Well I says, do you get paid every 1st and 15th for singin' or for 
crownin that old pill?" 

"If you couldn't talk about money you'd be deaf and dumb," says 
Art. 

"But you ain't playin' ball because it's fun, are you?" 
"No," he says, "they ain't no fun for me in playin' ball." ( 158) 

The cancellation of "fun" is an important step in the process of authonzing a professional 

approach. (As one might Say to a student faced with a difficult assignment: "itfs nor 
supposed to be fun .") But in a profession which is based on a game, it may be 

unproductive to think of ballplaying only as serious and difficult work. (As one might say 

to a student faced with a difficult assipament: "it isn't brain swgery.") One might compare 

the more effervescent "fun" characten of the game like Dizzy Dean or Ken Gtiffey Jr.. 
who have a knack of reminding fans that "it's a kids' game," to the more studious personas 



of Ted ~ i l l i a r n s 2 ~  or Greg Maddux, whose success appears to be the result of more adult, 

problem-solving skills. As Red Sox slugger Car1 Yastrezmski puts it, "1 loved the game, 1 
loved the cornpetition. But l never had any fun. 1 never enjoyed it. Al1 hard work, al1 the 

time" ( h e b a l l  Wit 70). The key. of course, is winning. Nothing else in Amerka is as 

important as winning and in Lardner's world this creates an oppressive atmosphere where 

youthful enthusiasm is crushed by the comrnercialized pursuit of winning and where 

wisdom is always cast aside for the younger legs of the next rookie sensation. 

The professional irnperatives of organized baseball exist as a structure outside of the 

grasp of fun-loving Arnerican "innocentsn and the attempts of bushers and rubes to control 

their fates become in Lardneris fiction a cornical and invariably disasterous adventure. 

Lardner's novel You Know Me A1 (1914) is perhaps baseball fiction's most cynical text: 

condemning not only the corporate structure of baseball but also refusing to sentimentalize 

the condition of the rube. The ideological confiicts in this inimitable text are also animated 

by the full realization of the book's epistolary form. The distance between the semi-literate 

writer of the letters (Jack Keefe, 'The Busheri') and their reader (the text's "Al" and, by 

extension, you) is the primary source for laughs. This distance is also a confirmation of 

the helplessness and strange fascinations of the baseball fan. 

You Kmw Me AI is actually the novelization of six 19 14 Sarurday Evening Post 

pieces called "A Busher's Letters Home." The enormous popularity of these columns was 

to be the signature of Lardnefs fame (Yardley 163). And even though Lardner is still 

cntically admired for his comfortable use of local color and the self-deceiving narrator, his 

best book has not benefitted from itç association with baseball. Yardley writes that Al 

suffered under the handicap of being dismissed, or condescended to, as a 
"baseball novel." It is indeed that. but it is aIso much more: Jack Keefe is 
one of the v a t  "originals" in American fiction. and the language with 
which he wntes bis fnend is an expression of the vemacular that has had a 
lasting effect on the way Amencan writers descnbe American talk. ( 16325 

24 Williams's pride in his craft is often a source for literary admiration. Beat-poet 
Gregory Corso even honorarity brings The Splendid Splinter into his guild's league in the 
poem "Dream of a Baseball Star": "Randell Jarret1 says you're a poet! / I cried / So do  I! I 
say you're a poet!" (71) 

z5 It would be unfair to blame Y m  Know Me Al's relative obscurity on the stigrna of the 
baseball novel. Today, the fact that the Busher could wnte letters at al1 with that kind of 
frequency may have upgraded his once hilarious semi-literacy and, for better or worse, the 
epistolary novel -- Iike the epistle itself -- is increasingly a thing of the past and connotes 
the old-fashioned. 



Lardnerts use of the vernacular has had an obvious resonance in baseball fiction and 

reportage as writers are often caught up in the space between the discourse of the relatively 

uneducated ballplayer and the desire for more inside dope for the well-read fan. And 

thouph Lardner's vemacular style is imitated (as it is in Bang the Drum Slowly) what is still 

untouched of Lardner's is his unquenchable cynicism, as most baseball texts prefer to 

employ the vemacular style to establish sympathetic I authentic character. While The 

Busher Jack Keefe is perhaps not as irredeemable as  some of Lardner's critics would have 

it, there is no doubt that Lardner's replication of his everyday speech is not a celebration of 

the values that come from the cornfields of America. 

Jack Keefe, the tube author of the letters to Al, is a young pitcher in the Chicago 

White Sox system trying to make bis mark in the big leagues. In his many letters Keefe is 

demonstrably stupid, gluttonous, cheap, cowardly, selfish, vain and gullible. In his 

missives to Al, he is always tryinpo to put on his best face but in so doing unfailingly 

reveais his wont  side. The Busher possesses an energized ignorance of his own failings, 

the kind of man who may interpret his place as the sucker as a sign that "al1 the boys 

wanted me to play poker" (37). It is an engaging mix of vanity and carelessness, 

exernplified in page after page, but rarely as humorously as in this passage: 

Corning out of Amarillo last night 1 and Lord and Weaver was sitting at a 
table in the dining car with an old lady. None of us were talking to her but 
she looked me over pretty careful and seemed to like my lwks. Finally she 
says Are you boys with some football club? Lord nor Weaver didn't Say 
nothing so 1 thought it was up to me and I says No mam this is the Chicago 
White Sox Bal1 Club. She says I knew you were athaletes. 1 says Yes 
indeed and specially you. You certainly look healthy. I says You ought to 
see me stripped. I didn't see nothing funny about that but I thought Lord 
and Weaver would die laughing. (37) 

But just as often his sirnplicities do not adjoin any Gumpian purities of spirit and display 

real character flaws that have consequences in the quality of his life. 

In some ways, Jack Keefe can be more sympathetic than the sweet, childlike rube. 

His needy repetitions of "you know me Al" -- signalling his desire to fix an image of 

himself in somebody's rnind -- stt-ikes me as quite human and as a fair commentary on the 

transparencies of al1 our machinations and shortcomings (let he who is without a spelling 

mistake throw the first stone). Ultimately it is the silent point-of-view of his friend Al 

which comes off as suspicious and slightly inhuman. In the third section of the book, 
where The Busher's less than perfect rnamage is revealed, there is more implied contact 

between b c k  and Al, but the obvious dislike between their two wives is never overtly 

compared to how Al feels about Jack. 1s he a tnie friend? A tolerant correspondent? Or, 



like many of the Bushef s teammates, stringing him dong  for the comedy? Lardnef s satire 

of Keefe, because of its viciousness, retums the ballplayer to a wortd where real indignities 
happen, where baseball itself is no remedy for human cruelty. 

Jack Keefe is placed within the context of a real historical drama. Unlike the Frank 

and Dick Meniwell dime novels, whose upstanding college-educated heroes lead their 

fictionalized teams to victory, You Know Me Al places the rube on a real team with real 

names where his guileless voice can slyly articulate some of Lardner's insights into the 

Amencan ~ e a ~ u e . 2 6  For example, Keefe's contract negotiations emphasize his grandiose 
expectations as he promises to hold out for three thousand dollars but settles for one and a 

half. The exchange is also an  underhanded attack on White Sox owner Charles 

Comiskey's legendary parsimoniousness. So when The Busher is claiminp "no wonder 

everybody likesW(24) Comiskey, we are made aware, long before the information from 

Eight Men Out , that the team owner is not out to be liked, and the bottom line for 

everybody on the team is: "Comiskey will own you till he sells you" ( 1  18). 

The jocular tone of Lardner's writing tends to mask the bittemess of his 

indictrnents, but the Busher's real life powerlessness is not so funny. Jack Keefe's 

gullibility is shared by al1 players. When members of the Chicago White Sox conspired 

with gamblen to throw the 1919 World Senes, Lardner probably knew, but like the silent 

recipient of the Busher's letters, Lardner did not rush to defend the accused ballplayen nor 

did he try to rat them out. The real conspiracy seemed to be the most Iikely conclusion of 

al1 the what-can-you-do? fixes Lardner tabulates in his fiction. According to Black Sox 

historian Eliot Asinof, "No matter how much he hated to admit it - especially to himself -- 
it was not in hirn to resist the logic of his cynicism. The sellout was on. He could srnell it" 

(93). And much has been made of Lardner's nose in the matter: he always takes a starring 

h - 
Lo The incorporation of Jack Keefe into the fold of a recognizable team links his 
corruptible greed and inherent laziness with the live legends of the Major Leagues. A 
Lardner reader realizes success in "the Show" is not dependant on moral virtue. 

Baseball fiction, however, often removes itself from base ball's real history and, 
therefore, the prejudices of real live fans. How the author chooses to represent "real" 
baseball is perhaps the most crucial Liberty at his or her disposal. If the novel's teams and 
settings are completely fictionalized - like Malamud's New York Knights, o r  Hams's 
New York Mammoths - issues of partisanship are displaced and baseball is suddenly 
about something else (character, fomn, setting, whatever) as nobody has a developed 
emotionai investment in the fortunes of the Knights or the Mammoths. The author is the 
fixer and by removing the delights of chance from his o r  her baseball games, must look to 
the overall myths, legends and sensual qualities of the game. Creating a passive 
atmosphere to conternp1ate the properties of the game beyond who wins, the fan often 
becomes villainous and menacing, ultimately lashing out at the heroes of the garne. as the 
fan in Peter Abrahams morality tale n e  Fan (1995) does. 



role in the literary recreations of the scandal.*7 Lardner's reaction to the 1919 scandal was 

to Ieave the game entirely and focus his attentions on becoming a "realn author in New 

York. But Lardner's career did not take off as he had hoped. According to Yardley, 

Lardner "wrote no baseball fiction of any sort until 1925, by which time he was wntinp 

almost entirety for money and was willing to do just about whatever the market wanted" 

(215). The populanty of baseball in a way had fixed itself ont0 Lardner and compounded 

his disillusionment with the sport's limitations. It was as if Lardner himself could not 

escape the mbe's province which he had helped to define. 

Black Sox The Fixed Garne's Perfections 

The legend of the Black Sox scandal has become a centerpiece for discussion about 

baseball's place in the hearts and minds of Amencans. Baseball's so-called "darkest hour" 

has been mythologized to the point where it stands as the historical marker of baseball's 

"fall from grace," where the fix finally caught up with the ,mat national game. 
That ballplayers conspired to throw the 1919 World Senes is not in doubt, but the 

literary fascination with the scandal is not merely based on a desire to "get the story 

straight" but to map the moral space where baseball is argued. If baseball can be proposed 

as a place where we can "connect with something larger than ourselves" (Thom 54) and 

also be protected as a corporate monopoly that owns rube athletes like chattel, the thrown 

series puts a fine historical point on these opposing but connected arguments. 

Baseball history, like al1 history, is open to interpretation. "The numbers" may 

often be presented as a final authority on achievement, and the numbers in theory rnay offer 

an equitable basis for debate.28 But in finding the true story, the numbers are only a small 

z7 Lardner's allepd impromptu singing, "ltm forever blowing ballgames I ... and the 
gamblers treat us fairn (Asinof 94) to the tanking ballplayers on a tearn train has becorne the 
moment of tension in dramatic renditions of this seminal bit of baseball history. 

28 Most fans and casual observers of baseball recognize the subjective and partisan basis 
for sports arguments. Few have al1 of baseball's statistics at their fingertips, and even in 
the face of a vast historical knowledge, many of the basic assumptions about the game are 
infiuenced by the affection of fans for certain players or moments. (i.e. In a passionate 
Williams vs. DiMaggio argument, no matter how sophisticated the anaiysis of the numbers 
gets, the partisan element of the argument will remain intact.) The history of the game that 
baseball's literature del ineates is particulad y subjective and informs partisan dfections as 
much as quantifiable achievement. For example, the St. Louis Cardinals have won more 
World Series than any other national league team, yet their history is rarely as significantly 
detailed as the histories of the New York Giants or Brooklyn Dodgen. This is not an 
injustice to the Cardinals, but a recognition of the populanty of the great New York teams 
with baseball's fan base and a recognition that the New York teams may have better stories. 



part of the equation. Many baseball writen like to contemplate the oral traditions they 

associate with baseball. The infield chatter, the taik of the local legends, the passing on of 

verbal mementoes from father to son, the barroom arguments etc. are poetically linked to 

associate the baseball wnter with the more folksy, less commercially motivated storyteller. 

And as appealling as the picture is, and despite the small measures of authenticity in it, it 

remains true that every canonical baseball story was established with the aid of the 

commercial media. The  use of print, radio, movies and television to promote and 

disseminate versions of baseball history is inseparable from the these histones. T h e  

Doubleday myth itself is a product of the media as  much as it is a self-interested gesture 

from A.G. Spalding. From Babe Ruth's called shot to the George Brett "pine-tar 

incident," the liason between baseball and the media has made the sport's histories available 

to the wide public. The news media, to which sports news has attached itself, has, like 

professional baseball, managed to pass as enterprises whose prîmary concems are social 

rather than financial-zg Given the media's interest in shaping baseball history, baseball 

stories can becorne naturally suspect as promotional items. 

In a review-essay, Peter Canno writes that the modern interest in retelling the Black 

Sox scandal is an effort to "cal1 into question the authority of history" (278). Certainly the 

game fixing scandal is one of basebail's seminal moments, but the fascination of recent 

years has less to do with glorifying the past and. as  Carino suggests, more ta do with a 

desire to revisit the judgernents of official history. Of course, adult mainstream fiction of 

the 1980s-90s is another enterprise which is not beyond commerce, and the contestations 

of this fiction have no specific moral authority beyond hindsight. Revisiting the same 

legend, even in the hopes of debunking its authority, ironically reinforces the details of that 

which was meant to be discredited. As the impeachment of the Doubleday story has kept 

that myth alive, legends of the Black Sox can't help but reinforce the pathos of "Say it ain't 

so, Joe." 

Eliot Asinof's Eight Men Out, the first history of the scandal to take a more  

sympathetic look at the players, also conveys a sense of how contemporary anxieties about 

baseball, the entertainment industry and cultural change can be seen in light of this 

particular tale. AsinoPs version is fairly rich in anecdote and it carefully describes the 

players' actions in a normal human light. Still, the recitation of events unwittingly 

emphasizes the same old Song: this was when basebal11 America lost its innocence. (John 

z9 Luther Pond, the CO-narrator of Hoopia, tags the New York Times an enterprise which 
"succeeeded in projecting the impression that the paper was above commerce" (191). 



Sayles' lovingly detailed film version of AsinoPs history must stage the dramatic "Say it 

ain't so, Joe" moment, even though the exchange is generaily accepted as a fabrication 

from the Chicago Heruiù u d  Examiner [Asinof 121 1.) There are other clusters of 

similarly-therned baseball novels30 but the real difference with the Black Sox novels is in 

the extraordinarily bigh quality of the wnting. The Black Sox novels were not written as 

pulp throwaways and, taken as  a group. f o m  a critique of baseball's moral contoversy. 

The ideal gamets brush-up with American professional sports' most notorious 

scandal is a survival issue for the myth which clairns baseball as an almost sacred part of 

American life. The  Fix and the reasons for the fix test the values Giamatti invoked in his 

banishment of Rose; the fix also tests the sport's claims of supenonty (particularly as a 

contrast to less wholesome pastimes) and tests the spirited revelations of Bull Four, the 

cynicisrn of Lardner and the soothing nice-guyisms of Kinsella. 

Already we've seen how Kinsella's Shoeless Joe / Field of Dreams uses the 

patriotic invocations of baseball's spi ritual perfections to rescue Joe Jackson from his 

pefidy and retum him to the edenic pasture of ballplaying freedom in an old-fashioned 

ballfield. In this fiction, baseball is forgiving - the g m e  has a pure, non-matenal essence 

which transcends history and the need for a few dollars more. In Hamy Stein's Hoopla 

(1981) and Brendan Boyd's Blue Ruin (1991), however, the fictionalizations of the 

historical scandal take a more concentrated look at the rnechanisms of the fix and offer a 

more tborouph interrogation of the commercial structures behind baseball's proudest 

myths. 

By 1917, baseball was alleged to be "the bigpest entertainment business in 

Amenca" (Asinof 12). The business of baseball did not just involve the players and 

owners, but the thousands of wnters, saloon keepers. and bookmakers whose businesses 

depended on the national game.31 However, by then baseball was also entrenched as an 

affirmative, wholesome presence on the American cultural scene. In 1910. President Taft 

30 The  first woman ballplayer, Barbara Gregorich's She's On First, (198'7), Me1 
Cebulash's Ruth Marini -- Wortd Series Star ( 1985) and Paul Rothweiler's The Sensuous 
Southpaw (l976), or a sole caucasian on an African-American barnstorming team in Jeff 
Craig's Chappie and Me ( 1979). Jerome Charynrs The Sevenrh Babe ( 1979). CC. 
Risenhoover's White Heat (1992), and Quigley Martin's young adult novel The Originul 
Cuiored House of the Dead (1981) are al1 repeat thematic ped'omances. 

31 In the period following the strike of 1994. many observers did not miss the games but 
could see how strangely emptied the summer newspapen and newsbroadcasts suddenly 
were. Nobody felt sorry for -- and few sided with -- the players or the owners, but many 
commented on the thousands of hot dog vendors, souvenir hawkers and tounst traders 
who suffered losses, 



declared baseball a "clean, straight gamen (Seymour The Golden Age 274) eminently 

worthy of popular goodwill. The prohibition en, with its stniggles to  legislate in the riame 

of improvement and with its rapid advances in technology and changes in fashion and 

style. would naturall y affect the course of baseball history . Moreover, the lependary 

backdrop of the roaring twenties -- a proven winner in books and on the screen - puts the 

Black Sox scanda1 in a discourse about much more than game-fixing. As Luther Pond, the 

composited journalist character who CO-narrates Harry Stein's Hoopla puts it, 

The quality of the change then in progress has, of course, been endlessly 
remarked upon in the yean since -- has, indeed, been reduced to a visual 
cliché by the relentless newsreel footage of flappea, and packed bailparks, 
and pole sitters, and Wall Streeters gone berserk. . . . Those who like the 
sound of such things are wont to observe that this was the instant where 
Americans lost their innocence; it was, more precisely, the time when they 
stopped being embarrassed by it. Abruptly, in a hundred tioy ways, 
millions of people were behaving, thinking, with an unmistalcable abandon - 
- often in ways that a half dozen years before would have been beyond 
imagining. Within months of prohibition, numberless good burghers were 
blithely breaking the law. All at once, hitherto conservative men were 
nishing their swings into beach property a thousand miles from home. One 
mernorable aftemoon, my own landlady, Mrs. Zachary, turned up with her 
hair bobbed. (292) 

Pond's assessrnent has the ring of tmth insofar as what we think we know about the era, 

but it is also an "everybody's doing itn rationale for a journalist who is creating the clichés 

which obscure the levels of control where the fix originates. 

Peter Carino wntes "Hooplu employs a double nanative to undermine the authority 

of a single historical perspectiven (281). The character of Luther Pond, a composite 

character based on famous journalists of the time (like Lardner. Hugh Fullerton and Walter 

Winchell), is representative of the official story, while the other narrative is the voice of 

Buck Weaver, the least obviously guilty of the "eight men out," but doomed by the official 

story nonetheless. It is in some way as if the satine You Know Me AI format was 

modified so that both sides of the correspondence are drawn out in stories that imply each 

other. 

Luther Pond's cynicism resembles Lardner's, but his assurances in the way of the 

world also f o m  an obvious layer of bragging self-deception as thick as Alibi Ike's. "In a 

world so at ease with mediocrity as this one," Pond claims "the qualities 1 possessed in 

such abundance -- energy, personal style, forthrightness, a sense of the dramatic -- were 

exceptional. So 1 was never one of those phoneys you'd find over at the Algonquinn (3). 
Failing to see the machinations of his own greed and his complicity in corporate fixes while 



condemning the moral failures of others in his columns, Pond eventually does real harrn to 

real people in the narne of selling newspapers. Luther Pond becomes a repository for the 

charming gestures the media uses in order to seIl themselves as guardians of the public 

good. Hence, Pond is relentless in defining tabloid-style joumalism and is often 

convincing while using his perceptive intelligence in exposing the ill-motives of others as a 

legtimatizing conceit 

The Pond narrative is set some fifty years after the scandal, and in discussing his 

role as a journalist he does p t  to estabiish the crucial difference between the oflciul story 

and what r d y  huppened. What Carino calls "the memoin of a scoundrel"(2û3) is also a 

confession the narrative needs to illustrate the moral universe of the fix. Without Pond's 

dernonstrations of the space between what the papers see and what they write, the official 

story might be less contested. Pond has the intelligence to differentiate between the 

immediate demands of his coiumns and the more complex and disturbing nature of the 

truth. And realizing his success lies in the exploitation of the real story in order to write the 

official story clears his way to a considerable social power. 

Pond's narrative recollects a wide vanety of fixes that do not work as a single, 

backroom conspiracy but as complex alliances between powerful groups who are working 

through systems they did not invent. For example, Pond recatls how the press would 

record African-American prizefighter Jack Johnson as invarïably speaking in a stereotypicai 

"negro dialectN(29) when in real life he  is revealed to be a more sophisticated sportsman 
than the white boxers he is matched against The racisrn which followed Johnson was not 

invented by the press, but without it, they cannot get a story with the dramatic build-up of 

The G r m  White Hope. The appeal to deeply-held values. which is affirmed in the Kinsella 

novels as a profound spiritual need, is  tumed around in the Pond narrative of Hooplu as  a 

sharp critique of appealing to the lowest common denominator. 

If baseball is befouled by its bad eggs it must first be made pristine by its 

enthusiasts. Responding to the ignomious stripping of l im  Thorpe's Olympic gold medals 

because he had played some professional baseball, Luther Pond declares "the public felt a 

good deai less betrayed by the duplicitous redskin than did the many newspapermen who 

had labored for six months to make of him a hero" (135). Nobody much cares about 

game-fixing in sporting events which have not been hyped: the "depravity" of the fix rnight 

depend upon the public investment in the particular game. Only children expect 

professional wrestling to be on the up and up, so grown-ups are not upset when it turns out 

to be fake. There were other Major League games (as well as minor league games) which 

had been thrown before the Black Sox. and there were games thrown aftenvards which did 

not disturb, as Nick Carraway put it, "the faith of fifty million people" (Gdsby 75). 



Luther Pond's relationship with baseball baddie Ty Cobb is used by Stein to  

indicate the press's complicity in creating the baseball myths which are still taken for 

granted. Pond's relationship wi th Cobb becomes something of a mut ually advantageous 

use of sources. Cobb feeds Pond information about the Black Sox eight in order to keep 

Pond silent about garnes Cobb himself "helped." The unbelievably crude and cheap Cobb 

is called in Pond's column a "man of culturen(141), a note of "historical ironyn (Carino 

283) in the text but one with lasting significance.32 Cobb as villain is a fairly recent text - 
a fact which demonstrates the strong control MLB has over  its product. Stein 

acknowledges the changing public opinion about Cobb by ending the Pond narrative with 

the journalist personally suggesting to Cobb that they will both corne through it al1 

"srnelling like roses" (366). 

Hooplu's other narrator, Buck Weaver, is closely based on the life of the Chicago 

thirdbaseman who did not come through the scanda1 smelling like a rose despite his 

protestations of innocence, his good series numben, his legal acquitta1 and his reasonable 

explanations for what really happened.zz The Weaver character makes less of a statement 

about baseball than the composite Luther Pond does about journalism. But if the 

sophisticated and powerful voice of Luther Pond comes off as a Lardner busher writ large. 

the more fully individuated Weaver, whose understated love of the game, need for a buck. 

and complex interactions with women and teammates, comes off as a real guy who is 
powerless in the face of the machinations of Pond's world. The semi-literacy of Lardnerts 

Jack Keefe, which was a point of ridicule for Scrturduy Evrning Post readen, becornes an 

irnposing issue for Weaver as he  tries to articulate the truth without the sophisticated 

gestures of the literary pro. The presence of college-educated second baseman Eddie 

Collins on Weaver's team is a source of tension. Not only does Collins disrupt the 

workinp-class atmosphere of the Iocker-roorn with his condescending attitude toward the 

playen' tastes, Collins is  paid three times more by the team owner on the basis of his 

college education - deflating the belief ballplayers will be rewarded solely on the basis of 

quantifiable on-field merit. Aware of the connection between education and class 

distinctions Weaver says, "most of us ballplayers had not been so sure how we felt about 

domeheads in the first place. It just did not seem right that a fellow fresh out of college, 

who was well furnished upstairs, would take a job srnacking baseballs from an ordinary 

joe" (168). [tes a fair reminder that baseball players were paid working class wages once 

32 cf.Sinclair Lewis's Babbitt cdlinp Babe Ruth "a noble man" (48). 

33 Weaver went 11 for 34, with 4 doubles, a triple, and he scored four nim. 



upon a time. but it is also a generous acceptance of Collins' cerebral "fumiture" -- 
something the proud Pond would not admit about the Algonquin round-tablea. 

The publication of Lardner's You Know Me AI dunng Weaver's career brings a 

reaction from the ballplayers which rnay sound similar to the cornplaints levied against Bull 
Four, but more likely stems from resistance to the kinds of controls the stereotype of "the 

mbeW places on working class ballplayers. Weaver complains, "what he prïnted in there 

was not funny! There was only one reason anyone would print such a thing, and that was 

to make rnoney!lt(161). His outrage at the falseness of You Knaw Me Al. and at Lardner's 

financial gains for such untruths, is a principled reaction. As many celebrities are, Weaver 

is uncornfortable with the fact that he is a text and a reward for the myth-rnakers. The 

diepity of playing-quietly-for-pay in sports is undemined as it becomes inextricably linked 

to the media's need to get paid by coming up with a big story. As Weaver recollects, 

"Those pencil pushen only want one thing and once they get that they leave you high and 

dry" (163). It is Weaver then who is compelled to remind us that the immortal tag- 

line,"Say it ain't so, Joe"(47) was made up by a wnter. 

Unlike Shoeless Joe Jackson. whose illiteracy is romanticized by Ensella as a sign 

of his larnb-like susceptibility to the despots of baseball's fixes, Stein's Weaver is not 

illiterate, nor is he naively unaware of the presence of garnblers in the game or the allure of 

illicit activity. Weaver is not even above making fun of Jackson's illiteracy and admits, 

"Joe was also stupid. Stupid and ignorant" (44). Weaver's literacy is partly tested by his 

adversarial relationship with the college educated Collins and the famous Lardner. In order 

to prove something to the haughty Collins, Weaver and the boys go on a reading binge of 

con temporary baseball fiction. Ironicall y, he claims they read Hugh Fullerton's Jimmy 

Kirklud und the Plot for a Pennant ( 1915). This becomes doubly ironic when it is 

considered that Fullerton was the joumalist who would eventually help break the story of 

the game-fixing scandal, and that this particular novel, drdicuted to Charles Comiskey , is 

about how gamblers conspire to throw games and try to c o m p t  Jimrny Kirkland, an 

incorruptible Amencan phenornenon. And, to further the irony, it is  men like Weaver who 

appreciate this kind of affirmative declaration of baseball morality -- they are men who 

prefer the sequel to Carey ut the But where Casey doesn't strike out. Whereas, the cynics 

who know Jimmy Kirkland as pure fiction are the ones who dictate the terms of the 

mythologies that will banish the ml Weaver to the hinterlands so that Jimmy Kirkland may 

thrive. 

To  what extent Buck Weaver actually participated in the gamblers' fix of the World 
Series is impossible to know. His stats suggest he was giving it his all, but the case can be 

made that is because the other fixers (the pitchers Cicotte and Williams in particular) were 



getting the job done and that the spotlight never shone on Weaver. Regardless, Stein does 

not attempt to present exculpatory evidence to remedy a specific injustice, but uses 

Weaver's voice to challenge the traditional authonty of the officia1 story. Weaver's 

narrative is a more complex intertwining of the issues he is faced with; not a case of good 

bullpIuyer vs. bad ballpiuyer or White Sox vs. Bluck S m ,  the inside knowledge of the 

cynic is companioned with believable sentiment about the garne, 

Even if we did go on with it, what of it? The national game was full of sell- 
outen, just Iike any other business. It is a thing of life. 

But over the next few days. I admit that I started to have a few other 
feelings. It is  an odd thing, but baseball could do that to you sometimes. 
(269) 

Brendan Boyd's Blue Ruin ( 1992) starts off with similar protestations about the 

relativity of history as the nanator proclaims, "There is no truth, only versions. This is  

mine" (7). The narrator tums out to be Sport Sullivan, the flamboyant Irish-American 

gambler who helped arrange the fix. The perspective the fixer brings to his narrative is the 

feeling of power associated with being able to pull off such a feat. According to Asinof, 

"Sullivan had always laughed at the workings of law and politics, for he had al1 the 

connections he needed to stay out of troubleW(8) and the connected or  made man has the 

peculiar creative authority of the criminal mind: he can do things, imagine things, which the 

rest of the world prefers to ignore. To the extent we can acknowledge Shakespeare's Iago 

or Milton's Satan as elevated creaton ( f ixes)  of scenes because they can interpret their 

moral univenes from perspectives which are not contained by law, Boyd's Sullivan is  

similarly elevated as  a conspirator to the fix. He becomes a credible anti-hero, whose 

obstacles are the small minded "saps" who want baseball to be clean. His criminality, like 

that of many bookmakers or  bootleggers of the period, was his attempt to make something 

of hirnself in the already defined reality of Amenca. Sport Sullivan's America, as Peter 

Canno writes, is a place where "everyone has a dream, everyone has an angle, but 

everyone is only as powerful as the more powerful allow" (286). 

Sullivan's narrative starts out with often disturbing details about his father, whose 

patemal advice is thus typified: "Once he cautioned me never to dream, because if my 
dreams didn't corne true, I'd be disappointed, and if they did, I'd be even more 

disappointed" (3). It is far cry from "if you build it he will corne," and Sullivan does not 

take his father's advice to heart as he does dream of being sornebo&. Cordelia Candaiaria, 

summing up the thesis of her study Se&ng the Prrfm Gamr, states that "baseball's ideal 

of the perfect game connotes with peculiar precision the literary and moral tnith about 

America's history and society" (147). And in this ideal quest, Boyd's Sullivan ironicatly 



stakes his claim. Finding no comfort in the traditional bromides of steady advancement he 

does not seek the perfect game, he dreams of the "perfect scarn" (30). 
Baseball's status as a working class pastime, however, is problematic for the 

gambler as he tries to advance to the status of "made men," whose ancestors Arnold 

Rothstein reminds us, "got here two hundred yean before us ethnics" (24). For Sullivan 

baseball is a business, and the rah-rah followers of the game come off as grotesques who 

get what they deserve. But in an encounter with a sports-wearied train passenger, Sullivan 

can only retum the traveller's suspicion with vulgar patriotism: 

The man in the seat next to me, who looked Iike a recent retiree from a 
particuiarly debilitating profession, stuck his stubby finger into the headline. 
He informed me that an inside guy had told him al1 ballgames were fuced. 1 
said, "Dont defame ou t  national pastime, Jasper, or 1'11 piss on your wing 
tips." Then 1 walked out to the rear platfonn to insulate myself from 
fatuous society. (19) 

Lacking any social grace himself, Sullivan maintains an emphatic dislike of the gullibility of 

the people who play beneath the bankrolls. Arnold Rothstein's cold reminder to Sullivan "1 

never attend basebdl matches. 1 detest sports" ( 144). covertly expresses the social bamers 

enclosing a bookmaker nicknamed "Sport." And Sullivan's dissatisfaction wi th his status 

is, to a certain extent, defined by the baseball crowd he can't seem to escape. Even among 

sports, Sullivan finds baseball particularly odious: "1 enjoy going to the track mostlyn he 

says. "It's how I got started in life. 1 only got converted to baseball when the war closed 

the tracks. I'd been thinking of switching back recently, having grown weary of sucking 

up to bal1 hawks, of varnishing men 1 could hardly bear to rneet" (68). Disgustedly, he 

asks of the "swinishW(l21) crowd, whose conclusions are usually based on crude hunches. 

"Aren't such apes the likeliest of God's unfortunate to cal1 every Sap they inflict their 

theories on "Sportw?"( 197). ironically mocking Jay Gatsby's omni purpose sobriquet and 

defining his own place and name in society. 

The world of Blue Ruin (the ti tle refen to bad batches of moonshine w hiskey) is 

one where the values associated with cultural prominence are challenged. It is a world 

where scams are nin at every level, where Airnee Sernple McPherson's cousin might try to 

sel1 you opium (121). Sullivan's fixing is not a condition but an activity. Sullivan is 

certainly not a "positive role model" but unlike the Luther Pond character of Hoopki, he has 
a detailed sensitivity and a heroic desire to do something rather than be ovenvhelmed by the 

forces obstructing him from his dreams. He is in a situation where "if he said no he was a 

chump. If he said yes he was a thief" (46), and he ends up articulating an always uncertain 

chronicle about what it means to say yes. 



Fixing the World Series for Sullivan is a beautiful game: it is his equivalent of 

winning the World Series. He is never sure if the fix will be pulled off, so the fixing is, at 

every step, a game. But the obvious illegaiity of his choices and the alliances he must forge 

to pull it off threaten his own sense of freedorn in the pursuit of his dream. The financier 

of the fïx, Arnold Rothstein, incredulously asks Sullivan, "Y ou dont  believe in happiness, 

do you, Sullivan? Please tell me you're not one of those. You might as well put a spike in 

your aeorta" (74). But Sullivan does seem to believe in a kind of happiness -- and his 

often melancholic attempts to try to outdistance controls (Rothstein, the Playen, "America" 

etc.) are signatures of that faith. 

Like other anti-heroes of criminal narratives, Sport Sullivan ends up spending his 

victory aione in Mexico. His description of his life might seem the envy of the middle class 

at their desks: 

I take long walks, sketch, read voraciously, sitting in my lush untended 
garden, staring up through the swaying jacarandas, picturing again al1 the 
Ioveliest scenes as  they could have been, and as, no doubt, they someday 
will be, in some country, in some year, in this brief life whose reaiest parts 
are what we dream of it, in this best of dreams, which is, at Iast, my own. 
(339) 

But the fulfillrnent of his dream becomes a kind of death, where the anxious, irresolute 

nature of games is replaced by the certainty of fixed routines. The dream is a total 

obfuscation of Sullivan's personality and an achievement which depends upon exile from 

Amencan society. 

An unquestioning faith in institutions and cultural icons may indeed be the cause of real 

min. Many who have believed k i n g  innocent would automatically bring acquittal, or who 

did not voice their womes as they assured themselves rhr doctor knew best, have seen their 

lives destroyed following their faith. Hire a iuwyer, gel a second opinion may underline 

cynical undentandings of institutions, but they are worth remembering and, unfortunately, 

they are not free. When considering the faith put into baseball as "one's best hope" 

(Giarnatti Take T h e  82) one might also recall the commercial interests in professional 

baseball and its support systems, even the literary ones. Baseball rnay aspire to the 

conditions of freedom but. as anyone who has spent an aftemoon at the SkyDome knows, 

it isn't free. 



It is also clear that the intensity and scope of the texts of baseball's sublimity are 

connected to the intensity and scope of the tex& of baseball's dark commercial shadows. 

Professional basketball and professional football do  not have (meta)fictional narratives 

about corruption as embracing as the Black Sox scandd, nor do these sports have the same 

popular texts of disapproval when the games' stars make big dough or  when their stars are 

caught in scanda ld4  Yes, the texts themselves have undoubtedly ennched the Iiterary 

cachet of baseball. and, yes, there is an argument to be made for the perseverance of higher 

standards of conduct in baseball's public arena, but the fact remains that professional 

baseball is an entertainment business and not a public service. This does not make it 

unworthy of affection, nor does it cancel out al1 extrapolations as  to its sipnificance in 
American life. 

As the game fades in popularity, the need to assert its narrative lessons has 

increased. The sense of nostalgia which is part of Kinsellats appeal is in step with 

baseball's promotional strategy ; particularl y in i ts mania for new "old-sty le" uniforms and 

stadiums. It becomes exceedingly difficult for baseball to corne to terrns with the self- 

referentiality of its history when the status of actual games becomes less important. As 

fewer people care who won last night, baseball continues to aspire to fiction. 

34 One might compare the relative inciifference of the NBA to Michael Jordan's garnbling 
habits with the severity of Giamatti 's Pete Rose sentence. 
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The Pastoral Convention in Classic 
Baseball Novels. 

(And Detective Fiction) 

here's the green field green as childhood 
the arena the stadium the space of the game 
and the game doesn't go outside this green 

--Viola Weinberg, The PlayogS und Evevthing 

And so it  was that one afternoon at Candlestick Park the message board happily flashed a 
sign that read "Real Grass. Real Sunshine, Real Ball." Rocky Bridges, coach of the 
Giants. tried to put the slogan into perspective. "Well, two out of three ain't bad." said the 
resident pixie. 

--Bert Randolph Sugar, Ruin Deluvs. 



Pastures ont of BaUparks 

For the baseball fan the ballpark / stadium is a specific area of fascination, pnde and 

occasional discemment. For travelled fans of the game, discovering the different lay-outs 

of the ballparks, exploring the different services offered, is a peculiarly intriguing and 

sustaining tourist thnll. The often sentimentalized excitement of walking up the dark 

mnway tunnel of a stadium to come through and see the vivid green of the stadiurn's field 

is perhaps the game's most common aesthetic experience. And ballparks, whether they are 

major or minor league, often become aesthetically identified with the city they are located in 

and help define the identity of those towns and cities. 

Ballparks are not hard to come by. Any flight over the US. reveals a country that 

has that same curious diamond shape carved out practically everywhere. And each one of 

these parks has its own legends of dimension and identity. From the low right field fence 

of Yankee stadium to a rocky infield that gives softballers an excuse for not diving, from 

the legendary Elysium Field in Hoboken -- site of the game's first organized Ieagues - to 

the undeniable cornfort of the Houston Astrodome, ballparks become extensions of one 

another, constantly refining and recapitulating the practicai necessity of f om.  Like baseball 

garnes themselves each park is tantalizingly different yet reassuringly the same. 

For the seasoned baseball fan the ballparks which are usually singled out for praise 

are Boston's "lyric little bandbox" (Updike 3 19) Fenway Park and Chicago's "Peter Pan of 

a bal1 park," (E.M. Swift qtd Evers, Murder in Wrigley epigraph) Wripley Field. The 
seniority of these parks (Fenway was built in 1912 and Wrigley Field in 1916) evoke the 

sport's history and traditions. While the Red Sox and Cubs are both beloved for their 

ability to lose with frustrating consistency, their fields have seen some of the gamets 

greatest moments: Ruth's famous "called shot" in Wnpley in the 1932 World Series; 

Carlton Fisk's dramatic home run in "the greatest game ever played" at Fenway during the 

19'75 World Senes. 
Fenway Park and Wrigley Field are, as they Say, "quirky" rather than purely 

functional. Fenway has an improbably short left field (315 feet compared to the 

SkyDome's 330) while Wngley - without lights until 1988 - entertained al1 of its games in 

the daytime. These parks possess what seems to be the checklist of musr-haves for the 

baseball purist: natural grass (Wnpley's ivy covered brick walls further i ts "natural" 

appeal), a square rather than ovaf design, only baseball is played there, and they have some 

idiosyncratic dimensions that make things difficult for the untested and lyric for the faithful. 

The purkt looks for the ballpark to be fully individuated and in tune with the traditions of 



the game. Hence, the baseball uficiodo is more likel y to prefer a Victorian design wi th its 

nooks and crannies to the modem ballyards of the 60's and 70's. 

Whatever antique appeal Wngley and Fenway maintain they are also. in their own 

way, quite functional. They are located in "safe" areas of the city. still vital parts of 

functioning neighborhoods. When the Dodgers left an increasingly under-class Flatbush 

for the more obvious riches in Lus Angeles. it dramatized the bottorn line rule that local 

affection for a ballpark must be accompanied by local attendance. Comiskey Park in 

Chicago's notorious South Side was not secured by its nostalgic poetry and a more 

fortified, functional park was built in its stead. Detroit's Tiger Stadium (older than 

Wnpley) is slated for dernolition. Even the Bronx's venerable Yankee Stadium is being 

threatened by a midnight move by its tenants as they eye the more middle-class friendly 

marshland of New Jersey. 

The well-established tenure of a major league ballpark is naturally appealing to 

amateur historians and advanced fans but potentially less appealing to many paying 

customers who want to have a conveniently good time. These "Green Cathedrals" I are 

also temples of another kind of green. The harmonies evoked by the quirky stadium must 

also attend on what poet H.C. Dodpe calied in 1886 "gate-money music" (Thom 9). The 

construction of baseball as a pastoral game is not threatened by brand new stadiums: this 

pastoral construction becomes reinforced as the gamets historical sites are demolished and 

the peaceful green can still be talked of even if one watches the game at SkyDome or  at 

home, on television. 

The pastoral vision of baseball (baseball a s  green and aftemoon Sun, connected to 

the natural world, to health, to the countryside and traditions of play as opposed to 

something apgressivel y urban and industrial), is good for baseball's business. The 

nostalgic "throw-backs" of Fenway Park and Wngley Field are used to evoke positive 

feelings about the sport in the entire marketplace. This does not mean that these pastoral 

sentiments are without their own integrity or out of place in big league ball. What it does 

mean is  that the "natural" qualities associated with baseball - its pastoral setting - have 

been reinforced by big league, big city baseball. Similarly, the pastoral response in English 

literature is often less about a celebration of rural life than the creation of an imagined, 

nostalgic space where the unpleasant march of time can be avoided. That baseball can 

relocate its nostalgic, pastoral vision in service of its business was drarnatically 

demonstrated in 1992 by the wild success of Baltimore's new downtown stadium. 

"Green Cathedrals" is the titie of Philip Lowry's book about the art and architecture of 
baseball stadiums. 



Rouseports and SkyDomes 

Oriole Park m Cumden Yards, built for the start of the 1992 baseball season, quickly 

became the talk of the major leagues. And for good reason: Camden Yards is one of 

basebail's best designed and customer-friendly stadiums. Not only is it conscious of the 

kinds of specific things the hard-core baseball fan wants in a playing location, ("naturaln 

etc.) it is also impressively integrated into the core of a re-energized downtown Baltimore, 

with its centetfield looking out ont0 the skyline and its front gates a short walk from 

Baltimore's popular Inner Harbor. 
The architects who designed Camden Yards specifically thought of recreating some 

of the lost "magic" of old parks. In a self-promoting program for its first season the 

Orioles' club boasts of its field's design and peerage: "an usymetricul (my emphasis) 

playing field and natural grass turf are just some of the features that tie it to those 

magnificent ballparks built in the 1900s. Ebbets Reid  (Brooklyn), Shibe Park 

(Philadelphia), Fenway Park (Boston), Crosley Field (Cincinnati), Forbes Field 

(Pittsburgh), Wngley Field (Chicago) and the Polo Grounds (New York)" ("Insider's 

Guide" 13). One may note that only two existing fields, Wrigley and Fenway, are 

mentioned in the Company of the departed treasures of yore. The narnes of long gone fields 

not only arouse feelings about the good times in those old parks but feelings about a long 

gone America. (Lowry's point about the ballfields constituing a Cathedral-like importance 

in the American collective imagination is not so absurd. The creation of Camden Yards-like 

parks has some interesting correlations to Gothic-revivals in the face of advancing 

technology in the Victorian age.) 

In a brochure published by one of the Stadium's financers well before ground was 

broken, it was promised that "Modem facilities will be incorporated into the old-fashioned 

appearance of the ballpark." Here it seems that "modem facilities" are at least an equally 

important proviso. While Oriole Park at Camden Yards is successful, it is notoriously 

more expensive than the Orioles' previous home, Mernorial Stadium. As important as the 

allure of the natural and the old-fashioned is, the puarantees of access to public transport, 

ample parking space, concession alternatives, cornfortable facilities and luxury boxes are 

more basic. New stadiums and arenas are now primanly lookinp to establish connections 

with corporate season-ticket holders rather than the occasional blue collar fan, and a certain 

upscale poshness is designed to fit in with the "old fashioned." Without the contemporary 

ameni ties an old revered ballpark (like Chicago's Old Comiskey) is just old and not long 

for the wrecking ball. 



Just as ice-cream parlours realized that an 1890's "alt-natural" pitch is good for 

business, so it was for baseball and the Baltimore Orioles.2 Naturally, investors in the 

new ballpark (including the city of Baltimore) were not only interested in a conservative 

aesthetic statement. And the development of the ballpark is not entirety an isolated vision 

as it compliments downtown Baltimore's "renaissance" which followed the "old fashioned" 

re-development of the Inner Harbor into a hot tourist spot. Baltimore's Inner Harbor was 

remodeied by the Rouse Development Company, the same developers which tumed 

Boston's histonc Fanueil Hall I Quincy Market and New York's histonc South Street 

Seaport into financial successes. The b u s e  Company developments share a good deal 

with the look and feel of O n d e  Park at Camden Yards. The celebrated ballpark is in many 

ways a "Rousepoc" a simulacmm of the histonc as a front for increased revenues? 

The narning of the stadium obviously has some advertising implications. In naming 

a park the owners may have to take into consideration responsibilties to major sponsors 

(Busch Stadi um), munici pal feal ty (Fulton County S tadium), and needed sel f-promo tion 

(Dodper Stadium). But team owners and fans are quite conscious of the literary, 

connotative powers inherent in the synonyms for std l iwn.  Camden Ywds ,while refemng 

to the erstwhile train yards the stadium is built on, has a pleasant ring as does the "parkn in 

Onole Park at Camden Yards. The suggestive greenness of pwk,fiekd, groutth and yard 
could al1 have corne nght out of that second most famous comedy routine about baseball. 

(George Carlin on the difference between baseball and football: "Basebdl is a 19th century 

pastoral game - Foofbuii is a 20th century technological struggle. Baseball is played on a 

diumonclin apurk - the baseball park! Football is played on a grid iron in a strulum.") 

While i t's in teresting to see how the poetry of the pastoral has passed football (often 

played in the exact same "green cathedrals" the baseball pames are played in), it is more 

important to see how baseball's increasing sense of nostalgia for itself encodes its own 

sense of diminished popularity. The properties of the "pastoral" have not prevented 

baseball from becoming less popular than football: however, it has become essential in 

establishing its historic authonty as "America's Garne." 

2 In the inau,@ season the Baltimore franchise topped the 3 million attendance mark for 
the first time in its history. 

3 "Rouseport" and "Rouseification" are coinages which came out of Boston in response to 
this kind of architectural development. As explained in Monk magazine's glossary, "How 
to Talk Boston" -- "Rouseification. the mamage of cuteness, commerce and historie 
preservation. Rousepor?. generic name for Rouseified histonc districts like South Street 
Seaport, Balitmore's h i e r  Harbor and Faneuil Hall. Trusted destinations for white bread 
Middle Amencans afraid to venture far afield in those big bad cities in the eastW(13). 



The power of certain words within the context of the sport is not testament to the 

clevemess of advertisers but to how deep the sentiment about what baseball should be runs 

in the American public. That is, the language of the game has become increasingly layered 

with myths that have for a large part been fostered by popular fiction and film. The 

popularity of these myths is not negligible or even possible to debunk. The pasture that 

basebal1 takes place in is imaginatively transportable: the pastoral myth remains intact 

whether the viewer is in Wngley, Fenway, Riverfront, SkyDorne or, perhaps most 

importantly, watching it on TV in the comfort of his or her home. That pasture leads to 

many pleasant images of a lost Amenca, of places yet unspoiled by pollution or crime or 

free agency. And these positive feelings are aggressively courted by baseballts Rouseports 

since these frames of mind may also help us get in the mood to corne again and to buy 

more. And now the Camden Yards version is being cranked out as the standard rnodel: 

tint reproduced at Jacob Field in Cleveland and then in The Bullpcvk in Arlington, Texas. 

While reconstituting the past has always been part of official baseball's promotional 

history, it wasn't always this epidemic. When pro baseball's attendance sagged in the 

1960s and 70's there was a perception that baseball was passé, and in order for it to 

survive it had to " p t  with the tirnes" and keep up with the once purely collegiate sports 

(basketball and football) that were encroaching on its revenue shares. Thus the sport saw 

all kinds of modish alterations: brighter unifoms, pace-accelerating mle changes, astroturf, 

gigantic scoreboards and, to the continuing disdain of traditionalists, the Arnerican 

bague's establishment of the designated hitter rule in 1973. 

In the Ws and 70's the National League in particular saw an outgrowth of similarly 

designed "multipurpose stadiums" whose cavemous interiors could accommodate non- 

baseball spectacles, featured artificial turf, used less of the tradi tional design of the ballpark 

and went with the Coliseum-oval (the "octorad") of the football stadium.4 However, it 

would be a mistake to believe that ail these once new ballparks were just  grudginply 

accepted as cost-cutting gaps or necessary evils; they had and still do have their defenden. 

While they are the bane of punsts and rarely the subject of lyric poems, in their day 
multipurpose stadiums had their own state-of-the-art appeal. It would seem that their 

bigger-is-better arnbitiousness was part of baseball's desire to p t  more "modemw when the 

"olde-tyme" game wasn't bringing in new fans. The sheer increase in the numbers of fans 

that could be housed at a game in the multi-purpose stadiurns brought clear dividends to 

- - - -- - 

Philadelphia's Veteran's Stadium was inaugurated in 1972, Pittsburgh's Three Riven 
Stadium in 1970, St. Louis's Busch Stadium in 1%6, and Atlanta's Fulton County 
Stadium in 1966- 



some of the teams in gaie receipts. (And unlike the old-fashioned stadiums, some of these 

cavernous homefields have been the home fields of recent World Series winners and box- 

office champions. It has been said that Wripley and Fenway fans, like al1 losers, need 

poetry.) Perhaps more sigificantly. the cavemous, artificially turfed stadiurns also helped 

define a more distinctive National League style. a game with ernphasis on defense and 

speed. Ray Miller, a coach experienced in both big leagues, claimed that "the bigger 

ballparks make for better baseball because there is less emphasis on getting Godzilla to the 

plate to hit a home run" (Will57). 

Professional sports are now so thoroughly integrated with popular entertainment 

systems that it should be said it was not always so; baseball was not at the forefront of the 

popular culture explosion of the 1%0's. Then. in cornparison to the fashions and tastes of 

protest-era culture, baseball's old-fashionedness seemed to make it curiously out-of-place 
c 

and certifiably square/ Not surprisingly, the word "purist" can be used derisively. 

refemng to someone holding ont0 an old discredited tradition in a society that dares to go to 

the moon. 

Professional baseball's impure herald of artificial turf was "Judge" Roy HoFheinz, 

the man responsible for creating what is baseball's countenveight to Wrigley and Fenway, 

the Houston Astrodome. The Astrodome has its own impressive rite du pusugr and 

significant d a i m  to identity. Hofheinz's vision of a domed stadium, where customers 

could escape the heat of a Houston night and enjoy a sports match in air-conditioned 

luxury, has never really challenged the pastoral vision of the pame but has highlighted the 

importance of setting in its constant appeal to a complete aesthetic vision for the game. 

Even as baseball emerges from the architectural dark apes of the 1960s and 
70s, marked by the blight of the multipurpose stadium, and begins to once 
again build traditional parks like Camden Yards and The Ballpark in 
Arlington, these -- and al1 big time sports stadiums and arenas constructed 
today -- are designed around the luxury skybox and the elaborate electronic 
scoreboard. Both are the intellectual offspnng of the Judge [Hofheinz] who 
changed the very way Arnencans attend their games. (Rushin 44) 

Hofieinz's audacious stadium, ganshly painted and accompanied by mascots, exploding 

scoreboards and so on, whatever its excesses, highlights the erperience of going to a game 

5 In quite a few of the baseball fiction's texts (The Brother's K, Shoeless Joc) the Vietnam 
era itself causes a rift between the "baseball valuesN of the father's generation and the 
protest values of the son's generation -- rifts that lead to different versions of the 
metaphoncal "garne of catch." 



by acknowledging that the game is not enough.6 The average fan will likely remember the 

experience of going to the game and who won, but not the final score. The Astrodome's 

aggressive "modernity," self-aggrandizingly associating itself with space shots and 

advertisinp itself as the "eiphth wonder of the world," sets up a foundation for obvious 

contrast in idealistic baseball literature. 

In Gene Fehler's poem "Artificial Baseball," the natural world of baseball is 

contrasted with the dome: 

Late Summer in its sun-drenched dance of green 
Stood watch outside the massive stenle dome 
Where ai r-conditioned artifïcial turf 
Took weary time-warped playen far from home. (32) 

Again the word "green" and "Summer" are invoked to speak of real baseball, (while most 

stadiums, even minor Ieague ones, play their games at night). And now "homen is located 

for the ballplayer in the past; he must be "tirne-warped" into the massive dome. And the 

dorned stadium becornes a repository for al1 alienating advancements of the technolopical 

age. 

Fehler, it tums out, is less subtle than one of the Majors' great stars, but makes the 

same public appraisal: when Mickey Mantle, one of baseball's ultimate country boys. came 

to the Houston Astrodome for its first exhibition game, he said "It (the Astrodome) reminds 

me of what [ imagine my first ride would be like in a flying saucern (Heylar 74). In the 

boom economy of the 1960's such promises to go to the moon were satisfying. but in a 

more strapped tirne, where ballplayers earn a discomfiting amount of money, there may be 

l e s  public desire to take the game and its imaginary Pasture to cuter space. 

As Tal Smith, later president of the Houston Astros, put it "Hofheinz took basebali 

out of its drab surroundings and revolutionized it with comfort and colorn (Helyar 76). 

The Astrodome may now be mocked for its kitschiness, but the Rouseports of today are no 

less artificial. (The Astrodome is kitsch-y but it is not ersatz.) Camden Yards rr ( I I  are 

Camden Yards, while irnpressive, is more carnivalesque and distracting than L.A.'s 
Dodger Stadium (baseball's most classically efficient park). Nor has the Astrodome been 
completely disavowed: Toronto's SkyDome, with its retractable roof and adjacent lwrury 
hotel and franchised McDonald's and Hard Rock Café, have used the "state of the artn 
appeal for record-breaking attendance figures. 

Hofheinz himself had the Houston "Colt 45s" renarned "Astros" in deference to the 
outerspace theme. (The Astros are stili unchallenged as holders of the most gansh home 
uniforms from 1975 to 1988.) 



reactions to the faded appeal of what was thought to be fashionable progress not too long 

ago; similarly baseball pastoralism is a reaction to the perceived modern failures of the 

garne, a retreat to what never was because what is is too shameful. And damned if the 

game isn't still fun to watch despite al1 those domes and millionaires. The Pasture of the 

Iiterary imagination is, like baseball's great Doubleday myth, a back formation, but an 

incredibly appealing and, by now, a constitutive one. 

In his iduential  study of sports as a fomulaic distillation of ri tua1 Allan Guttman 

wonders whether, 

1s it then farfetched to suggest that one reason for the relative decline of 
baseball in recent years has been the diminuation of the pastoral element? 
Baseball games are now played under electric rather than solar Iight. 
Astroturf replaces g r a s  and the stiil air of the Astrodome further insulates the 
fan from Zephyr and Boreas. For the television viewer, there is neither oight 
nor day, only the bright image of sorne distant weatherless event. (Guttman 

1 would argue that pastoralism itself is symptomatic of baseball's perceived decline. And 

this perceived decline (and desire for its supposedly pastoral antecedent) predates the 

Astrodome: it even predates the Black Sox scandal. But the more the Astrodome is 
considered, the warmer the legendary Zephyn will be. 

The use of the pastoral in baseball literature is somewhat symptomatic of the 

nostalgie gentrification of the baseball marketplace. in his introduction to Ihe Achievernenr 

ofSporrs Literüture, Wiley Lee Umphlett cites the green fields as a source of baseball's 

substantial literanness: "the pastoral nature of the game . . . lends itself to the renective, 

introspective posture so essential to the creation of mature fiction" (15). (Always 

conscious of the njuvenile" or "insubstantialw roots of sports writing, the pastoral opens up 

to the promised land of "reflective," "mature" and respected fans.) Of course. real 

sunshine and "fields of greenn are probably more important in the pame of golf, yet golf 

has not inspired a comparable body of mature fiction. (To say nothing of cricket, soccer, 

field hockey, rugby, or even frisbee.) The baseball pastoral has les to do  with the intnnsic 

qualities of what makes baseball beautiful than it does with the American literary 

imagination's fascination with innocence and corruption. 



Et in Arcadia Ego, 
Obese Cantarit 

Much can be said about what constitutes the pastoral. and even in reference to baseball it 

remains a complex literary classification. Of course. pastoral doesn't just mean a love of 

nature o r  an unambiguous celebration of rural life. From the latin "pertaining to o r  

consisting of shepherds" (Webster's 1055) we generally associate Iiteraturets pastoral with 

classical and early European works. Virgil's Eclogurs, Milton's Cornus, Shakespeare's 

Romance Plays and Marvell's farnous love poems are pastoral works that are usually 

mentioned in studies of the genre. 

Accordinp to the Penguin Dictionury of L i t e r q  Term. 

Pastoral tends to be an idealization of shepherd life, and by so being creates 
an image of a peaceful, uncompted existence; a kind of pre-lapsanan wodd 
. . . . The dorninating idea and theme of most pastoral is the search for the 
simple life away from the court and the town, away from corruption, war 
and-strife, the love of the gain, away from gening and spendinc (Cuddon 
478-80) 

This definition works for the baseball pastoral as well. The Sunshine and Real Grass of 

the ballpark are meant to locate a place away from the city's frustrations. 

Baseball, however, is a city game. To  the frustration of mytholopists there is no 

single moment of the gamets creation, but it did emerge with the development of "Town 

Ball" clubs in New England and was finally organized to its more o r  less current fom 

when Alexander Cartwright and his New York Knickerbockers helped establish the 

National Association in 1858. The development of an idyilic pastoral vision of baseball's 

beginnings starts with the fostering of the Doubleday myth in 1889. While the Doubleday 

myth served sporting goods manufacturer's A.G. Spalding's patriotic desire to declare the 

game "native, unsullied by English ancestory" (Seymour The M y  Yerrrs 9), what remains 

of the myth is  the idyllic image of Doubleday Field in smalltown Cooperstown. far away 

from the noise of industry. Baseball's "shrine," i ts  Hall of Fame, was then placed in 

Cooperstown despite the transparency of the hoax. The Hall, while no  longer officially 

endoning the Doubieday theory, does little to distance itself from it. In his book Busebuil 
Between the Lies, Bob Carroll points to a telling obfuscation in a more recent Hall of Fame 

program that 

dispenses with the whole subject as apparently beneath consideration: 
"Whatever may or  may not be proved in the future conceming Baseball's 



true ongin is in many ways irrelevant at this time. If Baseball was not 
actuaily first played here in Cooperstown by Doubleday in 1839. it 
undoubtedly originated about that time in a similas rural atmosphere." 
(Carroll 17) 

What is surpnsing is not so much the mealy-mouthed acknowledpment of historical 

inaccuracy but the continued insistence on the rural setting. As Thoreau said. when one is 

looking for a home or a seat, "better if a country seat." (72) Doubleday, or whoever, is not 

so important but the vision of the idyllic field in the country is. The setting of the myth 

begins to ovewhelm the facts and characters of history. In his study of Shakespeare's 

pastoral comedies Tom McFarland writes, 

The figures in a pastoral settinp were . . . less important than the setting 
itself; or  rather they provided an index to the setting. For the pastoral was 
above al1 an ideal setting. (McFarland 2 1) 

And the pastoral ballpark (like Doubleday's field) is an ideal fictional settinp. Ideally. the 

ballpark exists in what Northrop Frye called the "green world" (67) of Shakespeare's 

comedies, evoking "a symbolism in which the comic resolution contains a suggestion of 

the old ritual pattern of the victory of surnmer over winter" (68). They are places where the 

troubles of the city can be escaped. and, with intriguing gambol and play, the true self can 

be discovered in the unequivocal motions of bodies, and the restored individual can be 

renirned to the city. It is largely an irnaginary and highly artificial "natural ~ ~ a c e . " ~  Again, 

this ludic "green world" is as available to fans of televised baseball as it was to patrons of 

The Globe. 

It is the artificiality of the pastoral and the self-referential nostalgia of the particular 

artifice which baseball readily uses to define part of itself.9 Just as the shepherds of 

Marvell's poetry are not to be confused with real shepherds (who would be concemed with 

the hard and unpleasant labor of shepherding) the ballgames in the pastoralists' setting are 

similarly absented of the more unpleasant aspects of going to the p m e  (Le. overpriced 

tickets. lousy seats, can't find parking, kids crying, sitting beside some dmnk, sitting too 

close to the speakers, cold hot dops, lousy game) in favor of more pleasant sensual 

Frank Kermode, in his English Paxtoral Poetryfrorn the Beginnings to M m l l ,  
emphasizes at the outset that pastoral "probably suggests the word "artificial" rather than 
the word "natural" (qtd McFariand 25). 

As Donald Hall, in a nod to The Winter'î T'ale. defines the country of baseball as 
"Baseball is a country al1 to itself. It is an old country, like Ruritania, northwest of 
Bohemia and its seacoastn(67). 



elements of the baseball expenence. Baseball's pastoral mode creates its own chetished 

litany of what's beautiful about the game but doesn't dive too far into the details (the crucial 

"dope" of the die-hard). According to Candelana, "the novelists w ho wri te nostalgicall y 

about the sport are markedly diffuse about it" (50). 

The baseball pastoral ideal is content within a small range of specific sensual 

memories. And when these memones are preserved in a farniliar way there is an evocation 

of baseball's own Arcady. As McFarland notes: 

In the world of pastoral. the gliding brook is Iirnpid, the stream is silvery. 
the pastures are green, the breeze 1s soft. nTwas always Spring; warme 
Zephyrus blew 1 On srniling flowres, which without setting grew" -- these 
lines, translating Ovid's pastoral vision of a golden age. go to the heart of 
the matter. (2 1) 

In baseball literature there is always the crack of the bat, the slap of the bal1 in the glove, the 

roar of the crowd, the smell of leather and hot dogs, the greenness of the freshly cut prass, 

the smooth infield dirt etc. For example, there is the following passage from Thomas 

Wolfe, famous among baseball-literature enthusiasts, 

1s there anything that can evoke Spring - the first fine days of April-better 
than the sound of the bal1 smacking into the pocket of the big mitt. the 
sound of the bat as it hits the horsehide. . . . and is there anything that c m  
tell one more about an American Summer than. Say. the srnelt of the 
wooden bleachers in a small town baseball park, that resinous, sultry and 
exciting smell of old dried wood? (qtd Guttman 10 1) 

In Baseball's Arcady the game is always reiated to its "natural" setting, to its connection 

with the seasons (Le. the game st in out of the spring, blossoms in the summer and dies- 
out in the fall). As Nicholas J. Mount writes, baseball fiction's pastoral obviously 

pnvileges "cyclic and event time over linear and dock time" (64). but this kind of 

privileging can also be used to inform expressions of baseball's titerary pre-eminence. 

Natural words like "summer" and "green" reoccur not only within the works themselves 

but often as the important sell-words in the titles: The Boys of Summer, The S~îmrner 

Gmc,  R e d  G r u s  R e d  Heroes. The Thriil of the Grass. Progress of the Seosom, 
Seuson's End, m. 

l0 Diffuseness in the face of the endless array of "dopew is not solely limited to a nostalgie 
approach; even in a harder-edged beer 'n nuts approach to baseball, the numerical detailing 
of the garne can be cast as part of the over-intellectualizing of the game. 



In the traditional measure made between the luclic (the play ful) and the ugonistic 

(cornpetitive) tendencies of sport, the pastoralist is most interested in the ludic aspects. By 
degree they harken back to an imagined p s t  innocence, to a picture of a lost childhood, and 

the promise of free play. As scholar S.K. Heninger emphasizes, "from its inception, pure 

pastoral has described some half remembered place in archaic terms, a nostalgie 

reminiscence of an idealized childscapew (McFarland 30). The agonistic aspect of sport is 

often seen as the culprit, that the win-at-any-cost spirit of a rapidly urbanizing Amenca has 

corrupted the pure core of the beautiful game and that the natural country boy's innocence 

is ready to be chewed up by the modem world. 

In this chapter I will be discussing how the pastoral functions in three of baseball's 

most respected novels; Bemard Malamud's The Naturai, Mark Harris's Bang rhe Drum 
Slo wfy  , and Robert Coover's The [/niversu1 Basebuli Associution, Inc. J .  Henry Waugh 
Prop. The purpose of this discussion is not to limit meaning in these texts to their pastoral 

moments nor to suggest that these novels are unambiguously "pastoralist." What 1 hope to 

dernonstrate are the self-conscious limitations of the pastoral trope in baseball literature, 

particularly as it relates to the professional game's history as a big city business. The 

pastoral is conflicted throughout these fictions: desired, articulated but also denied and 

cruelly punished. The pleasing artifices of the baseball pastoral (boni out of recognizable, 

legitimate images) then become crucial in establishing the role of the writer as myth maker 

and p e t  for an essence of baseball. beyond our prasp. 

And with a final curveball, 1 will tum my discussion over to place the pastoral trope 

within a relatively new and less respected f o m  of baseball fiction: rhe busebal1 deerective 

mvef. While explaining the parameten of this genre fiction, I hope to illustrate how the 

calming images of the pastoral are challenpd by the urban sleuth. 

The Natural 

Published in 1952, The N ~ u r u l  was Bernard Malamud's first novel. It also is probably the 

fint of what we might cal1 high-brow, literary baseball novels. It was of course made into 

a popular movie with Robert Redford in 1984, which has sparked even more recent interest 

in the novel. l And because of the unabashed patriotic and pastoral romance of the movie 

l The role movies have in shaping the popularity of an author's work is obvious, 
undoubtedly to the consternation of Malamud's fans who see The Nuturai as a prelude to 
his more mature work. Where fans of the novel might have once felt compelled to say 
things Iike "The position of The Natural as an although ... work in the Malamud canon is 
indeed strangen (Turner 1 1 O), the casual reader might likely see The Natlaai as Maiarnud's 
most notable piece. 



one may expect that the novel is similarly sweet on baseball. While the pastoral is obvious 

in Malamud's text (it often is in the re-sriling of a baseball text -- in critiques. on jacket 

covers, in movies and television - that the more obviously trite examples of nostalgie 

pastoralism are exploited). it does not actually make use of this form to sel1 admiration for 

the garne. 

In 1952 it was not comrnon for a "serious" Iiterary artist to write about baseball. 

For example, one blasé reviewer for The New York Heruid Tribune wrote about 

Malamud's efforts this way: "Sooner or later I suppose some one of Our generation had to 

atternpt to write a serious novel about baseball" (5 1 ). But, The Ncct~trctl isn't &ut baseball: 

it simply uses baseball as the most appropriate setting for i t s  exploration of myth. In this 

function nie Nufural is even more "pastoral" than Kinsella's work, insofar as Kinsella's 

fictions are unironically &out baseball. 

The Nufural explores a country-mouse I city-mouse paradigm (country boy with 

natural talents and a dream is compted by the city and its wickedness) that is recognizable 

from the Ring Lardner formulas. However, the novel disposes with the slapstick of the 

laughingstock rube and allegorically turns its hick-hero towards a less cynical and more 

human revelation of "the fix." In 1986 MaIamud said, 

Baseball interested me. especially its comic aspects, but 1 wasn't able to 
write about the garne until 1 transformed pame into myth, via Jessie 
Weston's Percival legend with an assist by T.S. Eliot's 77ze Warte L d  
plus the lives of several ballplayers I read. in particular Babe Ruth's and 
Bobby Feller's. The myth enriched the baseball lore as feats of magic 
transfomed the game. (Abrahamson 10) 

Malamud's desire to "transform the gaine into myth" may have been more successful than 

other ventures to do likewise, but in many ways the myths precede him. His literary 

associations also conceptually "rescuen the popular sport from its associations with the 

trivial and "the peanut crunching crowd" into the more weighty arenas of "myth." 

Malarnud's transformation of myth in 77ze Naturai acknowedges the metaphorical flexibility 

of baseball - something that is taken for granted now. And the pastoral becomes the only 

Iikely setting for baseball's myths. As James M. Mellard daims in his essay "Four 

Versions of Pastoral," the pastoral mode is Malamud's "preatest strength" because "it has 

given him an archetypal narrative structure of great flexibility, a durable convention of 

characterization, a consistent pattern of imagery and symbols, and a style and rhetorical 

strategy of lucidity and power" (67). 



So, The N u m d  is a conscious reworking of several myths. Fmm the west comes 

Roy (French for "King") Hobbs, an extraordinary ballplayer who is making another 

crusade for the grail (the pennant) as his earlier crusade failed due to a flaw in his character. 

With his own excalibur (a homemade "shining goldenn bat named "Wonderboy") he 

supplants other claimants to the thme (Bump Bailey, Whammer Wambold) and becomes 

the crucial spark plug in the New York Knighrs charge. His quest is aided by the wisdom 

of father figure and coach Pop Fisher (Le. The Fisher King), well-meaning sports writer 

Max Mercy and earth-mother Iris Lemon. All the while his quest is impeded by (Morgan 

La Fayish) basebal1 Annies Hamet Bird and Memo Paris, by Comiskey-like Mammon I 

owner Judge Banner and by devilish fixer Gus Sands. 

As Malamud mentions, much of the detailing of myth in Thr Nuturul comes from 

real baseball legends. Just as Cubs first baseman Eddie Waitkus was shot by an obsessed 

fan in 1949, Roy is similarly put out of the garne. Like Babe Ruth, Hobbs is placed in an 

orphanage even though he has parents; again like Ruth, a propitious Hobbs homer 

allegedly inspires the convalescence of a sick boy in the hospital, and, once again like 

Ruth, Hobbs greedily eats himself into another "bellyache heard round the world." Like 

the celebrated "Merkle's boner" (where the alleged failure of Fred Merkle to touch second 

base cost the N.Y. Giants the 19û8 pennant) the Knight's manager is infamous for 

"Fisher's flop," a costly basemnning goof. And like baseball-lit's tragic innocent 

(Shoeless Joe Jackson), Roy is involved in a parne-fixing scanda1 which prompts a kid to 

confront him with "say it ain't tme Royn ( 190). 

But, as Frederick Turner says in his essay "Myth Inside and Out: The N~urul ." to 

"assert the presence of myth in a literary work is not necessarily to explain why it is there" 

( 1  12). And some critics, like Edward Abrarnson, still levy the cornplaint that baseball is 

ultimately too "lighhveight" to "carq  the weight of aIlusion that Malamud places upon it" 
(9). which seerns to ignore the specific reasons why Malamud chose the pastoral of  

baseball - some of .which may even acknowledge the sport's lack of grmitm. The mixing 

of references in The Naturd doesn't just play as the clever use of allusion for allusion's 

d e .  Nor is it an ungainly conflation of myths. In his essay "The Narurd World Ceres" 

(proving the temptation for bad punning in sports writing is not limited to low-brow copy 

wri t e s )  Earl Wassennan writes more approvingly of Malamud's approach: 

By drawing on mernorable real events, Malamud has avoided the nsk of 
contrived allegory that lurks in inventinp a fiction in order to carry a 
meaninp. Instead he has rendered the Iived events of the American game so 
as to compel it to reveal what it essentially is. the rinial whereby we express 
the logical nature of American life and its moral predicaments. Pageant 
history is alchemized into revelatory myth. (67') 



While there is room to  interrogate the faith behind Wassennan's assessrnent of "pageant 

history" as a lesser alloy than "revelatory myth." his insight leads to aa important 

understanding of The Nufurofs use of the pastoral setitng. It is the familiarity of basebail's 
"prelapsarian" settinp, not the weight of its allusions, which makes it a logical place to 

express a national tale of expulsion from the garden. 

Wasserman sees much of n e  Naturd not so much as a celebration of innocence but 

as a critique of Roy's immaturity. Like rnany Arnerican literary heroes. Roy Hobbs is not 

particularly interested in growing up. But unlike Huck Finn o r  Forrest Gump there is no 

excuse for Roy's behaviour, and his refusal to  grow up is resolutely not cute. (There's 

some resemblance here to Updike's Rabbit Angstrom, whose li  bidinous arrested 

adolescence is continually accornpanied by misery.) Ultimately we will see how Roy's 

childish dreams of the countryside causally manifest themselves in his eventuai debasement 

in the professional society in which he has chosen to take up his sword. 

The novel begins with Roy's first attempt to leave his home and find fortune in 

Chicago. It fin& Roy dreaming of Gatsby-like travel (Abramson 22) 2 from west to east: 

Lying back, elbowed up on his long side, sleepless still despite the lulling 
train, he watched the land flowing and waited with suppressed expectancy 
for a sight of the Mississippi, a fhousand miles away. (7) 

Throughout the novel then, Roy will retreat to visions of a country-boy past that are never 

explicitly claimed as his ufhentic past. From what we know his past is probably less 

idyllic (a childhood spent in an orphanage), and for al1 we know he could be from Los 

Angeles. The images that occupy Roy are formulated methods of escape from the vast city 

he will attempt to enthrail. 

The first real image of the country boy that occupies Roy comes to him on the train 

to Chicago: 

Having no tirnepiece he appraised the night and decided it was moving 
toward dawn. As he was looking, there flowed d o n g  this bone-white 
farmhouse with sapging skeletai porch, alone in the untold miles of 
mooniight. and before it this white-faced, lonpboned boy whipped with 

l2  "What should be noticed is the way in which the game provides a unifying element 
within the vast Arnerican pattern of diversity. Roy travels from West tu east (like the 
characters in The Great Gatsby), an early sign of his quest having the negative overtones of 
a pilgrïmage reversed. However, in accord with the ideals of popular culture, he moves 
from n i rd  and small town toward urban large city (Chicago & New York)" (Abrarnson 
22). 



train-whistle yowl a glowing bal1 to someone hidden under a dark oak. who 
shot it back without thought, and the kid once more wouad and retumed. 
Roy shut his eyes to the sight because if it wasn't real it was a way he 
sometimes had of observing himself, just as in this dream he could never 
shake off -- that had houn ago waked him out of a sound sleep -- of him 
standing at night in a strange field with a golden basebail in his palm that all 
the time grew heavier as he sweated to settle whether to hold on or fling it 
away. (8) 

It's a portentous baseball vision for the drarna of The Nuturd First of al1 there is the lack 

of the timepiece: Roy as "timelessn is still not hopelessly out of date, not getting older and 

unfit for the game that is often celebrated for its lack of "clock-tirne." The strong image of 

the country boy playing pitch and catch is orninously altered by Roy's mind. The dark 

father-figure who must catch what the boy throws, brings a hint of menace that sornehow 

undercuts the boy's innocent action. The pasture is quickly converted into a "strange 

field," and the baseball becomes a golden apple whose coveted value institutes confusion. 

The pastoral's il lusion soothes Roy, particularl y as i t assuages the discontents of 

"ptting and spendinp": 

The forest stayed with hem, climbing hills like an army, shooting down the 
waterfails- As the train skirted dose in, the trees leveled out and he could 
see within the woodland the only place he had ken truiy intimate with in his 
wanderings, a green world, shot through with weird light and strange bird 
cries, muffled in silence that made the privacy so complete his inmost self 
had no shame of anything he thought there, and it eased the body-shaking 
beat of his ambitions* (18) 

Sometimes he wished he had no ambitions - often wondered where they 
had corne from in his Iife, because he remembered how satisfied he had 
been as a younpter, and that with the Little he had had. a dog. a stick, an 
doneness he loved (which did not b l ed  hirn like his later loneliness) and he 
wished he could have lived longer in boyhood. This was an old thought 
with hirn. (93) 

Easing the "shaking beat of his amhitionsn with an image of a "green world" is a normal, 

postive strategy for coping. (One may even think of a psychotherapist's suggestion to his 

or her stressed patient to temporally locate their cairnning "happy place.") The wish to have 

"lived longer in boyhood" as well is not necessarily a n  expression of immaturity, but the 

declaration is complicated by the artificial setting of baseball, where the illusion of etemal 

youth is encouraged and mythologized. 

On his second crusade, this tirne to New York, Roy is ntually pegged as a hick, 

"hayseed" (l3), "hayfoot" (21), or "alfaifan (52) by his teammates. Yet Roy shows few 

signs of unpolished country ways and, with çome credibility, boasts of knowing his way 



around the "junglew(38) of New York. This busher is playing a role which he is conscious 

of - a self-tailored artificial version of the heroic country boy. It is Roy's hard fought-for 

ski11 - not magic -- which ultimately brings some "greenness" back to the city's dying 

balltearn and stadium. The sagging Knights and their ailing coach Pop Fisher have been 

trapped in a "dusty field. the listless game and half-empty stands" (34). Ideally, Pop 

would prefer to be in the greenfields; "1 shoulda been a farmerw he complains, "I like fixing 

things, weeding poison oak out of the Pasture, and seeing to the waterinp of crops. I like 

to be by myself on a farm. I like to stand out in the fields, tending to the vegetables, the 

corn, the winter wheat - greenest looking stuff you ever sawn (34). Poprs green thumbs 

vision is betrayid by the desiccated field and by the fact that his hands are scarred with 

athlete's foot. In the midst of Pop's desperation cornes Roy and his "mapic" bat, whose 

phallic integrity not only adds potency to the lineup but brings on an "ankle deepn(63) rain. 

However. there is no certifiable "magicn in The Nufurül. no occurence that can't be 

explained by coincidence. Roy's abilities, while impressive and often unlikely, are not 

supernaturai. Even his impressive strike-out of "The Whammern relied on some insightful 

coaching from his mentor Sam. He is not a Kinsella character who has been tnnsported by 

spintual means to baseball's sylvan paradise; the character of the effortless natural is 

something he is working at. When Roy's mistress compares him to Bump Bailey. she 

reminds him that it was Burnp who was "carefree and playful"; to Roy she says, "you 

work at it sot' (94). It takes study for the actor to look effortless: Roy's performance of a 

wowing magic act at a swanky dinner club tums out to be, like some Gatsbyesque stunt, 

"al1 laid out" (95) for Roy by some local celebrity. 

Malamud avoids defining the Iirnits of Hobb's own celebrity by wisely omittinp 

statistics. As I was saying in the first chapter, the spectre of "dope" -- those enumerated 

processions of evidence -- are problematic for the author of creative baseball fiction insofar 

as they must cornpete with recognizable water-marks. But rather than being an example of 

what Candelaria called the "diffuseness" of the pastoralists, in Malamud's case the wise 

lack of corroborating figures keeps the illusion of Roy alive. The baseball fan should be 

asking exactly how many home runs did Roy hit that year? 4û? 6û? 80? Any one of these 

answee would have quite specific meanings. It seems to me that answering this question 

would somehow Iimit Roy by placing him in a complicated discourse outside of the 

narrative structure and pastoral illusions which motivate him. ' 3  

l3  Although, I have to admit, critics often overestirnate what myth, as  opposed to 
boxscores, means to the fans. When a critic flips, "The mythology of baseball is what 
keeps the game dive in the hearts of its fansW(Turner 1 18) it cm sound like someone saying 
"ah the sean when confronted with complicated nautical data. 



Whatever revitalizinp effect Roy Hobbs has on the New York Knights. he does not 

mature with professional grace away from his image as the self-made countryboy. One 

continuing source of personal erosion in the text is the rather ugly relationship between the 

fans and the player. The  crowd is  descnbed as a grotesque "zoo full of oddbails, . . . 
gamblers, bums, drunks, and . . . uply crackpots" who "cursed and jeered, showering 

them - whenever they came close enough - with rotten cabbagesn (59). The ugly mob, 

unaware of the agrarian simplicities of an afternoon at the park, want results. In effect, 

they see beyond the facade of character to the real purpose of the pame and, to Roy's 

resentment, this must cut both ways, "The fans dearly loved Roy but Roy did not love the 

fans. He hadn't forgotten the dirty treatment they had dished out during the time of his 

trouble. Often he felt he would like to ram their cheers down their throats" (134). While 

reminiscent of the behaviour of many stars who were unable to be gracious in the face of 

mass adulation, this attitude is a measure of Roy's determined immaîurity. When Roy 
tells the crowd during "Roy Hobbs Appreciation Day" that he will do  his best "to be the 

greatest there ever was in the game" @O), it is not the statement of  an artless hick but the 

shocking imrnodesty of a determined student. His pronouncement is particularly 

egomaniacal when contrasted with its source: the legendary last appearance of Lou Gehrig, 

a dying man who had the grace to tell his fans that he was "the luckiest man on the face of 

the earth." 

Rather than occupying the selfless, ludic persona of the pastoral hero, Roy 

continually betrays himself as a selfish agonistic star who gets no pleasure at all from 

baseball. His fantasies of country boys are ironic contrasts to the fact that he has become 

the big city schmuck of the Knights: 

The white moonlight shot through a stretch of woods ahead. He found 
himself wishing he could go back somewhere, go home, wherever that 
was. As he was thinking this, he looked up and saw in the moonlight a boy 
coming out of the woods, followed by his dog. Squinting through the 
windshield, he was unable to tell if the kid was an illusion thrown forth by 
the trees or someone really dive. (98) 

14 One immediately thinks of Ted Williams who refused to ever tip his cap to his home 
town fans, "He ran as he always ran out home runs - humedly, unsmiling, head down, as 
if our praise were a storm to get out of" (Updike 329). As Roy's resentments conflict with 
the character of the untroubled wonderboy, Williams ingratitude seems to conflict with the 
character expresssed in his nicknames - which some say he invented for himself - "Teddy 
Ballgamen and 'The Kid." 



The pre-adult idyll of the boy and his dog is increasingly not a history of Roy Hobbs. The 
confusion of the passage "wherever that was," "an illusion," "saneone really alive" reveai 

that even Roy continues to fail to find complete escape in this natural fantasy. And these 

fantasies are brief. When Roy is confronted with a r d  natural experience with Iris, he 

rejets her in favor of an insubstantial groupie, Memo Paris. 
Accordinp to Wasserman the idyll is indicative of Roy's sexual development: "The 

boy in the woods is syrnbolic of his entirely private, rnother-protected self that. because of 

the womb-like secunty, he refuses to mature" (58). The pastoral image, rather than 

restoring the individual. returns Roy to the image of himself as the Ionely child. the 
wonderboy who shoui:! be excused. Iris's fecundity shocks Roy and propels him to act 

even more childishiy: when Iris sends him a letter to notify him of her pregnancy with his 

child he doesn't even read it, sconifully noting that "Fat girls wnte fat letters" (lm). 

Memo, on the other hand, will not confront Roy's immature delusions and selfishly sets 

out to exploit them. Ironically, with Iris out of the picture Roy concocts a wholly unlikely 

suburban I domestic fantasy of Memo sitting "with a redheaded baby on her lap and himself 

going fishing" ( 143). 

Where tradi tional pastoral poetry's green spaces often allow for the shepherd's 

expression of the erotic. the baseball pastoral imagines a transcendental green place that is 

pre-sexual and threatened by the erotic- The pastoral image of the ballyard becomes 

encoded in innocent boyhood and the settinp becomes a perfect refuge for the self made 

"Natural," where adult sexual identity means no more swinpinp for Wonderboy. Roy 
excuses himself from adult parental responsibility to dream of fatherhood as a prelude to 

"going fishing." And because athletic achievement must put a high premium on youth. 

baseball, more than rnost occupations. lets immaturity f o m  a respectable fraction of its 

celebrations. (Compare the importance in the titles of Roger Kahn's classic rnemoir The 

Boys of Summer vs. George Will's Men Work.) The vision of baseball's setting as a 

Pasture for male escape is strong: even the film version of The Nafural repudiates 

Malamud's text of Roy's tragic immatunty and validates his alibi of boyishness by 

rewarding Roy / Redford a restoring pame of pitch and catch with his son on a beautiful 

farm. 
The baseball pastoral is not a refuge for sexual fantasies, but for fantasies of the 

benevolence of an ordered but natural worid. In his essay "Four Visions of the Pastoral," 

James Mellard writes, 

Because of the pastoral conventions in Malamud's novels, the most 
important source of imagery and symbolism for Maiamud is the worid of 
nature, its benevolent elements of fields and streams, groves and parks, 



birds and fish and flowers contrasted to its dernonic wastes, sinister forests, 
torturous mo un tains and tombli ke caves. (73) 

Fields and streams can also in themselves be symbolic of their relative opposites: an 

abundance of pastoral flight can signal the presence of a demonic waste even without 

images of sinister forests. nie Naturds particular use of birds as important symbols (a 

pattern shared with Wdliarn Kennedy's Ironweed as images of birds are used to comment 

on the transient 1 ex-bdlplayef s psychic reality) are as often used to undercut the fantasies 

of flight which condition Roy's basball quest: Roy is shot by Hamet Bir4 Roy's rain- 

making homer is said to have "plummetted Iike a dead bird" (63) and the half dozen burgers 

Roy binges on "looked like six dead birds" and "tasted like six dead birds" ( 151). 5 

Literally getting fat on the dead birds, Roy is ironically slowed down and weighed deeper 

within the reaiities of professional baseball. 

Ultimately the lardinp of pastoral symbolisrn can offer no escape from the real 

conditions of real baseball in New York City. In Roy's case it is not so much a case of 

reality crushing his spiriteci dreams but a case of passing through a moral test where he c m  

g o w  up and exit the myths of baseball. Listening to Memo's plea that she is "afraid to be 

poorn(159) and a doctor's pronouncement that his abused "athlete's heart" cannot stand 

another year of ball. Roy assents and agrees "the fix is on" (167). In the big garne. 

however, Roy struggles with the moral consequences of his decision. It is then that 

Wonderboy, the symbol of his self-fashioned youth and phallic integrity. is  "split 

lenghtwiseW(l81) by a freak boit of liphtning. Without his ju-ju he picks up a bat like 

anybody else's and promptly brains earth mother Iris with a fou1 ball he was aiming at an 

unpleasant fan. In the middle of the count, Roy rushes to Iris's side where she reveals the 

news about the birth of Roy's son. The injured woman pleads wi th Roy to "win for our 

boy" (18û). which seems like a corny prelude to a home nin ending but is an important 

premonition of the ending of Roy's narrative. 

In his heart, Roy reneges on the fix l and returns to the plate with a Casey-like 

determination to get the big hit And like the Mighty Casey, Roy strikes out) and he is 

15 Again cf. Ironweed where Francis Phelan's too-late attempt at reconciliation is mediated 
through the image of the dead bird for Thanksgiving dinner. 

16 Echoes of the legend of Shoeless Joe, who many believe never acceeded in IiLr h e m  to 
the 1919 fix, and his superlative nurnbers in the series (he hit 375 and had 6 mis) are 
competling evidence of this theory. 

l7 In the movie Redford I Roy hits the b ig  home mn, which is a serious alteration of the 
text but fascinating insofar as îhe d r m  (will he or  won't he?) of the moment is the same. 



stmck out by some über-hick named Herman Youngberry. The new natural on the block is 

described in terrns that are familiar in the novel: 

it was his lifelong ambition to be a famer. Everybody, including the girl he 
was engaged to. argued him into signing. He didn't Say so but he had it in 
mind to earn enough money to buy a three hundred acre farm and then quit 
basebal1 forever. Sometimes when he pitched, he saw fields of glearning 
wheat glowing in the Sun. (186) 

Now it is Youngberry's tum to be plucked, so to speak. While his ambition is  more clearly 

linked to the meadows than Roy's was, Herman Younpberry is placed in the sarne arena of 

compromise. Like Pops, his dream of faming may be long delayed, and perhaps his 

visions of "glearning wheat" will blind him to the obvious signals of greed cominp from 

"everybody" that have placed him in New York. 
After the big strikeout, Roy rejects the fixer's promised cash and dismisses Memo 

as "a whore" (189). To make matten worse, his past indiscretions are finally made public 

along with rumon of the fixing scandal. However, to believe that al1 of this is treachery's 

just reward, one must believe in the irnmutable ethics of professional baseball and in the 

infallibility of public opinion. Sandy Cohen complains, 

1s it really impossible to picture Roy outside the myth? Perhaps that 
explains why so many cntics have not been able to do it, and so consider 
Roy's removai from basebal1 his end rather than his beginning. (3 1) 

It is just as logical to say that Roy's strikeout was the f in t  step towards the victory Iris 

asked him for; the shattered fictions of homenins and "Wonderboy" are supplanted by the 

acceptance of strikeouts and a responsibility for his real child. Finished wi th the pastoral 

baseball myths which fed the fiction of his identity, Roy is ready to be a real person. 

Roy's tragedy was not that he chose to "subordinate his pastoral nature" (Mount 69) in 

punuit of wealth, it was that he was compted by his attempts to propogate the popular 

myth of the natural. 

Reading Roy's final disgrace a s  his first authentic victory is a challenge to the 

imagined harmonies of the baseball pastoral. One might ask. if the boyishness of the 

American hero must be matured, who wouldn't prefer the simplicity of a victorious home 

nin? It certainly isn't surprising that the film version of The Naturui should go with a 

homer vincil omnia endinp and reaft?nn the integrity the baseball idyli. And this kind of 
- -  - - - 

(It was there to be changed.) Basebail fictions ultimately can only offer a lirnited range of 
dramatic situations. 



warm re-reading (this flavor of frosting) is not uncornmon in the vanous disseminations of 

baseball li terature as a cultural product. Even when baseball fictions interrogate the 

function of the game's myths, they can often be repackaged and sold as nostalgic 

afinnations of these same myths. 

To  assess The Nuturaf as a book which "enriches simple American baseball 

loreW(Evans 224) is a fair brief, but it doesn't account for how baseball's self-serving lore 

complicates Thr Nafurul. Seeing The Noturai only as a treatment of baseball lore. as an 

"enrichment," leaves it vulnerable to the kind of spinning which is not interested in a 

complicated or "negative" vision of the beloved sport - the kind of spinning the Redford 

movie indulges in. It is, after all, not the players but the creators of baseball texts who 

preserve the greenness of the baseball pastoral. It is the sportswriters in The Naurrrl who 

start sweeteninp the Hobbs lepnd: 

(Roy Hobbs) belonged they wrote, with the other irnmortals, a gjant in 
performance, who resembIed the burly boys of the eighties and nineties 
more than the strearnlined kids of today. He was a throwback to a time of 
true heros, not of the bnttle razzie dazzle boys that had spning up around 
the jack rabbit bal1 - a natural not seen in a dog's age and weren't they the 
lucky ones he had appeared here and now to work his wonders before 
them? (135)18 

The successful player is validated in nostdgïc temis; the "throwbackn from the "time of true 

heroes" ; the "natural " w hose honest personal constitution battles the "strearnlined," " razzle 

dazzle" of contemporary urban life. An appealing artifice, out of the ta11 grass the naturd 

will continually reappear in baseball fictions to look back to imagined golden eras and to 

suspiciously glance at the dealings of the wicked city. 

Bang the Drum Slowly 

The pastoral setting in baseball is often used to make a daim for the sports country virrur 

and to escape from, (to paraphrase Roy Hobbs), "the shakinp beat of ambition." Just as 

people will say "this is something 1 just put togethern before some spectacular presentation. 

and as no politician wants to admit to his or her political ambitions, affectionate 

l a  The column about Roy Hobbs is analogous to the tone of the publicity which 
accompanied Cd Ripken's surpassing of Gehrig's consecutive game streak in baseball's 
troubled 1995 season. Repeatedly, Ripken was praised for his "oid-fashioned" values and 
was celebrated as "throwback," a mornentary bright iight which shames the greed-ridden 
pastirne. 



representations of baseball are careful not to stage scenes that overtly propose "winning is 

the only thing." But the revelation of cornpetitive desire does not erase the Iudic pasture - 
rather, the continuai discoveries of the agoniitc inform the construction of the pastoral. As 

Roy's pastoral self-fashioning is a measure of his ambition, and the ability to build "old- 

style," "natural" stadiums are signs of a zealous enterprise, so pastoral fiction tends to 

escalate as it contacts material ambition. The higher the salaries, the greener the gass. 

Like The Nuturul, the novels Bung the Drum Slowiy and The Universal Brrreball 

Associution are not unambiguous conceptualizations of baseball as a n  Arcadian 

playpround. Rather, they use the conventions of the pastoral as a way of testing baseball's 

daims to a virtuous setting. Furthemore, the pastoral convention is a way of seeing how 

the settings of the games themselves challenge the borders between fact and fiction. The 

point is not to assert, like an episode of Rolandu, that fact is good, and fiction is to be 

overcome: instead it is argued that believing in fiction is part of baseball and al1 games. 

Baseball itself is  a working of conventional fictions (that 3 strikes and not 4 strikes equals 

an out is not a scientific fact but a conventionally accepted formula) tumed into tmths, and 

the baseball pastoral highlights how conventions and fictions are used not only to sel1 and 

question the game but to seli and question the writer's art. 

The inner-jacket blurb of a 1973 reissue paperback copy of Mark Hamsfs Bmg the 

Drum Slowiy asks, "Remember the 50s,when Ballplayers were gods and the major leagues 

seemed like heaven?" It certainly isn't news that a cover blurb would skew the actual 

contents of a novel. (To paid promoters, mildly sensual books must be touted as 

" unforgettably steamy," anything with a political theme must be "provocative," and a Pauly 

Shore movie can be "screamingly funny.") And pastoral nostalgia is the no-surprise corne- 

on in the baseball marketplace. The potential consumer can be counted on to have some 

previous affection for the sport and as  Buddy Bradley says "that need to recIaim some 

dusty corner of your youth can be ovenvhelming at tirnes."lg 

Mark Harris's baseball fiction, contrary to what it is being sold as, is not 

constructed around a nostalgie tour of the old ballyard. Hams, who has wntten many 

books which aren't about baseball (including a critical study of Boswell) is most popularly 

known as the author of the bittersweet Bang the Drum Slowly (1956) which was made into 

a successful film in 1973. (Once again, the popularity of a movie has, to a certain extent, 

defined the ourvrc of an author.) The success of Bang the Drum Slowly has typecast 

Hams  as a "baseball writer" despite Hams's protests that baseball is just one of his 

l9 Buddy Bradley is a comic book store / nostalgia shop CO-owner in Peter Bagge's comic 
book Fiate. 



interests as an author and even his baseball books aren't just "about" baseball.20 But Iike a 

serious actor who is recognized for a silly TV role, Hams is grateful to be popularly 

typecast as something. Hams is a baseball writer: along with Bung the Drum, he has 

wntten The Southpuw ( 1953), A Ticket for a Steumtitch ( 1957) and If Looked Like 

Forever (1979). The main hook of these baseball fictions is they are self-consciously in 

character, down to the introductions. They are constructed as novels "by" the character 

Henry "Author" Wiggen, a wily left-haoded starting pitcher who plays for the f w - Y d e e  

New York Mammoths. 

Born in Perkinsville New York, an upstate town which could double for 

Cooperstown. the young Henry Wiggen has little interest in playing up his srna11 town 

nature and seeks to mature from the limitations of Smalltown USA. Unlike Roy Hobbs, he 

unselfconsciously foliows the drumbeat of ambition and seeks no alibi for his talent or 

desire. In his first appearance in The Southpuw. Henry is more the Lardner mbe, rnixing 

his strong aspirations with telling spelling mistakes, malapropisms and unintended 

revelations. But he is more sympathetically drawn and more likely to grow (Henry's story 

is equally about the progress of an unlikely novelist) as he leams to how to achieve his big 

ci ty dreams: 

I knowed that some day I would p t  up in the moming and it would not be 
this view a-tall. I t  would be the big towns, New York and Brooklyn, 
Cleveland and Chicago, Boston and Washington, Pittsburgh and St. Louis, 
big towns and big parks, and there would be 30,000 thousaod people and 
my narne on 30,000 scorecards and the music and the singing and the 
cheering and I would touch my hat when they cheered." (57) 

20 Studiously working against the premise that a baseball novel will not be taken 
"senously," the epigraph for the book is from WrÏght Moms's The Huge Sea~on. which 
states "a book can have Chicago in it but not be about Chicago. It can have a tennis player 
in it without being about a tennis player" (7). Years later, when baseball fiction was 
popping up everywhere, Hams reflected that 

at the time I chose chat epigraph, 1 was much more in need, as were many 
other people, of dissociating myself from baseball; that is, 1 was going to be 
eaming my living at a university, the way many modem cntics who are 
wntinp about books are. and 1 felt that 1 somehow had to eam my image -- 
the image of someone who was serious. Therefore 1 tried to Say about 
Bang The Drum Slowly, "Oh, it isn't really about baseball; it's really about 
something else" (Homath & Palmer 186). 

And the footsteps Harris could hear were there: considering Bung the Drum, a New York 
Times reviewer typically writes "instead of a first rate novel, Mr. Harris must be content 
with a fine baseball novelW(5). 



In Bung The Drum Slowiy Henry has lived this drearn for a while. and his voice, while 

often unpolished, is one of a seasoned pro, more like the narrator of "Alibi Ike," than Ike 

himself. The citified Henry cornes into cofitact with the pastoral myth and is asked to 

consider the sipnificance of success in any garne. Not exactly a test between country and 

city mice, Bung the Drum Siowly nonetheless o f fen  a striking commentary on the 

relationship between the natural countryside and natural talent. Not as interested in 

exposing the structures of pastoral myth as The ~tzturai,~I Bang The Drum Siowiy works 

at the failures of these myths to make sense of a baseball Me. 

The plotting of B u g  the Drum SlowLy is simple: Henry Wiggen is called out of the 

blue to attend to his fnend Bruce Pearson who has just been diagnosed with a fatal disease. 

Wiggen escorts Pearson home, then to spnng training, and then assures Pearson's spot on 

the team. gets into a pennant race, where, in the midst of absolute victory, Pearson is 

finally ovenvhelmed by the disease.22 While not without sentiment, Bang the Drum's 
narrative actually is surprisinply able to tum away from the unfair tragedy and present a 

recognizable journal of "that championship season." In Henry's recollections. the dying 

friendship is not just a source of pity, their relationship is cornplicated by their unequal 

ranks in their profession and in society. (And finally Bung the Drum brinps this self- 

conscious hook of "Author" to the tensions of the pastoral elegy, where death is not only 

an occasion for grief but an inspiring test of the poet's command of artifice.) 

Henry and Bruce are a recognizable "Fiedler pair;" Henry is the northern, more 

urbane and educated adventurer paired with the less educated, more earthy and darker 

~ n i c e . 3 ~  Their voyage takes place against the backdrop of baseball's definitive seasonal 

meanings: from the cold certainties of death in the Minnesota winter (the Mayo c h i c )  to the 

rejuvenation of a Southem spnng (spnng training camp in Florida). Baseball and pastoral 

21 Harris daims, "1 rernernber k i n g  very disappointed with The Naurczi because i t was so 
symbolic, indulging so much in myth and forthu(i-ioorvath 190). 

* 2  The enhancement of the pathos of the story in the film version perhaps owes some 
inspiration to the success of the made-for-TV rnovie Briun's Song (1970). However,a 
1956 teleplay stamng Paul Newman and presented on CBS's anthology series The U.S. 
Sfeei Hour also saw Bang the Drum's tear-jerker elements highlighted above its chronicle 
of the season. 

23 The Bruce and Henry characten were referred to in terms of the Fiedler paradigm in a 
talk 1 heard presented by Timothy Moms ("Not Fairy Love: Constructing the Heterosexual 
in Two Baseball Novels") at the Sports Literature Association's annual conference at the 
University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point, August 3 1996. Parts of this talk were to be the 
basis of the second chapter of Moms's study Making the Team. 



literature's adherence to the "rhythm of the seasons," starting in the Spring and dying in the 

Fall, is disrupted by Pearson's illness, bringing the message of death in Spnng a n d  

carrying it throughout the Summer. The  beoevolent image of the innocent pasture of 

baseball is destabilized, and is now replaced by the blind reality of cancer. Henry's f in t  

reaction to the news of Bruce's illness is denial, "1 could not think what 'fatal' meant. It is  

Iike a word like 'cancelt o r  'postponet that for a couple seconds I can oever think what they 

mean but must ride with thernn (23), trying to put mortality in the ternis of baseball games 

and retain a certain objectivity about the unforseen. The illness of Bruce casts Henry in 

sharper definition, drawing out the limitations of the baseball setûng he's wnting about, 

asking if the available literary contrasts between the pair (country vs. city, utilityman vs. 

starter etc) are enough to provide meaning. 

Unlike Roy Hobbs, Henry Wiggen does not attach himself to the myth of 

basebail's connection to the simple harmonies of Smalltown USA. Henry egatefully made 

his leap from Perkinsville, NY, to the bigs in The Sourhpuw and rarely loolcs back: in B u g  
the Drum, he rarely talks of his hornetown, or his parents, or  his own lost childhood. 

Unlike other characten in Bang ~ h e  Drum. who have distinct ethnicities and daim places as 

home, Henry now boasts that "one place is like the next"(36) and in the course of the 

narrative concentrates mostly on the baseball season and thinks Iittle of his own absence 

from his wife Holly, who used to read to him from Marvell's poetry (The Soulhpuw 634) 

and who has just given birth to their fint child. The effect of death on the the artificial 

space of baseball is of more concem to the writer than new life within the farnily. 

Henry is an accomplished ballplayer who, for a few dollars more, sells insurance in 

the off season to his friends for a disreputable-sounding firm. His intelligence is measured 

in part by his willingness to accept the game as a job: where playen like Bruce just sign 

their contracts and play, Henry enjoys getting embroiled in a contract dispute and rejecting 

management offers as something akin to slavery. At home in the anonymous city, Henry 

has the cynicism to excel in the urban gaine. At the novel's start, his attitude and place in 

the world of "getting and spending" is  established in how he fields the fateful call from 

Minnesota: 

Me and Holly were laying around in bed around 10 A.M. on a Wednesday 
morning when the cal1 corne. 1 was slow answering it, thinking fint of a 
comical thing to Say . . . 

"Triborough Bridge I ' I  said. 
"1 have a collect call for  Mr. Henry Wiggen from Rochester, 

Minnesota." said the operator. . . . 
"1 do not know a sou1 there." (13) 



The near-refusal to take the cal1 not only betrays Henry's cheapness but sets up a disparity 

between Henry the New Yorker and the voice out there tryinp to get through. While 

Henry's nickel and dime conceni reminds the basebal1 reader of the Lardner mbe, Heury is 
still more aware of his own rnotives.2" So when he says to Bruce that he can't meet him in 

Minnesota because "1 cannot afford it, . . . 1 am up to my ass in tax arrears" he is quick to 

assure readen his excuse "was the staternent of a tme rat" (14). Morever, Henry finally 

assents to the trip, secure that the venture can at least be claimed as a deductable in service 

to the "Arcturus Insurance" group. 

In contrast, Bruce Pearson is a country boy who dozs not sccn te ure much about 

money. The third string catcher is in fact the only person simple enouph to buy a complete 

coverage policy from Henry. (Not only does Henry sel1 the policy, he ironically stands as 

the beneficiary.) Out of place in Henry's world. Bruce's aficion is the oatural world. as 

explained by Henry on their trip from Minnesota to Bruce's home in Georgiar 

One thinp he knew was north from south and east from West. which 1 
myself barely ever know outside a bailpark. We drove without a map. 
nights as well as days when we feït like dnving niphts. probably not going 
by the fastest roads but any how going mostly south and east. "Stay with 
the river." he said. 

"Mat river?* 1 said. "1 cannot even see the river." 
"You are with it," he said and 1 guess we must of been. H e  

travelled according to riven. He never knew their name. but knew which 
way they weot by the way they flowed. and he knew how they flowed even 
if they weren't fiowinp, if you know what I mean, even if they were froze. 
which they always were for a ways, knowing by the way the bank was eut 
or the ice piled or the clutter tossed up d o n g  the sides. which we sometimes 
did because he liked to stop by the river and urinate in it. He would rather 
urinate in the river than in a gas station. (27) 

In sports mythology Bruce's unrefined, easy understanding of the natural world would 

probably translate into an unaffected talent on the baltfield. In direct contrast to the more 

selfish and alienated Henry, Bruce is set up as "the natural " who has a clear understanding 

of the rhythms of the seasons: 

24 The influence of Lardner, partïcularly in Harris's willingness to have his narrator beûay 
his limitations, unmistakable in The Suuthpaw, is still present in Bang the h m  Slowly. 
In his essay, "Bang the Dnim Differently: the Southpaw Slants of Henry wggen," Bruce 
Cochran writes,"Hams' good-humored but cornpletely serious use of Lardner's work as a 
point of departure is most rich in the very fact that Henry Wiggen is a southpaw - a 
delicious irony, given the paranoid aversion to left-handen that Lardner's Jack Keefe 
exhibits" ( 152). One Lardner story which H k s  is specifically echoing is "Harmony." as 
Henry gets quite involved in a ballplayen' vocal quartet that hams it up on local TV. 



Moving south he noticed cows out of doors. "We are movinp south d l  
right," he said, "because they keep their cows out of d w r s  down here." He 
knew what kind they were. milk or meat, and what was planted in  the 
fields, corn or wheat or what. and if the birds were winter birds or the first 
birds of spring corning home. He kuew we were south by the way they 
done chicken. "We ain't real south," he said, "but we are pt t ing there. I 
can taste it-" (27-8) 

T o  the agrarian Southern comrnunity he belongs to, Pearson's success in big leapue bal1 is 

a matter of civic pride, imagining the prosperity of the (Northern) city. Henry reflects on 

Bruce's hopeful press: 

1 seen the clips, part of the papers he later bumed, and photos of citizens large 
and smd l  dropping in their buck or  2 and they said in their speeches, "Bruce 
Pearson will bring fame and glory to Bainbridge," and turned the box over 
and wrapped the cash in a basebail stocking sewed close at the top by a lady 
of the town. (44) 

The desire of the town to be validated through Bruce is not iost on Bruce himself, who has 

the sensitivity to understand "the town would be watching, al1 eyes" (45). 

Bruce has lived the fuli, poetic rite du p m g e  of the pastoral baseball hem; he even 

leamed to play the pame in "a field of peanut hayn (34). The rub is that it is  the city "rat." 

"Authorn Wiggen, who is the celebrated athlete and the naturally-attuned country boy, who 

is desperately hanging on. For al1 his understanding of the seasons Bruce is not "a 

'natural' ballplayer" (Mount 67): in fact even Henry summarily dismisses him as "a 2 

o'clock hitter and the dandiest-looking batting practice pitcher in the business" (47). Henry 

constructs the logic of Dutch. the manager who keeps Bruce on the team: 

probably Dutch said to himself 49 times "Why do 1 not tum Pearson loose?" 
and then never done so but hung onto hirn and c m ï e d  him dong  Iike you 
might start pawing through your drawers and corne on a batch of receipts 
and bills and say, "Why do I keep these?"and then throw them back in 
because someday it rnight hirn out important (46) 

But Bruce Pearson never turns out to be an important ballplayer. Henry ruefully notes. 

"There are writers that don't even know (Bruce) is with the club" (58). Despite the 

harmonic appeal of Bruce's nid background and lack of affectation he "is not a natural" 

(28)- 
As the pastoral poet's shepherd's musings are not the artless thoughts of a 

countryhand, as 77zc Naturats Roy Hobbs' talent was not a gift but a honed ski11 posing as 

unaffected, Bruce's lack of art is suspect as a kind of detriment to real success. In Henry's 

baseball world it tums out there is a high premium on scholarship - successful ballplayen 



have well-thought out "booksw (a collection of practical insights into the strenpths and 

weaknesses of others, a source to guide the repetitions towards skill-improvement), 

something W~ggen emphasizes in an important exchange with Bruce: 

"Arthur, tell me. if you was on one club and me on another what kind of a 
book would you keep on me?" 

"If I was to keep a book on you." said 1, "I would Say to mysetf. 
'No need to keep a book on Pearson, for Pearson keeps no book on me.' 
Because if I was to strike you out on fast balls letter high you would not go 
back to the bench thinking, That son of a bitch Wiggen struck me out on 
fast balls letter high' . . . No you go back to the bench thinking, 'I would 
like a fmnk,' or '1 see pretty legs in the stands' (99)u 

The difference is in their "books" s u g e s t s  the class and educational differences of 

smalltown upstate New York and smalltown down South. Their differences also give 

Bruce and Henry essentiatly a "cute" and comic relationship: Bruce's simpleness 

exasperates Henry in ways that make them both more endearing. Bruce's continuai 

misnaming of Henry's nickname "Authorn as "Arthur" (as he gets many of Henry's 

insights delightfully wrong) rather than being set up as  a Lardner-like exposure of the 

busher corne off as fair aggravations of the left-hander's pretentions. 

Durhg the course of the narrative Henry uses his higher status to "protect" Bruce. 
authorially "managing" the event of his illness. He asks his teammates to be nicer to Bruce 

and petitions for Bruce's spot on the team, but he is also holding on  for the sake of his 

book - his elegy for Iess-than-Adonaic third strinper. In the course of his machinations for 

the team to keep Bruce Henry is confronted by an incredulous Dutch: "1 seen you about kill 

him for his stupidity. I seen you once get up from the table and walk away" (90). But 

Henry continues to protect Bruce, even to the point of standing in against the broadside: 

"are you a couple fairies?"(89). If Henry's actions confesses a sense of guilt about Bruce's 

lack of skill it is not accompanied by recognizable expressions of why-him-und-nor-me?. 

Henry has a greut season, and the pathos of Bruce's condition can't disrupt the normal 

schedule. 

Baseball's setting must outlive the player. and the niles of the game have their 

dominion over each individual. Stepping inside the frame of a baseball setting asks the 

sport's rules to fom the standard by which individuals are measured. As a traditional 

z5 Perhaps playiog off his own countryboy identity as a natural hitter in cornparison to the 
studied hitter, Mickey Mantle once asked Ted Williams what the "secret of his success" 
was and after trying Williams's instructions Mantle confessed "I didn't know which way 
was up. He got me crazy just thinking about itn(Mantle 93). 



pastoral elegy may accost nature for its indifference to the death of the bereaved, Henry's 

elegy tries to account for the lack of interest baseball has in the untalented Bruce. Bruce's 

story, white a "real story" which may Save Henry's book from just beinp about baseball. is 
also outside of the baseball frame and recognizes the presence of chaos outside the pleasant 

forms of the rules. 

The mles of baseball are not everlasting metaphysicd absolutes. The faith in niles 

to have fair meaning is microcosmically checked by Henry's prediliction for a card game 

called "Tegwar." As Henry explains."Tegwar, The Excitiog Game Without Any Rules, T- 
E-G-W-A-R, which nobody on the club can play but me and Joe because nobody can keep 

a straight face long enough" (19). Tegwar is a fix from the start, a bgus game designed to 

bilk "clucks" out of their money and have a few laughs at the same time. The key to play is 

the selfconfidence with which the playen can articulate the bogus niles that star-stnick 

clucks would be too inhibited to challenge. When a sucker does question the fluidity of 

Tegwar's rules, the traditional immutability of Amenca's game is envoked: "'What new 

rules?' said Joe There  ain't been a rule change since the Black Sox scandal'"(l41). 

Tegwar is an alternative text to baseball, where the inability of the sport itself to have 

anything but a trivial meaning is made absolute. Asking the sport to "mean something" 

makes one a cluck, even for al1 the grand but eventually extinct "Mammoths." Bruce 

Pearson has the grace to realize "I been handed a shit deal" (61), but in a gaine without 

rules how can any hand be better than another? Asking why one person is rewarded while 

another is punished is like asking for clarification on Tegwar rules. Baseballts 

conventional rules and clear white lines squanng out the green field are pleasant forms to 

consider, particularly under suspicion that the game without any rules is life. 

When Bruce's health falten he is quickly replaced inside the baseball world by a 

better player. The replacement is another Herman Youngbeny figure, a rambunctious 

rustic from Georgia with the name of "Piney Woods" -- indicating both the fresh forests of 

the continent and the refined pine that the Bruce Pearsons of the world are destined to 

"ride." (Woods would be a full subject in Wiggen's 1 Harris's sequel to Bang rhc Drnm. A 

Ticket Jor A Sewnstitch). Like Bruce, Woods is  also a Georgia country boy, emphasizing 

that it is not birthplace which determines success. However, replacing Bruce with a less 

"doomeded," pastorally-correct figure, no longer jeopardizes the rhythm of the seasons and 

reinforces the frame OF the game itself. 
It is Piney Woods who gets to sinp Bruce's eulogy: 

O bang the drum slowly and play the fife lowly, 
Play the dead march and carry me on, 
Put bunches of roses al1 over my coffin, 
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Roses to deaden the clods as they fall. (249) 

The song's articulation of a final belonging to the earth offen the whole tearn a lamentable 

reality and proof enough to seize the day. But moreover, like a pastoral elegy's final 

reassurances of hope "consuming the last clouds of cold mortality," the eulogy retums 

Henry to baseball where death does not really occur. 

Henry's final conclusion "From here on  in I rag nobodyw (284) is immediately 

suspect as the promise dovetails with his palpable guilt about failing to mail Bruce a World 

Series program and the lingering sadness of Bruce's funeral, which was not attended by 

anyone from the team. Henry's conclusion sounds like a vain promise to make amends for 

his failure to wnte a book that did not transcend the fnvolities of a pennant march, for his 

inability to offer an elegy which could expiate his guilt. For a ballplayer Henry is not such 

a rat - he does not dnnk. he does not cheat on his wife - but the veracity of his resolve is 

cast in relief by his always overriding interest in baseball.26 Though Henry may see 

himself as something of a sentimentalist, someone who can "never pass a bal1 field without 

lumping up a little" (224), he is too consumed with the inside rhetoric of baseball to give up 

the delights of "ragging" for long. Indeed, Harris cuis Henry loose in B u g  the Drum's 

sequel as the first paragraph in Ticket for a Seanrrfitch is a rag on Piney Woods as  a kid 

"greener than spinach" (3). 

The Universal Basebal1 Association 

The pastoral in baseball fiction is not just a preponderance of references to "greenn and 

"fields," but the use of baseball's fancied pasture as a focmal device, as  a simulacrum of the 

game safe from the compromises of the city . But by sowing their meadow in the heart of a 

professional game, the compromises of the city always find their way in. While Robert 

Coover's The Universu1 Buebcrll Associution IK.  J.Hrnry Waugh Prop. ( 1968) has a less 

explicit usage of baseball's rural diction, it is in some ways more "pastoral" than either The 

Nutwul or Bang the Drum Slowiy as ir offers the pastures of baseball as a complete 

fictional world outside of the concerns of real baseball history. 

Baseball fiction's relationship wiih baseball history is problematic. Both The 
Nizturul and Bmg the Drum Shwly present baseball history in naturalist ternis but do  not 

compare their characters to the performances of recognizable baseball names. Once the 

26 Harris's Henry Wiggen novels are, 1 believe, the most careful in reconstructinp the 
detaiis of baseball in n fictional setting. 



fiction seriously starts to contravene the probable (like Kinsella's deluge-match in The Iowa 

Buebull Confederucy or  George Plimpton's Apnl Fool's joke tumed novel, The Curious 

Cue of S M  F k h ,  about a boy with a 150 mph fastball) a desire to transcend the natural 

history of the game to higher f o m s  is exposed. Traditionally, the pastoral poet is not a 

naturalist or  a fabulist. The bucolic details of the pastoral are not meant to engage the 

setting in a Linnaean rnanner, or  to create a stange other-worldly atmosphere, but to evoke 

a nostalgic and understood frame which is amenable to expressive poetry. 

Within the nostalgic baseball frame of Coover's novel the protagonist's creative 

expression eventually overwhelms the protagonist's dim view of the city's reality. J. 
Henry Waugh leads an unenviable urban life: lousy job, unmamed, pre-alcoholic and with 

few obvious prospects. J. Henry's only real passion is  a baseball game that he plays with 

cards and dice in the p ~ v a c y  of his home. (An imaginary league which is echoed in 

passions for Strat-O-matic baseball and so-called rotisserie leagues.) To the rolls of the dice 

J. Henry has constructed a full historical narrative of what he calls the "Universal Baseball 

Association" to a point where this made-up league is as  replete with myth, math, comedy 

and tragedy as the Major League game. The UBA becomes a cornplete fictional system, 

and each roll of the dice enriches the sustaining myths of that system. The established 

connections between media recording and promoting of ieague history makes baseball a 

likely resource for the ingenious book-keeper: 

American baseball, by luck, trial and error, and since the famous playing 
rules council of 1889, had stnick on an almost perfect balance, in fact, that 
and the accountability -- the beauty of the records system which found a 
place to keep forever each Ieast action -- that had led Henry to baseball as 
his final great project. ( 19) 

The perfect balance and accountability of the system J. Henry builds around baseball is 

held by records and, more importantly, by the faith he places in his intemalized narrative. 

(He believes in his league the way we might think of a novelist truly believing in his or her 

c harac ters. ) 

Like a new old-fashioned ballpark, J. Henry's UBA is nostalgically constructed. J. 
Henry does not follow or  like modem baseball, saying "the real action was over a century 

ago. It's a bore now" (165). The team names (Beaneaters, Keystones, Excelsiors, 

Bridegrooms, Knickerbockers) are actual narnes of 19th century professional clubs, while 

the names of the league's great players (Jock Casey, Mickey Halifax, Grammercy Locke or 

Hatrack Hines) al1 have the old-tirne feel of a goue (very Irish) league and sound, as J. 

Henry's friend Lou puts, it "like comic book namesW(189). J. Henry's choice of names, 



just like choosing ballpurk over stdiurn, signals an interest in a "prelapsanan" histoncal 

integrity of the game. For Henry the UBA is a markedly better league than its 

conternporary MLB, which is seen in his real life as an intrusive televised bore. Henry is 

aware of the pastoral conventions in baseball. saying "Funny thing about both country 

music and baseball with its 'village greens': they weren't really country. not since they got 

their new names anyway, but urban. Kid stuff, dreams of heroism and innocence, staged 

by pros and turned into big businessn (36). But in his thorough fictionaliùng of the sport 

he attempts to escape its commercialized falsity and poetically controls his product by re- 

naming and keeping it to himself as " d e r  of that private enclosure" (156). 

J. Henry Waugh is a loner: he has few friends (none close) and only ventures out 

from his apartment to get a pastrarni sandwich or to keep tab at a local bar. In contrast to 

his urban reality the imagined ballfield of his dice garne is pastorally reified in a Kinsella- 

like way: "The aftemoon sun waned, cast a golden glint off the mowed g r a s  that haloed 

the infïeld" (1 1). And the pleasures of the ballfields of the UBA directly correlate to 

Waugh's displeasure with his squalid reality. When "Henry felt plunged into the deepest 

of winters" he quickly reminds himself, "no, it was the middle of a baseball season, 

remember? Green fields and hot suns and shirtsleeved fanatics out on the bleachinp 

boards, . . . he tumed back to the table" ( 129). Eventually, he is fired as a direct result of 

his obsession with his "pastoral of the mindw (Mount 70), and he tests the people he  meets 

in ternis of how well they mighht "understand" what he is doing. While it is possible to see 

Henry's increasing isolation as a sign of industrially induced dissociative behaviour it is 

also possible to see it as a sign of the genius-poet -- he's obviously a "genius at pames. a 

mathematical genius" (Cope 35). at work in a world that has no place for this kind of 

genius or  poetry. His fantasies are not just Walter Mitty vainplory: his private 

communication with the development of his leapue is fed by an active creativity. 

Mirroring the fan-loyalty which is the bulwark of professional baseball's success, 

in the course of his dice-rolling Henry develops an affection for a particular team (the 

Pioneers) and specifically for a young pitcher named Damon Rutherford. At the start of the 

novel, Rutherford "pitches" a no-hitter - and the event becomes a euphonc validation of J. 
Henry's system. The celebration of "Young Damon's" victory, however, is soon ruined 

by J. Henry's selfish desire to have him pitch again too soon: a rd1  of the dice kills 

Rutherford with an inside pitch. This "shit deal." like the one handed Bruce in k g  rhe 
Drum, forces J. Henry to step out of the imagined integrity of the league and forces hirn to 

evaluate the fairness of chance in relation to his affection. 

It is the considerable imaginative affection that J. Henry gives the UBA which 

forms its real creative resource. Despite the UBAts groundinp in the laws of mathematics 



and in its proprietor's ingenious workings of statistical variability, the UBA is also full of 
poetry, song and fable to help build the myths which make the playing of the game more 
than an exerci~e.2~ Particularly after Damon's fatal beaning, the inclusion of song lyrics 

from Sandy Shaw (shades of Piney Woods) helps draw the emotionai content of league 

events deeper into the self-referential frarne of the UBA. Shaw's country-refried lyrics, 

full of pastoral longing and self-consciously old-fashioned diction, 1011 in a familiar 

sunshine. W l e  Henry's real life is falling apart he is "lost" in the imaginative construction 

of a great wake for Damon Rutherford, featuring Sandy Shaw's carpe diem piece "The 

Happy Houn of Youth." 

Oh, rookies, come alonp 
and hear rn' sad song! 
Old age is the bane of mankind! 
So enjoy while ya may 
The fair spnng day. 
Cause the blue season ain't far behind! 

Oh, the happy and sunny da-hays of old! 
When Our feet were fleet and hearts were bold! 
There's nothin' so fine in the world to behold 
As the happy houn of youth! 

When the years're green 
And the hi& corne clan, 
Y ou're honored among ath-letes; 
But they'll come a day 
When they won? letcha play, 
And like us, you must hang up your cleats! 

Oh. the happy sunny. (99) 

Even in a complete fiction, the happy sunny days of the pastoral must be numbered. Given 

that one of J. Henry's dreams l a d s  one to believe that in childhood he was not fleet of foot 

but ridiculed as "preasyfingersW (TI), the fantasy of a lost innocence in an Adonic Damon 
Rutherford becomes the more compelling source for a baseball elegy. As el »t arcdia ego 

is foremost a tombstone epitaph. the death of Damon is not the end of the pastoral in the 

UBA but the start of its ultimate expression. When it is time for Sandy to memorialize the 
fallen Damon the tune even sounds borrowed from Lycidcrs. 

z7 The celebration of what Brian G. Caraher has called baseball's "mathematical sublime" 
(the interesting permutations of its statistical data) is itself as rnuch a function of poetry as 
quantification. 



Hang down your heads, brave men, and weep! 
Young Damon has corne to han! 
They have carrieci him off to a ,mve dark and deep: 
The boy with the rnagic arm! (lm) 

Clearly, the creative range of the UBA is beyond the rolls of the dice. and the 

mythologiring of his league's events has become more important than the results of the 

game. Rutherford's a m  is deemed "magic," which puts it beyond the range of 

predictability. And as the creator of the UBA fiction J. Henry begins to react against the 

mere playing of the rules in order to preserve its more compellinp myths 
Seeking revenge against Jock Casey, the villain who kîlled the beloved Damon, and 

facing a crucial decision as to whether the Dame itself bas gone too far. J. Henry fiaally 

steps outside of the "law" of his league and, "subtly paralleling the Black Sox fixn 

(Candelaria 123) chas: 

He picked up the dice, shook them. T m  sorry, boy," he whispered, and 
then, holding the dice in his left pafm, he set them down carefully with his 
ri@. One by one. Six. Six. Six. (2û2) 

The satanic numbea "kill" the offending villain. but the deliberate erasure of chance takes 

his creation out of the world of sport and into the called shots of baseball fiction. 

In his essay "Of Hobby-Horses, Baseball, And Narrative: Cooverts Univers& 

Baseball Association" Roy C. Caldwell Jr. also sees this fixing of the dice as the novel's 

cntical juncture: "With this stroke, the Universai Baseball Association enters a new phase. 

By liberating himself and his league from the tyranny of chance, Waugh seizes an  

expanded role as the sole source of authonty in this world" (167). In short, J. Henry has 

decided to play God. The creation of the UBA. descnbed as Henry's need for sornething 
"with discipline, precision, controlm(87) is the only thing the increasingly alienated J. 

Henry can absolutely control. As Candelaria points out, "J. Henry Waugh('s) initials 

neatly suggest a biblical acronym, JHW, for the omniscient Yahweh" (120). 

Totalizing his control of the league fiction, J. Henry also claims the heightened 

consciousness of the cheat: the Tegwcv vet or World Series fixer who smirks at the Iimited 

intelligence of the "clucksn and "saps" who live by and look to understand the rules. The 

mles, however. were the only reliable system to hold together the old narrative of the 

league and keep the disappointments of the game on the field.23 By choosing to overturn 

28 In his book Literufure andrhe Pasroralscholar Andrew V. Utin wntes, "In pastoral 
Iiterature, experiences and emotions are contained within finite limits" (22), or as pet  
Josephine Jacobsen writes The game is dreamed for the rules // The game we dream writes 
Iines where love means nothing" (158). 



the principle of chance, the boundanes which separated the UBA's Arcady and his 

miserable real life are also overtumed, so that the magnificence of the fiction far outweighs 

any mention of the poor proprietor. 

The resolution of Coover's novel is a notoriously problematic one. In the final 

chapter of the novel the day-to-day life of J. Henry has completely disappeared from the 

narrative, and the details have becorne exclusively focused on the progress of the UBA in a 

strange and distant future. The "real" world no longer seems to exist, and the UBA itself 
no longer resembles the charted boardgame J. Henry perfected earlier. If anything, the 

game has mutated into a "pure mythologyn (Candelana 126) based upon the legend of 

Damon Rutherford. The style of the wnting has chanpd too to an increasinply notated and 

staccato form. and from these bits, the UBA is pieced together as a kind of sûciîfice ntual 

where a batter is sent out ceremonially to re-suffer Damon's fate. Coover's creative 

engagement of a philosophical debate about the nature of reality is obvious, what is 

uncertain is how the reader is meant to feei about this so-called "postrnodern tourde-force" 

(Candelaria 1 18). 1s J. Henry's disappearance from "real" life a chilling punishment for 

his indulgence in the UBA, or an apotheosis where the pastoral fiction of baseball has 

provided real trancendence over misery? 

Interpretations of the final chapter often guess that J. Henry's "real life" has 

suffered a kind of entropic death due to the dissociative noise of urban life and popular 

entertainmen t. The self-referentiali ty of baseball has been parlayed into a kind of 

dementiaag This understanding is an important interpretive thread when contemplating the 

unpleasant feeling of the novel's stylish resolution. However, this thread can only go so 

far, as it seems finally caught-up in ideas about "couch potatoesn and dumb sports fans. 

Reading the resolution of The Wniversd Basebu21 Associuiion as a cautionary tale about the 

dangers of escapism is an oversimplification which ignores the resolution's playful 

commentary on fiction itself. In reference to Coover's final odd flourish, Caldwell states 

that 77ze Univerd  Bmehuii Association "sembiubies in literature are not the baseball novels 

of Malamud (or) Harris . . . but Tristom Shandyt' (162)? 

z9 The ultimate parody of the obsessed and impotent fan? A porno version of the kind of 
ouy Meml Markoe advised women seeking time to kill to ask "Honey, what was the 
b . 
difference between the batting average and the sluggingaverap again? Now sit back, 
relax, eat, start an art project or even take a nap - there will not be another conversational 
Iull for bours and hours" (189). 

30 Baseball novelç that we might cal1 "pst modemN are surprisingiy few, considering the 
interest in play and garnesmanship in the conceits of many texts which seek to step aside 
from traditional narrative forms. Aside from DeLillo's Po$b and Coover's UBA, the only 



Still The Universal Busebal1 Associution finds in baseball novels at least demi- 

semblables: Henry Waugh's disappearance into the totality of UBA is related to Roy 

Hobbs's desire to retreat in visions of a pastoral baseball past and Henry Wigpnfs inability 

to accommodate the career and death of Bruce Pearson into baseball's fictive myths. Of 
course, the New York Knights and the New York Mammoths are no more real than the 

UBA's Pioneers, and Damon Rutherford is every bit as  real as  Roy Hobbs or Bruce 

Pearson. That Coover's J. Henry could not shrug off Damon's "death" as an unlucky roll 

or just another statistical development is a manifestation of a higher need for Iiterary 

fictions: 

Death calls forth pastoral irony in yet another way. It is a common 
experience, one of the two experiences we al1 share and therefore one of the 
two moments in time which we seem to be without distinction or rank. . . . 
Yet that moment above al1 others is one that demands we Say that this 
person was special, and that this death has made some mark on the 
landscape - both the internai landscape of the pet ' s  heart and rnind and the 
outer landscape of the natural world. (Ettin 1 19) 

What Henry Wiggen's essentially comic voice could not do for Bruce Pearson, the pastoral 

elegist may do  for Damon Rutherford. The final "Damonsday" institutions in The 

Universal Baseball Assoc. are not quantitatively grander than Milton's claim for the 

fictionalized King in Lyc-idris or Shelley's daims for Keats in A d o ~ i s .  

While the ending of the UBA rnay seem as homble as gettinp what you pray for, it 

logically completes the pastoral myth of baseball: entirely self-contained in a controlled 

setting rather than in the chance of statistics. J. Henry disappean because as a personality 

he is no longer needed; all individuated personality fades into the triumph of setting and its 

interchangeable types: 

he doesn't know any more whether he's a Damonite or a Caseyite or 
sornething else again, a new heretic or an unregenerate Golden Ager, 
doesn't even know if he's Paul Trench or Royce Ingram or Pappy Rooney 
or Long Lew Lydell, it's al1 irrelevant, it doesn't even matter that he's going 
to die, al1 that counts is that he is  here and here's The Man and here's the 
boys and there's the crowd, the sun, the noise. (242) 

By the end it is difficult to tell one player from the next and the narratorts cornmitment to 

individuation is subordinated to a whoiesale cornmitment for the pastoral setting. Even the 

text which seriously tests baseball outside of its more conservative journalistic traditions is 
James McManus's wild and apocalyptic Chin Music ( 1985). 



ballplayers in the end can't help but ironically comment on their confinement; one goes so 
far as to gripe: "Hey, 1 just got the word, men, this game is fixed!" 

"That my boy, . . . is the immortal parable's very message" (225). 



Death in the Ballpark: The Baseball Detective Novel 

One of the most surprisingly lively by-products of the late eighties / early nineties boom in 

baseball literature has been the baseball detective novel. The use of baseball or sport a s  a 

setting for a murder mystery itself is not particularly new: Ed McBain's The H d e r  hit the 

charts in 1960 while Dick Francis's horseracing mystenes have long set a standard in 

cross-pollinating the murder mystery with a sports setting. What is new, however, is the 

formation of the baseball detective, a serialized character who not only solves crimes 

around the bdlpark but whose lexicon has been iduenced by the current literary discourse 

about the game. In these mystenes baseball is not just a chance perspective; it is an integral 

part of the novel's appeal (and frequently the basis of its sales pitch). As the mystery novel 

continues to be one of the most cornpetitive areas of the literary marketplace, many hooks 

are set into the dominant design and we see al1 types: mystenes with recipes, mystenes set 

in Medieval England, mysteries for cat lovers, mystenes set exclusively in the academy, 

mysteries where the late-stage Elvis Presley performs the functions of the private eye. To a 

bookseller, baseball detective fiction might seem like a natural. And the recent abundance 

of baseball detective titles might be indication enough that this peculiar mix has found a 

stable audience. 

While baseball detective fiction seems bom out of the most obvious gimrnickry, 

some of the texts actually are quite sophisticated and thrilling.31 Predictably, not al1 of the 

books (and like everything, maybe not even most) mentioned in the following pages are 

destined for second printings, but a surprising handful of them have managed to create 

durable characters and can offer a mercifully unpretentious comrnentary about the garne. 

Some are good reads; some get chewed up in the gears of the genre and some are hard to 

read. In particular, and as far as one can iake the baseball detective novel as a whole. what 

stands out to me is the complex u r b a n i ~  of the baseball detective. And what I would like 

to do at this juncture is present an overview of the most prominent titles of this sub-genre 

and discuss the "city beat" views often found in these texts as a supplemental engagement 

3 1  Peter Abrahams' The Fan, while not strictly speaking detective fiction, is a 
sophisticated thriller. Loren Estleman's King ofthe Corner should also be commended for 
its high quality. Paul Auster, who uses baseball to çome effect in his novels Moon Palace 
(1989) and Mr. Vertigo (1995) and in the screenplay to the critically-acciaimed film Smoke 
(L995). also wrote the entertaining mystery Squeeze Play under the pseudonym "Paul 
Benjamin." (The novel was written in 1978 but published in 19û2 and pubiished again in 
wide release in 1990, perhaps in response to the expansion in basebail's literary 
marketplace.) Ironically, "Paul Benjamin" is also the name used by the washed-up writer 
played by William Hurt in Smke. 



of the pastoral in baseball fiction. The big city-place vision of the game offers a valuable 

critique of the pastoral impulse in baseball fiction and initiates a recapitulation of the nature 

of the baseball pastoral. That is, it has nothing to do with the country and cows, but with a 

desire to see a preserved green space within the alienating city. 

Rivate eyes often belong to the city they practise in, and their narrative-voices 

(popularized by the movies) function as a kind of oracle of the city. The dick has a 

privileged knowledge of how to get information, where to go, whom to trust, how to 

always find parking and how to never pay a cover charge. The city-beats of famous 

Amencan fictional detectives are sympathetically colored by the detectives' personalities: 

Sam Spade's San Francisco, V.I. Warshawski's Chicago, Spencer's Boston, Dave 

Robicheaux's New Orleans al1 take on the nanator's sense of reali ty. Because of the 

strong identification with the city, the detective naturally offers something to the average 

baseball fan, as he or  she is ordinarily not delighting in the natural green of yesteryear but 

in cheering the progress of his or her big city's team. 

For better or worse, professional sports teams have assumed a large role in the 

construction of city "mystique." Boston's Celtics, New York's Yankees, Dallas's 

Cowboys and Toronto's Maple Leafs have al1 been successfully prornoted as agents of 

their city's personality. And as urban-oracle. the sports pnvate eye is often a mutation of 

that other citybeat voice: the archetypal sports joumalist who knows al1 the ni ght-haun ts 

and inside dope. While the image of the whiskey-voiced and damaged sports wt-îter (who 

invariably chewed cigars, ate like a horse, drank like a fish etc.) may not be as admirable or 

believable in the 1990s, it is a still powerful trope in baseball literature. The  baseball 

detective often tums out to be a transformed joumalist (and just as often the mystery's 

author is a sportswnter dwindling into fiction) but, more importantly, is possessed of a 

hard-boiled authonty about how the city works. 

The literary baseball detective takes on an increasingly lost, working class urban 

integrity and uses it, often unwillingly, to help solve crimes. The contemporary 

sportswnter must go uundergmund (so to speak) and take the identity of the private eye 

because sports writing is part of "the sports machine." serving the interests of powerful 

business interests rather than what is right by the Iaw. The  baseball detective's 

marginalization is a mark of his or her authenticity in an enterprise that is  increasingly 

represented as obscenely commercial and whose existing joumalism is full of transparent 

self-promotion. 

Frequently pre-alcoholic, frequently divorced and usually recovering from a serious 

alteration in his or her chosen career path, the marginalized baseball detective must make 

his or her way throngh the jungle of the city (and "away" cities) and throuph the layers of 



hype with which the industry protects itself. The baseball detective usually has experienced 

some disappointment in legit baseball careers: Loren D. Estelman's Doc Miller of KNig of 

the Corner ( 1992) was a star pitcher before he was sent to prison for seven years where his 

youthful a m  expired: Bill Granger's Jimmy Drover of Drover and the Designated Hirter 

(1994) was a promising sportswriter before a federal judge unfairly indicted him as a 

mobster and forced his writing underground; David Everson's Robert Miles of Suicide 
Squeece (1991) tried but never made it into the big leagues and Robert Irvine's Moroni 

Traveler of Gone to Glory ( 1990) suffers a marginalized fate undrearned of by even the 

most hard-boiled: he works as a P.I. in Salt Lake City. 

The city-desk voice of the sportswriter pone detective is ironically used in one of 

this sub-genre's most unlikely texts, Beanball(1989), a mystery suppusedly CO-authored 

by Mets' star Tom Seaver. Even more unlikely, Tom Temfic joins Willie Mays in the 

wnter's circle as Mays is credited with CO-authoting the mystery Danger in Centerfield 

( 1963). Treadinp the need to have a writer actudly compose the text and a ballplayer to sel1 

it?2 these two novels were not exactly huge hits. The allure of the mystery sweepstakes is 

undoubtedly intensified in a marketplace which is interested in cinematic treatments of 

baseball. There was enough interest in this form to cal1 out baseball-lit stars Jim Bouton 

(Bull Four) and Eliot Asinof (Eight Men Out) to team up and present a more common (non 

detective) baseball story as a thriller in Strike Zone ( 1994). 

Having a joumalist tum sleuth is nothing new, and the authors who are serializing 

their baseball detectives often have their protagonists apprentice as big city sportswriters. 

Donald Honig's Joe Tinker from The Plot fo Kill Jackie Robinson ( 1992) and L u t  Man 

Out ( 1993) is a late 40 's  New York scribe who brings to the texts a strong noir feel, adding 

,rit to the mernories of one of baseball's so-called golden ages.33 Alison Gordon's Kate 

Henry is a sportswtiter who must always deal with the fact that she is a fernale 

sportswriter; she must try to accommodate her unique braveness into the pervading sense 

of middle class propriety and social affirmation her Toronto setting demands. And in the 

most commercially am bitious series, Crabbe Evers' Duffy House is an irascible old-school, 

retired sportsw ri ter from Chicago, periodically working on his mernoin, displaced and 

32 As far as I know, Dan Quisenberry's poetry may be the only "literary" project (non bio 
etc.) that a baseball celebrity has legitimately tned. From "The Bornb": "time slows I one 
frarne at a time I moon-bal1 spins meant for deep pit I of brown leather" 

33 A similar historical slant is also employed by Troy Som in his Mickey Rawlins 
mystenes, M d e r  ai Ebbe~s Field ( 1995) and Murder ut Fenway Park ( 1993). 



underestimated in the modem baseball world, now working for the commissioner's office 

when murder strikes. 34 

The Duffy House mysteries are ambi tiously presented as the definitive baseball- 

detective serial. There are five books so far, each propressing with a Sue Grafton-like 

confidence through a finite list: Murder in Wrigley Fi& (1991), Murderer's Row ( M U ) ,  

Bleeding Dodger Blue (1991), Fear in Fenway (1993), and Tigers Burning ( 1 9 % ) ~ ~  
Perhaps for reasons which make the House series the most commercially viable baseball 

books, they are also not the most exciting rnysreries. (While they steadily improve, none 

of the five titles is sipnificantly more accomplished than the novel attributed to Tom 

Seaver.) In their attempt to capture the baseball audience, the traveloguey journalese of 

House's baseball digressions outshines most of the crime drama. And it's not that Crabbe 

Even can't come up with a plot. House's verbal schtick is just not nearly as thrilling as 

planned: his creation is a type - a walking, talking nostalgia figure. As legendary 

colurnnist Red Smith diagnosed, "most sports writers suffer from hyperthyroid congestion 

of adjectives and are dope fiends for forced similies" (9), and Duffy House is nearly 

terminal. (Like these gems from Feur in Fenway "she radiated like a scoreboard" ( 12). 

"she needed me like a player's agent needs an ego" (44, "His goofy face beamed like a kid 
spotting Roger Clemens at his local McDonald's "(1 16) ) The reinvention of this voice as a 
nostalgie type -- like the purposeful use of the archaic in Sydney - intends to bring the 

reader to the sites of baseball's gloried past and away from the compromises that have left 

Duffy on the outside looking in. 

In the heart of the crusty old guy is baseball's familiar pastoral illusion. He is a 
Chicagoan; a Cubs fan who characteristicall y sacralizes settinp instead of wanting the wi n. 

Of Wrigley Field he begins, "It was daytime baseball -- as  the Good Lord meant it to be 

played"(3)-36 And in the series House starts workinp his way through the preserved 

34 Crabbe Evers is the pseudonym of Bingo Long author W i l h n  Brashler and journalist 
Reinder Van Til. (Revealed in Barbara Davey's review essay "Let's Go Out to the 
Ballpark" (8).) The name Evers, like Honig's Tinker, is taken from the Chicago Cubs' 
irnrnortal double-play connection: Tinkers to Evers to Chance. 

35 One applauds the authors' efforts but remains skeptical one would want to live long 
enough to see Grafton's O is fur Osteoporosis or Everst Astrodome Apoculypse. 

36 Chicago seems to be the preferred setting for the baseball detective. On one hand it 
provides the purist's requisite natural setting: "This was a real baseball park -- not some 
indoor amusement park with cernent grass and the air-conditioning blowing out at five 
miles an hour. Not designed for football with baseball a surnmer frill" (Everson 47). On 
the other hand. with the Cubs tradition of losing without great agony, a certain comic 
docility is brought to this affiliation. The Cubs are never so impressive that one i s  



sancruaries of the old game. He is always fiphting against the agents of greed whom he 

sees as taking the game away from its honest mots. (The victims and villains are invariably 

caught up in some ownenhip-level squabble. In the Yankee-tale, a George Steinbrenner 

character gets his for reasons that are not entirely dismissed.) The detective's old school 

dialogue itself is detemined to capture a sense of a lost, ivy-walled Arcady. Wherever he 

goes, Duffy House is looking for that Wrigley Field transfiguration; a game enjoyed away 

from the noise of modem baseball. His determination to see old-time values in baseball 

brings al1 kinds of unlikely pronouncements; for example, the following view of kids in the 

Bronx at play: "kids were playing basketball and walIball in the parks across the Street, 

their shouts minpling with their stereos. . . . It was al1 urban bucolic and kind of nice, 

unless you are of the mind that nothing can be nice in the Bronx." (Murderer'r Row 219) 

The conflation of the Bronx with the bucolic is an attempt to bnng the virtue of the green 

fields to the mean streets.Z7 The sporthg connection to the "bucolicw eases House's 

anxious conscience as it confronts the homble realities of the Bronx and washes over them 

with the artifice of baseball's pastoral virtue. 

Unlike Roy Hobbs, Henry Wiggen or J. Henry Waugh, who al1 suffer in a way 

because of baseball's self-serving myths, Duffy House's strong belief in the old-fashioned 

sanctity of the ballpark is his saving grace. He is  supposed to be a sports-joumalist's 

version of Colurnbo, where his cmsty, unslick demeanor allows him to avoid suspicion as 

he makes his inquiries. Duffy's diversions into trivia. which may periodically connect to 

the baseball fan. however. do not seem to build up his penonality in a meaningful way. 

However urban he is, his embrace of the pastoral identity of basebatl (its lamented artificial 

past) is his defining gesture. 

Alison Gordon's Kate Henry mysteries are less caught up in the atavistic swooning 

of the grizzled joumalist. Gordon bnngs to her fiction the same inside wit that made her 

chronicle Foui BcrlLr (1984) the standard-bearer of non-fiction accounts of the pains (and 

pleasures) of k i n g  a fernale sportsbeat writer.38 The plots of her novels The Dead Pull 

seriousiy distracted by actuai outcomes. Fear in Wrigley. Sfrike Zone. Suicide Squeece. 
and Drover al1 give their due to the Cubs' park with varying degrees of fealty. 

37 In his essay "Urban and Rural Images in Baseballn Richard C. Crepeau writes of how 
reporters in 1933 were careful to cast celebrations of the New York Giants as proof that the 
"New Yorker was very much like his country cousin. (...) They were still basically 
simple country folk. New York City was just a big venion of Pumpkin Centerw (320). 

38 FOUI Balls' abundant and sensitive insights into the emotional lives of playen and the 
demands of the long season may have subsequently been overlwked in light of the book's 
central hook. 



Hitler (1988), Safe af Home ( 1990) and Nighf Game (1992) (keeping with the tradition of 

silly punning titles) are not intensely calculated, but her characters are personable and the 

nanative voice less susceptible to comball homilies. 

The Toronto in these novels (the home of the fictionalized Blue Jays, The Toronto 

Titans) is less a refuge for arcadian memones and is seen as a place where middle-class 

ideas of progress can thnve within the tradition of ba~ebaIl .~g While eady in the series 

there's some effort to establish Kate as a cigarette smoking, tough-talking crank, eventually 

her qualified place in a baseball society asks her to make special allowances for the sport 

and its chenshed myths. If Duffy House sees a pastoral retreat in baseball, Kate Henry 

gamely seeks to reinvigorate the baseball retreat by accommodating it to the nice-nice 

realities of her Toronto. 

In T- Deai  Pull Hinrr for exampie, Kate can even manage to get sentimental about 

Toronto's old Exhibition Stadium: 

hom ble Titan Field has its charrns. It's a jeq-r igged affai r, tacked on to 
the end of an existing football stadium when Toronto g t  its franchise. It 
has artificiai turf, whrch 1 loathe, and half the seats are bad. But I've seen a 
lot of games here and 1'11 miss it when it's tom down and replaced by 
something up to date. (35) 

This articulates the standard demands of the traditionalist but, more importantly. places the 

sentiment a s  available in the most unlikely of venues. And proving that hating the "peanut- 

crunching crowd" is a sign of professionalism, she da ims  to enjoy b a ~ i n g  practise more 

than the pames themselves, as b.p. is the only time when the playen (not the fans) own the 

cherished space: "Whether it was a sandlot in rural Arkansas, a rocky diarnond retneved 

from the rubble of the New York Ghetto, or the finest major-league park, it was their 

sanctuary" (35). Like House's urbun-bucolic, the rubble of New York is enveloped in the 

baseball goodness of "rural Arkansas." 

Ballplaying can always be attached to America and to an affirmative vision of 

Arnerica as innately srnulltown despite the dominance of its megalopolises. In the 

introduction to his book Pustord Ciries: Urbun Icleals ruul the S~mbolic LcurIlscupe of 
America. James L. Machor writes, "In its most ambitious form, the moral geography of 

39 The use of the fictionalited team name is problernatic insofa. as its use is probably as 
rnuch a legal as a creative decision. Major League Baseball, like any Company that depends 
upon a "family-positive" promotional image, aggressively protects its copyright. The 
Duffy House mysteries have a promotional e d p  in the maketplace insofar as they can use 
the real, copyrighted narnes. 



America, is tied to a collective belief that this country, by its very nature, can yield a new, 

more hamonious society embracing the entire American scenen (15). The hannonious 

kingdom of baseball - embracing al1 of North America -- can be a compelling object to 

preserve from the intrusions of wickedness which the city invariably brings. 

In Sufe al Horne, the second Kate Henry book, the murder mystery is a palimpset 

for a more thoughtfully articulated story about how a gay baseball player summoned the 

courage to publically corne out. While in Dead Pull Hitter Kate cornplaineci of her Danforth 

Ave. neighbourhood being "invaded by yuppies and gays"(3 1) in Scfe ut Home. Kate is 

more thoroughly progressive. As a female sports-reporter she has encountered a good deal 

of boorish, sexist behaviour which she characteristically deflects with humor, (Mysteq 

Review Vol. 1 No. 4 Summer 1993) but in the moral economy of her mysteries, the 

suspected villains are often linked to the retrograde behaviour which seeks to keep her out 

of the locker room. Kate's love of the game cornes with some sense that the enclosure of 

the ballfield has been preserved in part by the gender discriminations she experiences in her 
daily life. 

Suje LU Homr's villain is a sexual predator known as the "Daytime Stalker" who 

threatens a nice kid who is eventually saved by the outed ballplayer, stereotypically 

insinuating that the gay player must publically slay the reviled child-molester in order to be 

accepted within the straight world - and offering the tyke as a metonym for the innocent 

virtue of baseball. The "Daytime Stalker" -- the ultimate sexual villain - is not so much a 

real character a s  the personification of an anxiety in Kate's city, emblematic of the 

perceived threats to al1 middle class institutions, including baseball. Nominally, he stalks 

daytime itself - the preferred. innocent, natural setting for a ballgame. (cJ Sclfe d Home's 

happy ending: "The Sun was shining. It was a great day for a ballgame" (239).) Kate and 

her newspaper become proactive agents against a threat to a way of Me: in order to Save 

daytime, baseball and the children they must take the game out of the hands of the bigots. 

While the ever-ignorant out-of-town (out-of-T.O.) fans deride the gay ballplayer, the 

home-town columnists make fun of these fans and modestly try to influence the playen 

(even the unremittant sexist characier of "Stinger Swain") to bond like ballplayers.40 By 

pre-emptively dealing with the homophobic underpinnings of baseball, Kate's beloved 

Dame can recede into the friendly codïnes  of its self-referentiality. As Kate senously 

40 Of course, in the real baseball world, such a story would be more aggressively forced 
by the media, and the fans would probably be less resolute in their anti-gay reactions. For 
example, fans would probably not be permitted to hang banners that say "Fairy go home" 
o r  "Queer City" (234) and rnight express their hostilities in less obviously redneck, but 
perhaps more insidious. ways. 



concludes, "The teams are in a cocoon of schedules, routines, game times, bus times. 

Their only contact with the outside world is through the adonng fans, and that's not reality 

either" (239). 

The third Kate Henry book, the undenvritten Night G m ,  takes Kate further afield 

from the cast introduced in her series, nodding towards future Kate Henry books which 

will be less sports-orientated. The murder of "Juicy" Lucy Cartwright, a reporter and a 

"Baseball Annie," at  the Titans spring training site in Rorida, sets in motion another sex- 

crime plot that threatens to min the Titans' integrity. Predictably, the killer tums out to be 

Stinger Swain's wife who was seeking revenge for Stingefs infidelity. Again, the styling 

of  the plot not only speaks of Gordon's experiences as a woman in the male sports world 

but carefully places basebail in light of a social inequality (a Latin player is unfairly accused 

of  the crime) which must be remedied if w e  are to be able to enjoy the game in good 

conscience. T h e  embracing cocoon w hich surrounds the  players from "reali ty" is 

ultirnately desirable as it leaves the ball-playing to the athletes and the social context to the 

reporter. 

Donald Honig's Joe Tinker mysteries are probably the best work this sub-genre has 

to offer. Like the other serïals, the plots are murder mysteries solved by a baseball wnter 

but in the Tinker books, baseball is rarely used as  an idealistic method of discoune. That 

is, unlike Duffy House or Kate Henry, there isn't much evidence that Joe Tinker even likes 

baseball as he pets stuck covering its beat for  the paper he pets a job with. The 1940s. 

urban noir setting of the Tinker books o f f e n  some real challenge to the baseball 

pastoralist's vision of a cocoon-like refuge for  the game, where baseball's sunshine and 

green form a reliable antidote to the transgressions of the city. 

Joe Tinker is a New York sportswri ter who has just corne home from decorated 

service in the Second World War. Like Walter Mosley's Easy Rawlins, Joe Tinker works 

in the late forties big city, before the flight to the suburbs. And like the typical noir hero. 

Tinker's return into society i s  not easy: despite his alienation from the normative 

institutions o f  Arnerica (Mar iage ,  the Church, School, white collar job, popular 

entertainment) he is nonetheless active and determined not to fa11 into an inert state. With 

the need to stay ahead of darkness and meaninglessness, Tinker's job as a sportswriter is 

uncertain. T h e  sports page's inability to address the concerns of  the front pape actually 

adds to the sense of encroaching despair. Rather than helping buiid the arcadian temple of 

the game, the more cynical investigator feels suspicious of the rhetoric of smalltown values 

and does not seek to restore the game to the sunshine. The ci ty i s  full of people, but the 

detective is solitary and pitched against the societies that form to the left and right of him. 

(Ironically, New York becomes the place to g o  if you want to be left alone.) And despite 



the threat of getting lost in the crowd. the ability to individuate one story from the setting, 

the "eight million people in the naked city." becomes the mark of a real city investigator. 

Tinker is not a team-player whose ski11 is reading others as  individuuls - not as role- 

playen within the frame of a pre-conceived quest. As Tinker has "clearly an urban face, 

open alert" ( L a t  Man Out 13) not fully owned or claimed by one group, (the paper. the 

team. the police etc.) he is more likely to see who realfy did it. 

The crime-solver reacts forensically and is suspicious of al1 attempts to 

accommodate a quick solution into the promotional myths of an entertainment industry. 

But attemptinp to solve crimes within organized baseball without indicting baseball itself is 

a difficult balancing act. The use of a third person narrative itself does much to bring Joe 

Tinker outside of the conventional, celebratory temptations of the basebal 1 writer. That is, 

as Tinker's insights into the game are seen in direct contrast to "the real world," the totality 

of baseball cannot overw hel m his discourse. In The Plot tu Kill Juckie Robinson, Tinker is 

blasé enough about the game to miss two World Series games in favor of a sordid affair. 

And while some of his disinterest is a sign of his professionalism. it is sornething which 

womes Tinker professionally, and he honestly tries to find his way out of the closed 

system of baseball and ont0 the live action of the front pages. 

In The Plot 10 Kill Jackie Robinron, a racist's promise to assassinate baseball's first 

African American player already takes Tinker's story out of the sports page. The backdrop 

of baseball's overdue intepration becomes particularly fascinating insofar as the arguments 

about the game's sacred "traditions" are fashioned as the property of segrepationists. 

Robinson's entry bnngs a fear to the fans that attention from the political story will 

destabilize the "peaceful" league by introducing civil discord into the "apolitical" Pasture of 

innocence. Tinker's agnostic (if you will) stance on baseball luckily keeps him less 

susceptible to racialized arguments about the game. Although he expresses an honest 

appreciation of the beauty of Ebbets Field -- even in the midst of his climactic attempt to 

locate the would-be-assassin in the crowd -- he is never ovewhelmed by his own aesthetic 

response. 

L a t  Man Out is a prequel to Robinson and as such more of its content is devoted to 

Tinker's retum from the war and dissatisfaction with sportswriting. Although known as 

"slicker" in the army, Tinker (still in his twenties) finds it difficult to adjust to the reality of 

civilian life in New York. Baseball's undeniable post-war popularitfll increases the sense 

- - 

In his detailed recreation The Summer of '49, David Halbentam writes, "In the years 
following World War Two, Professional Baseball rnesmerized the American people as it 
never had before and never would again. Baseball. more than anything else, seemed to 
symbolize normalcy and a retum to life in America as it had been before Pearl Harbor" 



of public pressure to retum to "normal" activities which the expenenced veteran finds 

depressingly artificial. Back at his sports desk, Tinker daims to be "dead to the idea of 

writing sportsn(41) and in a Manhattan where even "the concept of a backyard seemed 

incongruous"Q6) even the c h a m s  of the Polo Grounds may not have been the revitalizing 

tonic the baclâomations of nostalgia suppose. Throughout the plot (a young prospect is 

amigned on murder charges of a downtown b-girl) Tinker's struggle is not with the 

devolution of professional baseball but with the maintenance of his own integrity. Absent 

of romantic affection for the old-time sportsdesker, Tinker is painfully aware of the 

promotional role sportswriten play for the major league cartel. As he notes to a real police 

detective with bitter sarcasm. "That's the way the relationship works. Baseball's pure and 

unrestrained image must be preserved" (146). Because the pastoral clichés of withdrawal 

into the fictional myth are honestly ternpting with their lush pictures of unindividuated 

innocence, Tinker must fight the same urge that Kate Henry couldn't help but give in to at 

the end of Sufe m Home: 

He wanted to write that ballplayers weren't real people to begin with, that they 
lived only when the sun was brïght and the air warm, that the preater part of 
their lives was spent in the imaginations of other people, and when the season 
ended they became empty unifomis and were packed away in craies. (13 1) 

He steen away from this desire and in so doing adrnirably checks his own disenchantment 

and actively attempts to break free of the protective walls which separate fact and fiction. 

Conclusion 

When a ballplayer in the creepy finale to The Universal Barebufl Associarh contemplates 

the "death" of Damon Rutherford, h e  daims it "must have been a poet who shot him" 

(224). In murder mysteries, the dead body is the most obvious literary prop: nobody really 

grieves for the novel's slain but understands their demise as an invitation to the plot and 

that, of course, the wrîter (the poet if you will) has done it. As such, the initiation of 

mystery is n o  surprise, but part of a highly artificial yet quickly-understood literary 

convention. The neatness of resolution in mysteries (particularly in serial mysteries where 

the detective must retum to do it al1 over again and again) may invite the invocation of a 

( 10). While it's nice to imagine that basebal[ occupied al1 of Arnerica in the late forties. it's 
not tme. And this kind of historical gloss -- like imagining everybody in the sixties got 
naked at  Woodstock -- often denies the conflicted atmosphere that bore out the need for an 
expression of nomalcy. 



simple, domestic order to signal that al1 unsettling suspense is over. In baseball fiction, the 

retreat into pastoral sirnulacm is also a literary convention which imagines an end to city 

flux. Given that readen of baseball literature are also likely to be heavy MLB consumers, 

it would not make much sense to promote detectives who will, as Roy Hobbs does in The 

Namrai, walk away from the game. As Roy Hobbs dreams of a country past to escape the 

"shaking beat of his ambition," (18) the will-o-the-wisp essence of old-time baseball is 

reclaimed in order to prevent the city's social compromises from overwhelming faith in 

baseball's smalltown virtue. 

The belief that baseball must somehow be virtuous (or that it once was) leads 

directly to the fascination with the pastoral Doubleday rnyth and the continuing faith that 

professional baseball is essentially a game and not an entertainment industry. The sharp 

simplicity of Doubleday mythology is not a conspiracy but a compelling ideology that is 

always being reaffirmed in a society eager to see positive values associated with its 

pastimes. The idea that baseball has a pastoral, literary form also tacitly declares the sport's 

cultural kinship with the great, improving works: even Harold Bloom, whose hostility to 

popular culture is fairly complete. allows the discourse of ,menspaced ballparkerie to slip 

beneath his radar, declaring that if teams represented poltical ideologies "that would give us 
a form of baseball into which we could not escape for pastoral relief, as we do now" (3 1 

emphasis mine). 
There is probably too much baseball detective fiction, most of it forever lost in 

discontinued backlist limbo, to arrive at a complete understanding of the functions of the 

baseball P.I. But as far as we might generaiize now, the baseball detective novel often 

elicits the same nostalgic voice which accounts for the populanty of Field of Dreams and 

the creation of Ken Burns' Busehall. (The same pastoral nostalgia that is interropated in 

different ways by Malamud, Harris and Coover.) If baseball is dying it was once very 

aiive. and keepinp with the Luddite pretentions of baseball pastoralists, it was television, 

domed stadiums and free agency et al which killed lost golden age. The p e t  did it: mixing 

the sentimentalist's nostalgic belief that "it's only a gamen with the unsentimental 

detachment of the old school P L ,  he or she can walk away but only because "real" 

baseball has gone Hollywood; just as Roy Hobbs does or  Bill Granper's Jirnmy Drover 

does, "leaving behind the national pastime on network television. They were al1 tired of 

this stupid baseball game" (225). 

Baseball fiction finally is deeply conflicted by expressions of pastoral yearning. 

This conflict is not a radical dualism which simply pits city mice against country mice. and 

depending on the author, giving the cheese to the most deserving. In the most 

determinedly urban texts, the pastoral vision of the lost beautiful game can serve as  



restonng celebrations; in the lushest recollections of a grand old ballpark's sunny green can 

corne the harshest reminders of the often harmful limitations of the gamets myths. 



FOUR 

Everybody Loves 
Baseball: 

Baseball Fiction and Difference. 

Do you know baseball at all? Because centenield is like some observation post. a kind of 
control tower, where you are able to see everything and everyone, to understand what's 
happening the instant it happens. not only by the sound of the struck bat, but by the spark 
of the movement that goes through the infielders in the first second that the bal1 cornes 
flying at them; and once it goes beyond them, "It's mine." you cîll. "it's mine," and then 
after it you go. For in centerfield, if you can pet it, it is youn. OR. how uniike my home it 
is to be in centerfield, where no one will appropriate unto himself anything that I Say is 
mine! 

Philip Roth, P o n ~ y ' r  Cornplaint 

I cannot stand and sing the national anthem. I cannot salute the flag; knowing that I am a 
black man in a white worid. 

Jackie Robinson, I Never f f '  it Made 



"What It Was Always Meant To Be" 

Baseball's pastoral glorifies the farniliar setting of the sport. Intempting the Edenic 

reveries of the pastoral are the inevitable reminden of thefir and the very human, often 

unfair conditions of baseball's little world. Fictional ballplayers collide with the issues of 

real baseball (often interacting textually between the real and the fictional) and are forced 

out of pleasant green mythologies to confront the inequalities of the city. 

Baseball is a social experience. It takes eighteen people to play a real pame and a 

fmstrating number to even stage a scrub game ("Town Ball" often took 15 people per side). 

Those who have ever played ball, even in the rnost casual recreational settings, will 

acknowledge that its play is complicated and energized by the social engineering that f o m s  

a team. The corning together of individuals in a competitive atmosphere often tends to 

exaggerate individual traits or even reveal previously hidden traits of those individuals. 

Those who really hute the game rarely do so out of a calculated disdain for the sport's 

"boring" aesthetic properties: their despair is often expressed as some kind of aversion to 

patterns in athletic socialization (i.e. stupid jocks, dernandinp fathers, trivial chatter of 

cranks. dumb dmnks at a game. etc.). Individual differences and individual values then are 

often highlighted as the demands of the group or the team take to the field. 

Al1 team sports obviously require a commitment to the group. In baseball, the 

inclusion of quantified individual achievement wi thin the context of a team's success is 

often hailed as an example of just how American the game really is. Rather than finding its 

social justification purely in the surrender of the individual to the team, baseball is 
ideologically enveloped by the promise of American capitalism. Politicians and Kiwanis 

club speakers, eager to find positive metaphors to illustrate their faith in American 

exceptionalism, can always be counted on to extemporize on the "character building" 

lessons of organized sports and how the victory of the local team thanks to the local 

superstar and the local role players is the perfect il1 ustration of the tmth of the rnotto e 

pluibrts unum. And baseball, because of the wider histoncal swath it cuts (rather than just 

its mix of individual records within team success, a component of most team sports). 

becomes an unusually rich area of popular culture to interrogate the premise that out of 

many one can ernerge. 

Baseball is frequently celebrated as a real Iife demonstration of equal opportunity, 

often associated with the section of the Declararion of Independence which states "al1 men 
are created equal." While baseball is a social experience, the playing field represents a 

society where play is the only apparent context. The game itself is supposedly apolitical, 

defined by rules rather than birthright. The inequalities of birth are of no use on the field 



where achievement is measured in equitable terms. Sporting goods manufacturer A.G. 
Spalding (the man most responsible for creating the Doubleday myth and for spelling out 

the tradition of how baseball mirrors the American spirit) W & ~ S  that the ballplayer "rnay be 

a ventable Beau Brummel in social life. He may be the Swellest Swell of the Smart Set in 

Swelldom; but when he dons his Base Bal1 suit, he says good-bye to society, doffs his 

gentility, and becomes -- just a Bal1 Player!" (Spalding 7). Or a s  sportswnter Peter 

Golenbock. idealistically extending the embrace to the grandstands, puts it "No tie binds 

this country like Baseball. Black, white, Christian. Jew, Hindu, Moslem, gay or straipht, 

pro-abortion, pro-life . . . In Fenway Park Harvard professors sit and talk the same 

language with the fans with the blue collan. Al1 agree: Jim Rice never hits in the clutch" 

(Golenbock 6). Naturally this kind of image of a totally inclusive day-out-at-the-park is 

appealing in a country marked with severe social divisions, and baseball, particularly in its 

fictional representations, has become an auspicious pulpit frorn which to address these deep 

divisions. 

Ken Burns' Basebail series, for example, went to great and solemn lengths ta assert 

that baseball, despite its flaws, represents the aspirations of all Americans. The television 

senes was particularly dedicated to historicizing the idea that baseball's social narrative is  

an irnproving one, unavoidably amending its fonns toward racial and gender equality. 

Thus, in the PBS documentary, integrating the Major Leapues is usually prefaced by a 

John Chancellor voice-over leitmotifthat claims baseball was in the process of becorninp 

"what ir war always rneant to br." The pame itself, like the Constitution, is essentially 

correct, and in order to ameliorate America the essential truths must be heeded. The faults 

of the game are secondary corruptions of its primary moral value. It is reasonable to claim 

baseball as a meritocracy, a place that only rewards merit regardless of the background of 

the player. But the rationale of this image (and even its intermittent truths) can't help from 

being severely tested by the inequalities that have shaped the society where baseball is 

actually played. 

"Official spokesmen for organized baseball like to boast of how the game has been 

one of the frontbumers under the melting pot" (Zoss 125); however, baseball's status as  

the American pastime has placed it in an exaggerated position in terms of how it equitably 

faciiitated ethnic assimilation. From "Chief' Louis Sockalexis to John McGraw to Hank 

Greenberg to Joe DiMaggio to Roberto Clemente to Hideo Nomo the game is spotlighted as  

the most Iikely place ethnic pride can be translated into what's right about America. The 

importance of baseball in the attempt of minorities to find acceptance is rarely as clear in the 

retelling of baseball's segregated past and of how important Jackie Robinson's breaking of 

the color bamer was in popularizing the claims of civil rights leaden. As John Egerton 



puts it in his study of the pre-Civil Rights South, Speuk Now Againsf rhe Day, "In 
baseball, an institution of much greater importance to many Americans than politics - the 
message of April t 1, 1947, was not a whisper but a shoutn (422). In A bague of Their 
Own the achievernents of what once may have been dismissed as lictle more than a novelty 

act are placed alongside the achievements of the exclusionary major leagues in order to 

question the very foundations of popular American sports. 

TV & Equality 

Going to the ballpark means interacting with thousands of people. (Hundreds if you're a 

fan of the Pirates or the Expos.) While the representation of the fan is often locked into 

polar expressions of either vulgar support ("kill the umpire") or potatoish inertia, the actual 

fan is often less dramatically comrnitted. Marxist readings of professional sport of course 

pay closer attention to the creation of a passive entertainment consumer as a measure of 

social control in a capitalist society. This readinp, however Iimited, is useful in identifying 

officiai gestures that repeatedly approve of the social endorsements of professional sports. 

For example, the so-called "apolitical" status of the sport may make the fan unreceptive to 

change, even if it's cleariy justified, as it challenges cherished ideas of what the sport is nat 

supposed to be about (Le. "1 can undentand why lndian proups are mad about the 

'Tomahawk Chop' but, really. it's just a game"). Created "traditions" may not be 

motivated by a desire for institutional inequities, but they c m  becorne the most heamelt 

entrenchments of stereotypes. 

Fan loyalty is the main plank in baseball's financial success. Recreating an 

"apolitical" meritocratic text for baseball may serve the best financial interest of professional 

baseball, but does anse out of the fan's genuine affection for the sport. A fan might Ii ke to 

see some aiterations to the game but would probably not petition to have seven oudielders. 

It is safe to assume that the writers and readers of baseball literature are also füns of the 

game. (The most stinging condemnations of the lies in baseball corne from disillusioned 

fans who leamed a thing o r  two about the tnith along the way.) ûf'ficially, the role of the 

fan has been crafted, in part, a s  a scholar. Spalding's treatise sends out the casting cal1 for 

the Alt-American fan: 

1 The financial success of concession stands, of mascots, of scoreboards, etc. are 
evidence enough that for a significant amount of time the fan is nor watching the garne. 



In every town, village and city is the local wag. He is a Base Bal1 fan from 
infancy. He knows every player in the League by sight and by name. He is 
a ventable encyclopzdia of the game. He can tell you when the 
Knickerbockers were organïzed. and who led the batting list in every team 
of the National and American League 1 s t  year. He never misses a game. 
His witticisms, ever seasoned with spice, hurled at the visiton and now and 
then at the Urnpire, are as thoroughly enjoyed by al1 who hear them as is 
any other feature of the sport. His words of encouragement to the 
hometeam, his shouts of derision to the opposing players, find sympathetic 
responses in the hearts of al1 present. ( 11) 

While the description sounds as confidently deluded as the Whaf Sorr Of Man Readr 
Pluyboy? series, it is surprisingly continuous with the contemporary understanding of what 

a fan actuail y is. And though early baseballers have been sharply cri ticized for being stuffy 

proponents of the "gentleman's garnen the Spalding fan curiously seems more lively than 

the identity of the fan exemplified by the op-ed writers, politicians, o r  celebrities who 

provided the comrnentary in Ken Burns' Busebail. 

What newspapers and to a greater extent television have done is create a larper 

nation of baseball cntics and scholars. Media reproductions of the games have authorized a 

text outside the social demands of the game (a need to play, a need to attend) and allow the 

fan to contemplate the shape of the games at their personal leisure. I n  the same vein as 

Glenn Gould's daim that recordings take classical music out of the discomforting 

pretentions of concerts and actually offer the Iistener a better chance to hear the music, the 

media-reproduced baseball text gives the fan a chance to see and hear things about the game 

they would not be able to see if they were sittinp in the bleachers or behind home plate for 

that matter. (The baseball stadium itself, with its luxury boxes, box seats, grandstands and 

bleachers is an affirmation of sharply delineaied class divisions.) 

Television in particular has radicalized the baseball text by making the tniths of play 

self-evident, particularly with the use of instant-replay and graphic analysis and by 

extending the geography of the al1 important fan base. Of course it would be wrong to 

suppose that the pre-television crowd did not have its critics and scholars -- the television 

sports broadcast is a continuation of a form developed in radio. The literary forms of 

baseball, however, obviousl y can't be called on to recreate games with the sarne detail as a 

radio / TV broadcast. A transcnpt of a Vin Scull y radio broadcast may seem poetic if i t is 

the cal1 of the bottom ninth of a Koufax no-hitter, but a transcnpt of a cornplete game 

would probably run over one hundred pages (and a sizeable fraction of this would be plugs 

for Farmer John's pork sausages). Baseball writers may (with good reason) wax eloquent 

about the melIifluousness of a Red Barber or an Emie Harwell, but this one-of-a-kind 

perfonnative discourse is rarely captured by the baseball author. No match for the voice 



and the following camera that detail the real games, the literary artists must often polish the 

memones of the game we most likely saw on television. 

A good deal of the best baseball literature takes place in the pre-television past not 

only for the obvious nostalpic reasons but because this past is ready to be visually 

reinterpreted (there are no instant replays of Ty Cobb going into the stands to beat up a 

spectator). Many viewers of Ken Burns' Basebal1 may have felt as 1 did that the senes was 

at its best when dealing with the part of baseball history that had no existing video records 

and where Burns's signature montages of old photgraphs were transformed into a kind of 

video replay. The series' subsequent attempts to narrate an already adequately filmed 

history seemed less illuminatinp. What the Ken Burns series attempts to do is draw the 

19th century spirit of baseball and the lost stones of its earlier games into television hi~toty. 
And by this 1 certainly dont mean the creation of a synthetic history, but the creation of a 

history which enfolds the ofteen hazy developments of the past into the assumptions of the 

courted wide-audience. Hence, PBS's Bawball had little about the sport's nile, equipment 

and strategy changes and more about how the essence of the game is meant to embody 

Arnerican virtue. 

In a cornpellinp essay which tracks the development in football audiences from "the 

local rootedness" of fan support to the TV era , Michael Oriard writes: 

The change has not been simply one of loss. Nostalgie golden-agers too 
easily forget, for example, that segregation -- Jim Crow baseball and 
football -- was one consequence of tribal identification with sports. 
Television and the intePtion of sports advanced together and are more than 
coincidentall y related. I would hesitantl y suggest that television has by this 
time nearly deracinated the Black athletes who dominate football and 
basketball for young viewers such as my son. (38) 

The "globalizing" effect of television broadcasts helped bring baseball out of its more 

embanassing traditions, but baseball itself is stmggling to maintain its appeal to new 

immigrants and traditional minorities. Baseballfs fan base, along with its critics and 

scholars. is getting greyer, and 1 don't think it is cynical to suggest the interest in baseball's 

literary products is part of a nostalgia for the baseball that ushered in the television era. 

Texts like PBS's Basehall or A bague of Their Own draft baseball into the service of 

representing America's ideaiistic meritocracy, but also think of baseball as an object of a 

better past -- admirable as it perfomed the virtues of America to its older, predominantely 

white and male crowd. Certainly literury ball is not as diverse as the game it celebrates. 

While there's considerable reason io dismiss many current baseball texts as flourishinps of 

politically correct rectitude, the baseball fiction that highlights issues of integration can't be 



so quickly Iabelled. For that matter, even the most clichéd distillations of baseball's 

approach to America's inequalities should not be dismissed, a s  these texts can sharply 

dramatize the conflicts inherent in the more sophisticated fictions. 

Dr. Qoinn, Mgr. 

Dr. Quinn Medicine Woman is a CBS TV drarna that is set in the late 19th century in 

Colorado. It episodically follows the story of the title character. an idealistic doctor who 

tries to find her place in the American frontier. The scriptwriting is unarnbiguously aimed 

towards the show's iargely female audience and styles a populist working-woman's drama 

into the Bonan:u formula. Mixing a Waltons-like faith in traditional values with re- 

evaiuations about the West and the role of women, Dr. Quinn modestly wins its 

unambitious timeslot (it airs on Saturday evening when the number of television viewers is 

relative1 y low ) and continues to mai ntain a respectable audience. 

On September 30 1995, while Major League Baseball was winding up for a full 

date of playoff games ai ring on other stations, Dr. Quinn countered with its own baseball 

text. In this particular episode. a group of travelling professional ballplayers amves  in 

Colorado Springs and challenges the locals to a "friendly" game. The travelling pros 

promise to split the proceeds with the needy townsfolk. Of course, while the pros d a i m  

they are "spreading virtue" - and moral leader Dr. Quinn assents that the highly structured 

niles of baseball attest to its virtue -- they tum out to be slickers: the fix is in and they take 

the townspeople's money. The outraged Coloradans force the pros to accept a rematch, 

and in this contest the resolve of the townsfolk to play the game us it was rneant to bhe 

p&d brinps them to victory. 

The arc of the plot works like any sports fiction quickie: a team is challenged by 

"bad" outsiders, and, while they expenence early difficulties in meeting this challenge, by 

sticking to the tme spirit of (American) play they are able to vanquish their corrupt foes. 

(This device is also a familiar one in basketball or football fictions where the team is always 

sadly down at halftime but after a rousing speech corne back to prevail.) As Dr. Quinn, 

who takes up the manager's cap for the rematch, declares: "they have the talent but we have 

the heart. For them it's a mere business transaction but for us it means so much more. [t's 

about saving the town's pride." The town's pride in Dr. Quinn extends further in its use of 

baseball as social commentary, as it makes an explicit statement about integration as the 

rational means to success. The hearty Colorado Springers beat the al1 white, al1 male pro 

team with a more demographically representative roster of townsfolk. On Dr. Quinn's 

team Afncan Americans, Native Americans, women and children alike get their tum at bat. 



As the constitutionally-minded Dr. Quinn henelf points out to the disbelievers, 

"I'rn a member of this town, show me where in the rule book it says men oniy." The 

advanced consciousness of Dr. Quinn is not just the doomed articulation of pnnciple, it is 

integral to her eventual out-managing of the professionals. That the improbability of the 

townspeople's victory is preceeded by a hosannah for fair play is not news, but the show's 

retroactive integration of baseball is a fairly developed commentary on how multi- 

culniralism and ferninism have been popularized. While one TV show does not represent 

anything like the "popular imagination" (and neither do the modest ratinps of' Dr. Quinn ), 
this episode, taken in concert with an understanding of how baseball tends to reconstitute 

its history for the sake of the wide audience, is an ambitious attempt to fix certain baseball 

virtues in the popular imagination. 

The Dr. Quinn game is less "melting-pot" and more "mosaic" in  its view of on-field 

integration. Not only does the Native Amencan player steal bases in a stealthy and 

stereotypically mysric way, the old and the children are introduced in roles (pinch hitting, 

pinch running etc.) that validate the wisdom of affirmative action in job placements. The 

travelling pros -- who anachronistically embody al1 the faults of modem baseball -- are 

representatives of al1 the unenlightened fixes who d o  not "get it." Fictional baseball texts 

have the luxury of using the traditions to mount a critique of the very same traditions; 

claiming it isn't about winning, al1 the while winninp. Separated from its real history, and 

accomrnodated in a conternporary show about old fashioned values, baseball can look more 

like "what it was always meant to be." 

In baseball fictions the subject of racial, ethnic, and gender tensions are continually 

drawn-out, not as  a declaration that the Dame has been a sterling bulwark of American 

equality but because its real history a s  an all-white, dl-male bastion rnakes it a dramatically 

imposing institution to challenge. The  potential for strife in the heart of the game that is 
supposedly based on peacable, equitable rules rnakes the tensions of intepration palpable. 

As sports are entrenched in their own back-formed rationales of ritual, of tradition, of 

deference to the laisser-faire idea that "it's only a game," there is a reluctance to accept 

change -- and demands to change can end up being read by the fans a s  un-patriotic spoil- 

sportism. So, instead of asking the game to change it is asked to be what it always was 

supposed to be. 

The Jackie Robinson story is  fascinating precisely because of the severity of the 

institutional racism that it historicizes. More than any baseball story it leaps out of the 

formal concerns of the game and into a real challenge for American society to change. A 
League of Their Own is  amusing because it unfolds in sarcastic contrast to the more 

noxious macho myths about what it takes to play the game. And today, texts of 



reconstmcted gender roles in baseball may even be more subversive than desegregationist 

texts as they attempt to challenge the still-operative principles of "manliness" that underpins 

sport itself. The story of the gay player who must corne out to his straight teammates is 

repeated in texts because of the obvious drama of unresolved conflict: placing a qualified 
gay athlete in a situation w here the traditional homophobic bonds associated w ith sports 

rnay well supercede its traditional public declarations of "meritocratic" placement 

Baseball fiction cannot offer a reading list which reflects the totality of concems 

about inequality and national identity. (For example, there is no great baseball novel about 

the Negro Leagues by an Afrïcan American author.) As Cordelia Candelaria puts it, 

"Mirroring the pervasive ethnocentnsm and male chauvinism of Amencan society, baseball 

fiction is, with few notable exceptions. largely about white men participating in a closed 

activity of the dominant - that is white, male, Christian and capitalist -- culture" (3). 

Though the list of exceptions has, 1 think, grown more notable since Candelaria wrote this, 

the declaration is an important one to keep in mind. By paying attention to the appealing 

trope of baseball as a pre-eminent example of e pluribus unum, we'll see that it is not 

without unresolved anxieties for different groups to play Americu. 

The Mascot Issue 

Establishing an explicitly American identity for baseball has always been a project for its 

most ardent boosters. Spalding's fostenng of the Doubleday myth was inspired by the 

passionate nationalism of the sporting goods manufacturer and of his cronies. Over the 

years the Doubleday myth may have been discredited as official history2 but the veneer of 

patnotic foundationalisrn in baseball has not. Claims that the game represents a kind of 

democratic ideal, where al1 will get their fair shake, is not the start of a promotional untruth, 

but is a continuation of attempts to assert the open Americaness of the game. This 

assertion, repeated in many ways frorn Spalding to Dr. Quinn, however, collides with the 

American sporting world's textual (mis)use of real Native American culture to establish a 

practise which some claim is founded on exclusion and privikge. 
Certainly one of the rnost publicized issues from sports in recent years has been the 

controversy over the continued use of Native Amencan rnascots and logos by professional 

2 The Doubleday myth has not disappeared completely. In the course of wnting this 
study I have read countless articles and reviews and seen numerous TV clips which refer 
confidently to Doubleday's contribution to America. 



and collegiate teams. While concem over the use of these trademarks is not entirely new,z 

it did nonetheless corne into prominence as a media issue dunng the 1991 World Senes as 

Native Americans protested these mascots in generat and the Atlanta Braves' in particular- 

The Braves fans' use of the "tomahawk chop" and their chanting of an "Indian war song" 

to rally their team, continue to be sinpled out as particularly offensive, but the hurt feelings 

about this pactise were not limited to Fulton County. From the Washington Redskins to 

the McGill Redmen, daims have been made that the use of these nicknames trivializes 

Native traditions and sanctifies harsh stereotypes about Natives and that these indignities 

would not be tolerated by any other identifiable ethnic group. Why not the Washington 

Negros? Or the McGill White Boys? As poet Deb Smith eamestly puts it, 

Tomahawk chopping cutç deep. 
1 just thought 1 should tell you 
It's not just a game or  a symbol to me (qtd in Davis 13) 

The protests not only introduce a record of collective offence, but also address the 

systematic use of Native Amencan stereotypes in creating an identity for American play. 

From games of Cowboys and Indians to the Indian-inspired rites of the American Boy 

Scouts, the reconstnicted "way of the Indian" is deeply entrenched in the American history 

of play. These games have become associated with innocent child's play and Amencan 

success, the protests were often seen as assaulting the sanctified "traditions" and 

"Americaness" which f o m  part of baseball's (and the U.S.'s) ideological framework. In 
her essay, "Protest Against the Use of Native American Mascots: A Challenge to the 

Traditional American Identityn Laurel R. Davis characterizes the protest as a legitimate 

challenge to "a particular version of American identity. the venion that is built on the 

prevalent mythology of the Amercan Westn (16). 

Given this sturdy foundation on which the stereotypes were built. the Native 

protesters found out it is difficult to break through the sports wortd's wall of protective 

traditions. Baseball, like sport itself, has no birthplace but the tradition of using Indian 

names and claiming the tegends of the West as codes for play has made baseball feel more 
Arnencan, and challenging these names and codes rnight seem unpat~iot ic .~  The popular 

In his essay, "Tribal Names and Mascots in Sports," Dennis J. Banks reports that the 
Amencan Indian Movement (AIM) filed its first cornplaint about the use of rnascots etc. in 
1970. (5) 

4 The attribution of the "invention" of modem sports to the Olympics of classical Greek 
society reads like the Doubleday Myth of sports history. The need for myths of origin is 
understandable, but the transition from sports as religious or sacred ritual to secular pastime 



stereotyes of Native Americans have translated well in the Amencan sports scene and find 

their way into other racially motivated interpretations of physical performance. (The racist 

reduction of the closer-to-nature athlete is well known to many African Americans: when a 

white player excels it is  often cast as  the fruits of the protestant work ethic but when a 

person of color excels it is often reproduced as an expression of god given talent.) Native 

Americans, often romanticized for  their physical prowess and bravery, could be 

"packaged" as indigenous good-luck fetishes (Slowikowski 24) and used to channel a 

stereotypical aggression (tomahawk-chopping) within the fans and players of modem 

American sport. 

Opponents of the recent protests run hot and cold but, for  the most part, are not 

tembly concerned with the historical grievances of the Natives. For the most part they tend 

to be dismissive (and not without some reason) that it is just the latest collegiate "politically 

correct" attack on their hannless fun. Why must we take everythinp so  senously? This 

defense is quite sturdy and difficult to penetrate a s  the aggrieved takes on the mantle of the 

victimized minority. As  Cynthia Syndor Slowikowski says in her essay "Cultural 

Performance and Sport Mascots." "images that may be ideologically lethal or untrue can be 

projected onto physical culture because physical culture seems naive and standardizedn 

(30). In a climate where "it's only a gamen is the nostalgïc antidote to al1 the compromises 

the fan perceives in the modem garne, any "outside" disturbance can add to the sense that 

al1 Our positive traditions are being dismantled. Even those who can validate the hurt 
feelings of the protesters may eventualty start to wonder where wilf N ail end? 

Some at the University of Massachusetts may have wondered where it would all 

end when even the historically cherished nickname "Minutemen" was duly protested for its 

sexist, militaristic and colonial implications. The impression of a constant and humorless 

dissatisfaction cominp from the usual suspects has made attempts to address the issue of 

naming and re-naming a11 the more susceptible to satire. Are al1 thinps subject to change 

once somebody daims to be offended? Would the San Diego Padres be forced to be 

renamed the San Diego Unitarians? Would the short protest the New York Giants? What 
about the Minnesota Vikings? Davis's assertion that "mascots that represent other ethnic 

groups do not tend to have the same association with aggression that the native American 

mascots doW(L4) still does not account for the tolerance of the obviously demeaning 

moniker of the Notre Dame Fighting Irish. 

is difficult to track. Claiming that there are vestigal ntual elements within baseball is a 
popular trope, but the moment where rihial ends and modem sport begins is not historically 
delineated nor is it detennined that one is in fact the result of the other- 



While provocatively stereotypical, the absence of a significant Irish-American 

discontent with the "Fighting Irish" nickname accounts for its durability. It  wasn't long 

ago when the incredibly racist Amos n' Andy was one of the most popular radio programs 

in Amenca and then became the very first television show with an all-black cast5 Amos n' 

Andy was at the centre of American popular culture. Yet when civil nghts leaders 

compelled CBS to stop syndicating the show in 1%6, Amos n' Andy began to disappear 

from the cultural landscape. As discredited as blackface routines, the show no longer has 

any claim to its place in the so-called "Golden Age of Radio and Television," and there is 

no discemable public nostalgia for the show. The disappearance of Amos n' Anrly. while 

no loss to television viewers, gives the television industry a chance to reappraise its golden 

age without the embarrassrnent of truth. And as few people remember or refer to the New 

York Yankees as the "Highlanden" or the Dodgee as the "Superbas" as they were once 

known, it seerns likely that in the face of concemed protest, team nicknames can change 

and the old names will largely be forgotten. 

Perhaps the most intriguinp rebuttals to the recent protests about the use of Native 

Amencan images in sports have been in the assertions that use of these images is intended 

as a tribute to Native Amencans. In his essay "Tribal Names and Mascots in Sports" 

Dennis J. Banks, who was an outspoken critic of the practice back in 1970, acknowledges 

that some Universities can be respectful, "there are many such schools. These schools, 

year after year, portray native people in real, positive images" (7). Here the issue is 

refracted in complexities which rnight not work as well as Crossfire soundbites, but begin 

to resemble careful reseurch, finding what is objectionable not so much in the generalities 

of a tradition of representation but in specific practices by specific teams. Hence the use of 

the Braves narne is perhaps not as problematic as the attendant use of "the tomahawk chop" 

(to Say nothing of their erstwhile mascot "Chief-NOC-A-HornaW.)6 The use of Chief 

Illiwenek as the mascot for the University of Illinois is perhaps less disturbing than how 

Chief Illiwenek chooses to rouse support with stereotypical war-whooping (Slowi kowski 

27). 

The creators of Amos n' A'y -- and their radio voices - were caucasian but they were 
put aside for African American actors in the TV series (McNeil42). For obvious reasons, 
Amos n' Andy is rarely recognized as the first African-American television show as the 
more thoughâully integrationist 1, Spy and Julia are usuall y identified as black TV "firsts." 

fi The Braves attempted to rid thernselves of the egregious mascot in 1981 but nght after 
his dismissal. the Braves went into a slump and the fans brought him back for a few more 
seasons. 



That "tribute" is a constitutive element of the development of the use of mascots 

makes it more important to read the complex interaction between the exploitational and the 

respectFu1 use of Native imagery. Recognizing that white America has "a complex kinship 

(involving fear, reliance, friendship, dominance) io the native Arnerican cultures" (Davis 

25) extends to the traditional use of mascots in baseball and, ultimately, to baseball- 

culture's newfound expressions of uni& we stand. The novels which pay tribute to the 

efforts of minorities to play Amenca articulate this "complex kinship" with the other, and 

whether these texts are actually tributes o r  appropriations meant to feed the lagely  white 

middle class audiences' appetite for certain stereotypes might depend on who you ask 

(Divided we fail). 

The Cleveland Indian 

If the NFL's Washington Redskins are guilty of the most sharply racist use of Native 

American imapery, the mascot of the Cleveland Indians, Chief Wahoo, is the most 

painfully ridiculous. Chief Wahoo, a Sunday funnies character from the 30s, is a 

caricature of  a grinning, big-nosed Indian that adoms the caps of the Cleveland franchise's 

players. (Chief Wahoo was reinstated on the Cleveland cap in the 1980s in keeping with 

Major League Baseball's trend towards "old-style" simulacra). That the Cleveland 

franchise would use such a demeaning caricature is doubly unfortunate insofar as the claim 

that their name is a tribute to Native Amencans is perhaps stronger than any other sports 

organization. And this particular history has been popularized in defense of the traditions 

of these nicknames. 

The story goes that in the late 19th century the Cleveland baseball franchise was 

known as "The Spiders." but the popularity of outfielder "Chief" Louis Sockalexis, a 

Penobscot Indian, was so strong that the team was renamed "Indians" in his honor.7 It 

appears that Sockalexis was an outstanding player - one account declaring that he "so 

electrified Maine's summer leapues that opposing manager Gilbert Patten, who would later 

wtite books under the name Burt L. Standish, modeied his Frank Memwell character after 
the adolescent Sockalexis" (Rushin 10 1). 

Although it may be possible that the honour was bestowed in concert for more faddish 
reasons, i.e."because several teams nearby were called the Redskins. Sorne say that the 
rowdy behaviour of memben of the team at a party held by owner James C. Dunn also 
figured in the choice of nicknames" (McBnde 1 18). 



It could be said that Luke Salisbury's novel The Cleveland Indiun: The Legend of 
King Saturday (1992) was published at the right time: in the middle of a public debate 

which helped to popularïze this history of the Indians' nickname. Salisbury, the author of 

the non-fiction chronicle The m e r  is Baseball, takes up the story of Sockalexis not so 

much to serve the need to reflect upon forgotten minority contributions to baseball, but to 

present the mercurial career of the ballplayer as the basis for an American legend. 

Sockalexis is veiled as "King Saturday," an outstanding former coilepe athlete wbo has a 

brkf but excitinp turn in the pros. (Sockalexis only played 87 games in 3 years for the 

Spiders.) King Saturday i s  a hard living, hard dnnking outfielder and sometime gambler 

whose attachment to the game is pnmanly mercenary.e Though his first characteristic 

gestures in the novel are to entice the narrator with whiskey and to cut off a man's ear with 

a knife, King Saturday is presented a s  much more than a stereotypical drunken savage. 

King Saturday is both Frank Memwell and Babe Ruth, both Adonis and Lothario, whose 

insights into America lead him to the "heightened consciousness" of the fixer: -- "If he 

throws games, it's 'cause he's smart" (85). 

The novel is told from the point of view of King Saturday's fnend Henry Harrison, 

who describes himself as  a "self-absorbed, hero-worshipping Harvard lawyer" (9). And in 

a baseball world where the "kranks" -- the 19th century word for "fans" -- are always 

"ready to yell at an Indian or a man with an education"(40) Henry invents a kinship with 

King Saturday. Henry's hook as a narrator is that he really wants to own a professional 

baseball team. It is an unusual insight for a fan, and for Henry it is almost spiritual: 

"wanting to own a ballclub gave me a secret, transcendent virtue" (49). He loves baseball 

but. by locating his vision above the playing field, Henry will eventually develop the 

cynical understanding of the game shared by al1 fixers. 

The friendship between the white lawyer and the Native ballplayer obviously 

echoes the "Fiedler pair" of American adventure stories, where the native is less contained 

than his more European cornpanion who seeks the l iba t ion  the native embodies. That is, 

King Saturday is a less repressed version of Henry. Henry tums his back on the 

Apollonian forms of his past (his crucial friendship with fellow Ivy Leaguer Ned Phillips) 

and becomes friends with the suspect, Dionysian Native. Henry casually admits that 

"Saturday could have been something supernatural -- a Caliban or Mr. Hyde, who acted 

Saturday's Dionysian behaviour also echoes the alleged off-field behaviour of 
Sockalexis. The Basebail Bibliography -- a resource guide for sports joumalists - stoops 
to rnaking the racist comment that Sockalexis died from "overexposure to firewater" (Smith 
770). 



my basest instincts" (27). M i l e  they both went to college, Saturday is cast more in the 

modem image of the varsity star (brought to school more specifically for sports) while 

Henry is a Harvard lawyer whose prirnary value to the Cleveland team seems to be his 

access to the talented star, 

Athletic settings naturally highlight the physical and are particuiarly susceptible to 

racialized theories about the "naturally gifted athlete." The more King Saturday performs 

as an athlete the more allied he is  to his "Indianess." Though Saturday is described as "a 

Catholic, connected more to the losing history of Canada than to Tecumseh's 

conspiracyW( l88), Saturday's othemess becornes the signature that ties together al1 his 

athletic performances. His physical gifts and his sporting adventurousness, more than his 

heritage, define him as "Indian." King Saturday is so strongly typified as the American 

Indian that even when he is in Cuba and Mexico he is known as "El/ndiow(243 0. 
The difference that rnarginalizes Saturday in society is in tum eroticized by society. 

Erotically constructing Saturday's difierence, Henry gushes "The Indian looked dark as an 

African: a sort of glistening, ebony AjaxU(33) whereas, his erstwhile Ivy Leapue 

cornpanion Ned is dismissed as  his " porcel ain frîendn (47). Henry's personal indulgence 

in Saturday's sex appeal, observing that "Saturday's stomach was al1 one smooth flat 

muscle. He was one of the few men I ever saw who looked better without a uniform" (16), 

are measures of Henry's own repression. When Henry feels threatened by Saturday's 

powerful sexuality, he uses the same sexualized differentiûtions vituperatively against the 

man: "Saturday was a creature of the night: something horrible. . . I hated him" (221). 

Baseball is a projection of civilization and urban settlement, and Henry's alliance 

with Saturday is a f o m  of rebellion against baseball. (Without petting into the obvious 

etymological significance in "Saturday," naming the star "King Saturday" at least avoids 

the inevitable nickname of "Chief.")g Declared "a law unto himself since the day he was 

bom" (194), the satumalian Native not only challenges Henry's Ivy League roots and the 

stability of his understanding of what the game is supposed to be about, but modem 

America i tself wi th i ts wars of aggression and its institutionalized racism. Henry's primary 

understanding is  literary: he often designates his reality in a series of carefully drawn 

literary allusions. Charactenstically distancing himself from the thoughts of "Mr. Henry 

James," the lawyer seeks the frontier adventurism of a Cooper novel, and tries to see in 

- 

This was the mal-life nickname of Sockalexis and of several other Native ballplayers 
including the only Native American in baseball's hall of fame, "Chief" Charles Albert 
Bender, a Chippewa Indian who pitched bnlliantly for Connie Mack's Philadelphia 
Athletics in the early twentieth century. 



baseball the masculine energies and social escape traditionall y associated w i th the West. 

When his former colleague Ned makes the political argument that "The frontier has gone. 

It's gone to Cuba, to the Phillippines, to China itself. The British sun is setting, ours is 

nsing. This country won't be without a frontier long" Henry pacifically counters that "The 

frontier has gone to the ballpark" (124). 

Henry's attempt to find the frontier (or a version of it) in the ballpark, is an exercise 

in literaiy sublimation. The frontier hasn't gone to the ballpark; the paradiems of Amencan 

literature have. The Cleveland indiun's sophisticated sense of history is held together by 

the nanator's desire to believe in the "safe" temporal space of baseball. Though Henry 

declares that "1 wanted to share the danperous freedom of balipIayers"(73), this freedom 

also threatens the safety he craves. And in dictatinp the ternis of his rejection of al1 things 

out of Boston (" where they look down on Clevelanders as well as Indianst1[ l88j), Henry 

may have to surrender his neat assessrnent of baseballts value. 

Baseball is a window through which the Indian is reseen, imagnatively drawing the 

present day of the sport to the start of the frontier. The historical attention of the novel 

often allegorizes today's game and its faults. For example, the baseball in The Cleveland 

lndian is also backdropped by the news and events of "the flapdoodle of Hearst and 

McKinley" (51). the Spanish-American War. For the war, ballgames are reduced to prish 
pageants to help recruitment and stir up nationalistic passions. These kinds of ceremonies 

have been seen in ballparks during most major Arnerican military conflicts and is acutely 

reminiscent of Gulf War propaganda. Henry, sitting through a pre-game dramatization of 

the American stakes in the war, sarcastically assesses the patriotic excesses of the dumb- 

show; when asked "How can anyone sit when men are preparing to die for freedom?" he 

answers "1 think they're prepanng to die for sugar prices" (56). 

Baseball fans are seen as natural suckers for this kind of show and a great source of 

revenue and cannon fodder, to serve in a war where "more men had died from A m o u r  

meat and malaria than Spanish bullets" (235). The kranks, "despite their ability to 

remember the most arcane baseball matters, are poor anthropologists" (59). Always on 

Saturday's side when he's perfoming some incredible fea tVi0 the fans are also equally 

ready to start chanting "Injun! Injun! Dmnken Injun!"(40). Nearly a century before the 

Atlanta Braves made it to the World Series, the "derisive theatre" (59) of acting out Native 

stereotypes, complete with "minature tomahawksw( IOl), cornpulsively draws on historical 

Some of the novels most drarnatic recreations are the tension-building preludes to 
Saturday's incredible feats: a long-distance throwing contest, leaping the gap of a nsing 
drawbridge, hitting against a primitive pitching machine, an outstanding barehanded catch. 



oppression ali the while claiming immunity from history. The frontier of the ballpark is 

constructed as somethinp removed from the effects of histoncal and politicai projects 'The 

past shouldn't depress a krankn(129) Henry says, keeping alive the frontier of baseball. 

Salisbury, who is himself what one might cal1 a "radical puristn in his fai th in baseball, 

stated in a keynote address to a society of baseball historians "1 have a theory. My theory 

is baseball is its own seIf-contained world, and has been since 1876. Baseball is an 

alternative, imaginary world mnning parallel to this one. Safe, perfect, imaginaryw 

(Salisbury, "Addressn 238). 
King Saturday and Henry are not fans. Saturday's game-fixing and Henry's plans 

for ownership naturally collude toward a cynical overview of the game which starts as a 

dismissal of the suckers but ends as a kind of apology for lost fai th in the sport. Henry's 

"Haif in and half out"(280) position allows him to maintain enough distance from the 

gamets hanher realities but to profit nonethless, where King Saturday's fuIly excluded 

position means he must confront the very worst possibilities in order to get paid. In the 

end, Henry half-heartedly blames Saturday's depredations on a lack of love for the game: 

"he didn't love baseba1lW(284) Henry says as  a kind of autopsy. He even reveals that 

Saturday loves "that gladiator's gamen(98), football. Though Henry daims his baseball 

utopianism is part of his past. his continual evocations of what he used to believe still helps 

raise baseball's cultural capi ta[: 

I used to Say baseball was without sin and think the game -- green as 
spnng, harmonious as Thomas Jeffersoo's mind, syrnmetncal as the Old 
and New Testaments -- was the best of us: Twain's river, the yeoman 
farmer clearing rocks from his field and prejudice from his mind. ( 142) 

And then, even more surpnsingly lachrymose for a cultivated man who wants to own a 

team, 

My answer to my disappointrnents had always been baseball - baseball - 
safe because it was its own world; its own country, green and separate. But 
Eden was for saie. ( Ml) 

The discovery that Eden is for saie is comrnon in baseball fiction, but Henry's vulnerability 

to this discovery is surprising. Corning from a character who understands the real lesson 

of baseball is that "the strong usually k a t  the weak" (202), his statements about baseballfs 

"green and separate" space are like catechisms which nominally rescue him from the 

anarchy of his Indian adventure. 

Integration or assimiliation are not possible for Saturday, and his finalé in the 

football-crazy West assures that baseball remains "safen in its civilized, East Coast quarters. 



The fact that Saturday "didn't love baseball" suggests that he did not (and could not) love 

America and the Indian was destined to be subsumed by the nation's coarse hegemonies. 

Unlike the future generations of baseball-playing immigrants who have no style of play 

(there is no Irish style. no Jewish style, no Italian style of play). baseball fiction's native 

players, from Salisbury's King Saturday to Kinsella's Drifting Away of The Iowa Basebdl 
Confederacy to Dr. Quinn. Medicine Woman's brave, will often play Iike an Indian in the 

anarchic wild outside the white lines- l 

The Cieveland Indian. it turns out, is not a tnbute to the man who gave t h e  

Cleveland Indians their name. Salisbury's King Saturday is not composed only as a form 

of redress to past injustice, but as a way to bnng the Indian adventure to baseball literature. 

Too wild to play by baseball's pure rules, srnart enough to expose its comptible heart, 

the lndian retreats into a debased western scene. The Native American ballplayer. unlike 

the waves of immigrants that would be welcomed as baseball-playing Americans, can't be 

welcomed "inside" the proposition of baseball and remains on the outside of dramas of 

ballfield intepration. 

The Celebrant 

Eric Rolfe Greenberg's novel The Celebrunt (1983) is quite similar to The Cleveland 
Indian. Both are turn-of-the-century stories that frame a kind of celebnty biography. 

Some notable histoncal figures from the pame (John McGraw and Patsy Tebeau in 

particular) appear in both books and taken together the novels interestingly form 

complimentary ideas about baseball from the tum-of-thecentury to the 1920s. Both novels 

are about people who are outside the dominant culture, and the game of baseball becornes 

an important metaphor for the desirability and impossibility of assimilation. As such both 

are fascinated with revelations of "the fix" and how this challenges accepted notions of the 

game and, by extension, the promises of American democracy. 

The Celebrant is the story of a family of Jewish New York jewelers and the life- 
long relationship the narrator has with New York Giants pitcher Christy Mathewson. 

Mathewson, whom Studs Terkel called "Frank Memwell in the flesh" (qtd from Ken 

Burns' Basehall). is not just a fine pitcher but a moral paragon -- "The Christian 

l The film Cooperstuwn ( 1992) is a fairly sentimental baseball-as-zen-remedy-to-male- 
anger-weepie and features a gracefully nuanced relationship between a white and a Native 
Amencan battery (Alan Arkîn and Graham Greene). Of' course it is the Native American 
who mus& retum as a spirit to rescue his white friend's baseball drearn. 



Gentleman" who would not pitch on Sundays (Sher 416) and whose off-field dignity was 

a s  unimpeachable as his on-field play. According to sportswriter Jack Sher, "It was 

impossible for Mathewson to lie, alibi, or be dishonest in any way. The code he set for  

honesty still stands" (41 7). But n>e Cefebrant is not strictly a hagiopphic reconstruction 

of Matty, nor is it simply the story of the narratofs desires to be accepted as a full-blooded 

American: 17te Celebrant also contextualizes some of basebail's best and worst historical 

moments 3 and cleverly traces the institutionalization of merchandizing. PR work, 

persona1 agents, and Worid Senes rings as part the game's development. It is one of the 

best baseball novels, as Greenberg has found in Jackie Kapp an irnpressive voice which. 

while never overioading on uivia, finds a way to recreate lost games and moments in a 

dramatic spirinial quest. 
The Celebrm exemplifies the ideotity quests which often occur in Jewish baseball 

fiction. Histoncally. the ernergence of the Jewish baseball novel is not surprising: some 

critics see it as the inevitable mix of traditional Jewish values of play and education or as an 

attempt to claîm somethinp that was "nurtured in American cornfields" ("Baseball's Jewish 

Accent" 86). But it should also be said that the emergence of a vibrant fan-base within 

Amerïca's Jewish communities. particuhiy around the m t  New York teams, is perhaps 

an equally important antecedent to the Jewish baseball novel. Baseball may have offered 

Jewish Americans a vision of cultural inteeration, but professional basebal1 also offered the 

Jewish communities of the east Coast some of the very best manifestations of its product 

In the context of immigrant fiction. however, baseball is a metaphoncatly quick 

entry into American culture and, just as importantly, an exit frorn the Europe of the shrer! 

fathen. Baseball-obsessed and Jewish fictional characters, like Roth's Alex Portnoy, or  

Richier's Jake Hersh. often use the garne to inspire a creative flight frorn their anxieties as 

rnernben of irnrni-gant fami lies. For these characters, professional basebal 1 displays w hat 

Clernent Greenberg typified as the American Jewish novel's essential pattern. that is "a 

means of flight from the restriction and squalor of the Brooklyns and the Bmnxes to the 

wide open world which rewards the successful fugitive with space, importance. and 

wealth" (qtd Atlas 15). But this kind of flight may also intitiate anxieties about the 

dissolution of cultural ideotity which may ironically compound feelings of restriction within 

society. W.P. Kinsella's romantic Iowa with its "heaping dishes of vanilla ice crearn" 

(IBC 166) sounds just like Philip Roth's Iowa with its "cyiinders of cranberry sauce at 

I2  i-e. Mathewson's no hitter, Merkie's boner, Snodgrassls rnuff, the burning of the Polo 
Grounds, and the fixing of the 1919 Worid Senes. 



either end of the table!" (Ponnoy 256). but the latter dedaration is a waming as  well as an 

invitation. 

In Philip Roth's short story "The Conversion of the Jewsn (1959), a Rabbi's cal1 to 

a free discussion is met with an awkward silence from a boy who is starting to feel the 

limits of his American nght to question authority. Except for the success of a Jewish 

ballplayer, there seems little chance for the discussion to appeal to the boy's sense of 

freedom: "nobody this week said a word about that hero of the past Hank Greenberp -- 
which limited free discussion considerably" ( 144). Baseball becornes emblematic not only 

of acceptance within America but of putential conversion, where the attempts to "fit inn c m  

become a culture erasing assimilation, and where red-white-and-blue baseball can be, as 

Peter C. Bjarkrnan has called it, "the ultimate shihan 

According to noted baseball schola. Eric Solomon: 

The value of baseball was clear as an acculturating force. as a way of 
assimilation particularly for Jewish immiagrants who, unlike many other 
groups. came to stay, broke bonds with shcd and shtefl -- religion and 
community - and who found in basebail a center for American religion. an 
American city. (Solomon 50) 

Thus for the main character in The Celebrant, Jackie Kapp I Yakov Kapinski, baseball is an 

early break from the bonds of his European identity: "My lefthandedness, regarded by my 

parents as a devil's curse, tumed to my advantage in the pitcher's box. 1 threw a 

submarine ball, my knuckles grazing the dirt as  I reteased it. 'Get those knuckles dirty, 
Jackie!' my infilelden would shout - Jackie, not Yakov" (12). His "chnsteningn as the 

ballplaying "Jacken also attends on a hopeful transcendinp of his parents' belief in sinister 

devi 1's curses. 

Adopting a new, anglicized name was cornmon enough in American industries 

where name-recognition was thought to be important. And although this culturally- 

obscuring renarning is stitl routine in public professions (Le. Winona Ryder from Winona 

Horowitz), for the tum-of-the-century story of The Celebrunt it is part of daily survival: 

"My brother would always be put up at the best hotels, signing as 'E. Kapp.' The name 

Kapinski would not be welcome on those registen" ( 16). Hence, Yakov's new tum as 

"Jackie" is neither a whole-hearted desire to switch, nor a shameful maneouver of denial. 

His new identity is one that is to be neptiated: as Jackie proves to be a talented young 

pitcher and is offered a contract, he heeds his family's despair of the "undignified" new 

world profession and accepts his position in the family business as a ring-maker. Even 
though his a m  eventually gives out and he cornes to his own prominence as a designer, his 



decision to accept his family's position remains a moment for sad reflection on the demise 

of youth: 

My youth had ended on a ragged lot by the Hudson when the cuxve bal1 had 
beaten my a m  and my spint - no, when I'd folded the contract into a 
drawer and reported for work at Uncle Sid's shop. I was on the road, yes, 
but as  an old man hawking sarnples in old men's hotels. learning how I 
might bet to keep old men happy. (26) 

On the road to sel1 their line of jewelry the Brothers Kapp becorne pioneers in the familiar 

practise of entertaining clients at sporting events. Though his Jewishness is never openly 

declared around potential clients, Jackie is continually aware of his difference, and retains a 

fear of the violence within Gentiles alerted to "the spectre of ingratiating Israelite gem- 

peddlersW(39). They can change their names but, as Jackie ironically notes later on, " they 

rnight a s  well have tned to rechristen Sixth Avenue" (168). They can be confronted by 

virulent anti-semitism at any tum. For exarnple, when the eager Jackie first tries to meet 

Chnsty Mathewson he is confronted by Giants' utilityman Sammy Strang who says, 

"Listen, Jew, . . . stay away from Matty, you hear me? Stay away from him!"(35). 

Nonetheless, Matty becomes the focus of the ringmaker's fascination with baseball. 

While Jackie's brother Eli is interested in gambling and sees the ballplayers as peers, Jackie 

places "The Christian Gentlemann on a pedestal. The fact that Mathewson is a college man 

and a thinking player (as opposed to the hardballing Irishmen who define the American 

sporting character of the era of The Celehrunt) is important to the sensitive ex-ballplayer. 

Mathewson is also a totem of virtue, always saying the right thing as surely as delivering 

the right pitch. In part a living statue, Mathewson i s  homoerotically imagined in a way 

similar to King Saturday of The Cleveland Irulan. When Jackie is in the locker-room and, 

confronted with Mathewson's physique, is asked "you never saw such a body, did you?" 

he  responds "Not of flesh, 1 thought; once in marble" (71). 

Mathewson's gifts extend beyond the physical, and the star pitcher's kind 

thoughtfulness embraces the young ringmaker, eventually challenging Jackie's prejudices. 

As Jackie is initially predisposed to dislike baseball's Irish-types, Matty surprises him by 

rneasurïnp respect for legendary Giants manager John McGraw, "the nastiest, most 

pugnacious, lying, irascible SOI3 you can imaginen (Scheinin 71). Mathewson's McGraw 

is the positive embodiment of team-spirit, and it is McGraw who develops the complete 

definition of a team that is united and dedicated to winninp: "the coaches, and the batboys, 



and the clubhouse men, and the owners, and the ticket sellen. Everyone on this club is a 

champion. Every single person with this club is a world champion!"(69). 5 

Though Mathewson is dogged by Gatsby-like rumors that he's not al1 he seems and 

that he even once beat up a vendor (81) he always cornes through for the ring-maker. 

Throughout Mathewson's career Jackie continues to design rings for him, and the jewelry 

brings a good deal of joy to Maîhewson as he has a fine eye for craft. In Mathewson 

h c k i e  finds the embodirnent of the virtues he enumerated as a young man: "Ractice, 

dedication, clean living, and fair play - these guaranteed success on and off the field" (13). 

And in the transcendental ballpark, where the fan can dream of "a world without grays, 

where al1 decisions were final: bal1 or strike, safe or  out, the game won or lost without 

question of appealW(128) Mathewson becornes a figure of spiritual clanty, whose religious 

sway may initiate a kind of conversion. 

Jackie's spiritual dedication to Mathewson is subtly dramatized by his rejection of 

his father-in-law (Mister Sonneheirn): 

It was Our pactise to wonhip with her farnily on altemate sabbaths, but 
even l e s  traditional Reformed service observing the holy days of The New 
Year seemed interminable. Afterward 1 saw stark disapproval in Mister 
Sonnenheim's eyes when 1 turned down the invitation to his home. Instead 
I handed my taIlith and yarmulke to Edith and boarded a northbound trolley. 
The Stars and Stripes waved from a hundred flagpoles above the Polo 
Grounds, that secular house of worship. (95) 

In a sense, Jackie breaks with shui and shretl in favor of Americanized replacements around 

the ballpark. It is not an abandonment of faith but a conversion to Mathewson's ability to 

embody something American - mixing a secular tolerance and a faith in fair play. 

Familiarly important, it is baseball -- and no other sport -- which is designated as 

the equivalent to such a spiritual longing. The standard anti-football diatribe is cleverly 

disguised as  a discussion of the rniddle eastem game known as b t ~ s h k ~ i  - a medieval polo 

! lacrosse rnix that involves severed goats' heads. For Mathewson, such pre-civilized 

games are indicative of the old rnonstrous identities of the past, before the beauty of the 

nation and its great pastime availed itself to all. Football, as it is often represented by 

baseball fans. is seen by Matty as an atavistic enthusiasm, pulling us al1 back to societies 

13 John McGraw was also aware of the box-office potential in appealling directly to the 
ethnic collage of the people in the stands. According to the gamets greatest Jewish hitter, 
Hank Greenberg, McGraw "always made a big thing looking for a Jewish ballplayer. He 
figured a Jewish ballplayer would be a good gate attraction in New York" (Greenberg 
3 OS). 



America has surpassed. Mathewson declares, "Games of possession, garnes of targetry - 
they're al1 as obvious as buskki. [BasebalIl i s  the most intellectual of the physical sports. 

It is totally artificial, creating its own time, existing within its own space. There is nothing 

real about it" (85). 

Eli and Jackie Kapp's baseball-centered entente begins to coilapse when their 

younger brother Arthur - a true visionary in rnatters of how to market and sel! sports- 

related commodities - begins to restructure the family business. While Jack is mortified at 

the mere suggestion of exploiting his relationship with Mathewson, the pressure to 

conform to the demands of the business force him to compromise. His younger brother's 

machinations also lead to the dismissal of Eli whose gambling, while once the real entry the 

family had to the game, is a Iiability to their profits. The transformation of Kapinski 
Jewelers to Collegiak Jewelers obviousl y replicates Jackie's own renaming, but i t also 

replicates the transformation of the game itself from the seemingly innocent to a more 

calculated and delineated business. 

AL1 the events in The Celebrmt lead inexorably to the Black Sox scandal of 1919, 

and, while Mathewson helped expose the chesters, in the end Mathewson is cheated out of 

a dignified retirement and is overwhelmed by moral outrage. 4 In a defiant speech, 

rerniniscent of Christ overturning the money-lenden' tables, Mathewson says: " I damn the 

filth that compted them, the dicers and the high rollers. They will pay" (262). The 

unforgiving hanhness of Mathew son's late speech surreptiously damns the excl uded El i 
whose failure to meet his debt margns leads him to suicide -- driving his car off Coogan's 

Bluff, the site of the famous Polo Grounds. 

The Celebrant's closing sadnesses -- baseball bruised, Mathewson outraged. and 

Eli dead -- puts a melancholic spin on its overall affectionate feel for baseball. The final 

inability of the sport to contain spiritual meaning and to affirm good behaviour, makes 

Jackie's wonhip of Mathewson less noble and more disappointing. The pressures and 

anxieties of assimilation in America are not eased by the ballpark's appearance of equitable 

judgement, or through the "bittenweet trials of fandom" (Bjarkman 3 14). The Celebrants 

sweetness is not in seeing a solution to ethnic and religious strife, but in its offerinp an idea 
of an Americao social harmony within the body of the Adonis; The Celebrm articulates a 

14 The Black Sox scandai was uncovered by sportswriter Hugh Fullerton who had 
Mathewson help hirn detect suspicious plays. The great fix, coincidentally, was also the 
spark of some anti-immieant sentiment about the corruption of good "Christian" play. An 
October 1919 Sporting News editorial wntes,"There are no lengths to which the crop of 
lean-faced and long-nosed gamblen of ihese degenerate days will not go." (quoted in 
Nathan 94) 



vision of the republic, which it prasps at lovingly but must, of course, fa11 short of 

reac hi ng. 

Many of basebail fiction's great works are by Jewish American authors (Bernard 

Malamud, Mark Harris and Philip Roth), and in many of the works about the Jewish 

American experience within baseball there is often an ernotional and strikingly patriotic 

effort to see the sport as an example of what is possible in the new world. In his essay 

"My Baseball Y ears," Philip Roth writes of the sport's appeal to the Jewish community and 

how "baseball was a kind of secular church that reached into every class and region of the 

nation and bound millions upon millions of us together in comrnon concems, loyalties. 

rituals, enthusiasms, and antagonisms" (180). The articulation of this secular church, 

however, can itself be a source of antagonism as it imagines cultural aspirations only within 

American (Christian) institutions and with their "Christian Gentlemen" leading the way. 
The Celebrant takes America's promise to irnmimwnts senously, but it too ends on a note of 

division, where baseballts secular service has ended and America is further divided. 

The Seventh Babe: Barnstorming Metafctions 

There is no African-Amencan equivalent to Field of Dreams, nor is there an African- 

Amen can equivalent to The Celebrunt. The nostalgia w hich has become a characteristic 

part of baseball's literary discourse has not demonstrably appealed to prominent African 

Amencan authors. Of course, in Afncan American history, baseball's past is important and 

bittersweet. Imbued with a strong sense of a separate history, an Afncan Amencan 

baseball literature would find its own nostalgie legends in the Negro Leagues which 

simultaneously remind readers of harsh social inequalities as well as a proud self-reliance. 

While African American reflections on the game are not entirely absent of the usual idyllic 

riffs on youth, preenness, and fathers bonding with sons, indulging in nostalgia often 

courts a history that finds vicious and systematic racism a s  easily as it finds rnythic 

moments of innocence. While Irish, Jewish, and Italian integration into the baseball 

mainstream is validated in baseball's real history, for African Americans baseball history 

replicates the racial discrimination that kept many of the game's very best players outside 

the professional ranks. The dominant historical legends of baseball fiction -- the fa11 from 

prace in 1919, the swagger of Babe Ruth -- take place within a system that officially 

excl uded black players. 

Baseball's celebrated sense of continuity has, in recent years, attempted to 

accommodate the achievements of the Negro Leagues into the establishment of organized 



baseball.'5 Not only have Negro League stars been inducted into the Hall of Fame in 

Cooperstown, but the history of these Leagues has been popularized, to the point where 

souvenir simulacra (hats and jerseys) have become successful MLB merchandise. 

However, as most of the Negro Leagues were unable to generate the economic security that 

would allow for standardized statistics, achievernents in these leagues are frequently 

measured in anecdotes and personal recollections. For example, anecdotes play a greater 

part in the commonplace discourse of Satchell Paige's or Josh Gibson's brilliance than do 

quantified achievements. There are no Negro League water marks like 61 home ncnç or 20 

strike outs. As the Major Leagues have established their own standards. statistics in other 

leagues are often evaluated in t e m s  of what they rnight be like if they were playing in 

MLB. (The statistics of current Japanese players are  usually "translated" in this manner, 

Le. how many home runs would Sadaharu Oh have hit off MLB pitching?) What is rarely 

suggested is that al1 MLB records are destabilized and maybe even invalidated by the 

presence of the Negro Leagues; how do we know that Hack Wilson's 190 RBI's is the 

mark, if many of the acknowledged best players were barred from competing? (cf. 

Candelaria 39-40) 

The image of what it was like to play in the Negro Leagues that has emerged in 

film, television and Iiterature is, for the most part, based on the traditions of harrzstorming 

and clo wning . ' 6  Wi 1 liam Bras hler's novel The Bingo Long Travelling A LI-Srars und 

Motor Kings ( 19'73) and its subsequent film version ( 1976) are in sorne ways respectful of 

the real-life legends it bases its characters on, but book and movie celebrate the 

bamstorming aspect of the Negro Leagues as the dominant narrative reality. According to 

Negro League historian Donn Rogosin, "Bingo Long was not really a Negro League story 
at al1 but a representation of the Tennessee Rats, the Zulu Cannibal Giants, and Miami 

Clowns, and a plethora of obscure teams that more properly belong in the history of black 

entertainment than in the mainstream of Negro League baseball history" (Roposin 150). 

This representational shift of focus does not help establish a statistical veracity to the 

segregated leagues but places a narrative premium on stunts, aphorisms and unusual 

anecdotes as the actual substance of Negro League play. Hence, it is still more likely one 

would hear about Satchell Paige calling in the outfield and sitting them down than it is to 

hear about how he would pitch to a certain batter. Fictionally then, the Negro leagues 

l5 The phrase Negro Leagues denotes any aspect of professional, all-black play in 
organized baseball from 1862 to 1955. 

16 A tradition that is still represented by basketball's Harlem Globetrotters. 



become - most often for white authors - a different basebdl frontier where the fix hasn't 

quite caught up, and where the high spirits of gamesmanship are always placed ahead of 

financial reward. 

If the taste of nostalgia is bittersweet in Afncan American baseball narratives, there 

is a sense that baseball itself is part of the African American past, particularly as there is a 

prevailing sense in much of African Amencan culture that baseball is passé and increasingIy 

irrelevant to the struggles of American minorities. 

What's going on? As it tums out, this may be less a result of bigotry than 
of baseball's fading image in the eyes of black children. Former Dodger 
catcher John Roseboro (now a minor leapue instnictor for the team) says 
"Football and basketball are the glamour sports in the ghettos now. 
Minorities are airning at them instead of baseball. Little Leagues arentt that 
good in the ghettos anyrnore. Everything's too expensive -- bats, balls, 
uniforms, fixxng the fields." (Johnson 41) 

Baseball once dominated the sports scene, and its best players were some of America's 

biggest celebrities. And although few Major League baseball players are in danger of p i n g  

hungry, baseball players are rarely celebrated a s  emblerns of the hopes and aspirations of 

traditionally disadvantaged minorities. Now it is a basketball player - Michael Jordan -- 
who has become "The DiMaggio of Our Generation." 

If baseball is perceived as a "white man's game" one may have reason to doubt that 

promoten of the game will rush to remedy this illusion. The black inner city is often 

perceived as a threat to the picturesque suburbanism that illustrates professional baseball's 

current brochure. Whatever well-meaning efforts there are to harmonize Afncan American 

baseball achievements within the achievements of MLB, the inner city audience is certainly 

not being courted by organized baseball. Now in America's underprivileped inner cities 

even knowledge of baseball's rules can't be taken for granted. 

One of the strongest non-fiction baseball books of recent years is Daniel Coyle's 

Hardball(1993), an account of a coach's effort to shape a little league team in Chicago's 

notonous Cabrini-Green housing projects. What is particularly striking about the book is 

the attention to the practical social skills it takes to organize a team, particularly in an 

atmosphere where the definition of "teamn and "gang" are fluid. (Apparently one street 

gang, the Deuces Wild, bepan as a baseball team [ûû] ). The spirit of Hoop Dreams. 
where there was an ovemding faith in basketball itself, is realistically dampened by 

HardbalPs young ballplayers, who do not dream of glory or speak of celebrity. It would 

be tempting to see the tearn from the projects as part of another another frontier league, 

where capitalist hypocnsy of the town is bypassed and the game can revert to its original 

form, but the ballplayen in Hurdball want to compete. Unlike the frontiersmen / 



barnstormers who make the Negro Leagues an engaging fiction to escape the fix, the non- 

fiction little leaguers don? mind a taste of the suburbs. Baseball becomes a bread and 

butter issue: the fields. the equipment, even the knowledpe of the rules do  not corne by 

magc. 

Jerome Charyn's novel 'Ine Sevenrh Babe ( 1979) i s a satirical metafiction about 1 ife 

in baseball's Negro Leagues. Thematically, it is also not that different from The Cleveland 

Indiun : an educated, Ivy Leaguer tums his back on society and seeks the frontier a s  

embodied in the sports skills of "the other." Charyn's oovel is a burlesque work that, like 

Roth's The Great American Novd (19'73). skewers familiar legends and mocks the official 

establishment of baseball. A Jewish author who is more popular in France than in 

America, whose "each new novel seems to require a whole new set of d e s  for the reader" 

(O'Donneli 87). Charyn obviously knows the d e s  of baseball and uses a fairly 

sophisticated understanding of its history as the base of his Negro League satire. 

Furthemore, according to Eric Solomon, The Seventh Bube also strongly resembles the 

drama of The Celebrunt insofar as "outsiders actualize Jewish angst" (56). 

The central character, Babe Rapiand, (called "the Seventh Babe" because he is the 

seventh player to try to cash in on the popularity of the Babe moniker since Ruth hit it big) 

is a Harvard educated son of a wealthy Texas copper miner. Born Cednc Tanhill, like 

Jackie Kapp in The Celebram he changes his name to suit his ballplaying persona. But 

Babe Ragland is a more outrapeous conceit on the idea of "fitting in" -- he is, after all. 

trying to escape the anxiety of growinp up rich and educated. As the title might indicate, a 

p o d  deal of the satire is based upon the Ruth legend. While Christy Mathewson could 

stand ta11 as a living monument to the educated moralism of the ideal athlete, Ruth trounces 

this kind of hem. The Ruth paradigm is roughhewn and dirty-faced, lowclass and 

disdainful of anything remotely upper class and "sissified." Rapland's new baseball 

identity is a "slumrning" alibi, but no different than the downwardly mobile excuses al1 

around: his best pal, Scarborouph, is a hunchback mascot who tums out to be sporting a 

prosthetic hurnp. Ragland's secret eventually cornes out: he is mercilessly rapged in other 

cities as a "lying prince." and his days as the league's only left-handed third baseman seem 

to be numbered as he becomes linked to various scandais. Set up by the natty gambler 

Billy Rogovin in a Boston bar, Ragland is eventually expelled from the game (of course) 

by Judge Kenesaw Mountain Landis. Euiled, Rags -- whose style it is said has already 

been copied by Negro League "clowns"(l02) - takes up as  the sole white member of the 

barnstominp Cincinnati Colored Giants. 

Unlike Bingo Long. which is fairly respecdul of the legends brought to bear. The 
Seventh Babe wildly extrapolates the outlaw / bamstoming image of the Negro Leagues. 



The Cincinnati Colored Giants are the picaresque hemes of life ouside the pompous rules 

of MLB. Everything is exagprated and hyperbolized: the Giants travel in a caravan of 

Buicks with a squad of carpenters and groundskeepers who can create a grandstand 

wherever they are. The best player is another left-handed third baseman, and the team 

always travels with a witch doctor whose phallic "root" is the source of miraculous healing. 

The team has no home field and plays for reasons which are beyond the statistical 

irnperatives of the seasons, placing Rags in the mythic redm of baseball's "timelessness": 

"Nigger baseball took Rags out of any specific order of tirne. Seasons didn't count" (253). 

Charyn's relentless comic tone brings the representation of the bamstormers to a 

level so tidiculous it chisels away the template of these representations. Taken out of 

context, a sentence like "It was unheard of to function in the Nigger leagues without a 

witch doctor to chase the s toms  into another district, cast a spell on your enemies, and heal 

the lameU(275) might sound shockinply racist. But in the context of the extrapolations in 

Charyn's book this kind of articulation satirically exposes the racism which created separate 

leagues in the first place. Ragland's Colored Giants ernbrace their unscrutinized 

separateness, and their "clowninp" ultimately questions the seriousness in which official 

baseball has enveloped their product. Even though Ragland is white he still fits in: "None 

of them smirked at the kid's white hands. They sucked Rags into their scheme of liquid 

motion. Legs and arms would melt around a ball" (234). 

Ragland's final reinstatement in the official, finally desegregated Majors is 

accornpanied by his displeasure with the officialness. rather than the whiteness, of it. He 

and Scarborouph corne to the realization that "They were a couple of bamstomen"(325) 

and that the quest they are on (so very different from that of the real barnstonnen) rests in 

the motto "Fuck the receipts" (328). 

Fuck the receipts is. of course, the moral of many baseball fictions. T o  a certain 

extent we can see the trope of outsiders playing the game in order to validate the affirmative 

essence of what we might like to believe the game says about America. Using the text of 

Negro League era barnstomers, o r  of the cultural integration of first wave European 

immigrants, baseball's audience can be reassured that the game preserves its essential 

identity as somethinp above commerce, as something which is corruptible rather than 

compting. 

Baseball fiction is not an organized political response to the problems baseball 

engages, and it offers no answer to the racial conflicts in Amenca. From a sociological 

perspective, the African Arnerican objet d'amour in Peter Lefcourt's m e  Dreyfi*r Affair 
(1992) provides a stronger text to examine racial difference in basebail than The Seventh 
Babe does. Moreover, the relative dearth of baseball fictions by African Americans about 



Afican Americans leaves a fairly open space from which we may interpret the demography 

of baseball fiction's audience. Some may even read (unfairly, 1 think) the mood of 

nostaigia for the good game of days goae by as a covert yeaming for a segregated America 
What is undoubtedly tme is that the contribution of African American athietes to the game 

of baseball is more considerable than other minority groups, and perhaps because of the 

unresolved nature of the struggles of visible minorities to enter into America's middle class, 

baseball is not as easily used as a literary trope to seil Arnenca's mentocracy within these 

groups. 

In Ken Burns' TV documentary, Jackie Robinson's crossing of the color line in 

1947 is seen as the fulfillrnent of baseball's moral destiny. In rhis narrative. the issue of 

acceptance in the Major Leagues is  "solved" in a way so the game can properly deserve the 

affection of good Amencans. Moreover, Burns's overconfident reading of baseball history 

is extended. by implication, to al1 future tests of the garne's chenshed inclusiveness. What 

remains unresolved in baseball, and strongly tested in baseball fiction, is the issue of how 

the baseball as "open for allw trope accommodates gender differences, particularly in light 

of feminim and gay nghts and the codes which rnay underwrite sport itseif. 

Baseball's Semi-Tough: Finding the Locker-Room 

In the late seventies, three basebali novels were published that used nearly identical cover 

blurbs- John Craigfs Ail G.O. D. 's Chiidren ( 1975), Marty Bell's Breaking Balls ( 1979). 

and Jay Cronley's Screwballs (1980) were respectively promoted as "baseball's zany 

answer to Semi-Torigh." "basebai 1's answer to Semi-Torrgh," and "the Semi-Tmgh of 

basebail." 

Dan Jenkins' Semi-Tough (1972) is one of the most influential sports novels ever 

written. A raunchy, behind-the-scenes comedy about hi ph-living, oversexed pro football 

players, it was a huge bestseller in its time and was eventually turned into a successful Burt 

Reynolds film (as opposed to a successful film stamng Burt Reynolds). Baseball's Bull 

Four (1970) is the non-fictional prototype (one New York Post reviewer called Semi- 
Tough, "Ball Four with cleats onn), and Semi-Tough's success can in part be explained by 
the way Ball Four  "softened" the market for this kind of sports novel. What could be 

called the "locker-room style" of Semi-Tough reappears throughout sports fiction 

generally, not just in the three now-out-of-print books I named earlier. From the legendary 

hockey film Slapshot to David Carkeets more high-concept novel The Greates~ Slcrmp of 
AH T h e  (1984), Semi-Tough's formula keeps ptting repiayed, and 1 believe still has 

some appeal to the core of sports fiction readen. Moreover, this macho locker-room style 



may also vouch for bow sports fiction gets dressed in the gendered discourse of boys will 

be boys, and how daims that baseball is for dl of America still struggle to get beyond the 

appeal of this discourse. 

Semi-Tough also appeared at the right place at the right time. The Super Bowi 

narrative of "Billy Clyde Puckett, the humminest sumbitch that ever camed a footballn(3) 

takes place in a sportsworld turning a corner in public perception, when the sports industry 

was becoming more vertically integrated into enistinp entertainment industries, and when 

"there were more hell-raising agents in the dressing rwms than there was tape" (4). The 

text brims with what readers might feel is an unmistakable seventies style: CB lingo, 

country songs with long ridiculous titles, and bright polyester pantsuits; the styling of Billy 

C s  racism (played for lauphs à la Archie Bunker) and the crude sexual revolution antics 

also make Semi-Tough a retro object as sure as "Disco Duck." The comedic directness of 

Billy Ca's monologue (the nanative device is that Billy C. is recording his thoughts so they 

rnay be turned into a book by an established author) was still too shocking for filmmakers 

to use in 1977 movie version. The humor of the book is in the confident replication of 

Billy C.'s rap - he's on a roll in a pre-literary mode, and hefs obviously not censonng his 
thoughts for autograph seekers. In the contemporary atmosphere of polished and 

studiously inoffensive writinp about sports, and in the midst of political drumbeating for 

athletes to be Vole models," this once popular novel begins to read like a real scandal. In 

the face of the official, sunnyside-up sports story, the crudity of Semi-Tough is more than 

just laughing at verboten epi thets but a devastating al temative to the pretentions of the 

middle class, who in the course of the book are more intractably and deviously racist and 

sexist than Billy Clyde. 

Much of contemporary baseball literature, in the attempt to look "serious," has 

given up on the Semi-Tough formula. (None of the out-of-print books 1 mentioned before 

perhaps even deserves the promotional cornparison. As a limerick must be dirty and funny 

to be successful, so would the son of Semi-Tough. AU G.O.D.'s Chiidren. while an 

undenated baseball book, is not quite in Jenkins' area of lewdness, whereas Breaking 
Bdls and Screwbulis aren't nearly as humorous.) The reflective voice of Harris's Bang rhe 

Drum Slow/-v bas become more influential: Henry Wipgen-like Kevin Costner 1 Crash 
Davis isn't a typical jock, but is carefully articulate, has read "books without pictures." and 

is progressive on poli tical and social issues. Bill y Clyde, however, reviles the "li terary ," 
characterstically cornplaining that "trying to write a book during the biggest week of my life 

is probably less fun than being next-to-last on a hiph school gang-fuck" (42). Billy Clyde 

uses his sense of what guys are really like to puncture the kinder and gentler 
representations of what constitutes the American athlete's experience. Billy C. admires the 



writer who will put together the book-form of his musinps because he's the kind of writer 

who sees Sports illustruted as  "a cookbook for the two-yacht family" (43). The 

uncensored locker-mom is the place of working class authority, the truth behind the clichés 

that serve the demands of fans, and as such Semi-Tough is an indispensible introduction to 

sports fiction. The success and appeal of the book's perspective in a way hangs over the 

very gendered discoune of how sports are represented in contemporary film and literature. 

In popuiar culture the iocker-room is often a nasty place, where unspeakably 

uncivilized things occur, where brute force is the n o m  and where sensitive "literary types" 

("tootie frooties what write books" [135j ) are bullied and humiliated by towel-snappers. 

But it is also the place where the project of the team is finalized, where b u t e  Roche gives 

the inspirational speech, and where the speciaI place of athletes is reinforced. Bail Four's 

and Semi-Tough's srnelly little worlds may challenge the wisdom of the locker-room but 

do not deny its cultural authority. The main characteristic of what we think of a s  the 

locker-room is talk. And while locker-room talk by definition is unfit for polite society. it 

too can offer its own transcendence. Whatever racial outrage o r  wife-swapping occurs, the 

team is brought together in the locker-rwm and in the bond of locker-room talk. As Shoat, 

coach of Semi-Tough's Giants puts it, 

You're just guys to me. And athletes. We've got to trust each other and be 
honest. And get drunk together, and get fucked together. That's the only 
way we can win together. (9) 

This message of male-bonding is the glue that allows the Giants to transcend the liberal use 

of what Johnnie Cochran called the n-word and every other crude put-down imaginable. 

When speaking about a locker-roorn culture which bonds men together in dramatic 

ways, we should be careful to remind ourselves that the alcoholic bonds, sexual anxieties. 

fistfights, and profanity exist within fernale locker roorns as well. That rnuch being said, 
the capital-L Locker-Room, as  it is defined in Semi-Tmgh or  Bali Four or even Bang the 

Drum Slowfy for that matter, is systematically identified as male. Increasingly the locker- 

room is seen not as a fun rite-du-passage where boys-will-be-boys but as a crucial 

underpinning of patriarchal enforcement of male exclusivity and as an indoctrination to 

what one critic goes so far as to cal1 a Vape culture" (Messner 9). Hyperbolicalty 

extended, the locker-room is located somewhere near the Old Boys' Club, metonyrnically 

housing America's bad men. There is more h a n  enough research in sports sociology to 

run a commentary about the function of locker-room talk in differentiating gender roles. 

The recent case of Lisa Olson, a locker-room reporter for the Boston Heralcl, wwhose 

encounter with lineman Zeke Mowatt led her to publically declare the encounter as a form 



of "mind rape" ' 7  and who, for this declaration, was vilified by Boston sports fans, is a 

reminder of the locker-room's status in separatinp the boys frorn the girls. 

In his essay, "Baseball: Our Game" John Thom writes, "Baseball in no small 

measure defines u s  as Americans, connecting us with our countrymen across al1 barriers of 

generation, class, race and creed" (1). While this hope for the game is severely tested on 

each count, it is perhaps most telling that Thom doesn't even attempt to suggest that occr 
game helps us transcend gender. Whatever success baseball's mentocracy has had in 

overcoming racial and ethnie divides, bridging the gender gap has not been one of the noted 

public da ims  of the game. There has never been a female Major [Raguer and there isn't 

likely to be one in the near future. Recently, the best female hardball talent were brought 

together to play as the Colorado Silver Bullets, a bamstorming tearn who would eam their 

pay by taking on all-corners, including men's teams. Expecting a big pay day, the Silver 

Bullets have survived but have failed to become a national cause celebre as they would 

rarely win (they went 11-44 in 1995). It's almost too obvious to Say, but winning is 
baseball's primary strategy for securinp market-share. However, the economic survival of 

the Colorado Silver Bullets, despite their on-field difficulties, has depended on the  

controversial question: can this team successfully represent the idea of gender inte-gation in 

organized ball? Barbara Gregorich, author of the what if? novel Shelr Ar First, makes sure 

contact: "If baseball had been open to women for the last L 50 years, we would have dready 

seen female major leaguen. The Dame is closed to women not because women can't play, 

but because the men in power don't want women around" (206). 

Women have followed baseball since the popularization of the game and now form 

a significant part of its fan base. According to an influential marketing study, "although 48 

percent of adult men follow National Football League games on TV, about 30 percent of 

women are also interested. Additionally, women account for about 40 percent of 

professional baseball, 39 percent of professional basketball " (B urnett 24). There are many 

assumptions that can be drawn from the more equal percentile found among baseball 

viewen, some of which may unintentionally echo the macho myths found in Semi-Tough. 
But any declaration that women prefer baseball because it is less obviously macho is not 

completely reliable. l a In his essay "Expansion Draft: Basebatl Fiction of the 1980s" 

l7 "Mowatt, who was not wearing a towel, walked toward Olson ... he was joined by other 
players who were also naked. Mowatt tumed to Olson and said "you're not writing, 
you're lookin," then smiled displayed himself in a sexually suggestive manner and walked 
away" (Kane and Disch 332). 

l8 Given that many women have probably played a form of baseball (softball) in their 
youth and have probably not played football, getting more adult women acquainted with the 



Christian K. Messenger ushers in one set of stereotypes to illustrate (what else?) baseball's 

pre-eminence among literary sports by wntinp that "baseball appears to be the team sport 

most congenial to women athletes, with its lack of agressive physicai contact and premium 

on attributes other than size and strength. Cornpetition and heroic striving are present in the 

fiction but are integrated with the team's other potentials: numire, family growth" (70). 

Assurances that women couldn't really be interested in "size and strength" rnay sound 

familiar, but this kind of certainty undenvrites much of the anxiety about women asking for 

their own access to the lockei-room. The perception that baseball's less violent on-field 

presentation is more attractive for women has. however, become an interesting marketing 

tool. In fact, early baseball's "rough and tumble" image was altered in part as a business 

decision to create a "gentleman's gamefl in part to promote itself outside of male-only 

audiences: "Baseball's clubs and promoters wanted women at  games as evidence of the 

gamets populari ty " (Gotdstein 38). Similarly, those w ho are arguing for baseball's natural 

suitability for literary representations rnay want wornen's texts to serve as evidence of the 

game's ability to transcend the merely physical and to further the claim that baseball isn't 

like that nasty violent game, football. This is precisely the stereotype Thomas Boswell 

refen to in his farnous essay "99 Reasons Why Baseball is Better Than Football." when he 

writes. "No woman of quality has ever preferred football to baseball" (3 1). 

However, the popularizing of baseball and other sports with fernale audiences rnay 

also benefii from the sex appeal of male athletes. The access of fernale wri t ea  to the erotic 

discourse of sex appeal in fact can bnng baseball literature (crossing over homosexual 

panics) to places where straipht male wnters penerally will not go. As poet Elinor Nauen 

succinctly puts it, "We may be relieved a t  baseball's gentleness - no one tackles or 

punches or fouls anyone. Women may in fact, have more [to look atj than men, who 

mostly aren't interested in ogling. '1 watch baseball for the butts,' a fnend said. 'What do 

men look at?' "(xii). This kind of comrnentary not only says something uncommon in 

baseball literature but, ironically like Semi-Tough, humorously punctures the 

transcendental hyperbole of the literary enthusiasts and slyly imagines now "size and 

stren,@hl' are not insignificant considerations in baseball. 

Undoubtedly the baseball literature of the late eighties and early nineties is a 

different kind of sports literature, and some of this difference is due to an increased 

sensitivity to the concerns of feminism and the related decline in a kind of "mens magazine" 

fiction market (Le. Dan Jenkins wrote about sports for Playboy). Along with much of 
- . - - - - - - - . -. - - - - - - - - - - -- 

rules of football is probably more on the rnind of televison marketers than assuaging fears 
about the pattern of football machism. 



baseball lit's finely distilled pastoralism and formalism. the sex-drive of' the gamets athletes 

has receded to the background. Not that anybody is desperate to hear George Will's take 

ou the sexuality of Jose Canseco, but basebdl's erotic invisibility. like Thoreau's sexless 

stay at Walden, will not often admit to the most obvious components of desire. (And 

desire can't be contained by the rhetoric of transcendence. The lovely quote from 

Portnoy's Compfainr which I have used as an epigraph for this chapter, where the post of 

center field is romanticized as an unanxious free space where "if you can get it, it is yours" 

(76-3, does nothing for Portnoy's compulsive masturbating. In fact, his baseball plove is 
memorably defiled in one of his auto-erotic episodes [146]). Movies like Bull Durhm and 

novels like The Dreyfur Aflair comically re-introduce libido into the mix of baseball, but 

much of the contemporary reification of baseball is constnicted as pre-sexual, where 

innocent boysr play is transcribed by harrnless monks compiling stat books, avoiding the 

problematized spectre of the naughty locker-mm. 

AILAmerican Girls 

Patricia Hiphsrni th's delightfully creepy s!ory "The Barbarians" ( 1 Sn0) brings the locker- 

room into the daylight. as rowdy local baseballers terrorize gentle neighborhood souls, 

eventually forcing a sensitive painter to contemplate murder. Highsmith's ballplayers are 

swine: trampling the low rent neighborhood's plants that are "struggling for survival," 

ignoring the "tiny gesture toward beautifying something that was essentially unbeautifiablet' 

(245). The pillaging of these barbarians is frustratingly difficult to prevent because their 

physical destructiveness is validated by society; a policeman is of no use to the gentle hearts 

of the neighbourhood because "the policeman was the sarne kind of man the ballplayers 

were, ooly in uniforrn" (246). A sensitive artist in the neighbourhood tums his life work 

into a rebellion against this brutishness; a "gesture of defiance, just that bit of beauty 

launched again in their faces" (254). 

While the harshness of the Highsmith story is not typical of woments baseball 

fiction, the terrorizing of the locker-room as it manifests itself in her story is often present. 

This testosterone-filled menace may appear as the mockinp fans in A League of neir  Own 

( 1992). as the uncooperative dicks in Alison Gordon's Kate Henry mystenes, as the 

disapproving families in Nancy Willard's Things Invisible tu See, as the horrible 

teammates in Barbara Gregorich's Shets On First ( 1W), or as the misunderstanding 

boyfriend in Linnea A Due's High anJ Outside (1980). While the bonding of the locker- 

room can suddenl y empt into threateninp postures, women's baseball literature itself, li ke 

most baseball literature, consists of honest reflections on the expenence of being a fan. 



And as far as one can generalize, if baseball literature itself is inordinately filled with 

apologies for its literary passion. women's baseball writing is doubly apologeûc. 

However, the Highsmith story, and a few of the other pieces in the anthology 

Diamonds Are A Girl's Best Friend: Women Writers On Basebail are fascinating in how 

they can brinp the experience of baseball beyond the interests of the mere fan. And the 

ability to freely express a disdain for or a hatred of baseball and still keep a mainstream 

voice is something which i s  exceedingly rare in baseball texts wntten by men. A man's 
dislike for sports can more easily be disrnissed as the sour grapes of a malcontent. The 

freedom women have to access an anti-sports rap, to view skeptically the spectacle of male 

bonding through sporting events, can give women's baseball writing a deeper range and a 

greater potential for satire. ( M e n  men Iike Dan Jenkins express their disdain for baseball, 

it is often to declare that the game has been tainted by East Coast scholars and is too 

rrnmanly to admire. It's not surprising then that reviewer Will Manley. in a colurnn titled 

"Why 1 Hate Baseball." declares "the real threat to baseball cornes from the effete snobs 

who want to ernasculate the sport. 1 never thought it was possible. but academic 

intellectuais are ruining baseball like they have ruined many great books" (emphasis mine). 

Accepted at the bal1 park and welcomed as consumers of the product, Amencan 

women are part of baseball's current mix. While professional baseball's Hall of Fame and 

Ken Burns' Busebail have attempted to integrate women in the fan base by highlighting the 

achievements of women's professional baseball, it is in the movies that women and 

baseball have been conceptually linked at the forefront of popular culture. Poet Elinor 

Nauen, editor of Diumods Are A Girl's Best Friend, makes the connection directly: 

Not long ago my scorekeeping made a lot of men nervous. They would 
quiz me --"How many lifetime homers did Me1 On hit?" and that sort of 
thing -- as if I couldn't be a fan if 1 didn't know everything. Thatts 
changed. These days, in the same way that women can be in the worlaorce 
with mid-level ambition, we c m  like baseball with haphazard interest. Out 
at Yankee Stadium a couple of surnmers ago, I looked down the row and 
noticed that al1 the women were keeping score and none of the men were. 
No one mentioned it: no one seemed to notice. Where women are noticed is 
at the movies: check out Susan Sarandon as an intelligent groupie in Bufi 
Durham; and Geena Davis in a A Leogue of nieir Own, based on the true 
story of the Ali-Arnencan Girls Professional Baseball League, set up in 
1943 because the boys were off fighting Wodd War II. (xii) 



The Sarandon role as Annie Savoy in Bull Durham undoubtedly brought much of that 

film's enduring success, and A League of Their Own is one of the most popular basebdl 

movies of al1 time. As former league player Marie Mansfield Kelley puts it: "It was 

because of the movie, not the display in Coopentown, that everybody in the country now 

knows about the league" (Johnson 264). 

The concept for the big- budget Hollywood feature was infonned by the success of 

a 1988 documentary film with the same Woolfian title. The documentary followed the 

establishment and dispersal of the Al1 American Girls Professional Baseball League, which 

was established by chewing gum magnate Philip K. Wrigley whose "aim was not to restore 

the game of baseball to women, but to entertain fans during a time when many major 

leaguers were off to war" (Gregorich $4). The league was located in the farm towns 

around Lake Michigan (Racine, Kenosha, Rocldord, Peona, South Bend, Fort Wayne. 

Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids) and survived for eleven yean; developing from a game with 

niles closely resembling softball but finishing with a major league style of hardball. 

How much of the reality of the AAGPBL is preserved by the film version is. like al1 

texts of bygone play, uncertain. But unlike the very literary adventures of Ine Cleveland 

Indian or The Sevenfh Babe, the historical text of A Leugue of Their Own is reproduced in 

a straightforward and populist way. The screenplay (by TV comedy veterans BabaIoo 

Mandel and Loweli Ganz) contains the story of the league within the tipht narrative focus 

on the development of characten. A kugr ie  of rheir Own has an advantage insofar as the 

historical reality it builds on is  not a well known one, and it does not have to find (or fi@) 

its way through alternative strategies of interpretation. 

The history of the AAGPBL is condensed within the story of the pennant race of 

the Rockford Peaches and their star catcher Dottie Henson (played by Geena Davis). 

Based partly on the Peachesf legendary first basegirl (as they were called) Dottie 

Kamenshek and first-season catcher Dottie Green, the Davis character is a war-bride from 

the farm (where else?) who cornes to the midwest with her sister Kit (played by Lori Petty) 

to play in the newly formed professional league. (In the movie, the WrigIey name is never 

used.) It is not the historical curiosity but Davis' d ipi f ied performance and screen-appeal 

which anchors the comedy. While the line "looks like Garbo and plays Iike Gehrign is 

used as a throw-away line in the movie to indicate 1940s sexism, it is still speaking to the 

l9 Annie Savoy, the "knowing Annie," is a deconstruction of the "Baseball Amie" -- the 
taditional nickname given to female baseball groupies. In basebdl fiction "Annies" are 
everyw here: from Ray's understanding wife in Shoeless Joe / Field of Dreams to Francis 
Phelan's deserted bride Annie in Ironweed to 7?ze Ctevelumf /ndiun's Annie Gears. 



contemporary audience - looks like Geena Davis, plays like Eric Davis. After all, the 

ballplayers are told by the scouts the new league wants "lookers" - and unlike most films, 

A League of their Own at l e s t  has a credible rationale for why al1 the lead characten are 

better looking than most people. (There is no explanation for why the Black Sox are so 

hunky in John Sayles' Eight Men Out.) The film's persistent mockery of the league's 

concern with its playen appearing "feminine" at al1 times, as if this was a long forgotten 

concept, ironically distances the viewer who may have his o r  her own gendered anxieties 

resolved by the presence of Geena Davis. After all, it was the "sexist" forties and fifties 

that could breathe life into such a league while the liberated women of the nineties must be 

content with a movie version. In the film, the promotional lines of old newsreels sound 

painful, but viewers are not as removed from those newsreels as they might think. 
Interestingl y, a 1946 pmfessional baseball fan guide published in Racine, called Major 

Leogue Busebail: Fucts und Figures, features a detailed section on the AAGPBL which is 

absent of tortured apologies for the presence of wornen in professional baseball. Instead, 

the fan guide optimistically declares a "place in the sun has been found for Arnerican 

women in sports" ( 138). 

In A kugue of Their Own the introduction of the Maria Hooch character (played 

by Megan Cavanaugh) -- a hard-hitting but unattractive infielder -- gives the attractive 

Dottîe I Davis character a chance to make a stand for baseball's meri tocracy. When a scout 

tries to pass on Marla, Dottie and her sister refuse to go to Rockford unless the talented 

hitter is brought along. But it is the pathos from Marla's father that rnakes Marla a Peach: 

"1 know my girl ain't so pretty a s  these girls" he says, "but, that's my fault . I raised her 

like a little boy. I didn't know any better. But. she loves to play - don't make my girl 

suffer because 1 didn't know how to raise her." It's a sentimental moment in the fiIm, but a 

strong reminder that fernale athletes frequently find their interest in sports through their 

fathen. And this dimension of the initiation and training of female athletes rernains 

important. (In a questionnaire put to former members of the b a g u e ,  "a typical comment 

was 'father was supportive, mother was not'"[Weiller 491). After the principled stand, 

Marla's story is backdropped to the Dottie 1 Davis tert who stands ta11 and feminine, 

connecteci to the land, a glamorous Natwal, a female Redford. 

If the sexuality of adult men has been backdropped in fictions of basebal 1, the 

sexuality of adult women can be feared. The pre-sexual dream of an innocent pame of 

catch is threatened by female sexuality. In Linda Mitzejewski's poem "Season Wish" an 

adult sadly recalls her father's interest as a confused and doomed bond: "The cap mipht 

keep my hair / forever clipped: holding the glove / against my chest might stop my breastsn 

(96-7). In the same sense that we Say basebail is American, we are reminded of how 



baseball is also male. The bonds that are taken for gmnted suddenly become complicated 

when the malenes of its identity is challenged. A League ofï7zeir Own comedically steers 

clear of overt sexual situations and uses the character of a promiscuous centerfielder, "al1 
the wayn Mae, as a decoy. (This device is layered even more comedically by the obvious 

casting of Madonna in the role.) Mae's promiscuity is Less a function of desire than of 

establishing a liberated identity for the league that is besieged by old-fashioned villains. 

The official voices of sexud restraint then become stereotypically embodied in repressed 

" M e  oId ladies" who take to the airwaves to denounce "the masculinization of women." 

(The same caricatures who take to  the airwaves to denounce Dizzy Dean's fractured 

,orammer in The Pride of Sr. Louis.) 
The woman's sports market has become more dramatically integrated within 

popular culture. However, much of this integration is still tracked within traditional 

divisions, where individual sex appeal is promoted ahead of participating in spectator tearn 

~~ort.s.2') AII-girl cornpetitive team sports have no d i ab l e  audience and little attraction for 

advertisen. The more popular women's sports. like Olympic gymnastics or figure skating, 

are disturbingly sirnilar in format to beauty-contests, where merit is quantified subjectively 

by a judpe. The sexism of the czars of the sports world, the anxiety about the womens' 

locker-rwrn, continues to rnake sport and baseball a source of division between Arnericau 

men and women. Although substantial progress has been made in nomalizinp the idea of 

women in sports, the idea that American women should have an antagonistic relationship to 

spectator sports hasn't exactly been depopularized. For example, in the incredibly popular 

Carsey-Warner TV shows (nie Cosby Show. Roseanne. and Home Improvemenr) sport is 

often used as the wedge which divides the gendered spaces of the Arnerican household. 

Typically, Cliff, Dan and Tim want to watch - and scheme to watch - "the game" when 

Clare, Roseanne and Ji11 want to communicate to their husbands about their relationship. 

This impasse (one which I'm sure has its objective correlatives) is generally solved by the 

husband's final acknowledgement of emotional immaturity but never by the wife's decision 

to watch (and enjoy) the game too. 

A League of Their Own does not attempt to break free of the gender divisions 

which help define sport in America. A League of Their Own has no ideolopical certitude 

2° During the Atlanta Olyrnpics it was commoo to hear of how wornen's sports would be 
more "interesting" to advertisers if they wore gannents which could be sold to American 
women. This is  not entirely sexist Certainly the great success of Michael Jordan in 
promoting the NBA has corne from his ability to p t  into households to seIl a product many 
Amencan men want to buy: high-top sneaken. As Dwight Gooden put it, "1 don't see any 
kids walking to schools in spikes" (Verducci 21). 



about a woman's version of baseball, but it knows where its laughs are and where its pay- 

offs are. Responsible for at least one c h i c  line, "therets no cryinp in baseball," the text 

of the film plays most of its scenes towards sitcomic gag& So, while it would be a 
stretch to pin the success of the movie on its irnpassioned feminist reclamation of the 

national pastirne, it does manage to make a coherent and enjoyable statement about how 

dificult it is for women toplay bail - then and now. 

The meritocracy of the ballfield and the cornradery of diverse players is once again 

cast out as the fundamental experience of baseball. The officiai line, as expressed in the 

league song, is drawn around the farniliar principles of integration: 

Oh, we're the memben of the All-American League, 
We corne from ci ties aear and far. 
We've got Canadians. [rishmen and Swedes 
We're al1 for one. 
We're one for all, 
We're AI 1-American. 
Each girl stands, 
Her head so proudly high, 
Her motto DO or DIE, 
She's not the one to sue 
Or need an alibi. 
Our chaperones are not too soft. 
They're not too tough 
Our managers are on the ball. 
We've got a president who really knows his stuff. 
We're al1 for one 
We're one for al1 
We're Ali-Americans. (Johnson 252) 

While "Canadians, Irishmen and Swedes" is perhaps not the world's greatest slogan for 

diversity, the ideals of the melting-pot are expressed in t ems  that have become 

cornmonplace enthusiasms in baseball literature. And the presence of such reassurances. 

by neccessity, corroborate the presence of division. According to historian Susan 
Johnson, in the AAGPBL 

The players who came from California were regarded with suspicion by 
some. They were thoqht to be cocky and rowdier than anyone else, and 
besides they had an unfair advaotage: they could practise their skills all year 
round playing softball. Sis Waddell had never met a Canadian before and 

2L a) The formula was disastrously refomated as a sitcom in 1993, with pmducer Lowell 
Ganz displaying the sarne deft touch that brought Amenca sitcoms like Busring Loose, 
Makint It and The Ted Knighr Show. b) The coinage "sitcomic" cornes from David Marc 
Comic Visions: Television Corn& and American Culture. 



Nickie Fox remembers having to explain that not al1 Canadians were French 
Canadians. Cuban Isabel Alvarez felt isolated, her ethnic difference from 
the other girls heiphtened by a language bamer. ( 1 12) 

The AAGPBL was also racially segregated and remained so even when the Major Leagues 

had integrated. This fact is acknowledged in the movie in a bnef scene between Dottie 1 

Davis and a hard-throwing, African Amencan on-looker. The rationale for the continuation 

of a whites only policy is credibly explained by the Leapue's obsessive concern over 

"ladylike" cornportment. which is defined by the czars of the league as  white (Johnson 

112). The women of the league came from diverse backgrounds, but they were young and 

part of late-forties I early-fifties culture, not a group of trailblazers who looked on the 

societal "rules" of the day with universal disapproval. 

Rather than lock al1 the decisions the characters make in A League within the 

confining regrets of contemporary embarrassment, the film affords Dottie I Davis a 

dignified subjectivity. Choosinp to leave the league in favor of retuming to mamed life on 

the farm, Donie I Davis's decision could be played as the patriarchalfu: but the character 

knows there's more to life than baseball (a subjectivity painful ly absent in many sports-li t 

characters) and she has the freedom to choose. It establishes an independence for the 

character within the historical frarnework. rather than leave her as  an agent of the "olden 

days," inextncabl y caught within the perceived limitations of pre-sexual revolution 

consciousness. Dottie I Davis does return to the league in time for the big game and the 

moment of dramatic suspense (safe or out?). but it is to express loyalty to a locker-room 

whose sway is never absoiute. 

What A Leogue of Their Own does avoid. however, is any hint that some of the 

ballplayers rnight be lesbian. Given the way the spectre of Iesbianism is used to alienate 

interest in the straight audience, many texts of women in basebail want to ease the mind of 

the straight market. Barbara Gregorich reminds us that as far the AAGPBL went, "The 

1940s and 1950s were a time of complete silence about the topic of homosexuality; 

homosexual behaviour was so stigmatized that no one even spoke of it. . . . T o  this day no 

player wants to talk about the existence or impact of lesbians in the League" (1 15). 

Considering the intensity of the taboo, their reluctance to talk about i t  is also 

understandable. 

It is undeniable that professional sports has been a field of endeavour where 

lesbians have found a high level of community acceptance and success (tennis stars Billie 

Jean King and Martina Navratilova were the first real celebrities to corne out as  tesbians). 

but the stereotypical image of the women's locker-room as an initiation to butch lesbianism 



retains its influence. In their study The Sporthg Woman, Mary Boutilier and Lucinda San 

Giovanni write, 

Of al1 the stigmas noted, that of sexud preference has a special ~i~ni f icance  
for sporting women. The issue of lesbianism remains a dormant but ever- 
present and undiscussed topic. . . . The myth of masculinization of athletic 
women has aiways been a societal concem. Mere participation in sport can 
cast a woman's sexual preference into question, just as participation in ballet 
can for men. What makes this issue particularly problematic is that the 
lesbian athiete is rarely a feminist. (qtd Zipter 145) 

This problematic confiict between "jocks" and "feminists" is often popularly spelled out in 

a "softball lesbian" vs. "literary lesbian" dichotomy. In her enerpetic celebration of 

so ft bal 1, Diamondr Are A Dyke 's Bes f Friend: Refiections, Rerniniscences, and Reports 
from the Lesbian Nationai Pustirne. Yvonne Zipter transcribes a fairly lively series of "1 

hate to generalize, but" insights into this dichotomy22 and tries to see the game as 

essentially unifyinp, unlike Camille Paglia who writes, "An odd phenornenon, over fifty 

years old, is the cultishness of male homosexuals around female superstars. There is no 

equivalent taste among lesbians. who as a group in Arnet-ica seem more interested in 
softball than art and artifice" (54). Paglia's statement not only arrogantly drives a sharper 

wedge between identities like "literary" and "softball" lesbians, it is painfully unaware of 

the artistry in softball or that lesbian softball can at the very least claim some of the 

cultishness stereotypically attributed to the gay male's Judy Garland. For Paplia, an 

interest in softball somehow excludes American lesbians from the locker-room of artists 

and critics, curiously replicating traditional wamings against female participation in sport. 

One may suspect Paglia's essentialized advice would not differ from the RocHord Peaches' 

alcoholic coach Jimmy Duggan / Tom Uanks, who scornfully advises Dottie ! Davis to 

"stop thinking with your tits." 

Conceptualizing baseball as a social project invariably articulates a desi re to 

reconcile the antagonistic relationship betweeo different groups: natives and non-natives, 

Jews and Christians, immigrants and the dominant class, blacks and whites, men and 

women, even "softball lesbians" and "literary iesbians." The spectre of lesbianism may 

drive women's locker-room discourse underground. and often the literature is unable to 

22 Briefly, the feminists see the jocks as jocks - whose crude anti-intellectual locker-rwm 
talk replicates patriarchal oppression: whereas the jocks see the feminists as inhibited snobs 
whose understanding does not extend beyond the suburbs and the univenities (Zipter 13 1- 
54) - 



articulate its diversity in the face of the homophobia that draws women away from 

~ ~ o r t s . 2 3  So, mainstrearn texts like A League Of Their Own and even the anthology 

Diamondi Are A Girl's Best Friend avoid mention of lesbian desire. However, the wish 

remains that the game can exert its own levelling certainty. Yvonne Zipter's vision of the 

" lesbian national pastirne" is farniliar and inviting: 

Country dykes, city dykes, dykes with four-year degrees, dykes with no 
degrees, dykes who are feminists, dykes who aren't, dykes of different 
races and classes, dykes who have been athletes their whole lives, and 
dykes who are just discovenng, or rediscovering after years. the values of 
athletic endeavors - there are softball players amonp their ranks. (14) 

The vision is not very different from Albert Goodwill Spalding's early celebrations of the 

gamets social compass. 

All-American Boys 

Dave Pallone, a major league umpire who was forced to leave baseball in the wake of his 

alleged involvement in a sex scanda1 involving t e enap  boys, told his own story in the 

revealiog biography Behind the Musk (1991). The bio not only sets the record straight 

about the allegations, it  is also the first behind-the-scenes baseball story from the 

perspective of a gay man. According to Pallone, his dismissal was purely a case of how 

"baseball had found me guilty of being gayt' (21). While the book is finally more 

interesting in its perspective on the umpire's life than i t  is in its detailing of Pallonefs 

developing homosexual consciousness (certainly Pallone's sexuality is less "abnonnal" 

than his desire to be an umpire), its unique status as the only bio about a gay man in 

baseball says somethinp about the pressures to remain in the closet in the comrnunity of 

baseball. And considering the unlikelihood that Pallone has been the only gay man around 

- - . - - - - - - - - - -. - - 

23 Julie Croteau, one of the best female ballplayers of the last 20 years, recalls that when 
she was working her way up as a player, '; rhey cailed me 'pussy,' which they thought was 
the most insulting thing you could cal1 someone. They called me a dyke, which is enough 
to deter a lot of young heterosexual girls" (Rounds 45). Certainly more needs to be said 
about homophobic reactions from women about sports. If raunchy humor is the 
homophobic glue of the male locker-rwm in Semi-Tough, a common trope with female 
cornedians is the shaming of football-watchen as latent homosexuafs and of women 
participants as "future gym teachers." It is as if the homosocial orders of sports must be 
mocked because tbey lure men and women away from the promise of heterosexual 
iotimacy. 



the national game, the pressures not to tell are obviously still intense. As Pallone says. 

"The problem wam't being gay; it was the fear of people finding out I was gayn (283). 
As a literary product, however, Behind rhe Mark, has a discemable hook that can 

distinguish it in the marketplace and naturally avails itself to publicity in newsmedia and 

talkshows. (The book also works in concert with the great success of Ron Luciano's The 

Umpire Strikes Back (1982) which humorously details the life of an umpire.) The 

presence of the hook does not alter the reality of the discourse, but in a cornpetitive 

publishing atmosphere probably any revelations of homosexual activity among Major 

Leaguers - even Umpires - is instant copy and money in the bank. In fiction the story of 

the homosexual major leaguer is a reoccuring therne because this hook is a particularly 

strong and interesting one. Recognizing that homophobic definitions of masculinity are 

often standard practice of the locker-room, the gay athle te's disrup tion of these concepts 

makes the story worth repeating, yet difficult to sustain. 

In Sufe ar Home (1991). an Alison Gordon mystery novel that [ previously 

discussed, the Majors first gay ballplayer has to deal with a fairly intense fan reaction to his 
disclosure, "Everytime Joe  came to bat, the chants started: 'FAG-GOT, FAG-GOT' 
"(235). This representation of how fans might react to the yet unheard of situation is 

perhaps the most important textual gesture in this working of the baseball story. The 
severity of the public's reaction is where the real drarna of the gay ballplayer's story is. In 

the representations of the crowd's reaction Amerka is tested; is the country virulently anti- 

gay or is it, as congressman Barney Frank puts it,"much less homophobic than it thinks it 

isn ("Snapshot" 24)? The easy-to-imagine hostility to the gay ballptayer and the attendinp 

hope that the crowd will someday "get over it" keeps the hook sharp as this conflict is not 

at al1 resolved and asks baseball's future to consider "the gay Jackie Robinson." 

Baseball novels that use this hook do so with diverse estimations of how traditional 

homophobia might be expressed in the event of a player corning out. They also Vary 

insofar as to how cynically or eamestly the hook is employed. Steve Kluger's Changing 
Pitches (1984) is. to my knowledge, the f in t  such novel and is the most understated and 

direct in concept. Played as a traditional love story with a twist rather than an examination 

of the socio-political implications of that love, a pitcher falls in love with his catcher. De- 

emphasizing the potential ,pvity of the situation, Kluger creates a playful narrative that 

credibly incorporates different techniques (newspaper articles, dramatized mound 
conferences, bubblegum card info, fan letters, and personal lists) to move the story along, 

mixinp a flair for gentle humor with the more difficult romantic storyline. It is also a book 

with considerable insight into the garne, and it has a nice, original appreciation of its 

history. It is conceived as a book-in-progress (like Semi-Tough or Bang The Drum Slowly 



or Ali G.0.D.k Children) where Scotty MacKay, a n  aging lefthander,*4 develops a 

relationship with new catcher Jason Cornell. 

Their love affair starts as a friendship and is modulated through the "special 

closeness" of the battery. A replicated newspaper item, cornplete with awful pun, speaks 

of this traditional bond: " It's often been held that the cornerstone of a tmly great tearn will 

invariably be traced to an unbeatable battery. Scotty MacKay and Jason Comell. obviously 

sent to us courtesy of Duracell" ( 123). But Scotty and Jason develop a tme relutionship 

beyond baseball, one that is intellectually stimulating for Scotty beyond the relationship he 

has with his pretty wife Joannie. Jason corroborates the specialness of the pitcher-catcher 

romance by ironically stating,"Outside of you and me, Scotty . . . who else counts?"(157) 

Scotty's voice is initiaily hostile to the whole notion of bio,gaphical introspection, 

I've never been too hot on autobiographies, particularly when they're 
written by athletes. A full length treatise on some neurotic childhood or 
kinky sexual proclivities has no place on contemporary bookshelves -- 
unless it's filed in the card catalogue under "social aberration." (4) 

But as Scotty develops romantic feelings for Jason he starts consultinp a psychiatrist and 

confronts the presence of his father and coaches within the formation of his psyche. Still 

he is womed about his feelings (which are always romantically idealized rather than 

sexually explicit). And his womes are well founded as he knows that "If they knew they'd 

revoke my rosin bag" (214). 

Whereas much baseball literature avoids the topic of the sexuality of ballplayers, 

Scotty states what seems obvious to him. 

Sexudity and baseball have been rnutually inclusive t e m s  since the days of 
the Polo Grounds, the Amencan Association and Charlie Ebbets. It's 
probably the nature of the sport that has perpetuated the relationship 
between the two -- curfews have grown looser while O u r  uniforrns have 
grown tighter. I would be a liar if I said that the below-the-belt attention 
constantly focused on us is anything but an essential part of a player's ego. 
There's no such thing as lack of appeal, and performance anxiety is a 
foreign tem.  If you Wear a numeral, you're hot sex. Period. ( 140- t ) 

But this confession is never an excuse for license. Scotty's interest is expressed in 

romantic ideals rather than moments of lust: 

24 In his unkind review of Changing Pitches. Christian K. Messenger notes the obvious 
parmllel: "Henry Wiggen and Bruce Pearson would blush" (67). 



it's not as if 1 thought, "Boy, does he have a cute ass." Nor did 1 notice 
anything else about him that is usually reserved for discussions behind 
closed doon. What I saw was, having spent my life thinking I was the 
solitary piece in a different jigsaw puzzle, 1 had found someone who was 
the interlocking piece. (2 16) 

But he does acknowledge the fear of his changing (or finally acknowledging) sexuality with 

this memorably humorous passage: 

I've spent most of the evening with an old copy of Playboy, praying that 
my biological reactions to Miss October remain what they have k e n  since I 
discovered her eleven years a p .  On one hand I'm pleased that everything 
still works. On the other hand she also keeps growing a catcher's mask and 
the number 8. (158) 

Despite Scotty's fears, love tums out to be stronger than his inhibitions, and it (of course) 

turns out that Jason knew al1 dong  and is gay too, but this development is  ironically 

acknowledged in the context of a dramatic late inning miracle - a staple of baseball fiction. 

When the Senators win and Jason acknowledges Scotty's love the next day's headline is 

the luridly ironic page-sized exclamation: THEY DO IT!"(î48) 
Peter Lefcourt's The D r e v f s  Affuir (1992) models the same romantic angle (one 

teammate falls in love with another) as Changins Pitches but has a more slick, commercial 

design on its storytelling. The hook is paramount in The DreyvJits Aflair; you can almost 

hear the sharpness of the screenplay pitch - "What would happen if a shortstop fell in love 

with the second baseman?" It is a high-profile book from a major publisher, almost 

guaranteed of reviews in national magazines, while Chnging  Pitches is just another small 

press item. As Lefcourt's title indicates, the novel also uses the parodic device of the 

historical Dreyfus affair with its characters sharing sirnilar functions and names as the 

historical players. Nonetheless, it is still the best-written of the cominp-out novels and, for 

al1 its sizzle, manages to make a significant point without seeming overly eamest. 

Lefcourt, an Emrny-Award winning author and producer, most notably for the police 

drama Cagney & b e y ,  has a punchy, unsentimental style that is reminiscent of Bull 

Durham. (The financial rewards for screenplay rights could make the prospect of a 

baseball story an appealing venture for anybody with a pen.) Unlike the developmental 

staging of Chunging Pitches, The Dreyfus cornes out with its propostion right away: 

"Randy was falling in love. And it wasn't with his wife or with sorne bimbo he'd picked 
up on the road. It was with his second baseman" (13). 

Again, the special relationship between players - this time between SS and 2B -- is 
the basis for a loving relationship. The object of Randy's affection, D.J., is gay as well. 



but he has accepted his sexuality and has decided to keep it to himself out of fea. of what 

the game would do to him if his sexual preference were known. Randy is thrown into a 

panic ("He didn't even want to think about thutn(3)) by his sexual feelings for DJ. and, 

like Scotty in Chmging Pifches. he seeks remedy. He neariy replicates Scottyts "Playboy 

Testt' by the numben: 

He sat down and grabbed a copy of People magazine. Every few minutes 
he glanced up at the red light as he tned to immerse himself in a story about 
Pia Zadora She sure had a nice rack it was comforting to realize that he 
could still appreciate a nice rack. He wasn't that far gone yet. (27) 

But Randy is not sensitive and likeable in the upstanding way Scotty is. He is full of the 

prejudices and locker-room taik of his surroundings, is the insincere "author" of the tell-al1 

Free Swingcr: My Life in Basebail and is a prominent LA. celebrity.25 

In representing Randy's high-style life in the San Fernando Valley. The Dreyfrls 
Affhïr is an uncornmon basebail fiction in that it casually reminds readen that contemporary 

ballplayen are extraordinarily nch. Randy is not much for contemplating the Euclidian 

properties of the sport but is  living the good life associated with Los Angeles: Neiman 

Marcus. charity fundraisers, designer clothes, fast cars, lunch at Nicky Blair's. 

Significantly, The D r e v v  Affdr is one of the only West coast novels in baseball Iiterature. 

a g e ~ ~ p h i c a l  act of subversion to the east coast 1 Ivy League establishments which. to a 

certain extent, have put their irnpn'rmîeur on baseball l i t  
It's on a shopping spree at a Neiman Marcus in Dallas that millionaires Randy and 

DJ. share a kiss that is captured by security cameras, with the videotape functioning as the 
Bordereau (the name given to the document that was used to "proven Alfred Dreyfus's 

treason). What happens when the  story cornes out is, in baseball terms, apocalyptic. 
According to the narrator, the special place basebail has in Amencan history has awarded a 

doubIe standard: 

Ballplayers were far from perfect hurnan beings, but they were not sexudly 
deviant with one another. They could cheat on their wives, patronize 
whores, carry on with women on the road, but they could not succumb to 

25 In his essay " "Forget it means fuck it": Representations of Spanish Speakers and of 
the English Speakiag Community in Basebail Writing" Timothy Morris bnefly takes nie 
Dreyyks Affair to task for its stereotypical depictions of Hispanic characters, particularly in 
the framework of a story in some ways meant to dispel prejudice. (This essay would serve 
as the basis for the third chapter of Morris's study Making the Team: The Cultural Work of 
Basebail Fiction.) 



the charms of their fellow players. Not in America. Tennis playen could. 
Even football players. They were just athletes. Baseball playen were 
knights of the royal garter. ( 140) 

Revelations of the affection the stars have for each other (who are also an inter-racial 

couple) provokes inchoate redneck rage al1 over the country but especiaily the south: "one 

man in Mobile Alabama, lifted the TV set up and threw it out the window; another man in 

Little Rock, Arkansas, went out to his pickup, got the shotgun off the rack, and poured 

fifty rounds of ammunition into the side of the barn" ( 185). The rage spreads to a mockinp 

locker-room and to the stands, "compellingn commissioner Esterhaus to expelt the 

homosexual players from the game. Articulating the hidden agenda(s) behind baseball's 

propaganda, Esterhaus says 

Baseball is not just a sport. Baseball is the expression of this country's 
most cherished values, amonp which heterosexual relations and monogamy 
figure prominently. What happened in Dallas is a violation of both these 
vaiues and therefore of baseball itself. ( 197) 

Of coune sports writer "Milt Zola" has a epndstanding rebuke of the specious argument 

and is instrumental in having the playen reinstated. 

The Dreyfus A flair's c haracten, however, are not radicalized by their experience 

("Dreyfus was n o  Dreyfi~urd' [Gilbert 621 ). Though in the novel'sflnaie Randy Dreyfus 

is shot by a crazed fan from the stands, the "lesson" he leams is one of uncomplicated 

sexual elementalism: "baseball had nothing to do with where one puts one's penisn (281 ). 

The novel avoids over-complicating matters by turning them into "issues," and some 

obvious inconsistencies get excised in favor of the hook. For example, much hinges on the 

shocking oddity of the revelation and ignores the fact that Randy can't be the only gay man 

in Los Angeles, and his fame would certainly make his case a rnatter of public interest for 

activist lawyers and protesters. For Randy, the only positive news he gets is the certainty 

that this hook can be sold: Dreyfus's agent tells him "CBS wants to rnake a TV movie 
about you. Maybe even get Costner to play the lead" (210). Winking to the screen 

prospects of his own book, Lefcourt avoids making a workinp political resolution about the 
issue of gays in the locker-roorn. 

In contrast, Bernie Bookbinder's Out ar the Old Baii Game (1995) is the rnost 

political of the corning out novels. It is quite different from Changing Pitches or  The 

Dreyfur Aflair in so far as the central character (the hard hitting and ndiculously named role 

model, Dick Toote) is aware of his sexuality and makes no effort to conceal it. In the 

course of the action, the dominant political issues for gay men are central beyond the hook. 



The fear of AIDS, same sex spousal benefits. right to free speech. protection from hate 

crimes, the institutiondization of help-organizations like PFLAG to secure rights in a 
homophobic worid, are al1 contigent on the main plot  

The narrative hook in this case is  altered, since Out At The OU Ball Game is about 

the first gay reum in the majors. Relying wholly on the 1-in40 theory, Dicke Toote 

informs the owner of The New York Gents that many of the best players in the league are 

gay. So the team owner exploits public homophobia to low-bal1 other owners out of their 

playen to put together his exciting new team. This strategy is in essence not an attempt to  

integrate but to express pride through direct cornpetition. Interestingly it recalls how, long 

before Jackie Robinson. "when the Negro League owoers contemplated integration, they 

thought almost exciusively in terrns of puttiop an entire Negro team in the majorsn 

(Rogosin lm. This hope of a team rather than individuals on a team gives fans a chance 

to imagine the tearn playing for cornmon values (ur vs. them) but may also indicate how the 

ideais of integration are almost impossible to contemplate. By resting on the hopes of an dl 
gay team, the desired effect is socially transfomative: "In living rooms throughout the 

country, families watched their TV screens transfixed as stereotypes of effeminancy and 

deviance evaporatedn (23 1). The play is transfomed into a battle of contesting ideologies: 

an all-gay team avoids the issue of articulating itself within the space of the locker-room 

and in order to "win" must contrast itseif against teams that are defined on pnnciples of 

homophobic bonding. 

The il1 will of the masses is precisely what team owner Scrappy 

~chwartzenberger26 is counting on: he says, "Who paid to see Liberace? Theytll even pay 

to see ya if they hate ya. Go take Muhammed Ali. They hated him for being an uppity 

nigger and they made him a millionaire" (59). Elsewhere, in the course of the Gents' 

season, the " hate sel1 " is aggressively courted: "One inventive tearn publicist even promoted 

a banner and effigy day with a homophobic themen (82), and this, after declaring the al1 

gay team was "the worst disaster to befall baseball since, and possibly including, the 

notorious Black Sox scanda1 of 1919" (81). 

z6 The novel's penchant for corny / inventive names unfortunately did not stop with 
"Bemie Bookbinder." While these names are fine in a burlesque like Philip Roth's The 
Great Arnerican Novel, they tend to undercut the themes of pride and community self- 
reliance in favour of a more predictable camp. While suggesting the loudspeaken of 
Gents' homegarnes play a "medley of Judy GarIand hitsn( 138) cm help in establishing how 
the Village's culture is appropriated to sharpen the hook in an unpretentious way. the dumb 
names make dl the characten (even the central ones) seem incapable of being anything but 
the limited agents of an unserious cause. 



In his famous essay "Corne Back to the Raft Ag'in, Huck Honey!" Leslie Fiedler 

writes: 'The existence of overt homosexuality threatens to compromise an essential aspect 

of Arnerican sentimental life: the camaraderie of the locker-room and bal1 park, the good 

fellowship of the poker game and fishing trip, a kind of passionless passion, at once gross 

and delicate, homoerotic in the boy's sense, possessing an innocence above suspicion" 

(529). And it is this sentimental life, which is often alluded to in baseball fiction, that is 

challenged and reclaimed in basebal1 novels that declare the presence of homosexual desire. 

Throughout, the homophobic conjectures of the locker-room are important revelations in a 
critique of the heterosexist definitions of the wide-open ballfield. The exposure of 

sentiments like "nothing has ever meant more to me than beating those degenerate, l i m p  

wristed homos"(267) is not far-fetched; however, it is difficult to imagine this type of 

sentiment would ever erupt as publically as it does in Out at the Ofd Ballgame. What is 

happening is an attempt to expose and shame the locker-roomfs influence by forcing its 

cherished prejudices to erupt. But, by definition, what is said in the locker-room is bound 

by a code of silence and tends not to appear in the official transcripts. (In the Pallone 

biography. the mementos of rednecks' epithets are not nearly as chilling as the frightened, 

bourgeois public assurances of "your private life is your private Iife" which refuse to 

confront and thus dramatize difference in advance of certain ostracization.) And in 

basebail, this code is, so far, still intact. 

The central chamcten in Chunging Pitches and The Dreyfus Affak both express 

anxiety about the strength of this code, but their narratives reaffm the primacy of a clon'[ 

ark-don'? tell policy in terms of sexual identity. Reading no cultural difference into the 

characten of Scotty and Randy (they 'pass" as heterosexual) they can serve to say its 
"none of our business" because baseball is baseball, overiding the country's most regulariy 

enforced taboos. Triumph over homophobia as it occun in Out ut the Old Buligame, 
however, is of a cornmunity pnde that expresses cultural difference and wins, like the garne 

in Dr. Quinn, as they refine their part in the "mosaic." Out at rhe Ofd Ballgame actively 

politicizes the hook, ending with the gesture of taking in the first female pro ballplayer for 

the game's full gender integration (with the help of the been-there-done-tbat Gents). By 
now what she wants is unimportant -- she is not so much a girl who wants to play the p m e  

as an untested concept, another hook to test the iimits of tolerance and the sway of the 

locker-roorn in America's rneritocracy. 

Conclusion 



Baseball's positive qualities are often unquestioningly institutionalized, In baseball 

literature, it's usually enough that Walt Whitman actually said "It's Our game - the 

Amencan game. It will take our people out-of-doors, fil1 them with oxygentt (Goodman & 

Bauer 223, never mind if there's any enduring relevance in the staternent. (The enduring 

irony in Whitman's statement is  that his rhapsody to clean living and exercise is made a 

motto to validate the passion for spectator sports -- the faith of fifty million couch 

potatoes.) Similarly, the usual hosannas about baseball's ability to bring a diversity of 

Americans together are not usually chalienged or  properly modified to account for the 

sport's limitations. Baseball is not a perfect mentocracy and, considering its place in 

society, i t never c m  be. 

Martin Luther King JL's inspirational recollection that "Jackie Robinson, with his 

powerful bat and calm spirit . . . remind us that we need not wait until the day of full 

emancipation" (212), also reminds us of how identity can be validated through sport 

celebrity, but also of the historically particular circumstances of the Robinson story. There 
are many Jackie Robinsons, but only one favorite national pastirne with a segregated 

history. The histoncal importance of the Robinson story is a testament to the populanty of 

baseball; NFL football was integrated in 1945, but the Los Angeles Rarns' Kenny 

Washington and Woody Strode are not exactly household narnes (Egerton 422). Stories of 

finding or losing minonty identity in baseball are tme enough but also are unevenly 

dispersed and offer no real guarantee of success to current day newcomers or groups which 

find themselves on the margîns of the dominant society. Baseball literature's celebration of 

the sport's mentocracy is inevitably compromised not only by the commercial limitations of 

baseball but by the commercial limitations of rnainstream American fiction in appealing to 

minority concerns equitably. For example, there are more Hispanic players in professional 

baseball than any other recognizable ethnic group but a dearth of literary reflections about 

their experiences. "Hispanic" fictions like T. Coraghesson Boyle's short story "The 

Hector Quesadilla Story," and Bill Granger's novel The New York Y q u i s  (1995) (a  
novel similar to Out ul the Old Bull game insofar a compt  Steinbrenner figure - "George 

Bremenhaven" -- makes a deal with Castro and stocks his entire team with low-paid 

Cubans) are, like the "black" baseball novels Bingo Long and The Sevcnth Babe, notable 

for how the spectacle of difference is used to make a point about the corruption of the once 

great garne. In his criticai study of baseball fiction, Timothy Moms takes Bette Bao Lord's 

children's book in The Year of the Boat and Juckie Robinson to task, insofar as the 

ostensi bl y affirmative assimilation drama connecting a Chinese American girl w ith the 

Robinson story, also "employs a rnove so common to the baseball novel as to be almost 

one of its defining p n e n c  features: it makes scapegoats of Spanish Speakers" (93). For 



Moms, the construction of meritocracy as a metaphor is a patnarchal code that "rationalizes 

inequalityn (6) and is marshalled to legitimize what he sees as  the hispanophobic and 

homophobic impulses of the basebal 1 novel. 

While paeans to baseball's tradition of inregrating America will continue to be 

wntten, contemporary baseball literature frequently asks too much of the sport. The 
"perfection" found in the placing of first base ninety feet from home is  sought out 

repetitiously in socio-political realms. That much said, it is also worthwhile to note that 

sometimes an important message (the oeed to at least try to find places where we can get 

past our differences) does get through. However sophisticated the projection of a fully 

integrated baseball team can be, it has never been as successfully amplified as it was in the 

popular movie The Bad News Bears (1976). The Bad News Beurs in fact has evetything: 

integration, crudity, snotty children, alcoholism. a love story, ethnic and gender 

integration, patnotism and the immortal line. "you can take that trophy and stick it up your 

ass!" The seventies raunch of Bears is rerniniscent of Semi-Tough, while its poodwill is 

reminiscent of the baseball episode of Dr. Quim, Medicine W o m  (Gretton 70). As the 

popular television version is edited, The Bad News Bears now has more of a reputation as 

a simple flag-waver, the uncensored version is quite shocking by Disney standards. A 
characteristic exchange from the unbowdlerized Bears goes like this: 

Tanner: 
Well what do you expect? Al1 we got on this team are a bunch of lews, 
spics, niggen. pansies - 

Timmy Lupus: 
Hey ! 

Tanner: 
-- and a booger-eating rnor~n!~' 

Ogilvie: 
Tanner. 1 think you should be should be reminded from tirne to time that 
you are the only member of this team who isn't a "Jew, spic, nipper, pansy 
or a booger-eating moron." so you better cool it or we may be disposed to 
beat the crap out of you.27 

The John McGrawesque Tanner is well-advised and the Bean excel under the leadership of 

juvenile delinquent Kelly Leak I Jack Haley and pitcher Amanda 1 Tatum O'Neal. The key 

- 

27 In the novelized version Tanner's racist diatribe is cleansed to read "jerks, foreigners, 
sissies, nose-picken, delinquents and clurnsy M e  runts" (Woodley 32). 



to the movie is not in overcoming these differences but that kids without "positive male d e  

modelsw do the impossible: look at Walter Mathau as a father figure and win. 

As Vince Lombardi is quoted, "Winning is the only thing." Typical of the sports 

ciassics of the seventies, the explosive vulgarity of Bad News Bears is accompanied by a 

sense of an opening in the discussion about who gets to play. As the baseball fiction of the 

late eighties I early nineties begins to exaggerate the openness of baseball, the metaphor of 

the baseball child closes in on itself and the Bears become more about innocent tykes again. 
The wide-eyed kid becomes a baseball text to express nostalgic feelings of cultural loss, 

rather than admitting that kick too have a deep desire to win. 



FIVE 

1s That Good 
Enough For You, 

Pop? 
Generational ~ o n f l i c t  in 

Contemporary Baseball Novels 

"The bal1 once struck off. 
Away nies the boy 
To the next destined post 
And then home with joy." 

-Anonymous (c. 1774) 

"Arnerica is not what you are but what you may be; America remains what Emerson called. 
one hundred and fifty years ago, 'the country of tomorrow.' " 

-Ronald Reagan 



Basebail's Greying Fan Base 

Though professional baseball remains a billion dollar business, the prognosis for the 

industry's future health is uncertain. The erosion of baseball's television audiences after 

the players' strike of 1994 was not just the sudden pique of cheesed-off fans but a 

precipitous tum in a long-tracked decline. A major factor in this decline has been the 

relative inability of the sport to appeal to younger viewers and to reactivate its fan-base. In 

a V u r i q  article which tries to delineate FOX-TV's new strategy for delivering baseball to 

advertisers interested in younger viewers, the curren t reali ty of baseball's television 

demographics are revealed: 

baseball is -- and will be for the near t e m  - one of the oldest skewinp TV 
sports, right up there with bowling and golf. With a demographic profile 
heavy on 50ish, modest income men, baseball has simply proved less 
attractive than the NBA and MT to the core athietic shoe and auto 
advertisers that networks covet. (Levin 1) 

For advertisers looking to align a product with the youth market, the phrase "up there with 

golf and bowling" can hardly be comfortiog. 

The profile of baseball's aging TV audiences also outlines a profile of baseball 

literature's readenhip. 1 believe parts of Vuriefy's dernographics ("heavy on Mish . . . 
men") would also be accurate when used to describe a potential consumer of, say, George 

Will's Men ut Work or David Halbentam's Surnrner of '49. Particularly as baseball's 

literary products are linked to an interest in MLB, the apparent aging of baseball's fan base 

may also account for some of the thematic repetitions of baseball fiction. I would also 

argue that a demoamphic profiie of baseball literature's readeahip wouid be further skewed 

on class lines, as we can assume that "Iiterary" products generally engage a market 

characterized by more than just "modest incorne." I That golf (and not bowling, its alleged 

cornpanion in unfashionableness) is baseball's greatest +al on sports lit bookshelves likely 

has something to do with the disposable income associated with playing the links. The 

I'm identifying a "literary" product here as  a book which announces itself as existing 
within the traditions of "literature" as opposed to books which exist outside this framework 
(Le. picture books, cookbooks, how-to books, etc.) This distinction, of course. is further 
problematized when the "literary" distinguishes itself from existing literary forms. Hence, 
romance novels are not quite "novels," and if you want to find Jane Austen in a bookstore 
you don't look in the "fiction" section: you look in the "literature" section. Baseball 
fiction's increased visibility in the late eighties / early nineties is, I believe, part of this 
market segmentation; baseball novels are part of the section aimed at an interested, but more 
college-educated crowd. 



emergence of basebail literature has not coincided with any wider interest in the sport itself 

from the working class and, some would Say, the emergence of baseball literature is  

symptornatic of baseball's decline in populari ty. As one baseball-lit nay-sayer pu& it, "It's 

ironic that while al1 this hay is being made of baseball in academia, many sportswnters 

think that the game is in big trouble today with its pot-bellied, beer-guuling fan base" 

(Man1 ey). 

Baseball's perceived generation gap presents a conside rable background for 

baseball fiction. Though it should be said that interpreting a demographic pattern in the 

marketplace for baseball fiction certainly does not limit the readership solely to the 

parameten of this so-called target audience. (That target being male sports fans, over 35. 

probably with some college education.) Just a s  millions of adult men watch aftemoon 

television dramas and millions of adult women attend sportinp events: baseball literature, or  

any cultural product, is not owned by the center of its marketplace. But these centen do 

obviously exist and are a cornplex, informing part of the historical process where influential 

patterns of consumption (i.e. soap operas by wornen, professional ballgames by men) are 

rei nforced. 

Despite the presence of a target audience, there is also no reliable "formula" for 

baseball fiction, and using a baseball theme brings n o  guarantees of commercial success. 

For every Shoeless for. there is a Getting Blue: for every A Leugue of Their Own, there is 

The Scout. Baseball fiction's financial rewards, even in the case of a Kinsellian senal 

approach. can hardly match up to the windfalls awaiting the outputs of popular Iiterary 

rnegastars like Stephen King, Dean Koontz, Anne Rice, John Grisham and Tom Clancy. 

As 1 mentioned previously, baseball lit's marketplace is dependable rather than lucrative. 

And the selling of baseball's cultural products is also affected by changing consumer 

moods; the potential backlash from strike-wearïed and increasingly bored fans w h o  

respond negatively even to the suggestion of "baseball" is probably of some concem to 

baseball fiction publishers. As the subject of baseball may scare off potential buyers, it will 

rernain difficult for baseball's cultural products to appeal to those outside of the traditional 

fan base. However, few of the baseball novels I've discussed in this text are transparently 

determined to "cash in" on the popularity of the sport. and even if one wanted to cash in 

there is certainly no blueprint on how to collect 

Baseball has never bound al1 Amencans together as  an audience to a single draina. 
and baseball remains as socially uncohesive as it ever was. And the generation gap 

revealed in baseball's television audiences manifests itself in contemporary baseball fiction. 

particularly the baseball fiction of the Reagan I Bush years which comments not just on 



"traditionai" American values but the once liberal values of aging baby-boomen.2 The 

nostalgia for a game that metaphorically exaggerates the connection between fathers and 

sons informs a discourse about the anxieties of "50ish men" - often as they approach a 

reconciliation with their fathers and look towards the prospects for their sons. The game of 

catch with Dad, of course, is not just the transmission of athletic skills but is the training 

ground for a new generation of fans; the image of the game of catch i s  becoming 

increasingly important as new generations seem to be saying they don? want to  watch their 

fathef s game. 

Fathers & Sons 

Fathers pluying catch with sons is a durable tmpe in al1 representations of basebal 1. The 
image, indelibly linked to the transmission of proper values and authority, is  so widely 

disseminated in art, politics and popular anecdote, it is perhaps best thought of as an 

Arnerican secular icon. Invested in the father and son's game of catch are many cherished 

values: the passing on of skills from one generation to the next. an affectionate male 

bonding, a recognition of parental responsibilities and the gentle passing away of summer 

hours. 

The icon is so pervasive and so generally accepted that "playing catch" is one of the 

most recognized "duties" of American fatherhood. Similady, the image of the sports-dad 

whose belittling sideline crudities rob the youngster of his innocence has becorne the dark 
rnirror image of the heart-warming icon. For example, in the film version of The N ~ u r d ,  
the father and son tossing the baseball signal a heal thy restoration to the best things of Iife: 

whereas in the biopic F e u  Strikes Ouf (1957) the competitive antagonisms of Jimmy 

Pienal's / Tony Perkin's father is the background of the son's mental collapse. (Sharply 

defined in the film by having Piersdl / Perkins madly climbing the backstop to yell at his 

father in the stands: "How was that? Was it good enough?"). 

The icon is present in life as well as art. After d l ,  the emotions that the image elicits 

are real and that's what makes it such a reliable cliché. And this resource of real feelings is 

being continua11 y redrawn in the literary trope, sampling common experiences as well as 

unexpressed emotions within father-son relationships. And, the father-to-son dynamic in 

the male relationships of baseball stories is, of course, not limited to fathers and sons. In 

Interest in regular season TV garnes has eroded to the point where. in 1995, the Friday 
night Neilsen-ratings average for NBC's national broadcasts of selected baseball games 
were getting handily outdrawn by the ABC sitcorn Fami& M e s  (Levin 69). 



baseball fiction, we have already seen many relationships which can be interpreted as  

sublimated father-son relationships. Even the Residential ceremonial first pitch can be 

seen as the institutionalized fom of the Amencan patriarch's duty to indulge his children in 

the garne of catch. 

Assessing the pattern in Shoeless Joe / Field of D r e w ,  Roger Angeil wri tes, 

the dreamy field, it turns out, is needed so that Ray can be reconciled with 
his late father, a fan and would be pro-player who idolized Shoeless Joe; 
there was a falling out ("When 1 was fourteen, I started to refuse," Ray 
says. "Can you imagine an American boy refusing to play catch with his 
father?") 

[Wlhen Ray asked what Arnerican boy wouldn't want to play catch 
with his Pop, I quickly thought of Ty Cobb and Ted Williams and Joe 
DiMaggio and, yes, Lou Gehrig, and a million more who never did and 
(sorry) who never said they'd missed it. (344) 

The testimony of the professional players, however, is no match for the image of the game 

of catch, and Kinsella's skill, in the passage in question, is in capturing the resonating 

sentiments and guilt associated with this image. 

The obligatory game of catch has become a social contract written in the long 

established forms of American popular culture. The thematic dominance of patrilinear 

narratives in sports history obviously invites inquiry into how masculinity is expressed (or 

performed) in baseball's literary representations. Doris Kearns Goodwin says bringing her 

boys to a game at Fenway is not just a day out but "an anchor of loyalty linkinp my sons to 

the grandfather whose face they never saw but whose person they have corne to know 

through this most timeless of al1 sports, the game of baseballn (28). The complex 

association of a vision of normal masculine progress with the icon of the game of catch is a 

done deal, the icon's centrali ty reaffinned with each assurance of its ordinanness. 

Paradoxically, as baseball's core audience gets older, the genuflections to the game 

as essentially "for the children" have become more prominent in conventional American 

sport ideology. This deference to "the kidsn is often dedicated to an idea of how the game 

should be and is usually infonned byfin-&-siecle rnisgivings about the way things seem to 

be. For example, in an o p e d  for Sports Illushczfed Michael Bamburger wntes: "During the 

1994 baseball strike -- while watching the Ken Burns senes oozing sentiment on PBS - I 
reluctantly concluded that a great, long running opera, the one about baseball and fathers 

and sons, was finally over" (88). M i l e  it's ironic that Bamburger cornplains of Burns's 

ooze, his concern -- that the game is not fit for the youngsten anymore -- is cornmon and 

understandable. However, "the opera" of fathen and sons is still going strong as elements 

of tragedy and doom have been introduced into - if you will - the libretto. 



The moral authority of "kids" in Amerïcan sport paradi,ps is a longstanding one. 

In a provocative essay concerning the reasons why the less detailed game of baseball 

outstripped cricket for popularïty in mid 19th century Amerka, Melvin Adelman postulates 

that it has little to do with overt patnotism and more to do with the "Amencan belief that 

bal1 playing was a pastime for childreo and small boysn (100). The more adult gatherings 

of cricketers may have inhibited its natural growth within the country as cricket's more 

rigid system of d e s  and membenhip assured serious, adult participation. And throughout 

its development into a billion dollar business, organized baseball has maintained its 

assurances that it is, after all, a kid's game. This is not a recently developed advertising 

ploy, but it has had its role in the marketing of baseball as a family-friendly business. 

(Despite the joy a youngster may experience at the sight of the park, the team mascot, a hot 

dog, attending a professional baseball game is often an endurance test for the young as 

today's Dames are frequeotly longer than the opera.) The positive associations with the 

sandlot or the little leagues as the real source of the game's authenticity are still quite strong 

in Amencan culture. 

In baseball, it's important (and profitable) to be a kid. While critics of the celebrity 

culture of athletes may reasonably be dismayed by the juvenilization of grown men, it is 

important to remember that much of this is a service to the fans who prefer to see their 

ballplayen that way. For example, Ted Williams studiously adopted the nicknames "The 

Kid" and "Teddy Ballgame" even though few would describe his approach to the art of 

hittinp as carefree or childlike. Likewise, the preat Brooklyn Dodgen teams of the 199s 

became immortalized by Roger Kahn as The Bqvs of Siimmer. Today, Ken Griffey Jr. -- 
baseball's current (and some would say only) hot property, trades heavily on his identity as 

"Junior" and has so far avoided the scom heaped upon Barry Bonds who is strikingly 

similar as a player but less able to sel1 youthful enthusiasm. In the cultivation of "boys at 

playw as the source of baseball's appeal, the title of George Will's Men LU Work is a well- 

intentioned purpose pitch. 

'The kid" as a baseball-lit archetype often represents the interests of the adult fan, 

while "the fan" is largely vilified in baseball literature as the source of unseemly, pre- 

violent, alcoholic, prejudicial. mob behaviour and harshly judped for his impotence in the 

face of players' strikes and million dollar salaries. As "the kid" though. the fan's voice is 

uncompted and can still connect with the spint of play. When baseball ownen or media 

pundits make appeals to athletes to be "role models," they are not really talking about 

disappointing children, but about disappointing paying fans. The unworthy "fan" is 

transformed into the innocent "kid": the kid who gets to say "say it ain't so Joe," the kid 



who almost wins it in The B d  News Bears, and the kids who romp around the bases at the 

close of Ken Burns' gusher. 

"The catcher is the father, the son is the pitcher." 

In an essay titled "Emotionality in the Stands and in the Field: Expressing Self Through 

Baseball," Bob Krizek details the affective bonds that following a baseball team might 

bring to a father and son. Relating the persona1 motivations behind an otherwise 

information-orientated sociological essay. he recreates the harmonies of the father-son 

game of catch in the context of adult fans: 

I never tmly grieved for my father when he died. I kept busy with funeral 
arrangements, financial matters for my mother, my mamage, my school 
work, and on and on. I never really took the time to Say goodbye to my dad 
or allow myself the wamth and contentment of recailing the g-md times we 
had spent together watching baseball. In fact baseball at Comiskey was the 
backdrop for the most genuine interactions had with rny dad. He was 
rernoved from the pressures of work, and we were clear of the relational 
tensions of home. At Comiskey, our tenuous relationship was at ease. 
When Old Comiskey closed, 1 was forced to face the reality of having lost 
my father. (3 17-8) 

For better or wone, sports has become the lingua frcincu for  millions of American men. 

Though it might be reasonable to suggest that it was the limitation of Comiskey Park as the 

place for this "genuinti interaction" that caused a " tenous relationshi p," the stress-free 

harmony suggested by this baseball rnemory is unpretentious, and an equally reasonable 

recognition of the pressures put upon working men. But the ovemding sense of the 

memory is bittersweet: within the nostalgia is  melancholic regret about the relationship's 

narrow avenues for connection. 

The pattern can be found in other sports replications, but baseball's imposing 

historical status with its assumptions of patriotism, positive values, and even literary 

hegemony makes it the most likely setting for this kind of reflection. Obviously, the sarne 

issues Knzek raises would be more problematically mediated if the setting was a rifle range 
or poetry readings. (Again baseball has become a "safer" place to contemplate traditional 

masculinity: divested of the aggressive, violent make up of the "bad sports," football. 

boxing, etc., but still not effeminate like poetry or the arts.) The traditional cross- 

generational popularity of baseball has helped bring the fan's articles of faith to the patterns 

of the household and to the idealized socialization of the American male. 

In the course of this chapter, I will be discussing a selection of contemporary 

baseball novels, al1 printed in the L990s, none definitively established as a baseball classic, 



to illustrate how the interests of the fan are currently being mediated through the image of 

father-son games. The novels do not reach a unified resolution but the highlighting of 

issues of fatherhood in contemporary baseball fiction does, 1 think, Iocate a deeply felt 

conflict in recent history. This thematic grouping in baseball fiction celebrates baseball and 

fatherhood, but in the middle of an uoresolved debate about the place of fathers in 

conternporary American society. 
Moreover, the attempt to repair the American father and son relationship with a 

game of catch may be further undentood in light of aging baby boomers, trying to find in 

baseball a kind of rapprochement with the generation of Americans it figuratively tumed its 

back on. The emergence of basebdl literature as a respectable cultural product could only 

corne in the Reagan / Bush era with its politicized formulations of nostalgia, its cultural 

pinings for the imagined harmonies of the fifties, where al1 the green lawns in America 

were crowded with fathen playing catch with their sons. 

Responding to the advances of feminism, increased divorce rates, and the collapse 

of the manufacturing economy, sports texts can reach back and find in the game's gloried 

past an implied regret about the way things are. In the throwaway comedy film Celtic 

Pride, the basketball-obsessed character played by Daniel Stem tells his son, "At one time 

in this country, sports were glonous, that's when thinps were in proportion. By the way. 

your Mom and 1 are getting a divorce. See ya!" (Kertes 64). Similari y in much baseball 

fiction the pining for clean lines. d e s ,  and the tradition of hemism cornes in the sphere of 

acknowledging that the values of the past - specifically fatherhood - are less important in 

the daily life of Americans. 

The Eighties and the Performance of Fatherhood 

Before trying to generalize about the spirit of a time that has not quite passed, one should 

be mindful of how generalizations of past decades are easily reduced to units which convert 

the most obvious clichés of the day into monoliths of historical fact. For example, the 

1950s were not just drive-ins and sock-hops, but The Fifries itself has been transformed 

into a cultural unit which is constantly repackaged and repopularized on  the basis of its 

appealing clichés. The commodified version of The Fifries then becomes a mernorable 

nostalgie cornmodity of the 1970s, cashing-in with movies such as American GraDtti, 

Greuse and the television show Happy Days. Similarly, the 1960s were not just war- 

protests and Woodstock; it was also The Beveriy Hillbillies and The Sound of Music. 

While "the silent majonty" Richard Nixon defined had their day at the polls, their tastes in 



popular entertainment are rarely represented as  a rneaningful part of The Saies.3 In 
popularized formats, the nostalgically reconstmcted decades become typically non- 

confrontational. The Fifies, minus segregation and Communist witch hunts, becomes 

Happy Duys; The Sixties, minus the dmgs, becomes The Wonder Years. (In each case, a 

sentirnentalized vision of the past is authorized by the narrative of the young man.) 

Likewise, when starting to speculate on why baseball literature came of age in the 1980s. 

it's important to keep in mind the cornplexities and contradictions which cannot be held by 

the definitions of the spirit of the times, but it is also important to see how the frame of The 
Eighties is set - and how this frame is made with its own nostalgie imperatives. 

At the end of Peter Abrahams' The Fun, the derangement of the lead character is in 

part a failure of  contemporary society to value children (and baseball). The novel's bnef 

articulation of how little league bal1 made a brief comeback in "the Reagan years" ( T h e  

high school had already dropped [baseball] a year o r  two before. This was after they 

closed the mill. We had baseball a while during the Reagan years, but now it's gone" 

325), sugpests how the patnotic nostalgia associated with the Reagan presidency 

strategically reaffirmed baseball as a normal stage in a successful Amencan boyhood. Of 

course the Reagan presidency is just a part of the 1980s, and the ideals of the Reagan 

campaigns were not uniquely all-embracing. But when we start to consider me Eighties as 

a cultural unit, we can start to see the outlines of how the literary embrace of baseball is 

partly linked to the nostalgia which is at the core of Ronald Reagan's political success. 

As we have seen, baseball nostalgia is rooted in pastoral conventions. The premise 

that the contemporary form of the game is inferior to the game of the past is written into 

supportive Iegends of baseball's pre-eminence and continually ennches the sport's history. 

Similarly, creations like the "mominp in Americat' campaign of the 1984 election are 

iilustrative of  the pastoral nostalgia of Reagan's presidency: expressing disdain for current 

developments by yeaming for an apple pie tableaux of the past. Composed with a tacit 

hostility to the other popular cultural expressiom of the decade (sex and violence on TV, 
the rise of rap music, the rise of afternoon talk shows, video rental stores, computer 

games), the "moming in America" vision speaks its discontent metaphorically. Although 

3 The anti-establishment recollection of The Skties has made the era a less likely venue for 
baseball nostalgia. in feel-good texts like Ken Burns' Barebd, it would almost seem like 
"selling-out" to Billy Graham and Lawrence Welk to talk of this decade as a great time for 
baseball. [t is said then, for good reason, that America's attention was elsewhere. This 
skipping-over to the more nostalgically attached forms professional baseball would take in 
the 1980s acknowledges baseball's conservative function in the performance of 
nationalism: assertinp something went wrong with Amencan culture in the f%ûs that 
baseball seeks to cure. 



baseball literature does not hold one political line, metaphorically, baseball often proposes a 

conservative agenda just by the mention of its name. (We aren't Iikely to think of diabetes 

when we hear "apple pie.") While it may be debatable to what extent the Reagan years 

restored pride in Arnerica, the fact that so  many Arnericans felt their national pride was 

restored speaks of a certain poetic success. 

Packaging decades has a normal historical function, and generalizing about cultural 

trends is not a cynical advertising c a m p a i s  for future sitcoms. We can obviously leam 

something about the 1920s from The GW Gatsby, but we cm also leam something about 

the 1950s from Happy Doys, and something about the 1980s from Bruce Springsteen's 

album Born in the USA. And in illustrating the background for baseball's modem lament 

for fatherhood, 1 will draw less on the political and economic developments of the 80's -- 
the fate of Michael Milken, the Grenada invasion, Iran-Contra, etc. -- to brkfly detail the 

sentiments of the most popular television show of the decade, The Cosby Show ( 1984-92). 

The Cosby Show - an affirmative sitcorn about an African-American middle class 

farnily -- is not much of a document of how the 19ûûs played out for the average Amencan 

or for the average African-American. The Cosby Show's faith in the system to reward 

hard work and its lack of communication with the "off stagen difficulties of the working 

and poorer classes distinguished it from the increasingl y " real" issue-onentated fare w hic h 

characterized successful eariy 70s sitcoms like Ail in the Fmi l y  o r  Good mes4 and from 

the more determinedly non-political late 70s sitcoms like Luverne a d  Shirley and Threets 
Company. Cosby was, in many ways, a retum to "traditional values" - so rnuch so, that 

the cornmonplace observation about the show was that it was a revision of the fifties 

"classic" Futher Kmws Besr. The compatison rnay not be totally off target; however, it's 

not made in deference to broadcasting history but to offer a critique of Cash's social and 

political look back to the past. The Cosby Show arrives on the cultural scene to celebrate 

the farnily and the responsibilities of fatherhood, precisely when the public may feel these 

values are increasingly strained.5 

cf. Henry Louis Gates Jr.'s opinion: "The social vision of Cosby, however, reflecting 
the miniscule integration of blacks into the upper middle class, reassuringly throws the 
biame for black poverty onto the impoverishedn (qtd ha l ly  & Lewis 3). 

5 Accordingiy, the 1980s saw a drastic reduction from the previous decade in the 
percentage of households with fathers at home. According to The World Almanac. for 
whites the percentage dropped frorn 90% ton%; for Hispanics from 78% to 64% and for 
Blacks it dropped from 59% to an alarmingly low 36%. 



The popularity of The Cosby Show does not mean there was a universal 

endorsement of the social vision of the promam. but, nonetheless, the show's championing 

of the responsibilites of fatherhood is an example of the nostalpia associated with the 

Reagan revolution, and is, I believe, indicative of the spirit which helped foster baseball 

literature. The cachet of the traditional icon of the father and son game - believed to be 

under stress from the developments of the sixties and seventies - is tacitly placed within 

the larger context of a debate about what the role of fathers really should be. As Bill 

Cosby's HeathcIiffe Huxtable character was a former track star for Temple University, 

sport in the The Cosby Show becomes an important repository of male virtues and vanities. 

Heathcliffe may not always be literally playing catch with his son Theo, but he is 

figuratively presented as  the classic American patriarch through his continual and often 

humorous re-telling of his athletic career. We can thus feel safe in assurning that Dr. 
Huxtable did make the tirne for pitch-and-catch in the pre-drarnatic text to Cosby's debut. 

(In the senes pilot, Cliff takes up Theo's baseball bat for effect when he delivers the 

show's first catch phrase: "1 brought you into this world and 1'11 take you out.") AIways 

present, assured in the rewards of the system, patient with the restlessness of youth, Cosby 

hurnorousl y deflects anxieties about parenti ng by reaffirmi ng the paradigms of the Cleaver 

household, where the revelation of Theo's dyslexia is not dramatically unlike Wally coming 

home with a "jelly roll " hairstyle. 

The yearning for the gender-role stability of the past as imagined invanably cornes 

with a recognition of the faults of past systems. Psychologist Dr. Alvin Poussaint, who 

endorsed Cosby's bestseller Faiherhood ( l986), writes "fathers w ho think they should get 

involved only when they can begin to teach their child (usually the son) sports are way off 

base" (Cosby 168). The reduction of the function of the father to ball-tosser may indeed be 

part of the American father's prosaic destiny: imapininp the American father's 

responsibilities to a son outside of the world of play is not that easy. in a brief essay on 

gender history, critic Michael C. Adams more explicitly problematizes the historical 

limitation of sport and play as the natural American father-son dynamic in a way that could 

serve as a kind of prologue to Peter Abrahams' The Fan: 

Fathen could not retrieve their authority over children who enjoy a freedom 
in America unknown elsewhere in the Western wodd. Child rearing experts 
have encouraged fathers to be pals, playmates, o r  big brothen to their 
offspring. offenng fnendly advice and conpanionship, but not trying to 
impose behaviour patterns. Many have t k d  to do this and sought warrner 
relationships with their children. But it has been difficult to achieve parity 
with mothers in the role of caregiver. Even today, most fathers spend less 
hours at home than mothen and their time with children is often play time, 
made up of bal1 throwing and Little League coaching. (Adams 17) 



In the lost-past atmospheres of Ronald Reagan and 13ie Cosby Show, baseball becomes a 

likely stage to perfom ideas of what we may think constitutes fatherhood. As baseball 

becomes l e s  interesting to the younger peneration, its representations may speak of 

"traditional values1' that are threatened in the conternporary landscape. 

The Fan 

Peter Abrahams' novel The Fun (1995) is a quick-paced thriller whose inventive crossing 

plot lines made it a natural for cinematic treatment. The action takes place in the modem 

sports world with the aggressive patter of talk shows, million-dollar contracts, expensive 

tickets, and the pervasive interest of the media The narrative also describes events typical 

of modem economic disempowerment: corporate take overs, the threat of job loss, and the 

insecure identity of "bread winnerm long held out as the role for Amencan patnarchs. The 

Fan is the story of two men, both fathers: one a desperate knife-salesman whose interest in 

sports is a barometer of his increasing powerlessness, the other a millionaire slugger whose 

talent is more than equailed by his spoiled adolescent obsessions. 

The background for both narratives in The Fan assert the emotional primacy of 

father-son relationships. For Gil Renard, the son of a proud creator of a line of knives that 

has since been merged into a corporate entity which has CO-opted the Renard name to sel1 

shoddy Ginsu-like knives, the failure of his own career as a salesman is connected in his 

heart to his undeveloped little league talent. In the downward spiral of his career, he  

becomes the archetype of the bad sports-father -- alienating his own son with his 

temperamental desire for victory. For Bobby Reynolds. the home run hitter whose success 

has allowed hirn to get whatever he wants, a confrontation with an image of doomed youth 

puts him in a serious slump which compels hirn to place his own "childhood" ahead of his 

son's. In both cases, complex issues of sport and masculinity turn the plot developments 

into a sad devolution of powers sacrificecl to the over-arching importance of the game. 

Like J. Henry Waugh of The Universui Buebail Association, Gil Renard's 

consciousness is overwhelmed by fantasies of baseball. His recollections of his own Iittle 

league moments are played back in his mind over and over as if they were World Series 

memones. These fantasies are not easily dismissed as Walter Mittyesque escapes or as 

hamlessly anti-social. The other components of Gil's life are menacing: first of all, he's a 



knife salesman who knows everything about the product, except how to seIl it.6 The 

inherent capacity for violence in his knowledge of the weapons sets Gil up for the 

calculated drama Abrahams is interested in. (The reader is always ready for Gil to use the 

"thrower" he straps to his leg.) Secondly, he is recently divorced and finds it difficult to 

deal with his ex-wife, her new boyfriend, or the needs of his son, Richie. 

The path of the thriller is set up quickly and with mernorable precision: Gil's 

degeneration is caused by socio-economic stress rather than mentai illness. For example, 

the restraining order placed upon him by his ex-wife is indisputably well deserved, but it is 

part of the way the stakes are raised against the character and how his dangerous reactions 

becomes harrowingly believable. Gil Renard is his father's son; the knife Company his 

father built i s  described in terms of an artistic achievement, and Gil's interest in baseball 

shows a similar dedication to detail. The take-over of the company is in some ways a - 
parallel to the "sell-out" of baseball as a professional industq.' It is baseball that GiI 

rernemben, and it is in this compromised industry that his rage will be played out 

In his daydreams of his little league glory ("stealing homen of course) Gil usually 

rememben an image of his father, who was dyinp in the hospital at the time, saying 

something like, "C'mon Gil" (39). His recollection of a day at  the ballpark with Dad is a 

notable inversion of standard celebrations: 

Remembering the first time his father had taken him to a bal1 game. and how 
they had al1 booed some player, how he had stood on his seat so he could 
see. hands cupped to h is  mouth. laughing and booing with the rest. (188) 

It is telling that Gil's first instruction is leaming how to jeer failure; it is perhaps more 

telling that it is the stand-up event where he must strive to see "like the rest." White the aim 
of attending is ostensibly to cheer the home team to victory, the moments of disappointment 

o r  failure can be just as binding. Moments where fans do engage in derisive behaviour. 

like chanting "Dar-ryl, Dar-ryl" over and over. are often moments when, as they say, 

"nobody is going for a hot dog." The lesson learned at the game with Dad is one which Gil 

6 The company's knives ironically retail at $80 whiie scatpers selling tickets for opening 
day are asking $150 per ( 14). 

As one of the knife company management figures tells the hurt Gil, "Your father made 
beautiful knives. Cincinnati made it a business' (1 16). Here, the use of "Cincinnati" as 
the eponyrn for fatal commercialisrn may be a nod to the legend of the 1869 Cincinnati Red 
Stockings as baseball's first professional team (Goldstein 5) and to Cincinnati as the place 
where the commercial fonn of professional baseball flourished. 



eventually interprets crirninally: Amenca doeçn't iove success as much as it loves to despise 

faiiure. 

When Gil goes to see his son play baseball, he brings dong the shame associated 

with his failures to maintain his father's creative integrity. Apoplectic with the need to see 

him not fail, Gil begins cuning in the stands, teiiing his son, "Get your fucking giove upn 
(72). Fis damaged sense of self ovemdes his awareness of his son's lack of skills, and in 

prayinp for his son's unlikely success, Gil is driven further to the edge. His way of trying 

to bond then becomes an exagprated show of masculine virtues he does not possess: 

He thought: Be a hem. boy. He saw himself up there, powerful, coiled, 
murderous: driving one over that fence, over that church, over those trees. 
Grand dam. Be a hem. boy. (248) 

The desire in Kinsella's Iowa BmebalI Confed- for base bal1 to express itself rnagically 

by extending its Iines and transcendentai possibilities is tumed into somethinp "coiled" and 

"murderous." The desire to get beyond the limitations of physicai realities (and economic 

ones) are a natural source for fantasies or daydreams, but for the dispossesseci Gil these 

limits (the fence, the church, etc.) are cruel reminders of the broad definitions of failure. 

Gil Renard's devolution into a psycho-fan who goes on a robbing, killing and kidnapping 

spree is his attempt to be heroic. 

l ' le  narrative of the superstar ballplayer who is pulled in the downward spiral of the 

fired knife salesman is also a story about the failure of baseball to be a source for positive 

values. Bobby Raybum is the quintessential spoiled superstar who plays around, gets 

taken by his agent. is pampered by the press and is ungratefully dismissive of the fans.$ 
His story is one of a long, protracted snit as he tries to use his status as  hi$-paid slugger 

to wrest the lucky number eleven from a les-glamorous teammate who has a pnor claim to 

it. As a professional athlete he is used to getting his way, and the mix of Raybum's huge 

salary with his anested adolescence becomes a tacky spectacle of indulgence and naiveté. 

When he explains to one of his conquests that he was on the phone conducting business, 

the woman expresses the traditional objection of the fan: "'Business? the girl replied, as 

though struck by the possibility she'd made a horrid mistake. 'Aren't you a bal1 

player?'"(S 1 ). 

Of course not al1 professional athletes behave like spoiled kids. The spoiled athlete 

is one type of the baseball "kid." If the kid gets to speak the fan's interests for a clean. 

When asked about the fans, Raybum replies, "What about thern?" (26). 



family p m e ,  the spoiled athlete becomes the scapegoat for  the fan's distaste or  boredom. 

As such, the Bobby Raybum character is no less trapped in the patrilinear sentiments of 

baseball fictions. While Gil Renard is unable to retain the promises of his father's 

creativity so that he lashes out, Bobby Raybum's ability to maintain the life of a protected 

child (be a boy. hem) makes him ill-suited for adult compromise o r  the ability to see 

beyond the ballpark. 

In The Fan. it i s  a female sports writer named "Jewel" -- reminiscent of the 

sportswriterlsleuth of Allison Gordon's Kate Henry mysteries -- who connects the 

narratives and gets to solve the crime. Shets cynical enough to realize "bal1 players: they 

got al1 the sleep they wanted, like babiesw (257). Yet - like Hooplu's Luther Pond - she 

makes her own enabling contribution to the star's hype: her article on Rayburn begins "If 

the phrase 'All-American boy' still has any meaning at this late date, i t surely applies to 

Bobby Rayburn" (259). Further, it doesn't prevent Jewel from becoming sexually 

attracted to the Ali-Amencan myth and, through her wise affection, she educates him out of 

his stupor in a way which says "We're thinking of a Susan Sarandon type for the movie." 

Raybum's relationship with his son Sean is less dramatic than the Gil I Richie 

relationship. but it is as important in the pattern of finding the adult voice. This pioche 

starts with a take on the famous Babe Ruth I Johnny Sylvester storyg when Rayburn visits 

a hospital ward and meets a child, also named Sean, who has lost his haïr from 

chemotherapy and who asks his hero to hit a home run in that night's parne. Raybum fails 

to hit one, and the boy dies just after listening to the game and reaiizing Rayburn has let 

him down. The encounter weighs heavily on Rayburn, and he blames the meeting, in part, 

for the slump he gets mired in, later refemnp to the sick child as "Chemo Sean." This event 

becomes so ovenvhelming for Raybum, a man who is living a childhood fantasy, that 

rather than confront the suggestion of dûah and unfair rewards he tries to avoid it, going so 

far as to sugpest his own son use his middle name so Raybum wouldn't be rerninded of 

"Chemo Sean" (198). As Gil reacts violently to the unfaimess of life, Rayburn acts 

childishly; both are avoiding their responsibilities as parents because of their inability to 

locate themselves beyond their baseball "careen." Surrounded by inflated sports myths of 
responsibility to children, both fail to step aside from these myths and toward their sons. 

"The catcher is the father, the son is  the pitcher" (173, Gil reminds himself of the 

dynamics of the game of catch. The battery (catcher & pitcher) is an important relationship 

9 And so the story goes: Sylvester asks Ruth to hit a home mn, Ruth does, kid gets 
better, Ruth is commended for what he did for Johnny Sylvester and Ruth says "who the 
hell is Johnny Sylvester?" 



in baseball and particularl y cele brated in representations of the game. Whatever the 

importance of the relationship on the field, in baseball fiction the intimate communication 

within the baîîery makes it an obvious relationship to exploit '0 The father-son battery as 

recollected through Gil's mantra, strategically reasserts the primary importance of their 

game of catch. By obvious extension it becomes a metaphor for initiation into proper 

manhood: the receiver -- the patient interpreter and reader -- helps the son channel the 

youthful strength inherent in his am. But it is the metaphor - not the actual father and son 

- which is important to Gil. 

Like any pood thriller, The Fun does not labor its action with long philosophical 

expositions on the social conditioning of the charactea. Unsurpnsingly, there are a few 

sideswipes aimed at academics who "read t w  much" into the game and who are adding to a 

sense of pathological dependence on sport for cultural validation. For example, a dubious 

psychiatnst cornes on the phone-in sports show Gil obsessively listens to in order to plug 

his book Three Dreams You're Out: Freud. Jung, Bareball and declares. "The bal1 

symbolizes the family gene pooln (34). But the narratives in The Fun cross-hatch well 

because the use of the baseball setting is irnmediately suggestive of its issues; the possible 

embrace of conservative, middle class n o m s  in the game is - as always - contrasted by 

the failures of ordinary Arnericans to [ive up to its exquisite and excruciating paradigms. 

Father-son issues in The Fan are echoed in contemporary baseball fiction as the sentiment 

can be measured against the real emotions inherent in the sport-based relationships of 

millions of American men. In Gil's violence or  Rayburn's selfishness we can  see 

exaggerated versions of father-son relationships that are largely mediated through sports. 

By bringing the complexity of the intersecting dramas to the moment of "the catcher 

is the father, the son is the pitchern the novel ironically engages the sorrows inherent in 

valuing the "family gene poolw in ternis of baseball success. At first Gil bnngs his disgust 

at his son's lack of on-field prowess to bear on his ex-wife: "Was there a baseball gene that 

a few had and most did not? It wasn't fair. Well, Cil had that gene, didn't he? It was 

Ellen who had screwed things upn (304). But later Gil denounces his own gene pool with 

disgust, asserting he is "Limp like three limp generations: his father, him, Richie; venus 

Raybum's father, Raybum, Sean" (3 16). The narrative does not explicitly disavow the 

genetic argument (Raybum's gifts are in fact scientificall y corroborated in an eye-exam), 

- - 

Io For example, Crash Davis and Nuke LaLoosh in Bull Durham; Henry Wiggeo and 
Bruce Pearson in Bang the Dnun Siowiy -- in each case a coming together of opposites: 
intellectuaf wash-up v. superficiai phenom; Yankee star v. hick jouneyman. 



but it is GiI's faith in this code which dooms him as  the econornic factors of his life drive 

him to murder. 

The Fm is one of the few baseball novels which chooses to contrast the economic 

circumstances of the fan and the player. Gil Renard becomes the displaced "angry man." 

who is lost in the take-over economy, whose divorce settlement has alienated him from his 

child(ren), who sees few signs of things getting better. Whereas in B m g  the Drum Slowfy 

Henry Wiggen's insurance-selling may have made hirn look crudely capitalist, he is still 

living in a world where this kind of extra money is important to a ballplayer. Bobby 

Raybum's enormous wealth is entirely unearned -- acting out his physical gifts, he can 

only imitate "business," get ripped-off by money-savvy agents with regularity, and live in 

ignorance of his own son's needs. The sportsworld has not rewarded either protagonist 

with wisdorn and keeps them both enthralled to a juvenile vision of themselves which is 

indulged and exacerbated by the game. 

Whatever its modernities. the movie version of The F m ,  even though it was full of 

star power (Robert DeNiro and Wesley Snipes as  Gil and Raybum), failed to appeal to 

audiences. There are, of course, many reasons for a film's poor showing, the nausea of 
seeing DeNiro play yet another psycho undoubtedly being one. But 1 would also suggest 

that, even considering ill-will of baseball fans post-stnke, the public is probably not that 

interested in nasty movies about baseball. It's more likely that the misgivings of fans will 

be exploited by pictures of uncomplicated affection for the game. It certainly can be 

agued  that The Fun just was not the vehicle to express anxiety about the celebration of 

sports by American men: baseball fiction more often succeeds when it tries to resolve its 

conflicts with an evocation of generational harmony. 

Dying Children 

Michael Shaara's novella For Love of the Gume (1991) is an attempt to bring the sentiment 

of The Old Mun und The Sea to baseball Iiterature and is a fair example of how baseball is 

used as a Iiterary device to transcend "unpleasant" developments in history and to 

imaginatively return patemal value to a contemporary landscape. 2 An aging pitcher, ready 

1 1 It's rumored that Kevin Costner will be lollowing his past successes in Bull Durham 
and Field of Dream by staming in the film venion of MichaeI Shaara's sentimental For 
the Love of the Game. It will be interesting to see if this lower-profile movie will succeed 
where 7?ze Fan failed. 

12 Published posthumously, the novella's weaknesses may have othenvise been 
corrected, had Shaara more time to work on the manuscript. Readers of Shaara might 



to make the ultimate pastoral escape by moving to New Zealand, ends up struggling 

through a tough game (and some tougher sentences) to pitch a glorious no-hitter. The 

pitcher, named "Billy Chapel" (conflating the juvenile strains of Billy Boy with the 

necessary solemity for the "Church of Baseball") is connected to the better past; a 

"throwback" whose virtue is secured with the ultimate compliment - he is "insultedu by a 

lawyer who says "you never came out of the goddam eighteenth century" (21). (A  
compliment Crabbe Evers' baseball P.[. Duffy House is routinely paid.) Billy is almost 

completely infantilized by his wife: "Billy bless your head, youlre more fun than any kid 

I've ever known. And you're such a lovely boy. A sweet, sweet boyV(36), and he is 

motivated throughout by the voice of his father: "Pop would Say: 'Play your heart out 

Billy. Give it al1 back, Billy, everythinp you've been given. Give it al1 back . . . out of the 

golden a m  . . . the golden a m  God gave you"'(56). Billy Chapel's irnpending athletic 

"death" is foreshadowed by the motivational assurances of idealized childhood. 

For The Love Of The Gume works through the conceits of baseball's literary 

province and cornes up once again with the idea that, deep down, it's a kid's game, and d l  

the things which remind us otherwise are not only bad for the game but implicated in the 

fiB-de-sieck anxieties which gnp America. The maintenance of the sentimental lexicon of 

"The Boys of Summer" is, of course, dependent on the inevitability of "Winter" -- and 

adult maturation in the sportsworld is the first sign of "death." It's often said an athlete 

must die two deaths, one of them being the day of retirement, usually at an age when most 

people are starting to get settled in their career paths. This metaphoric death of the final 

game for Billy requires one last heroic struggle reaching back not just to his arsenal of 

pitches but to his proper initiation as an American son of baseball. In contrast to the 

messages of father 1 son apocalypse in The Fan, Billy Chapel's father's advice allows the 

pitcher to stay in his thoughts, assured of the primacy of the baseball action and unaffected 

by the noise which surrounds him. Airning for the absolute focus of Santiago in his 

struggle with the big fish, Chapel's focus, however, seems unrealistically located in the 

more literary conventions of stream-of-consciousness and creates a pseudo-mythology 

about baseball's purity which is mostly based on baseball's i i t e r q  reptation. 

agree with PublLrhers Weeklvfs de riper but apt sirnile for the book as, "best compared to 
watching a gifted young player whose promise slowly fades with every strikeout and weak 
groundball, despi te occasional flashes of potential. Shaara, who won a Pulitzer in 1975 for 
Kiffer Angels, died just after the book was finished, and one feels he might have liked to 
give it a rewrite" (44). As it is, the book is not only subject to an "unhealthy nurnber of 
baseball clichés" (44), but also plagued by simple technical emrs,  none as egregious as the 
daim that the subject - an aging pitcher - was a threat at the plate. 



Predictably. the tag Iine of the novella is to have Billy's wife Say, on the completion 

of his career, "you grew up" ( 152)- signalling his stage-exit and his readiness for the 

"death" of New Zealand. By asseaing the life of the child (as opposed to the more 

problematicaily sexualized identity of the adolescent -- the characterization behind 

baseball's Bali Four o r  football's Semi-Tough) as  the ideal state for the ballplayer. 

"growinpup" and adulthood become nithlessly synonymous with death. The only way to 

stay alive in this peculiar economy is to remain an innocent child. Ironically then, the old 

sports-bio hero (where questionable off-field behavior is sloughed off as the behavior of a 

"bad kid") has become prominently relocated in the pages of serious, adult mainstream 

fiction. Without stating its chronology. the novel despairs of the usual villains of real 

baseball (TV games, night games, the press, etc.) and Billy's sudden no-hit outing is part 

of a heroic resistance: "Baseball was changinp but he did not change with itn (94). The 

catalogue of the ,pnd old gamets dissolutions rejoins vague mernories of a past that may 

have never existed but actively needs to be reclaimed. Billy Chapel's chomses of "I'm a 

kid. A ballplayer"(82) are a performance of transcendence and reach back, away from 

recent developments. to a hannonic vision of professional sports as a way of livingout 

father's counsel. 

In contrast, Rick Norman's Fielder's Choice (1991) offers a less serious (and. 1 

should Say, a truly funny) use of the child's vantage-point to affirm baseball's emotional 

currency. Fielder's Choice is a dramatic monologue (in the frame of a letter) modelled after 

Lardner but composed with a more lasting sympathy for the speaking rube. Dedicated to 

al1 of baseball's grand losen - Fred Merkle, Heinie Zimmeman, Mickey Owen, Bill 

Buckner and so on -- it is the story of a Southem ballplayer's relationship with his family 

after a legendary boner play chases him out of the game and into military service. The 

novel aids in the construction of the innocent childs game as the essential baseball game 

but does so in a way which interrogates the national interests hidden within this 

establishment. Set around the penod of the Second World War, the preface by the 

narrator's entwhile catcher "Neckless" Womack reminds us of a time "before designated 

hitters, batting helmets or gloves, exploding scoreboards, artificial turf, and prima donna 

ballplayers with pants tighter than Mikhail Bulp-itnikov's" (7). 

Unlike Billy Chapel, whose father's ancient spintual advice still motivates him on 

the mound, the narrator of Fielder's Choice --"Gooseball" Fielder -- had encouragements 

which were l e s  golden: 

Then Paw says that 1 shouldn't be womed about rny skinny body, what 
with having a head shaped like a potato. A potato! 1 couldn't hardly believe 



it. 1 never knew exactly what was meant by it, but 1 can tell you 1 never 
was the same afterwards. (24) 

What is interesting about this exchange is the quick sensitivity of Gooseball, more so than 
the "crueItyl' of the father. The  relationship to the father is not the crucial baseball 

relationship; it is his relationship to his brother, Jugs. As indicated by the brother's 

nickname, a certain curling down is part of an affectionate need for bonding, but also 

indicative of the intensity of sibling rivalry. The hurnor of the book actually is most often 

found in its details of competitive and unrelenting practical jokes which are aimed every 

which way and sometimes with disastrous consequences. 

To every affirmative Cosby cornes the eventual Homer Simpson (whose only game 

of catch with his son Bart ended when Homer took the fint pitch to the head). And while 

the emergence of "negative" role models is a constant imtant to both right wing and left 

wing cultural reformen, the represented father figure is sometimes more effective when the 

portrait is recognizably flawed. Just as Donna Reed and Betty Furness have become 

synonymous with an impossibly outdated social definition of femininity, the self- 

consciously constructed "positive male role model" of the attentive game of catch may be 

rewarded with future disbelief. (Certainly Ali in the Fumily's Archie Bunker is  more 

"loveable" than Futher Knows Best's Jim Anderson.) In Fielder's Choicr, "Paw" is not an 

instmctor of virtue but the most enticing target for a practical joke, given that he is so much 

bigger than the boys. And the exposure of Paw's failures does not warp the boys, who 

are, after all, busy growing up. Paw's failures make him more sympathetic and end up 

connectinp him to a real, adult world. Gooseball's reaction to seeing his fathet. after he's 

moved in with his mistress, avoids disillusioned contempt in favor of noticing positive 

change: "Paw would act like a kid. He'd crack jokes and shadowbox with me, and do 

other stuff 1 never seen hirn do  before. He even smelled differentn (3 1). Gooseball 

Jackson may be the rube in the story, but his sensitivity becomes the source of genuine 
heroism. 

There is a typically anti-intellectual temper to the humor in Fiekler's Choice. and the 

father in the text is spared the kind of evil that ovenvhelms the suspiciously educated 

youngest brother, Jude. Confronted with a newsreel about a Yale professor who explains 

the physics of baseball, Gooseball quips, "he also said a curveball didn't really curve. 1 

remember after I heard him Say that, 1 wasn't so sorry 1 hadn't gone to college" (76). More 

seriously, and unlike Lardner's rubes, this rube's voice is honorable, and his insights, like 

the one about the curveball, have popular opinion behind them. And this rnay spell trouble 

for a variety of organizationally "made menn - whether they be made in the university, the 

military or in baseball. 



The central action of the novel takes place overseas. After his monumental choke 

(balking home the winning run in a pennant-deciding match) Gooseball takes refuge in the 

military, and his plane is shot down over Japan, where he is captured. imprisoned, cnielly 

tortured and nearty killed. Recovering from a particularly vicious attack, he is assigned by 

an Arnerican educated, baseball savvy Japanese Admiral to teach his teenage son Yoshi the 

secrets of the "Gooseball." The  Admiral telis him, "This war will not last forever. 

Someday the bornbs will stop falling and the baseballs will fly againn (143). Gooseball 

realizes, "1 Iiked this kid. We spoke baseballn (151). and in this suddenly equalizing 

language of baseball he rediscovers something important about the game and something 

new and destructive about nationdism: 

I couldn't hardly believe it. What was a baseball diamond doing in Japan? 
. . . the Japs was big baseball fans with their own professional teams that 
wore uniforms just like ours. Why, Babe Ruth and a bunch of other major 
Ieague players had been to Japan before the War to play the Japanese All- 
Stars. 

All at once I got to thinking that maybe the Japs was human beings. 
( 105) 

The military narrative forms an important contrast with the baseball narrative, and the 

tension between them is one that occurs in few baseball novels. On one hand, the rnilitaiy 

and baseball seem incompatible: play is supposed to be the opposite of war, and baseball's 

Song of itself luxuriates in its pacific reputation. (Hence, the constant reviling of football's 

martial implications by baseball enthusiasts.) On the other hand both baseball and military 

service are patnotically encoded as part of the normative rituals of Arnetican male authonty, 

and, historïcally, official baseball has been enlisted to endone the military under implicit 

fear of losing its patriotic reputation. 

In teaching baseball to Yoshi, the young Amencan lives out the Cmher in the R-ye 
dream - catching children before they fa11 over the edge into adulthood - but the realities of 

the war force him to confront his own limitations: Yoshi is slated to enter the doomed but 

proud service of the Kwnikare. Yoshi's father is not womed about this but is proud of the 

maintenance of the honorable veneer of service. Gooseball's sentiment. one which perhaps 

cornes with an insight into the limitations of the father. leads him to the realization: "1 did 

not know how a father could send his boy off to die, but then didn't my mother send me? . 
. . made up my mind in the Admiral's front yard that I would never send my son off to 

war, at least not until the Huns crossed the Mississippiw (156). This isolationist's mantra, 
one which would be echoed by Muhammed Ali as he was imprisoned for refusing to serve 



in the Vietnam War, remains a compelling slogan. but in Gooseball Jackson's case it is part 

of his ability to see the person beyond the traditionai role imposed h m  without 

When the war is over and Jackson retums home he finds he is not pmtected by his 

service or  his forgivinp love of baseball. There couldn't be a better tag line for this love 

than: "I've smelled perfume from Pans and barbecue from Beaumont. but there ain't no 

better smell on God's pood earth than a well-oiled baseball plove" (144). Suspected by 

military brass of "aidinp and abetting the enemy" while instructing Yoshi in baseball, 

Jackson is unfairly blackballed from the garne by the very sarne stateside "patnotsw who 
have cashed-in on tuming baseball into "America's game" and who saved their war-time 

business operation by using their games as morale boosters. Gooseball's recollection that 

he "survived the last two days" (of a brutal solitary confinment sentence) "by pitching 

ballgames in my head "( 124) ' 9 is less a declaraùon of his Americaness, and more of his 

heroic decency. Baseball is not a performance of the virtues of Amencan boys but at heart 

an expression of the riniversal value of play: "Sure I throwed the baseball with a Jap boy. 

but 1 don't see how that aided and abetted the enemy unless we was planning to play Japan 

a seven game series for the Pacific. Which probably would have k e n  a better idea" (179). 

The CO-opting of the play of baseball to support official versions of patnotism 

which can be used against citizens is an important consideration in the study of how 

basebal1 imagery is worked out in literature, particularly as the pain associated with the 

Vietnam war motivates much of the "back to the fifties, back to ilmerica" sentiment of the 

Reagan / Bush e n .  Does baseball afford a return to more harrnonious days when Willie. 

Duke and The Mick patrolled centerfield, o r  does the sport itself embody the force of 

institutional, corporate middle America which was brought along to boost the effort for an 

unjust war? As baseball fields al1 over the United States were used to solemnize the war 

effort in Vietnam, ' 4  Amencan popular culture aligned war protest with the vital youth 

segment of the marketplace and the status of baseball became, in a way. more "old- 

fashioned." and more definable as a pastime of Nixon's silent majority. Newspaper 

13 Gooseball here is not unlike the Steve McQueen character in The Grecrt Escape, w ho 
takes his severe sentence to the cooler not with a stiff upper lip, but with American good 
humor because he has a bail and mitt to bide the time (See also David C. Voight's essay 
"Getting Right With Baseball," where the McQueen character is mentioned as the 
"individual's identity questW[28]). 

l4 As sportsfields would be stages for Gulf War boosters down the road. In a funny 
essay about the pieties assumed by sportswriten and sportscasten dunng the Gulf War, 
Michael A. Griffith writes "when a vicious ferret like [sportscaster] Mike Lupica starts 
soundinp holier-than-thou, thou gets antsy " ( 13). 



columnist James Reston's declaration that organized sports were in 1%6 "a unifying social 

force, and a counter to the confusion about the vagueness and complexity of our cities, and 

in this long-haired age, even the confusion between Our sexes" (qtd in Leverett T. Smith 

3)- sounds more like an example of the irreparable divisions of Reston's tirne than an 

example of generational cohesion. And given the perceptible depth of such a generational 

rift, reconciling the garne between father and son will always be an enticing proposition. 

In Fielder's Choice, baseball is not a sure-fire remedy for generational conflict. 

The hero does not find or validate his own father in discovering the non-verbal values of 

play. In fact, Gooseball is severely punished by his fatheriand for taking the universal 

message of play outside of Amenca's borders. Whereas in For The Love of the Game the 

sentimental hubrïs of "one 1 s t  go round for the kid" is the final answer to the father's wise 

advice, and the protagonist's determination to hold ont0 his childhood is his great heroic 

act. Life is over after thirty, or at least after the athlete's peak years. and the hero c m  leave 

the noise of the USA for a vision of pastoral bliss, somewhere out west. 

The Brothers K 

David James Duncan's The Brothers K (1992) is one of the most ambitious and finely 

detailed baseball novels published in the last decade. Essentially the saga of the passinp of 

a generation of a large family in an Oregonian mill town, it is also much more: a meditation 

on the punuit of spiritual wealth, the maintenance of dignity, the finer points of baseball, 

the power of the state, the violence of war and the limitations of the family. While some of 

the commentary on the book has focused on the parallels the novel draws between baseball 

and religion (one substituting for the other in a Kinsellan way) - or as professor Joseph 

Pnce puts it. the "celebration of the sacramental character of baseball" (307) - the 

connection that is made between the two is often cas& and diverted by the inadequacies of 

either sport or religion to fully address the complexities of the family. 

The novel's fint sentence. "Papa is in his easy chair, reading the Sunday sports 

page" (3), presents an image so common i t is nearly a cliché: dated " 1956" (the year Elvis 

Presley broke) it goes on to present the head of the nuclear household as both standard 

("plaid shirt. brown leather belt, baggy tan trousers") and as an awesome force ("a region, 

an earth") to the young nanator. The subject of the narrative is the Chance farnily, headed 

by father Hugh, a minor ieague pitcher who works in a mill outside of Portland. The 

mother, Laura, is a member of the Seventh Day Adventist church (an evangelical, 

Arnerican-born, stnctly sabbatarian, sect who are anticipating the Second Coming of 

Christ), and the trappings of her faith bring a sharp intellectual and Iiterary passion to the 



househoid as their children navipate their own course between the earthy influences of the 

cigarette-smoking, beer-drinking. bali-playing father and the devuut, demanding mother. 

Also present in the family sphere is Hugh's mother, a sincere Danvinian atheist whose 

presence calls into question al1 the social implications of faith. o r  as one of the children puts 

it, "This means she is basically against most things. such as war, Sports, and God" (61). 

The Chances have six children who al1 are tested by the conflicts iaherent in father 

and mother / baseball and religion. The oldest boy Everett is a passionate and rebellious 

intellectual who ends up going to Canada to dodge the draft. Irwin is a pious Adventist, 

who eventually serves in the Vietnam war. Peter is a once promising bailplayer, who gves  

up the game to go to Harvard and punue his interest in the poet-saints of India. The 

youngest son is Kincaid, who narrates most of the story and is  less implicated in the 

drama. He is followed by twin girls Winifred and Beatrice ("Bet" and "FreddyW). As the 

title might indicate, it is Kincaidts narrative of his older brothers' stories that foms the 

action of the novel. The titie puns Dostoevsky's The Brothers K m m - U V  (1880) - a book 

which is frequently quoted in the text - and ailudes to the use of "Km in baseball to signify 

a strikeout, the ultimate success for Luch Strikr-smoking pitcher Hugh Chance, but the 

most obvious failure for a batsman. As Joseph Price guesses. the K is "suggestiop the 

ways in which each of the Chance brothers . . . somehow strikes out with his family after 

striking out from home" (3û3). This theory is corroborated by the novel's author in a New 

York Times Book Review interview: "the main thing I was thinking is the baseball 

statistician's Iingo -- a K is a strikeout which is a personal failuren (Hunnewell 14). For 

each of the brothen the influence of father and mother I baseball and religion extend outside 

the family and have implications which are not always rewarded in the outside worid. 

The "averagen Pop figure of the first page is soon tempered by the knowledge that 

Hugh Chance is a bailplayer, connected to youth and the outdoors: 

I think 1 remember the ta11 men with caps and gloves running over the gras 
. . . throwing and hitting baseballs and singing A a a r  Aaaaa! and Hum 
Babe! and Hqv. Barter! My oldest brother. Everett. showed me how they 
sing. He said that Hum Babes are special. because Papa is the pitcher and 
it's his pitches that hum. They cal1 Papa a babe? (5) 

Kincaid's surprise that his father could be associated with any sign of youth jolts Hugh out 

of the more staid identity of workingclass bread winner. And it is the heroic vision of the 

father as ballplayer which becomes the mental exit for the Chance brothers from their 

demanding circumstances. As Kincaid, named for the town of Kincaid, Oklahoma, a place 

where Hugh played for a minor Ieague team called the "Cornshuckers"(l3), says, "I'd 



never seen him play baseball, but from what I saw of him at home and gleaned from 

Everett's and Marna's stories, 1 believed Papa was Bob Feller, Solomon and Pecos Bill 

rolled into one" ( 102). 

Papa Chance. however, has M e  p o d  luck. In a mil1 accident, the thumb of h i s  

pitchinp hand is crushed and dong with it his hopes of a major leapue career. The more 

obvious symbolism of a working class impotence is important to consider, for ail the 

Chance brothen the father's crushed thumb puts them more directly under their mother's 

thurnb. The accident is a kind of death, ending fantasies of what their father could be. A 

letter to Everett from one of Papa's coaches (given the ultra-male name of G.Q. Durham) 

You me and your Papa are 3 of the tiny percentage of souls on this 
miserable earth who've figured out that playing bal1 is the highest purpose 
God ever invented the human male body for. The rub is. once you've 
known & done it what you go through when you lose it is a death pure & 
simple. (13) 

Withdrawing from the game has profound implications, and for Papa Chance, his identity 

is ovenvhelmed with unkind self-pity. "A white mil1 nigger, he called himself" (27), 

Kincaid recalls, as  his father depressively reminds him of what could have been -- 
"rnillwork isn't baseball" ( 109). 

In contrast, the world of the mother and the church is. except for Irwin, a burden 

whose ultimate value is how it shapes the discourse of the boys - especially Everett -- who 

are weary of regular church attendance. The weekly sermons of Eider Babcock. stressing 

the presence of Satan in our midst, becomes an opportunity to discover hypocrisy. 

ultimately with tragic consequences. Marna's faith is something that is not shaken by the 

eventual estrangement of her own children fmm the church: in the aftermath of a dinner 

table fracas caused by Everett's mildly apnostic prace,"Dear God, if there is Onew( 185), 

she eventually accuses her sons of being in league with Satan. 5 The religious 

authoritarianism retains for the mother an armor of seriousness, which can always cast 

shame on the boyishness associated with baseball and the brothers Chance. Recallinp an 

- -  - 

15 By the end of the The Brothers K.. the rationale for Mrs. Chance's fierce piety is 
explained as the tribute she gave the church for taking her in after she was sexually 
molested by her father (704) - a reasonable source, to be sure, but with the disclosure 
coming so late in the book, it cornes off a bit like pc theatre; ablution of behaviour with 
"abuse-excuse." 



argument between his parents, Kincaid is particularly struck by the level of his mother's 

se ri ousness: 

Then Papa smiled his nicest smile. and she saw he was pulling her leg and 
broke out in a grin, and 1 thought the fight was over. But then - 1 don't 
know how or  why she did it - Marna just amputated her grin, and Looked at 
Papa Iike she hated him. And his srnile feeil off his face like ice cream off a 
littie kid's cone. It made me sick. (19) 

The "civilizing force" of the nuclear farnily also has a Medusa stare; this fifties mother is 

not June Cleaver. 

In his bestselling history, The Fifties, David Halberstam writes "One reason that 

Americans as a people became so nostalgie about the fifties more than twenty five years 

later was not so much that life was better in the fifties (though in some ways it was). but 

because at the time it had been portrayed so idyllically on television" (514). Likewise, 

baseball nostalgia is, in part, television nostalgia; the dream of the game as a compass for 

the passing of generations is in part a drearn sponsored by the mernories of times when 

"everybody" was watching the game. Similarly, the passion for the order of the middle 

class family of the fifties, when men were valued breadwinners and carjacking was 

something a gas station attendant did when you asked, is often a recastinp of the economies 

of television families. When Dan Quayle initiated the "family valuesw debate by assaiiing 

plot developments in the CBS comedy Murph-v Brown he picked the right target: the 
modem show was easily held in contrast to the sitcom values of the fifties. 

The Chance family of 1956 is nothing like their televised counterparts (or no more 

so than the way my life resembles an episode of Srinfeld or Friends), and Everett mocks 

the distance by reasonably questioning a patemal demand with the rejoinder, "What is this 

Fu~her Knows Best?"(33). The Chance househoid does watch television, however, and 

their view ing habits are characteristical 1 y famil y-incl usi ve and social; the Chase famil y is 

gathering around to watch The Ed Sullivan Show (what else?) which bnngs forth 

unthreatening interactions which help differentiate the tastes of the viewers. l To a small 

town like Camas, television is obviously an important service for a national culture; and the 

broadcast of big league basebali games helps establish the cultural dominance of the Major 

Leagues (and i t s  big city teams), as Kincaid eventually realizes: "You've got to pretty much 

l6 So, even the pattern of tekvision consurnption in the 1950s is idealized. The pleasant 
image of the middle class family gathered around the tube to laugh at Uncle Mil tie, is a 
sharp contrast to what 1 think is the dominant image of TV-watching today: the 
unsupervised child watching violent television alone in the dark. 



love New York and kiss off Kentucky to admire the way big league baseball operates" 

(560) - 
One of Kincaid's formative mernories is how he once managed to escape going to 

church and stayed home with his father to watch a game between the Yankees and the 

Indians. 7 The excitement of the specific game is great luck for the boy, ailowing him to 

experience the emotional resolutions and disappointments of a game. It is alsa warmly 

educational, his understanding aided by the low-brow play-by-play offered by Dizzy Dean. 

(Dizzy) tells you things you hadn't noticed, and things that have nothing to 
do with what's happening, and he gets mad at umps, makes fun of bad 
plays and playen, he calls enors "erasw and basemen "sacken," tells lies. 
brags. invents fake statistics to win arguments. and generally grates on Pee 
Wee's nerves till you feel you're really living through a flesh-and-blood 
ballgame instead of sitting in your house staring at a box. (30) 

The tufking is valued as much as the play, and it is this part of the game that Kincaid can 
only find with his brothen. Talking baseball is in some ways a bridge across the 

traditionally gendered division in the domestic spheres between the male and the physical 

and the fernale and the verbal. His tacitum father is a physical player rather than a ta1 king 

fan; whereas his mother is piously dedicated to The Word and maintains a strong suspicion 

of the physicd, so by talking baseball, Kincaid cao justify his love: 

There are, as far as I can tell, just two types of people who can bear to 
watch baseball without talking: total non baseball fans and hard-core 
players. The hard core ptayer c m  watch in silence because his immersion is 
so complete that he feels no need to speak, while the personcc non buebail 
can do it because his ignorance is so vast that he sees nothing worthy of 
comment. ( 167) 

The knowledgable cornrnentary on baseball dope in the Brothers K is mernorab1 y 
bright and original. What emerges is an articulation of a baseball philosophy which often 

runs contrary to ment  apologicls for the history of the garne. One of the many bold strokes 

of the novel, according to reviewer Bill Kent, is that it "goes so far as to mark the 

beginning of the turbulent 60s not with the Kennedy assassination or the amval of the 

Beatles but with the day Roger Mans became the assassin of a legend, hitting 61 home runs 

and breaking Babe Ruth's single season recordn (14). Presenting such a detailed case 

l7 The use of the hvo teams is metaphorkal, and gives Kincaid a chance to express a 
proto-consciousness of the "issuesn about the Tribe's name 40 years in advance -"what if 
there was a team of Negroes and Indians cailed "the Cleveland White Guys"? 1 think a lot 
of pale-faced folks wouldn't be al1 that thrilledn(33). 



against Roger Maris, The Brothers K goes against contemporary attempts to reassess 

Maris's achievements as baseball's establishment has corne down with a case of the guilts 
about the so-called asterisk that appeared by Maris's name in the record book to note he 

took 6 more games to set the record, thus diminishing his achievement in the eyes of the 

fans. The story of Mans's debasement by the rapacious New York media and the Babe- 

loving fans of Gotham has become one of  modem basebail's great anecdotes, complete 

with details of Maris's haïr cominp out in clumps and a final confession that he wished he 

never broke the record at all. The case Kincaid and his brothers present against Mans is 

not out of fealty to Ruth; it is a signal that baseball had suddenly become unworthy, and at  

the start of the sixties could no longer hold their interest. It is a signal for professional 

baseball to get off the center stage of American cultural life until it can be reclairned. It is a 

sign of the end of his father's generation. Mans's success is a staternent about the game 

not being what i t used to be: "the game we'd once seen as the heroic enactment of a living 

Amencan mythology seemed to devolve ovemipht into that branch of the Entertainment 

Industry catering to those unable to outemw their ,pmmar school fascinations with hitting, 

spitting and throwing" (298). 
"There is something about Roger Maris that makes even his homers boringW(40) 

Kincaid says as a young boy. And while he grows up to respect the indignity of the 

astensk Maris was collared with, he makes an interesting point about the single-minded 

pursuit of a technical achievement: "If Ruth was the Sultan of Swat. Mans was the 

Technician of Boink" (300). Kincaid sees this technical advancement a s  a dangerous 

"subterranean" punuit that takes one away frorn the well-rounded requirernents of the earth 

(of the blue collar world of his minor league father). The distinction is also one that s i s a l s  

Kincaid's relative imrnuni ty to the kinds of "underground" disappointments his brothers 

wouId suffer in the 1960s. 

Kincaid's philosophical despair of Mans as technician is a refinement of his father's 

baseball philosophies. Rather than argue for the repetition of technique. Papa Chance 

argues baseball-mind. He theorizes that the umpire's subjective discretion is the real author 

of the pame, and, resisting the more heroic discourse of raw talent, he claims that playen 

succeed when they can influence umpires with "voodoo" (147). He even goes so far as to 

suggest that Red Sox legend Ted Williams was heavily reliant on "voodoo." Following-up 

Williams' claim his secret weapon was the "eyes," Papa Chance retorts "nobody has ever 

said anything Iike this! Hell, Ty Cobb hit ,367 lifetime, and even he adrnitted that a good 

fastball was a blur and that every swing he ever took was an educated guess" (147)- 

sugpesting Williams was trying to tell the umpires he could really see what they couldn't 

and therefore deserved the benefit of the doubt on balls and strikes, These baseball lessons 



are not presented merely to cast a different light on the achievements of known lepnds  but 

to bring the focus to the hidden, but plausible meanings in ordinary achievements 

Kincaid's "say it ain't son challenge to his dad's departure from baseball, despite 

the injury to his thumb and his blue collar job at the rnill. enrages Hugh enouph to get him 

to stop smoking and to start working o u t  Later, Hugh subrnits himself to an expenrnental 

surgery that transplants one of his toes ont0 his destroyed digit. Entertaining thoughts of a 

comeback, Hugh builds a shed to house a mound where he can get some practice throws in 

private. Hugh is not interested in passing on his baseball skills to his son; the 

commencement of an unlikely retum to baseball is also a revanchiste gesture to reclaim the 

authority he had as a hopeful player. The construction of a gross-smelling shed to practise 

in is perhaps an ironic comment on the grand gesture of Field of D r e m .  But unlike W.P. 
Kinsella's Ray Kinseila, who builds his Iowan ballpark as a metaphorical gesture to 

confirm the poetic correctness of the nostalgie voice that asks him to build, Duncan's Hugh 

Chance is building a shed to Save himself: "This was no harebrained fraction of an 

imaginary ballpark. It was something perfectly practical - assuming that its builder was a 

pi tcher" ( 122). The commencement of his "shedball " routine puts Hugh Chance back into 

the realm of practice and drills, not into the "heaven" of baseball. 

The reason my father did not wax lyrical about w a m  spnng nights or 
baseball fever was that he wasn't the poet, he was the topic. Papa didn't 
present the case for baseball, he represented it, and to stand in front of him 
wondering if the scent of mown mgass and plum blossoms made hirn think 
of baseball was like asking a blood-stained man with a fly rod and ten dead 
trout on a stnnger if he ever thought about fishing. (138) 

Of course, the grafting of one's toe as a thumb, the spending time away from your rather 

large family in a shed to practise throwing a baseball in the hope of rnaybe. just rnaybe. 
hooking onto a minor league team is not purely practical. Whether baseball voodoo, or the 

practise of buebdf-mincl, the gesture insists that without baseball Hugh Chance is not quite 

alive. To put it in other words, it sounds crazy to me. 

The extent to which the strong and silent Hugh Chance needs to play the game 

places him in the same struggle his sons are in. The confident assertion of his friend GQ -- 
"What I'm gonna do, my onetime ballplayin friend, is die lovin the game of baseball. An' 

what you're gonna do, if you betray that same love, is die confused" (284) -- undoubtedfy 

resonates within the skeptica: inillhand. And as Hugh eventually works his way to 

becoming "Papa Toe," a coach and "stupid situation" relief pitcher for the Portland Tugs, 

he is actively working himself out of the household, just as his boys are talking their way 

out of Oregon. With significant physical gestures, Hugh removes himself frorn the 



restrictions on his life. which makes him a more sympathetic character to his sons. It 

becomes plain to Kincaid as  he listens to his father practice in his shed that "Papa was 

throwing more than just adrenaline: he was throwing his frustration, his anger, his 

dissolved hopes, his fear, his fatigue: he was taking everything inside him and just slinging 

it, helter-skelter, out into the nightw (130). 

The baseball lesson Papa Toe Chance teaches is not the archetypa1 game of catch - 
what New Enpland poet Donald Hall calls "the profound archaic Song of birth, growth. 

age, and death. This diarnond encloses what we are" (30). There is no actual teaching of 

the game to his kids, only the ovemding sense that baseball is preferable to the alternative 

enclosures life relentlessly constructs. Baseball is not an exercise which will actually ease 

the pain of the past or help ride out the difficulties of the future, and Papa Chance's career 

serves modestly as a flawed, human mode1 of action. Reflecting on what he and his 

brothen took from Papa Toe's extraordinary career, Kincaid says "Papa's bum baseball 

luck had some effect on al1 of us: for instance, it gave us al1 a soft spot for snakebit heroes" 

(273). As the portrait of the flawed father in Firider's Choice helps enable its protagonist 

to see beyond the propaganda official baseball can be enlisted to support, Hugh's Macbeth- 

like determination to "bear-like . . . fight the course" is heroically rebellious at a time when 

notions of duty and rebellion were sharply contested and often a source of division between 

fathers and sons. 

As the Vietnam war escalates, the definition of heroic American service becomes 

divisive, as the values of military involvement and patriotism corne into conflict with 

widespread dissent. The  status of a cultural item like "professional baseball hero" is 

likewise contested in a p e n d  whose critiques of traditional American values went beyond a 

discussion of policy in Indochina. And the emergence of a counterculture "program" is 

further problematized in the cultural arena as the material products of this counterculture 

were profitable enough to create a new "rnainstream". l.3 To a certain extent, the once 

worrisorne Sixties counterculture has won out: Jimi Heridrix. the Beatles and mernories of 

Wwdstock ceitainly have more clout in the cultural marketplace than Steve Lawrence and 

Sgt Barry Sadler. As popular culture divides between "we support the troops" and "Hey, 

Hey, LBJ" the place of the traditionally patriotic spectacle of professional baseball becomes 

linked to a passing generation of fathers. 

l8 An irony also articulated in The Brothers K: "Did you know Bob Dylan left the lyric 
sheet off his last mumbly record so you gotta buy the four ninety-five songbook from CBS 
to grasp the antirnaterialistic lyrics?"(S39). 



In a Sports Iliustraed article on the relationship between sports and religion, Frank 
Deford claims that "baseball and religion are precisely the only two of Our institutions 

which we regularly attach the defining adjective 'organized' to. We always refer to 

Oqanized Baseball and Organized Religion, but we never Say Organized Business or 

Organized Football" (qtd in Price 3W), and, while Srs copy editors may not have had the 

time to remind Mr. Deford that the terms "Organized Labor* and "Organized Crime" are 

fairly au corvant. his point is still well taken. This passing genemtion of baseball fathers 

suggests the passing of a faith in many American social organizations is fading (and the 

"baseball father" role is perhaps becoming recast a s  a "soccer mom"). In the Brothers K. 
Irwin's faith in oqanized religion evaporates when a venpeful elder refuses to 

acknowledge Irwin's faith, leavinp him open to the draft (Seventh Day Adventists were 

usually granted CO exceptions). This discovery of an ecclesiastical "fix," which leads 

lnvin to uncover the fixes of the US.  military and its authorities in Vietnam and at home, 

is a condemnation of al! organizational power, includinp that of professional baseball, 

which is suspected of helping stack the decks against innocent kids who want to freely and 

unequivocally express the virtues of play. 

The divisions of the Vietnam-era were not failures of the ballpark or just rnatters of 

trivial choices between recordinp artists; the so-called "pneration gap" is part of a division 

that rernains unresolved and continues to flare-up on the political stage. We could see Bill 

Clinton's "triangulated" movement to the ripht as one of the more obvious signs that the 

Amencan middle class continues to feel anxious about the sixties, and liberalism bears a 

heavy burden of guilt for America's failures from Vietnam to Watergate, the Iran hostage 

crisis, the L.A. nots, illegal immigration etc. The difficulty for American administrations 

to admit the apparent failure of a national policy (whether it be Vietnam, the Cuba embargo, 

or  the "War on Drugs") often cornes with a raising of the stakes in the rhetoric; hence. 

speaking out against Vietnam often came with a sharp price. (Just as today, no American 

politician serious about high office would speak of ending the Cuban embargo o r  of 

legalizing drugs -- even when the rationale for doing either has been reasonably discussed 

outside of politics.) The obligation to "support the troops" becomes a mode of control to 

authonze political objectives by tacitly questioning the patriotism and sensitivity of those 

who choose to dissent.' 9 Articulating the distance between national policy and personal 

belief then becomes a difficul t proposition. a lesson w hich Hugh's daughter Bet Chance 

learns in class when she writes: 

l9 As the solicitous phrase, "support the troops" would become an effective form of 
muting opposition to the Gulf War in 1991. 



1 know that the way to get a D on this paper is to Say the solution to the 
Vietnam part of this problem is to quit fighting and bnng our toops home. 
And since good grades mean more to me than anything . . . my solution to 
this problem is to fioht fight fi- and kill kill kill until we win win win. 
(410) 

(She gets an F anyway). but Hugh Chance's decision to concentrate on baseball (patriotic 
but peaceful) d e l y  takes him out of the arena where his feelings on the divisive war would 

otherwise be tested- 

Kincaid declares, "Baseball is not Iife. It is a fiction, a metaphor" (573). But as a 

metaphor, professional baseball can be harmful, since the institutional organization of the 

Major Leagues can be authorized to protect the "official version" of other patriotic events. 

ït is a metaphor for a boy's undying vigor, but baseball also makes it hard to separate 

fiction from fact. (Would the "snakebit" heroes of The Brothers K have been spared of 

their tragedies if they had "made it" on the diarnond?) While Hugh Chance reminds 

Kincaid, that "Baseball - and I mean professional baseball - has got damned near every 

problem that churches and religion have got. Don't you think it doesn'tn (198). he still 

holds onto baseball li ke a holy grail. 

The fates of the Chance brothen are not immunized by their passionate love of 

baseball; the extended scope of the novel does not allow such a simple resolution to the 

tensions of recent Amencan history. The novel's ending does tend to sweep upward on an 

extended series of cornings-together and positive notes, but even there confirm their atheist 

Grandmother's promise that "our lives wil1 tum out very differently, and very much more 

darkly. than most of us  ever dream as  childrenn (235). To a certain extent. baseball dies 

with Papa Toe Chance's pre-Maris era. and the amval of grandchildren makes n o  

connecting gesture to the grand old game. Realistically and with no sense of regret. the 

,qndchildren of the eighties are playing football (710). The dream of basebal1 is n o  refuge 

for fathers and sons to put aside their differences. Tropes like Donald Hall's "baseball is 

fathen and sons" are pleasant thouphts which a minor league team pyschiatrist in The 
Brothers K gleeful l y deconstructs: 

Now imagine a family with a father who occasionally declares to one of his 
sons, "You're cut!" or "Youtre traded!" and ships the littie guy off forever 
on the next bus or  plane. Imagine it good. Because that. . . is the only 
kind of dad . . . Damy Murtauph or any other big league manager wil1 ever 
be to you. So let me share a Big League Baseball Psychological Secret with 
you: screw dads! (552) 

For Papa Toe, it is perhaps not such a big secret after all. 



Season's End 

The strenpth of the ideals in baseball fiction depends upon the strength of the les-than- 

ideal conditions they seek to remedy. The more immaculate the game. the more loathsome 

the discovery of the fix; the greener the fields, the more expensive the seat in the dome; the 

more divided the society, the greater need to exclaim the virtues of coming together; the 

sweeter the mernories of playinp catch with father, the more intense the redpoiirik of screw 
da&. Popular messages from the late eighties about retuming Arnerica to a Cosby Show- 
like dedication to the traditional virtues of fatherhood did not accornpany an actual 

rededication to the responsibilities of traditional fatherhood. (Between IQM) and 1994 the 

percentage of children living without the presence of a father more than doubled from 11% 

to 22% [Wodd Aime 3811 ). Images of baseball as a special bond between father and 

son, where smooth non-verbal communication of manliness can be unthreateningly 

expressed, is the background to the ferocity of the lesson screw dndr. Even as individual 

texts of baseball fiction rnay abhor the enshrinement of familiar baseball clichés (with the 

exception of For Love of 73e G a .  1 would Say al1 the novels discussed in this chapter 

are fairly conscious of baseball clichés) in so doing they often acknowledge the allure of the 

cliché and use it to set up the exposure of "reality." Baseball fiction has no solution io the 

problems it exposes and can only exist within the antagonisms of i ts  favorite tropes. Even 

in texts that relish a retreat to the fifties. to that simple game of catch with Dad. we can see 

how the contemporary dearth of these things are emphasized. Even in stories of the "son- 

of-a-bitch millionaire ballplayer," the spectre of a betrayed father-son tradition is usually 

close by. 

In a provocative essay about the relationship between history, nostaigia, and pop 

culture critic Allison Graham writes. "Reconstructing a mythical past may begin as an act of 

love, but the ultimate materialization of that faotasy. we are told repeatedly these days. 

hardly satisfies Our desire to possess the p s t :  if anything, it aggravates Our sense of 

estrangement" (363). The cornmonplace image of the game of catch is. 1 think. working 

this sense of a nostaigia-informed aggrievement, the "mythical past" of basebal1 addiog to a 

sense of anger about what the game is today. Exacerbated generational tensions infomi 

much of the narrative of Tom Grimes' basebali novel Semon's End ( 1992). Joining The 

DreyfLr Anàk and nie F a  in presenting the story of a wedthy ballplayer, it is also a novel 

which deals with the philosophical implications of baseball's emergence as a literary staple. 

Just as Emersonian logic and Whitmanesque rhapsodies have been used to legitimize many 

questionable social developments and personal laxities, baseball's past in Semon's End is 



held by the exploitative commands of entertainment industry pitchmen, and the sport's 

celebration of fathers and sons is nothinp compared to "the awesome sublimity of profitable 

thing" (6). Rather than find the "kidk gamew hidden in pro ball, the ennui of the richly 

rewarded and fully exploited narrator questions the ability of anybody who is held in the 

celebrity culture of modem America to express an honest human emotion. 

The story of a "hitting machine" who has littie taste for the life skills one might need 

outside of the ballpark, Season's End is also a perspective on a nation in transition. The 

novel starts with the fa11 of Saigon and the commencement of free agency, when "bourbon- 

stoked Senators were still talkinp winnable wan while kids broupht up on 'Bonanza' and 

Pop Tarts went around spouting Mao" (IO), and ends with the restructurinp of the 

economy in the Reagan presidency. The novel has a wide scope: no names of cities or  

franchises are given as the aim is to present a simpler drama about the issues which alienate 

the namtor from his place in the world and lead hirn to embatk on another Huck-like 

"1iteraryn adventure. 

Mike Williams, the hitting machine himself, gets his start in the pros due to a 

reversal of the Yankee Doodle situation: replacinp star Ted Monday who "died on the 

Fourth of July with a Budweiser in his handn (3). The owner of the team, a cynical 

entrepreneur, is prone to sayinp things like, T h e  Amencan public expects ballplayen to be 

moral, clean-living, symbolic younp men" (3, not out of faith in this ideal but as a 

threatening PR schtick to keep his players in line. The owner is, like the despotic Lionel 

Barrymore character in Frank Capra's If's A Wonclerful Life, bound to a wheel chair -- 
emphasizing his physical frai1 ty and ironic distance from the physical game. The spectre of 

death for Mike, however, is his initiation to celebrity and the entertainment industry. Not 

only does Mike replace a dead man, in his rookie season he must cope with the loss of 

teammate Georgia O'Kane - the kind of wild guy whose bondinp pleasure was "honking 

the word 'moosecock' at bewildered and hurnorless standenbyn(9) - whose passing from 

kidney failure fiils Mike with an unexpressed guilt  

"1 identified with Superman," Mike reflects on discovennp his physical gifts: "1 
wanted to be a ballplayer. Al1 the usual reasons: fame, glory, the Company of mannish 

boys. those puerile heroes oblivious of death" (2 1). This bold, narcissistic identity affords 

the young sports star quick validation and actually alienates him from the bosom of his 

family. As a young star, Mike becornes obsessed with statistics and technique, and his 

desire to play for reasons besides "loving the garne" sets him up as a true professional 

ready to da im the bounty he will receive for tuming off his emotions. The machine 

sardonicall y admi ts, 



Ballplayers are fragile and not long on perspective. We assume our 
privilege autornatically: it has been doled out to us since birth. Open spaces. 
clean bright uniforrns, the praise of civic-minded eiders and adorinp 
minions. Off in some dark corner, a voice may be asking. "Who are these 
cretins?" Maybe sornething nastier. But we are ballplayers. We are 
oblivious to the pleas and wants of the unblessed billions. (39) 

Smart enough to understand the superficiality of his status, he nonetheless retreats into the 

shell of his "li ttle boyness" and refuses to acknowledge adult respoosibilities. Faced with 

the difficult tasks of negotiating reasonable contracts, and with the demands of media 

celebri ty, he retreats into versions of the past: 

1 wanted to be back in high school, playing bal1 on the lumpy field behind 
the windowless gyrnnasiurn, riding home on the bus on spnng evenings 
after practice feeling loose and tired. (55) 

I wanted baseball to be unimportant once more. Unanalyzed by critics, 
unjudged by employen, the game once again pure, unsullied by the hands 
of television producen, programmers, tax lawyers, and arbihaton. (59) 

While the "windowless gyrn" is not exactly the kind of memory Roy Hobbs would indulge 

in. and while the "unimportant game" never motivated Mike to begin with, these reveries 

are dodges. With the same ease with which Mike walks into being named People 

magazine's "Sexiest Man Alive" (2 16). he sleepwal ks throuph his responsi bil ity as an 

adult.20 He never daims a Puritan fidelity to work, doesn't thank God - "1 do not pray, 1 

play baseball"(l4û) - and keeps his desire simple: "1 wanted a lion's life. a daily cycle of 

regal sunning and heavy-lidded dozing" (1 10). 

When Mike pets caught up in the middle of a contract negotiation his agent stages 

an event where a kid will ask for an autograph. Uncertain of the need for ihis he 

nonetheless understands that the staged event "would be my shield against the charges of 

egotism, preed and union driven malice. . . . The image that people would carry away with 

them, the one that would linger in their mindts eyes, would link me, in a positive way, 

with our collective sandlot past" (83). Appeals to the emotion latent in the "collective 

sandlot past" become an important selling-tool for the parne as it accelerates its pay scales. 

(The staged TV event is made with hopes of cashing in on the lingering sentiments leamed 

from TV events.) 

- -  - 

20 Because of baseball's skewed dernos, it's unlikely this dubious honor would ever fall 
to a basebalt star. (These days, for a baseball player to get any cover of People would be 
unli kel y.) 



In Semon's Erul it is  s t a p d  television which offers the only entry to the collective 

emotions of Arnerica. The source of baseball's financial resources and the key to political 

success, the images and sound-bites of television form their own inescapable versions of 

the truth. The "grim corporate diversionW(88) of professional sports is thereby aligned by 

television into its cherished nostalgie forrns. Mike Williams reflects. 

From the tube I leamed much of what 1 know of the republic - its shallow 
history, its boom-or-bust egomania, the unlivable glory of its myths. 

My father, who rode an elevated train two hours to and from his 
office through a borough of windowless tenements, their insides gutted by 
fire - the skeletons of vanquished drearns -- wished aloud in front of the 
TV set that we lived in Mayberry, North Carolina. ( 19) 

This critique says as much about Mike and his insensitivity to the class-sorrows of his 

father as  it does about the strength of TV imagery. The baseball player's cynical 

understanding of material desire (even in the case of his own father) allows him to 

arrogantly walk away from the suckers who could possibly wish such things. If his father 

would Iike to live in Mayberry, he might very well believe in the wholesorneness of 

baseball stars. 

Mike is aided by his agent, Hammer (as in subtle as being hit on the head with), 

who interprets al1 action in terms of how it translates from image to money. "You can't 

have character," Hammer tells Mike, "Characier is a pre-TV mode of being. Absolutely 

World War 11'' (71).Zi Everything is up for grabs in the sweepstakes for TV dollars. 

Even the names of the ballplayers are considered p n m a d y  as  marketing tools: "Bili 

Mazeroski. You get the steel-mill, wooded-rnountainsides connotations in that name? . . . 
That name is Pittsburgh" ( 122). While Hammer is sleazy he has an energetic faith in his 

own kinds of analysis and in this way is more dedicated to ire than his client is. Mi ke's 

sophisticated withdrawls from the details of his domestic life (his home game, if you will) 

always reveal his own adolescent self-hate and fear of death, As he himself adrnits, There  

was a reassuring allure in the idea of blaming social forces. It saved me the trouble of 

admitting 1 was often incredibly distant and self-concemed" (246). 

Mike's willinpness to act upon advice from the devilish owner Percy, or the 

slovenly agent Hammer, to his mean-hearted coach Cap Carver, his wife Barbara, his 

teammates, make's his alienation from his father, while never openly lamented, deeply fe l t  

Mike's rather analytical mind is explained in part as a result of his degree in American 

1 Considering the use of the generationalty textured use of the word "character" in recent 
elections, Hammer is obviously not making this up. 



Iiterature. Rather than going straight into the minor league system, he yielded to parental 

pressure and took an athletic scholarship so he could have something to "fa11 back on." T o  

the young Superman, the entreaty to do this sounded Iike his parents had no faith in him. 

Cleaving the distinction between winnen and loseo, he says "So, unfamiliar with the 

language of defeat and tentative progress, I had no idea what my father was talkinp about" 

(95). In a society which rewards athletic achievement so handsomely, success rnight very 
likely convince the superstar of his specialness, his exemption from the realities of his 

father's world. 

The father has few moments outside of Mike's recollections and while there is no 

evidence to suggest Mike's recollections are radically fabricated. his mernories are 

obviously aggravated by his own fears of death. Mike cornplains that his father "felt 

personally betrayed, as  if the sanctity and importance of his past had been negated, when 

Mans hit sixty-one1' (3 13)- a sentiment validated by the attentive chronicler of The Brothers 

K but here offered as evidence of the sentimental slob who longs for the good old &ys. 

According to Mike, his father went through a political transformation (which many 

Democrats went through) as a response to the changes in the Sixties: 

My father had been a loyal Democrat throughout my childhood, voting for 
Kennedy in 1960, Johnson in 1964. But by the time was in high school. 
there had been a seismic shift in his political temperament. He voted for 
Nixon in 1%8 and spoke at the dinner table of Hubert Humphrey as if he 
were sorne sort of social disease. . . . I didn't understand until later that it 
was Nixon's promise to restore law and order that appealed to my father. 
( 144- 145) 

The "seismic" shift to Nixon, Mike cornes to understand "later," is symptomatic of the 

unspoken rift between father and son; Mike's actual political opinions are never delineated, 

and his cnticisms do not corne with passion for the other point of view but with juvenile 

certainty of the previous generations failings. He will not defend the Humphrey candidacy: 

he interprets al1 sentiment as a cornrnodity and measures other people against his own 

career and achievements. His insight into his father's politics - "He became more rigid in 

his support of the war in Vietnam, as  if his nostalgia for patriotism kept his sense of 

material inadequacy at bayW(145) -- is measured against his own faith in an etemal youth. 

Failing to make connections with other people, he sees himseif as the emotional magnet: 

"my career was not the cause of his reproving coldness, but the magnet to which all his 

latent. free-flying bittemess was drawn" ( 146). 

The reproving coldness of Mike's father is real but earned. Mike's cornplaint that 

his old man tumed into the kind of guy who "wore a Reagan pin on the lape1 of his cadet- 



blue suit, telling me over Christmas drinks that my generation of playen was pampered, 

self-indulgent and inferiorrt(3 13), does little to convince the reader his father is wrong. 

What Mike hears is also the voice inside himself, the reminder of his own human frailty, 

his kryptonite. Mike's recreation of his father's death bed scene -- "Then I heard the 

susurrous outlines of his voice, the nearly breathless, rnisshapen words he spoke, the last 

syllable trailing off with a faint, stertorous whisper. You're nothing' " (259) -- may reveal 

a vengefulness in his father's spirit, but to be told he is "nothingn - the same insignificant 

dust as the next sucker, bound for the same "mere oblivionn as Ted Monday o r  Georgia 

O'Kane -- is  the core of Mike's existential crisis. Mi ke's first response to this is to 

sarcastically distance himself h m  it and try again to reclaim his youth. 

Mike's educated lexicon ("susurrous" and "stertorous") and his insights usually 

overwhelrn their targets. Mocking al1 sentimental expressions, he can't reach beyond the 

advertiseris cynicism he da ims  to despise. Even his mother's well-intentioned desires for 

reconciliation are met with characteristic mocking of what he sees as working-class, TV- 
informed desires: 

through some perverse optimism she expected this to bring me close to my 
father again. I was sure she wanted some sort of television Movie of the 
Week version of grieving - the kids rallying around, the comfortinp nurse, 
the gifted and sympathetic young intem subbing for the silver-haired heart 
specialist who was away on an extended golf vacation. (255) 

i t  is Mike's coldness which is remarkable in  the event of his fatheris passing -- Mr. 

Williams' death bed reminder is a very human gesture. The "hittinp machine" himself can 

address his own hardness by saying, "Maybe this was what the garne gave me -- 
dehumanization rather than transcendence. . . . My father was bitter because he had failed 

to reduce himself to the state of machine" (269). But he does not resoive to be more 

human, and, continuing to hate his father's season's end, he ends up burying his father and 

his age w i th a mechanical dismissiveness: 

1 felt we were burying an era when we buried my father, layingaside an 
epoch of the republic's past which had been distinguished by militaristic 
arrogance. narrow-sightedness. and a barely veiled, unrepentant racism. 
(3 12) 

Semon's End often ironically comments on baseball's problematic place in "the 

republic," the ubiqui tous phrase echoing the famous "dark fields of the republ ic" segment 

which concludes The Great Gatsby(182). Following the "patriotic plurnb linen(189) in the 

rhetoric of baseball, the narrative Iocates the conflicts inherent in baseball's bearishness in 



the cultural stock market. For Mike Williams, as was the case with many professiona1 

athletes, the effect of actual Reagan policies (tax cuts for high wage earners) is appreciated: 

"The year Ronald Reagan took control of the White House and declared that a renewed 

sense of moral and financial vigor would soon overtake the republic, full time player 

salaies jumped by 30 percent" (223). While the rise in salaries becomes chapter and verse 

in the handbook of baseball cynicism, the patnotic feelings associated with the ballpark are 

a boon: "Attendance boomed. the statistics leapfrogging as quickiy as real estate prices and 

inflation figures, as if we had been charged with the duty of releasing the republic h m  its 

torpor and setting it t-ight again, even if for no more than a few instantiy replayed moments 

at night" (iti3). Characteristically diminishing the authenticity of feelings inspired (or 

exploited) by television, Mike cashes-in as he criticizes the financial motives at the heart of 

professional sports. He uses the phrase "a bedtime story by Richard III"(186) in another 

context, and the phrase is threateningly descriptive of the dangers of believing the rhetonc 

of the republic's purveyors of family entertainment. 

With a d e p e  in American Li terature. Mi ke articulates the traditional response to the 

kinds of baseball idealizations found in the prose of Bart Giamatti and W.P. Kinsella: 

Eternal verities. Ptolemaic symmetry and moral order. Corn gods. Ritual 
love and death. Pennants. 

You expect a lot of us. After all. it's only nine not-so-bright, half 
hung over jocks trying to hit a lump of horsehide-bound Cotton yam. (2 19) 

The dubious gesture of the erudite college grad taking refuge in the ranks of the "not-so- 

bright, half hunp over jocks" is indicative of Mike's selective choice of rnyths fit to 

participate in. In contrast, Bang the Drum Slowly's Henry Wiggen's literary pretentions 

do not corne with embamssing clairns to be "one of the guys." Mike Williams' cornplaint 

is that he is not dumb enough: his self-hatred extends €rom an intirnate knowledge of death 

in a culture (himself inchded) that claims the past yet despises the old. As many have done 

before him, he turns to the American literary masten to justify his controversial price on the 

free market : 

1'11 bite the Ernersonian apple. If the literal gras and roots and trees frontier 
is gone, hasn't it been replaced by the frontier of before-tax dollars, 
corporate profits, global markets? Even three-, four-, five-million-dollar-a- 
year ballplayers? Aren't we, the players, fulfilling Arnerica's destiny by 
holding out for as much cashola as possible? (220) 

This is not an unfair interpretation, but also certainly not the musing of a dumb, drunk 

jock. 



The novel ends with a ghost in the machine: a rotator cuff injury and a player's 

stnke cancel the season before the playing of the World Senes.22 The gap leaves Mike 

free to initiate a Huckleberry Fhn-like escape from the persistent reminden of his 

mortality. With bad news dim on the radio, he lights out on a road trip with teammate 

Otis.25 But unlike Huck. and more like Rabbitt Angstrom, he is an adult who is 

unflatteringly troubled by his own adulthood. Rnding no solace between the "dream of 

perfection "( 125) and "the abyss of mortalityW( 1 1 1) Mi ke takes off as a self-consciously 

rornantic expression of boyishness and callowly embarks on his impromptu buieau ivre to 

get "beyond the precincts of the sweet illusions of the garne" (3 19). 

Conclusion 

Ronald Reagan was fond of telling a revealing anecdote from his days a s  a radio 

broadcaster for the Chicago Cubs in the thirties. when "live" radio broadcasts of pames 

consisted of an announcer reading telegraphed reports of what was goinp on miles away 

from the studio. According to Reagan, during the ninth inning of a tied parne the wire went 

dead and rather than expose the technical glitch the future President began to recreate a 

scene where the batter was fouling off pitch after pitch, keeping the garnr in tow. He 
would later discover the batter had, in fact, popped out on the first bal1 pitched, but in the 

meantirne he  had represented a new world record for fou1 balls. Not exactly George 

Washington and the cherry tree and not quite Watergate, the anecdote displays Reagan's 

pifts not just as a comrnunicator but as an oprimisr, trying to keep the fan at home believing 

in the fiction of the [ive game. 
In his book R ~ u ~ c u L ' s  America, Garry Wills connects Reagan's baseball announcing 

career and the dead-wire / baseball fiction incident to his future success as a politician: 

2* Season's End's sequence about the process of diagnosing a professional athlete's 
injury is the most thorougNy detailed representation of this theme in baseball fiction. 

z3 Keeping up Huck Finn allusions, the relationship with Otis is unrnistakably 
reminiscent of the relationship between Huck and Jim, not only in ternis of racial difference 
but in the homoerotic tones of their "Fiedler pairinp" (so to speak). For example, Mike 
leaves his wife, Barbara, and his attraction to  her is often expressed in homoerotic tems: 
she is described as baving "the hips of a boy" (99) and hair "like an Elizabethan prince'sn 
(281). Mike finds comfort in Otis I .Jimts phyricul presence, Le. "Otis laid a hand on my 
thighn (3 18). Otis reassuringly calls out to him in the vernacular: "Don't worry," he  said "1 
ain't gonna let nothing bad happen to youn (3 19). Huck, honey, indeed. 



"Re-creationsn of the Reagan type continued long after they were 
technologically obsolete because they were an amazingly cheap way to fil1 
air time - if you could find an announcer who beld people's interest as 
Reagan did. . . . The fabulator's art. based on the nostalgie reliving of the 
games, supplied the deficiencies of the reporter's information at the 
moment. This was the fiat time in Reagan's career, though far from the 
last. when nostalgia and technology were illogically yoked togethet, values 
from the past with instruments eroding past conditions. ( 13 1 ) 

Or, as Season's Ends narrator sarcastically puts it: "technology with a human face. 

Nothing Iike the pastoral life of baseball" (179). This is part of the paradox of the 

conservative moralism of the late eighties which is expressed (in tum paradoxically) in 

cootemporary baseball fiction. The yearned-for "retum" to patriarchal pro-family virtues of 

post-war America is often a yearning for a nostalgically fabricated version of thst post-war 

family. fading from memory, but whose paradigms are continually reexperienced through 

television and other cultural products. Baseball's imaginative entry into America's good 

and wholesome past makes its fictions a Iikely venue to articulate the repatriation of 

America from its current anxieties to the hannonies of a "pre-TVn consciousness. The 

paradox remains that baseball itself. far from being an experïence limited to the innocent 

purviews of the kids, is also a part of the TV-generation coarseness this articulation seeks 

to redress. As McDonaldts will use hasts of 100% Beef and family fun to associate their 

products wi th healthy wholesomeness, baseball can and does use its tirne-honored 

traditions and icons to sel1 itself to its (aging) fans. 

Gene Fehler's sentimental poem "A Father's Dreams" speaks of baseball's 

generational drifts with unselfconscious sch171~~ftt and a straight-face: 

The son had slammed a home mn once 
Beneath the the pride of father's gaze 
From splintered bleachen which, like da&, 
Had once known younpr, better days. 

The son. now scomful of such games, 
Has buried his past loves with a sneer 
Beneath accumulated trips 
Of sex and acid, ,pss and beer. 

The father lives through memones: 
That last home run is mab6ed 
A faded photo catches tears 
Of mouniing for the dreams that died. (9) 

The gaps between the images of the past (the "splintered bleachers" which suggest the 

proper srna11 town virtues of the baseball-loving peneration) to the sixties-inspired 

bedevilments ("sex and acid" etc.) which have inspired the sneenng scom which killed the 



father's dreams. are gaps that appear. in more sophisticated terms. in contemporary 

basebal1 fiction. 

Fmrn the ingestion of MW-geoeration mur gmpes, whkh precedes the tragedy of 
The Fm. the pap is exacerbated by the high-priced but emotionally bankrupt world of 

professional sports, widening into a psychosis where millionaire athletes are treated like 

"kids" as the needs of real kids (not always so carefree and innocent) go unanswered The 

plaster-of-Paris Adonis who pitches the no-hitter in For Love of the Gume tries to nanow 

the gap as a last cal1 for the dying generation - the ethicai defender good old Dad - as the 

pame is  usurped by the lawyers, agents and the TV-cameras of the young. For the brave 

bumbler of Fielder's Choice, the dreams of the baseball father are never idealized, and in 

celebrating humor and play the gaps which divide not only generations but nations and 

cultures are briefl y recognized on the bailfield as non-essentiai and perhaps mol vable. For 

the tnbe of iosers in The Brothers K. the dreams of the fathefs generation are entirely 

invested in baseball. but in a sigificant twist. the burden of this baseball dream is taken 

entirely by the father as the sixties "generation gap" begins to daim his sons one by one. 

For the juvenile rookie-of-the-year in Season's End. the son's cynical scom for the 

traditional virtues associated with the game. despite his phenomenal success, is the source 

of his fathefs cold despair. These novels (and. to a certain extent the father themes in the 

contemporary baseball novels In D q s  of Awe (1991) by Eric Goodman and Rat P d m s  
(1992) by Canadian author David Homel) are not seminars in how-to parenting. and they 

are not replicating previous baseball-lit Dads like the good guy Pop in Mark Harris's Ihe 

Sourhpm. The trope is repeated because the tensions and conflicts it engages are honestly 

fel t 

The image of fathers playing catch with sons is not a studio-born gimmick of 

advertisen. Relationships of fathers and sons rnediated through sports are obviously 

commou yet subject to a complex senes of variables. Given the status of baseball as a 

male-testing ground and what Harold Seymour called "a badge of Americanismw ( 1 ), the 

words (and actions) between father and son about baseball will continue to be a rich and 

contested area of discourse for authors of American fiction. particularly as the societal 

definitions of "fatherhood" are changing. The definitions of baseball too are changing as 

declanttions of the game's nostalgie tropes become sharper and more detailed. W~thin the 

specific tempen of the Reagan I Bush era, where the financial growth of professional 

baseball was accompanied with the aging of the center of its marketplace and with a 

noticeable expansion of the sport's place in social discourse, the uptum in baseball fiction 

is not surprising. And as baseball's fan-base continues to age, the tropes of basebali's 

longgone immaculate states will continue to steep, and baseball's literary marketplace will 



be saturated with these tropes as long as they manage to express a metaphoncal relief from 
a complicated gerterational friction. (And as long as it remains profitable.) 

In his popular essay "Baseball: Our Game" John Thom writes that "We grow up 

with baseball; we mark - and, for a moment, stop - the passage of time with it: and w e  

grow old with it. It is our game, for al1 our days" (55). The sentiments of the game's 

generational links are soothing, but increasingly it's possible to see how baseball is not so 

much "our" game anymore. Sayings like "it's the national anthem before every game; it's 

playing catch with your sonn(54) are of course fair enough. but they hint at past times no 

cultural product can honestly claim. And if baseball is to be more than the rnythic subject 

of poems, novels, stones. plays, songs, movies and TV shows, the game must continue to 

draw new fans. Othenvise. like Reagan's live broadcast, the game will be represented 

fantastidly, but our hem will actually have stmck out a long time ago. 



SIX 

Make Like Mike: 
Baseball Fiction's Conclusion? 

"If people don? want to corne oui to the park, nobody's going to stop 'em." 

- Yogi Berra 

"If rny devotion to baseball does more than Milton can to juçtify God's way to man, . . . 
but is also an occasional embarrassrnent to me, 1 lay some of the blame on my being a 

-Mordecai Ric hler 



Why BasebaiI? 

Books are precious commodi ties, objects which are complexly attached to our society's 

definitions of intelligence, status, value and worth. Reading is so profoundly located at the 

center of our culture. that the production of literature and literary trends are often thought to 

be unselfconsciously motivated. As professional baseball's commercial concems are well 

served by the idea that it's just a game, the bookselling industry is well served by the idea 

that it is fai thfully promoting culturai bettement. Arguments that baseball's impressive 

forays into literature corne from the sport's natural suitability to the traditions of letters 

similarly ignore the commercial dimensions of baseball-lit in favor of the assurances that 

baseball and books are innocently mamed -- and the fact that baseball is fit for literature, 

makes baseball even better. The important realization about watching baseball (being "just 

a fantt) is that it is a viable retreat from real life pressures and it is not tumed into "work" or 

a "project." The fan is resolutely not creating. This implied passivity makes the fan the 

likely stooge in representations of baseball's economy, but in some way the exclusively 

receptive aspect of the fan's perspective can be the closest thinp to critical authority. 

Baseball and books are good enough, but the creation of baseball fiction did not 

occur without editors and publishers paying attention to the appetites of baseball fans for 

literature about their favorite sport. And locating a consumer base that might be interested 

in books about professional sports is hardly the work of a marketing genius or the result of 

intense focus-group research. But baseball fiction comes into its own as a recognizable 

product chiefly because of the interest in the sport and in i ts tropological expressions. That 

baseball fiction can be good reading can be as tnie as "Coca-Cola tastes good," but like 

soda pop, adult mainstream fiction is also a commercial retail product with its own bottom 

lines and target audiences. The fact that many baseball novels still make it into the hard 

cover market, also suggests that baseball fiction's audience is one which overail does not 

mind paying for the privilege of reading. l That these contemporary books seIl their 

baseball connection directly (the five novels I discussed in the tast chapter each have a 

baseball or a ballplayer on the front cover) suggests that it is the baseball fan who is 

pri man1 y targeted. 

Li terary retail products are usuall y segmented in three class-conscious formats: hard 
cuver (c.$27-39), made (c. $12-18), and mass-market (~$5-8). Increasingly, adult literary 
fiction skips a hard cover publication and goes directiy to trade. And today, the appearance 
of a book in a hard cover format rnay itself indicate a publisher's faith in the product. 



In fact, a basic marketing design. or  lay-out, is somethinp most baseball books 

(fiction or non-fiction, acadernic or general, adult o r  juvenile) have in common. In this, the 

recent tomes of 1 i terary cri ticism Grouncl Rules and Making the Terun are no different than 

the pot-boilers The Fun or The D e d  Pull Hiiter. That is, the back pages of al1 these books 

assure us of how "nchly textured," o r  "entertaining" the book is reputed to be, (cf. Morris 

153) where the cover art sells the image of a big baseball. Grormi R~rles' cover has an 

officia11 y signed basebal 1 floating in the ethereal blue, emphasizing the transcendent4 myths 
that baseball's literature embraces: Making the Teumts cover has a black and white 

baseball, casting its dark (cultural) shadow across the page: The Fun's baseball is grimy 
and stained, like the game that is imagined as fallen from grace; The Dead Pldl Hirrerls 

baseball is embossed with a bloody fingerprint so large that even the L.A.P.D. would have 

trouble ignoting it. In each case i t is the baseball that is being sold. For whoever said you 
can't judge a book by its cover obviously never worked in a Barnes and Noble bookstore. 

The obvious commercial and marketing designs in contemporary baseball fiction, of 

course, do not delegitirnize the novels' discourse about America. One wonders. though, 

after Iooking at a11 these baseball fictions and their conflicted tropes, w hether basebal 1 

fiction finally has something to Say about Amenca that other books can't say? The answer 

to this, keepinp with the argumentation I've presented al1 along, is both yes und no. First, 

yes: baseball's cultural history as  "the national pastirne," with its cherished articles of 

patriotic nostalpia, and its access to deeply-held ideals (which are believed even if they 

aren't "true"), gives the author of adult baseball fiction a potent metaphor to mesure the 

state of the nation. Baseball has also inspired a greater vanety and volume of literary 

fiction than most products from popular culture have and, as such, offers a fuller 

imaginative frame to view America's popular culture. But then, no: the messages of 

baseball fiction are replicated in other fictions, particularly in other sports fictions. For 

other writers, soccer can be seen as aestheticall y and spiritually faultiess; golfs pastoral 

qualities can be poetically eulogized; the college volleyball squad can be transformed into an 

adequate metaphor for an ideal American metitocracy. and the hockey rink is as likely a 

locale as the ballfield for father and son reunions. 

As the cultural product of baseball literature is commonly accepted, I've rarely been 

asked why bcisebull?. but a few interested Canadians have asked of me why not hockey? 

There are, of course, hundreds of Canadian poems, stories, novels and plays about 

hockey. Furthemore, like the Americaness of baseball, the Canadianess of hockey is a 

well-known trope, with its own like expressions, such as former Montreal goalie Ken 

Dryden's feel-good line "Hockey makes Canada feel more Canadian" ( 19). However, the 

Canadianess of hockey is less thoroughly expressed than the Americaness of baseball; 



while there is a Canadian hockey literature which articulates game and country, the 

Canadian literary community has not embraced hockey the way baseball has  been embraced 

by the literary community in the United States. (Or the way baseball has been embraced by 

the literary community in Canada for that matter.) 

Much can be said as to why hockey literature hasn't quite become the cultural 

product of national affirmation in Canada that baseball literature has become in the United 

States. But instead of only cornparhg the relative virtues of the inspiring sports, I would 

also contrast the marketplaces and the opportunities to create an interest in sornething like a 

national sports literature. Baseball's longstanding access to the enormous American and 

Canadian media, and the affection of that combined population base makes the use of 

baseball as a literary metaphor a more likely Nor~h Americcuz hit, to Say nothing of a greater 

potential for film treatrnent Also, baseball literature's summer publishing schedule is a 

friendlier marketplace for literary cornpanions to sport. Whereas hockey's Christmas 

season is good for sales, these sales are l e s  geared towards "adult / literary" products and 

more towards gifts. 

But it seems that, as baseball has gained a certain high-cultural credibility, Canadian 

publishers are becoming more interested in doing the same for hockey. As the Sisyphean 

travails of the Red Sox and the dispersa1 of the Giants and Dodgers to the West Coast have 

become the inspiration of so much of baseball's literary expression, the lost glory of the 

Toronto Maple Leafs (and of much of the NHL's "original six") is, I think, proving to be a 

rewarding ground for literary nostalgia. The Maple Leafs have not won the Stanley Cup 

since 1%7, and as a current generation of Ontarians rnay be more familiar with the joy of 

victory in professional baseball, the aging core of "original six" hockey fans may want to 

read more about their "lost" game. In the 19% version of a Canadian book-order catalogue 

called Booksjbr Everybody there were over a dozen what I would cal1 upscale hockey 

books, like the collection of stories called Originui Sir, and recollections from established 

Canadian authors, incl uding Roy MacGregor's The Severt A.M. Practice: Srorirs of Fmily  
Lifr and David Adams Richards' Hockey Dreum: Mernories Of A MUR Who Couldn'r 

Pfq.  When a Canadian literary superstar Iike Margaret Atwood or Michael Ondaatje writes 

a novel about hockey which is tumed into a popular movie, the academic study of hockey 

fiction wiII not be far behind. 

In the end it is sport, not baseball, nor hockey, nor baseball vs. hockey, nor 

baseball vs. football, that is the universal expenence which is celebrated. The "timeless" 

truths of what Whitman called Arnerica's "Hurrah Game" are an easy sel1 in Canada, where 

baseball is enorrnously popular, but these assertions might fa11 on deaf ears in France or the 

U K ,  just as soccer literature is not likely to excite North American publishers. 



Are These Books Any Good? 

Just what makes a good sports novel is debatable. An argument which students of sports 

literature regularly have contrasts one view, which sees a good sports novei (or poem o r  

story) a s  basically being about "something else" but using the sport setting to express it, 

with another view which sees a good sports novel a s  being essentially concemed with the 

issues arising from the pame itself and how it is played. I find this a frustrating argument 

because 1 realize 1 can like (or dislike) both kinds of books. C h w m  u son gocît. said the 

old man as  he kissed the cow. 

I do not know what makes a "classic," and have no reliable system to advise the 

skeptical as to which of these works are ephemeral and which ones will last through the 

next rnillenium. Because I have devoted so rnuch research interest into popular culture, 1 

am often suspicious of the assured definitions of "qualityn which inevitably precede the 

dismissive snaps that condemn the things I'm interested in. But even recognizing 

traditional biases against popula. culture. I would not feel at al1 uncomfortable or  rebellious 

teaching an introductory Amencan literature class usinp only baseball novels as main texts. 

(The fact that baseball fiction features novels by name-authors like Malarnud and Roth does 

shore up a certain canonical respectability and may help avoid the ire of those who are 

womed some legendary classroom in California is "getting away with" teaching English by 

show ing episodes of I Love LLK~.) However, in the politicized debate about the canon. the 

baseball-fiction classroom might get it from both sides; from o n e  side which may argue 

time devoted to Yorl Know Me Al and The Dead Pull Hilier is tirne spent away from Virgil 

and Emerson; from another side which may argue that baseball's conservative reputation 

along with its largely white, largely male, audience d o  nothing to contribute to a more 

incl usive classroom. 

But al1 books are not created equal. The differing quality and aesthetic value of 

these baseball books is something I am very interested in. Even keeping in mind that my 

general tastes rnay displease William Bennett, and that at this stage in my life I'rn unlikely 

to commit myself to ticking off the titles in the appendix to Harold Bloom's The Western 

Curzon, I do think most of the books I've discussed in this manuscript are, in fact, good 

books, worth reading. I'm not trying to Say al1 o r  any of these books deserve their rightful 

spot beside the ancients o r  to suggest that their exclusion from such lists is the work of 

academic snobs. As much a s  we can think of baseball literature as a genre o r  a sub-genre 

of American literature, it is undeniably a minor one, existing for the most part only in the 

margins of academic discourse. But even minor things can have major significance and, in 



the rnagins,  the conversation about sports Iiterature is excitingly. and often 

unpretentiously , evaluating quali ty. Of course, sorne baseball books are bad and some are 

boring. The baseball angle may have been the motivation to  purchase the book, but the 

aesthetic response is in no way guaranteed by baseball. 

I'm not passionate about trying to convince people to  read books I've enjoyed, 

particularly if these books can be pigeonholed in a genenc category which the potential 

reader is not interested in. I tend to believe that if a previous prejudice against or lack of 

interest in baseball exists, these books would be a difficult sel[, But if asked what baseball 

novels I thought were the best, beyond their usefulness in the discussions of this 

manuscript, I would submit this top ten k t :  

The Celebrcult 
You Know Me Al 
Blue Ruin 
;litie Universul Basebuil Association 
The Great American Novel 
Fiekler's Choice 
Hoop fa 
The Greatesi Sïump ofAlf Time 
Bang the Drzm Slow+ 
Shoeiess Joe 

As explanation for this list 1 would say that 1 read like u fm: 1 want a certain sophistication 

about the sport's history, but I also enjoy a certain wit coming from strong voices. (1 want 

the frosting, the flake. and the nutritional information.)? This is rny top ten for non- 

fiction: 

Buil Four 
The Long Season 
Lords of rhe R a l m  
Seuson Ticket 
Babe 
Men at Work 
P f q i n g  for Keeps 
Field of S c r e m  
invisible Men 
Dianwnds in the Rough 

This list's prediliction for scanda1 and exposé perhaps unflattenngly exposes my own 

nostalgia for a gaine that never was. And to enjoy these books it probably helps to be (or 

My most recommended texts, however, are two anthologies with fiction and non-fiction: 
The Basebali Reader and Diamondr Are A GrCl's Best Friend. 



once have k e n )  a fan. A French critic trying to explain the verbal punnery in Roth's The 

Great Amricun Novel admits early in his essay that to understand the niles of basebal1 one 

migh t need "une b o m  encyclopedia, luie felevision, er un peu & putience" (Aubert 187). 

And to this advice 1 offer no alibi. 

What Now? 

1 was never much of a ballplayer. Growing up in a wintery Quebec suburb, baseball 

wasn't exactly part of the neighbourhood scene, but when Montreal was awarded a Major 

k g u e  franchise in 1968, baseball became part of my life. And if there i s  one baseball 

"achievement" 1 am proud of, it's that 1 went to every single home game of the Montreal 

Expos 1983 season -- a year the tearn finished in third place and played just two games 

over 500. In those days, before there was a roof or heating in the Olympic Stadium, 

sitting through garnes on April and September nights was indeed an exercise in something. 

(1 rernember the games of the first homestand that year were penlou~ly close to k i n g  calleil 
on account of snow.) I also saw those games on my own accord and out of my own  

pocket, mostly from a vantage in the bleachen where the seats cost just a dollar. I think 

about that season often; even though 1 wanted the Expos to win every pame I saw, 1 
developed a patience for the games themselves. And I p u e s  I feel about that season the 

way I feel about havinp read this batch of baseball novels: 1 am glad to have goone through 

each one, I value al1 the time 1 spent doing it, but 1 wouldntt do  it again, not unless 1 had 

better seats. 

As 1 said early on, baseball literature has had its hot and cold streaks and it l o o k  

like things are cooling down a little. The marketplace may have been a M e  too soured by 

the strike of 1994, fans may be a little disengaged after seeinp so much of the Atlanta 

Braves in postseason play, membership in the Society for American Baseball Reasearch is 

down. the cntical failure of the Ken Burns docurnentary rnay have displayed the limitations 

in baseball's intellectualization, and there hasn't been a verifiable hit basebal1 movie since A 

Lc*ugue of Their Own. 1 have no special insight into the publishing schedules of the future, 

but it's easy to imagine how baseball's recent fan disappointments may have convinced a 

few fiction editors that baseball titles will be cold for now. TV-revenues will remain high 
of course, but the audiences likely won't expand beyond their traditional demographic - 
base. -: 

"Televised sports attracts a heavily male audience which can not cornpete, in t e m s  of 
sheer numbers, with the larger and more heterogenous audiences for prime t ime 
programingw (Neai-Lunsford 57). 



The sport lags behind its lofty rhetoric, but this rnakes it easier to see how the post- 

strike p e n d  may ulfimately bring more literature to the fans of a game as the golden ages 

of the past increase their lustre. When Esquire dubbed Michael Jordan "our new 

DiMaggio," it was hard to think of this as a paradigm shift, from one sports hero to 

another, but to the millions who cherish their special baseball mernories, there is a slightly 

elegiac feeling about this nod to the preat basketball star. To  Say Michael Jordan is more 

popular than any baseball player of recent memory is an understatement. When Jordan did 

a brief stint in baseball's minor leagues. MJ was the most popular basebail player in 

America. Not underpaid or untouched by scandal, Jordan has still managed to hold onto 

the faith of millions of fans. Fifty years from now we may hear of another athlete in 

another sport refemed to as our "new Michael Jordan" and basketbail fans may lament the 

glitziness of whatever has taken the place of "be like Mike." Cntic George Weigel's 

corn plaints about current baseball's "slavish imitation of the NBA" as  something " which 

risks the transformation of baseball into but one more 'entertainment option'"(51). is the 

kind of cornmentary which insists on preserving pre-TV era virtue in baseball as it fights to 

maintain its extraordinary profits. Baseball, of course, made this "transformation" a long 

time ago; the NBA caught up and is currently beatinp professional baseball at its own 

game. 

Whatever our natural susceptibilities to nostalgia, the longterm fan remains an 

educated critic, and as  long as the fan's critical appreciation is alive there will likely be more 

baseball fictions. continuing to affinn and impeach the sarne excitable tropes. As a 
Dodgers fan will interpret a game differently than a Yankees fan, other differences of 

experiences (other seating arrangements) will infonn the critical readinps of baseball 

literature. There is no definite conclusion to baseball fiction. but since there is certainly no 

prohibition on partisanship in traditional literary cnticism. the celebrations and hostiiities of 

baseball fans should always feel cornfortable in the pages of the literary presses. As long 

as people can rernember how the game was played, novelists will retum to Americafs 

pastime as the issues of baseball fiction rernain intriguingly unresolved, contested in an 

extra-inning garne nobody wins. 
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